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OPC CROSSOVER

The OPC (Optimum Phase Crossover) filter is based on asimple idea:
better to optimise components through accurate manufacturing than try
to correct their mechanical values electronically. Focal-JivIlab's cone W
and Beryllium drivers are carefully balanced to leave the filter with just
its original task: directing frequency. The result is the optimisation of
amplitude response without compromising phase response, providing
an exceptional sound stage.
For further information visit the Focal-IMIab website at www.focal-fr.com

7FocalANI lab
the

Spirit

of

Sound

Focal-JMIab UK
Lonsdale House 52 Blucher Street
Birmingham BI 1QU
Tel. 0121 616 51 26
info@focal-jmlab.co.uk

FOCUS RING

The extended bandwidth of new digital formats imposes for greater
demands upon a loudspeaker tweeter assembly, both in terms of
outright power handling and resistance to extreme temperatures.
Focal-JMIab's Beryllium tweeter's performance is limited by neither
factor thanks to patented Focus Ring technology, which integrates two
high power neodymium magnets around a central samarium- cobalt
magnet to "focus the magnetic fields. The result is acompact magnetic
circuit that is exceptionally powerful and free from the temperature
related performance limitations of conventional magnet designs.
For further information visit the Focal-leAlab website at www.focal-fr.com
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BERYLLIUM TWEETER
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Why Beryllium? Beryllium is ideally suited to meet the extended
demands placed on tweeters by new high bandwidth sources. With
arigidity more than seven times higher than aTitanium or Aluminum
dome of identical mass, Beryllium has allowed Focal-JMIab to
create a single tweeter dome with a remarkable five octave flat
response from 1kHz to 40kHz! Eliminating the problems found
when using dedicated "superlweeters".
For further information visit the Focal-JMIab website at www.focal-fr.com
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CO\VERGE\CE
The No40 Media Console is atwo component system,
each dedicated to state of the art processing and switching
of video and audio.
The Mark Levinson No40 media console is aremarkably
powerflul and flexible control centre for even the most
advanced honre entertainment system.
Both the audio processor and the video processor are built
on "card cage" designs that maximize hardware flexibility
now and in the future.
As befits the first multi-channel, audio/video product to
carry the Mark Levinson name, the No40 Media Console
offers no-compromise audio performance that is worthy of
its heritage.
Extraordinary measures have been taken in both design and
manufacturing to ensure that the sounds you enjoy flOM
your No40 bused system will be emotionally involving and
rewarding, whether you are enjoying conventional stereo
recordings, multi-channel music or the latest film.

16 Bit Linear KM upsampled to 24/bits at 352.8 kHz,
HDCD, Dolby Digital, Dolby Digital + THX, Dolby Digital +
THX-EX, DIS, DIS + THX, DIS-ES,IDTS-ES + THX,
ProLogic 2, Pro-Logic + THX, MPE6, laPEG + THX.
*Moe music and film surround sound mode processing to
provide amulti-channel experience from two-channel material.
Matrix processing, speaker crossovers and bass
redirection/management.

The No40 offers performance comparable to the finest
professional video switches that you might find in postproduction houses in Hollywood.
The video crosspoint switch has avideo frequency response
in excess of 60 MHz -± 0.1dB, with asignal to noise ratio
better than 70dB. At the more traditional —3dB point the
numbers get even better with well over 200MHz of
bandwidth. This is significant as it exceeds even the highest
frequencies for any HDTV system that has even been
proposed much less implemented.

The No40 Video Processor contains many innovations that
have never before been available to consumers at any price.
The front panel of the No40 Video Processor features a
small LCD screen. This screen can be used in several ways,
including access to all the setup menus and control options
via Madrigal's graphic user interface or GUI.
This GUI is implemented in the digital video domain for the
greatest clarity and legibility and incorporates several
proprietary Madrigal Technologies.

Today we have atruly remarkable assortment of source
components that may be brought into asophisticated home
entertainment system. Hence the need for equally remarkable
input and output capabilities, aclear, powerful and flexible
user interface, innovative approaches to simplifying the
control of complex systems, and avariety of tools to facilitate
custom installation applications that may require the No40 to
control or to be controlled by other products.
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Path Premier

Evinson
MADRIGAL AUDIO

LABORATORIES

Dormer Road, Thorne Industrial Estate, Thorne, Oxfordshire OX9 3UD
Tel: +44 (01 1844 219000

Fax +44 101 1844 219099
Email: premier@path.co.uk
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Welcome
It may seem arather obvious ploy to launch into a' Welcome' page
by telling you that this very issue you're holding in your hands is an

Editorial staff
Editor • Steve Harris
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor • René Andrew
Production Editor • Michael Cavenett

extra-special one, packed full of this and that, and jammed to
bursting with the other. But this month, it's all true. HiFi News has
astunning new look and as you'll see, there's even more good
reading here than before, with afew ' firsts'.

Editorial contacts
tel • 020 8774 0846
fax • 020 8774 0940
e-mail • hi- f
inews@ipcmedia.com
HiFi News. IPC Media, Focus House.
Dingwall Ave. Croydon, Surrey CR9 210

your money. It's actually the introduction of anew quarterly

Technical Advisers

our belief that AV products need to be reviewed

Our biggest innovation is one that really does give you more for
magazine. With this issue of HiFi News, you'll find the first edition
of AVTech, devoted to AV and home theatre. It's

Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford
Angus McKenzie MBE

and tested properly, and under the auspices of
Paul Miller, AVTechwill do just that.
In other words, we aim to apply to AV coverage

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

the same high standards that HiFi News itself

has always striven for in covering pure audio

Consulting Editor
John Crabbe

equipment. AVTech will complement
HiFi News, allowing us, for the first time ever, to

Senior Contributing Editor
Ken Kessler

cover the whole gamut of quality AV components
without compromising on other subjects.

Advertising
Group Sales Manager • Nick Lee
Senior Sales Executive • Natasha Bailey
Classified Sales Executive • Clare Haynes
The Market
(Reader sales & wants) • Carol Molloy
Production Manager • Clare Lordan

AV products
need to be
reviewed and
tested properly,
and AVTech
will do just that

020 8774 0841
020 8774 0718
020 8774 0790

as always the very best coverage of what's

020 8774 0631
020 8774 0928

Our cover story — an exclusive test of Krell's SACD Standard player,

Meanwhile, in HiFi News itself, we bring you
happening in the world of reproduced music.

on page 20 — gives Martin Colloms the opportunity to explore in

Publisher

depth the whole question of Super Audio CD sound quality, as well

Angni

as the intriguing results produced by the long-awaited entry of the

Group Art Editor
Patrick Morrissey

of the American high-end leader into this field.
By contrast, for vinyl enthusiasts, our three-way comparative test

Contributors

of LP record decks introduces the newest model from the revived

Classical Music: Christopher Breunig
Jazz: Ben Watson Rock: Johnny Black

Hi-fi: David Allcock, David Berriman, Tony Bolton,
Ben Duncan, Barry Fox, Alvin Gold, Jonathan Gorse,
Ian Harris, Ivor Humphreys, Paul Miller

Thorens brand, plus the latest from Michell and Roksan [ page 50].
We haven't skimped on features either: don't miss Andrew
Harrison's fascinating interview with Mike Oldfield, whose
Tubular Bells is one of the few works to be heard on both SACD and

New subscriptions
01622 778778
fax 01444 445599
e-mail, ipcsubs@qss-uk.com

DVD-Audio. The story isn't as simple as you might think...

Subscriptions queries
01444 475675
e-mail: ipcsubs@ess-ukicom

Back issues

020 8532 3628

Hi Fi News magazine incorporates: Stereo. Tape & Tape
Recorders, Audio News. Record News, Audio Record Review,
The Gramophone Record, Which CO' and Music Business.
Hi Fi News is amember of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
(ABC) and of EISA ( www.eisa-awards.org).
Hi Fi News is published on the first Friday of the month preceding the cover
date by IPC Focus Network, part of the IPC Media group. It costs £ 3.60 per
issue (£43.20 for 12 months) in the UK; € 91.20 in Western Europe; € 122.70
for the rest of Europe, S122.70 in North America. Rates for airmail delivery.
IPC Media. 2003, all rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is forbidden without permission, in writing, of the publishers. Distributed by
Marketforce, tel 020 7261 5555. Typeset by Planart, London 5E1. Printed in
England by BRHubbards, Sheffield and TPL UK, Worcs. ISSN 1472-2569.

Steve Harris,
EDITOR

It was 20 years ago today ( or rather this month) and what
were they talking about? CD versus LP, valves versus
transistors, and the proliferation of high-priced cables.
Our respected US correspondent Nate Garfinkle explained
how audio cables had now become abooming industry,
and that he personally was experiencing the benefit of

j_Pc
COUNTRY
&LEISURE
MEDIA

Distributed by MarketForce

www.hifinews.co. uk

Monster's Interlink Reference interconnect, at no less
than $ 80 ametre (
in the UK, from Hi Fi Markets, it was
£6.70 per foot— the pound was still worth something
then). Could such extravagance everbe justified?

Hi Fi'
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Mike Oldfield on Tubular Bells
2003; Spendor SR5; Bose 301

Audiopax Model 88

hardware

45 Leema Xen loudspeaker

82 Mike Oldfield interviewed

20 Definitive Test:

This baby yo-audio monitor has abg — but.
faithful — heart, says Andrew Harrison

Anewly-recorded Tubular Bells 2003 is coming
to DVD-Audio. Mike Oldfield explains why 5.1
surround is bette' than quad. By Andrew Harrison

Krell SACD Standard
It's big news when Krell enters trie SACD arena: so
does this player really set the Standard'? Our
exclusive in-depth test is by Martin Colloms

28 Avalon Symbol loudspeaker
Can this middle- range Avalon mood live up to the
promise of the Eidolor? Review by Alvin Gold

31 DNM PA3 Spower amplifier
Christopher Breunig tries the latest version of
ONM's elegant '3D circuit' power amplifier design

33 Creek A50iR integrated amplifier
With the A50iR, Creek offers anew look, mye
power and more value, argues David Berrirran

36 Trinity Trident loudspeaker
Newcomer Trinity Audio makes abrave bid to ¡ oin
the ranks cf British audiophile speaker brands
with is sturdy Trident. Review by David & kook

47 DiscWelder DVD-A software
Keith Howard reviews both Chrome and Steel
editions of DiscWelder's DVD-A authoring software

50 Group Test: Michell TecnoDec,
Roksan Radius 5, Thorens TD-850
Even with the coverage that dig tal formats get
these Gays, quality is stil. the LP's preserve. We
test the latest turntables af or undet £ 1000

56 Lab Test:
Spendor SR5 loudspeaker
Awall- mount speaker with an audiophile agencta
and aBBC pedigree, teed by David Berriman

72 Classical
Mullova and Gardiner; Mahler 6on LSO ' live';
Respighi ballets; Opera Overtures on LP

77 Jazz
Kenny Dorham, John Schofield, Guillermo Brown

79 Rock

6C Lab Test:
Edge NL-10 power amplifier
Sturm/ng looks and unique ' laser bis' distinguish
this big US power amplifier. Test by Martin Collorrs

81 Audiophile

39 Exposure XXII CD player

98 Hot 100
Our sncirtlit guide to the best buys in hi-f.

These bookshelf speakers use revo'utionary'
technology to recreate 'the brilliarce of alive
performance'. Andrew Harrison investigates

software

John Cale, Sugar Ray, Eva Cassidy and
Blue Man Group

After the 2010 series, Ivor Humpnreys discovers a
luxurious ' new classic' from the South Coast firm

41 Bose 301 loudspeaker

90 The feature: DRC Is Set To Boom
After many false starts, digital room correction is
becoming areaLty at last, says Keith Howard

features
66 Sweetspot: the Captain's cabin
Don created ano-compromise music and AV
system - on aboat. Interview by Andrew Harrison

Beach Boys come to DVD-A at last

89 CD offer:
Eleanor McEvoy's Portrait of aSongwriter

regulars
9Sources
All the atest product and event news

42 Beauhorn B2.2 loudspeaker
Has Ken Kessler finally found ahorn speaker that
sounds Ike an erectrostatic?
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Clockwise from left:
Avalon Symbol
loudspeaker, Exposure
XXII CD player,
Beauhom B2.2
loudspeaker, Roksan
Radius 5turntable

19 Barry Fox

107 Accessories Club

DAB was made for cars, but not all cars are made
for DAB...

More audio bargains from HFN's mail-order
service

65 John Crabbe

126 The Market

On live-versus- recorded acoustics

Hundreds of unmissable second-hand bargains for
you to browse

97 Views
Readers' letters and opinions

137 Next Month/Ad index

102 Back issues

What's coming Lp in he December 2003
issue of HiFi News

Find the one you m ssed

105 Subscription order form
Subscrioe -oHEN and save those pounds
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138 Ken Kessler
On the ' unreviewable' Audiopax Model 88
monoblock 30W valve power amp
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audio research

VAOFF 1.1 TUBE
POWER AIMPLII it Fi

INCOLL
OFIF 11,411,131,1

AUDIO RESEARCH
LS25 MKII/VT100 MKIII
PRE/POWER AMPLIFIER
IleWM

OVO Audio, SACO, 5.1, 6.1, 7.1, MLR DTS, MP3 - home entertainment is ever-changing, the music lover struggling to keep abreast of
developments while steering clear of the ephemeral. StabiliWis needed, a touchstone, a constant upon which the enthusiast can depend.
For over a_oLiarter-century, Audio Research has brought order to the chaos, responding to every new format, every new layout with a
steady hand, a trained ear, a cool head - applying the wisdom gained of experience t3 every product nearing the company's name.
Audio Research has always conducted itself in a manner befitting manufacturers of bespoke products of a bygone age, be they handcrafted automobiles, fine timepeces or hand- stitched shoes. It will not be rushed. At any point in its history. Audio Research has
maintained a rank at the top of its field, its position held through the change of millennia with a series of products truly deserving of the
name " Reference". The Reference 2 Mk II pre- amplifier and Reference Phono, the Reference 600 Mk Ill and 300 Mk Il power amplifiers
this family of vacuum tube components proves that traditional values such as hand- built construction, superior parts and materials.
intelligent ergonomics and flash- free styling can be applied to the latest technologies: the best of the past with the best of the present,
to ready the listener for the future.
But Audio Research does not restrict its expertise to its flagship models. The company has always employed a "trickle down" approach,
applying the gains acquired through the development of the Reference models throughout the range. Among its latest achievements are
the CO3 Cd player the LS25 Mk II pre- amplifier and VT100 Mk Ill power amplifier, products capable of reproducing sound of a calibre
unknown at their price points.
Audio Research: not a cautious choice, but a considered one,

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION

absolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW T: - 44 (
0)20 89 71 39 09 F: 44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62
W: www absolutesounds com E: into absolutesounds corn
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Monitor Audio has produced anew

£125 and measures just 190 x

sub/sat/centre home theatre

120 x140mm ( hwd). It's arigid

system that's noticeably small and

rear-firing reflex enclosure with

pretty stylish with it. The units'

custom MMP Mk11 bass- mid driver

clean lines are designed to

and gold dome C- CAM tweeter. The

complement the modern home

Radius 180 centre costs £ 150 and

without being too obtrusive. Expect

is only 95mm deep ( suitable for

the usual MA build quality and

use with flat- screens) and uses the

driver/crossover technology

same drivers as the ' 90'. The

borrowed from the Bronze Series.

Radius 360 subwoofer uses a

All the products are built from

200mm downward-firing paper

19mm MDF and are available in

cone driver. Features include

beech or rosemah wood veneers, or

frequency control from 40-180Hz,

black or silver lacquer. They come

music/movie mode selector, phase

supplied with both silver and black

switch, RCA stereo inputs, and

grilles and wall brackets where

dedicated LFE input. The sub is

appropriate. Gold-plated terminals

available for £ 350.

are used throughout.
ARadius 90 satellite costs

Monitor Audio, 01268 740580,
www.monitoraudio.co.uk

Clearaudio
phono stage

Unison AV
amp debut
Italian valve specialist Unison

Housed in acompact metal case

Research has announced its first

50 x74 x30mm, the Clearaudio

multichannel power amplifier, the

Micro Basic is an entry-level

Unico Teatro. Following the success

phono stage from the respected

of the Unico integrated amplifier,

German turntable manufacturer.

the Teatro uses the same valve/solid

The Micro Basic is suitable for

state configuration (valve pre-amp

moving- magnet and moving-coil

stages, MOSFET output stage) as

cartridges, with gain switches

other products in the Unico range.
This time it is used in no fewer
than eight channels of 90W each,
which can also be run in bridged
mode to give 4x300W. Protection

Harman Kardon's 50th
anniversary specials

mounted on the bottom of the
unit. Options are 60dB ( m-c)
or 40dB ( mm).
An impedance-sensing circuit
is said to automatically set the

circuitry is fitted. Opera claims

Celebrating the company's 50th

x50W outputs, with rear channels

ideal loading for the cartridge.

that its unique use of valve hybrid

anniversary - it was founded by Dr

that can also be assigned to multi-

A subsonic filter is set at

technology in amultichannel power

Sidney Harman and Bernard

room installations. Heat manage-

-6dB/octave from 20Hz. Power is

amplifier provides asound which is

Kardon in 1953 - Harman Kardon

ment is controlled by Harman

supplied from an external ± 25V

perfect for home cinema and both

debuted its series of three limited

Kardon's new automatic variable

supply unit. The Clearaudio

multichannel and two-channel

edition ` Anniversary' products at

speed fan. Surround formats

Micro Basic is priced at £ 225.

music. UK retail price is £3500.

this year's Berlin IFA show. The

include Dolby EX and DIS ES.

Audio Reference, 01252

UKD, 01753 651669,

series consists of two receivers, the

Component video inputs and

702705, www.clearaudio.de

www.ukd.co.uk

£350 AVR 505 and the £ 550 AVR

outputs are provided.

507 [ the lower of the two products

The 46mm high DVD 506 player

pictured above], as well as the £ 300

includes a ' revolutionary' on- screen

DVD 506 DVD player [ also pictured

display, enabling setup and control

above I.

via only five buttons on the

The AVR 505 offers five x40W

remote. Other features are

amplification and features Dolby

progressive scan, component video

Digital, DIS 5.1 and Dolby Pro

output and playback of WMA, JPEG

Logic Il decoding, as well as HK's

and MP3 files.

proprietary VMAx and Lexicon

Harman Kardon, 020 8731 4670,

Logic7. The AVR 507 delivers seven

www.harman.corn

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month
Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778 778
www.hifinews.co.uk
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TAMOY
DUAL

CONCENTRIC"

The Tannoy Eyris DC series is apowerful blend of sound
quality, cutting edge technology and contemporary aesthetics.
Superior engineering knowledge, acquired through delivery of class
leading studio monitors to the audio and film industries, has produced
this highly Fefined Tannoy Dual Concentriem drive unit in Eyris DC.
The benefits of wide bandwidth formats are clearly recognised by
audio enthusiasts and recording professionals worldwide. At the
forefront of this audio revolution is Tannoy's WIDE BANDTm technology
delivering breathtaking dynamics, detail and sound staging.

((E"'

1
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IIC, ILJ

ICei CONCENTRIC

T: 01236 420199 F: 01236 428230 E: enquiries@tannoy.com
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Stereo boost for Pure Evoke

Shorts
Changes at Dynaudio

Upgrade adds stereo and FM/AM reception to best-selling digital radio

Dynaudio has announced a
change of distribution in the

Pure Digital has enjoyed some

also that if you already own either

Evoke- 2features an optical digital

UK. Enquiries should now be

commercial and critical success

of the Evoke- 1models you buy an

output or a3.5 mm socket

directed to Dynaudio UK on

with its mono DAB- only Evoke- 1

extra speaker to convert it into a

connection to alarger hi-fi unit.

020 7378 1810

and upgraded ' Elgar' edition

stereo radio, for £ 30.

Pure Digital. 01923 260 511,

standalone kitchen' radios. Not

The battery or mains powered

lbly Competition winners

www.pure-digital.com

surprising then that astereo version

The winners of the Monitor

should be on the market too. And

Audio Competition in July 2003

the aptly- named Evoke- 2also

issue of HiFi News were:

offers FM/AM reception in its svelt

First prize winner

£160 package.

Mr N JKempson, Cambridge;
Second prize winner

The Evoke- 2's similar retro styling

Ms Jayne Edwards, Berkshire

and knob-twiddling ergonomics
should win friends as the DAB radio
formula continues to fight various

Internet retail hi-fi store

teething problems — such as poor

www.internethifisdirect.co.uk is

localised reception and reduced

the web address of anew online

bit- rates — as it fights to become a

shopping site. Internet Direct

genuinely popular format. Certainly

can also be contacted on 0870

the hardware improves month on

752 2566 for mail order

month. Indeed, it's worth noting

Gerzon archive
takes shape
HiFi News' Consultant Technical
Editor Keith Howard is building an
archive of the writings of Michael

NAD's ` 13BE' amp
and CD player

Harman brands
all shook up
Mark Levrnson, the Harman- owned
high-end brand, has moved to share
the Lexicon Consumer division's

Gerzon. One of the industry's

facility in Bedford, Massachusetts

greatest thinkers and writers,

with effect from 30 August. The

especially on matters relating to the

Proceed brand could be on the way

topical issue of surround- sound,

out as the company also said that

Gerzon died in 1996, leaving

'several of the leading products

behind agreat legacy of original

cur -ently under the Proceed brand
name will be folded into the Mark

thought published in the Journal of
the Audio Engineering Society,

Bearing the initials of its designer,

analogue circuits, with careful PCB

Levinson line'. The Mark Levinson,

HiFi News and Studio Sound.

the £ 200 C521BEE is amodified

layout around the DAC stage to

Revel and Lexicon Consumer audio

The repository will be expanded

version of the C521 CD player from

contain RE radiation and

braids look set to continue.

over time, and can be accessed

NAD's director of advanced

interference. The £220 C320BEE

Meanwhile, Lexicon Professional

through Keith Howard's website at

development, Bjorn Erik Edvardsen.

is acomplementary integrated

has now become part of the Salt
Lake City, Utah- based Harman

www.audiosignal.co.uk
Sseverrid sere.
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the to. terminal of the right speaker output.
Glee could cause damage at high lends ssith
sane heap transhor arrohrs, but should
be ch yeah good hisenent at north
yokarees).

FIG. 3

ALTIMMATIK Kahn. or
room eh es0. wrists

IC
M.

It includes atransformer- buffered

amp. It's a50W desigr, using

coaxial digital output, to provide a

NAD's ' PowerDrive' circuit to

Music Group and in aseparate

precise 75 ohm output impedance

provide more (dynamic power

move, the distributed audio

for external digital recorders and D/A

capability. The price is £ 220.

company Audioaccess becmes part

converters. Separate power

NAD Electronics, 01908 319360,

of the Harman's JBL Residential

regulators are used for digital and

www.nadelectronics.com

Group in Woodbury, New York.

Vaughan-Williams: symphonic studies

rift

Dr Lionel Pike ( lecturer at Royal

Pike sticks to his guns there. He's

development in Vaughan Williams's

Holloway, University of London) has

also prepared to pour scorn on other

writing. For the lay person, one

completed afull-scale study:

theoreticians, approvingly quoting

equ pped only to understand the

Vaughan Williams And The

those with whom he agrees ( Michael

music by broad musical reference

Symphony[352 pages including

Kennedy falling into both camps!).

and by general familiarity with VW's

index: Toccato Press;

This is abook for score-

hardback, £ 451.

readers conversant with

inte ,esting comparisons in the text

terms like Mixolydian,

— to Sibelius, Brahms and others.

of correspondence

cancrizans, tritone,

Avolume to evaluate for oneself in a

with Ursula Vaughan

hemiola, modal,

proper bookshop rather than

Williams — who rejects

Phrygian, etc. Pike's

ordering ' blind' through the

Pike has the benefit
hod mono $01/10 Wan.. disc Planed
oh th equipment switched to stereo)
should then be played over the systh and
to. Naha cantle of the second arrokher
should be carefully hustled to minimise to.
output of the rear speaker. Once this n done,
the re. speaker should reproduce he
rifferense of the too stereo shame's, aild the
balance control of he second helm, should

www. hif i
news. co. uk

expressive language, there are

the notion of ' parody'

primary concern is with

inteirnet.

in the Fourth

the structure, phrase-

Toccato Press, 020 7821 5020,

Symphony, though

shapes and thematic

wvvw.toccatapress.com
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Meridian's G91 DVD-A launches range
Range of 12 AV products from Meridian is heralded by the launch of a high- end DVD-A player
Proclaimed as its first new product

using the company's proprietary

launch for 10 years, Meridian has

24/96- capable digital connection

announced anew range of 12 AV

(MHR Smart Link), or to matching G

products. The G Series will eventually
comprise four variations of disc
player ( two incorporating

/

pre-amp capability),

Series amplification with
conventional loudspeakers. Included
with the G91 are video inputs and
outputs using component video or
HDMI standard ( DVI as an extra

control
and processing,
four products
for

option), plus analogue and digital

and three power

audio inputs.

amplifiers for stereo and

multichannel use.

The first of the range is the G91

DVD-Audio player, acombined disc

Sword of truth

Across the range, the G Series
will see new all- metal casework
with industrial design by longtime Meridian collaborator Allen

player, two- channel digital pre-amp,

Boothroyd, finished in pearlescent

and AM/FM tuner. This is designed to

silver or black.

be connected to either apair of

Meridian Audio, 01480 445678,

Meridian self- powered loudspeakers,

www.meridian.co.uk

Opera's flagship

Jenving Technology in Sweden has

Additionally, skin effect is said to

'Solid wood' speaker specialist Opera of Italy

made aspeaker cable which is

be eliminated because the cable's

has launched anew flagship model, the Quinta

claimed to be electrically and

conductors comprise anumber

(£2250/pair). The cabinets are solid

sonically transparent. The Supra

of individually insulated wires.

mahogany, with other hardwood options at

Sword uses apatented bifilar wound

According to Jenving ' dynamic skin

extra cost. The four- driver, three-way design

I
itz design, using 12 wires wound

effect' is amajor cause of music

uses separate reflex- loaded chambers damped

clockwise topped with another 12

signal quality being audibly

with aleadlayer lining for each of the two

wound anti-clockwise, resulting in

degraded by speaker cable.

custom-made 180mm treated cellulose bass

'virtually no net inductive effect'.
This is in deference to unnamed

The patent rights are held by its
inventor, Johnny Svârd, whose

units, while the 130mm copolymer- coned
midrange has its own sealed enclosure section,

text books quoted as saying that ' a

surname translates into English as

lined with acombed acrylic ' blanket'. The

fundamental limit for all the musical

Sword. The cable is produced

treble is handled by aSEAS silk- dome tweeter.
With aslightly sloping front baffle, said to

signal transmission accuracy of

entirely in-house, with terminations

speaker cables, is their inductance'.

hand-soldered by amilitary-certified

improve imaging capabilities, the 31kg Quinta

Jenving Technology claims that

team, using lead-free solder high in

measures 1110 x220 x330mm ( hwd).

inductance is the main cause of

silver and tin — chosen for ecological

UKD, 01753 651669, www.ukd.co.uk

imperfect musical performance

as well as sonic reasons. Supra

in aspeaker cable, so its

Sword is available in a3m termin-

inductanceless design ' passes the

ated single-wire set, priced at £ 725.

most complex music transients

Supra Cables, 01622 664070,

without any deformations'.

vvvvw.supracables.co.uk

Densen high- end tuner
The B-800 is anew £850 tuner from

20,000p Fstorage capacity.

Danish manufacturer Densen. The

The B-800 tuner uses software

company makes particular claims for

programmed and developed by

its efficacy in retrieving low- power

Densen, which can be upgraded in

signals with great clarity. The front

the future as upgrades are designed.

end is ashielded box to avoid

The proprietary software also allows

interference with the audio- stages,

multi- room ( DenLink) and multi-

which use aclass-A non-feedback

system controlling in aDensen

output. The signal path is short and

system. There'll be an external power

the tuner uses aTeflon PCB for the

supply available in late 2003.

best signal transfer. The power supply

Densen, + 45 75181214,

has acustom-made transformer and

www.densen.dk

Get the latest info online www.hifinews.co.uk
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Rotel RA- 1062
August 2003

INTENSE
The Rote! RA1062 and RCD1072
Individually, Roters latest CD player and amplifier will make astriking difference to the way you hear music. When they hook up with
each other, though, it's amatch made in hifi heaven. The chemistry is instant, thanks to ashared pedigree of meticulous component
selection, painstaking refinement and balanced design by Rotel's award-winning team of engineers. It's an intense relationship,
and apowerful listening experience. Get them connected.
To find out more about this perfect partnership, call B&W Loudspeakers on 01903 221500.

Best seat in the house

REITEL_.
B&W Loudspeakers, Dale Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN11 2BH, United Kingdom, svww.rotel.com

setCHING

(e)
RILOGY RA\G
AUTOMATIC MULTI SCART SWITCHING
FULL RGB COMPATIBILITY

Solve ; he growing problem of plugging and unplugging multiple scart
cables in order to connect satellite, cable, Digibox, VCR, DVD players
and recorders, games consoles etc to the limited compatible scart
sockets fitted on most TVs?
Nearly all of the latest AV equipment offers you the option to output
heir signals in high quality RGB ( Red, Green, Bluel mode. RGB is
ideally the best quality signal, giving you stunning sharp pictures on
any scart equipped European TV. Unfortunately most TV sets only
have one, or sometimes two, RGB compatible scart sockets.
The EASY solution is to use any of the new " Trilogy" Range of
scart switches which offer you the ability to connect up to
ten devices without complicated cabling.
All of the " Trilogy" Range have hidden extras - they
will support automatic widescreen switching and
can be utilised for use with both S video
and Composite video signals.

AVAILABLE FROM

The TRILOGY RANGE is designed to suit all
individual home entertainment systems.

• III i acv

(UK Ltd)

www.cypttd.co.uk

UNIT 6U METRO INDUSTRIAL CENTRE III ST JOHN'S ROAD II ISLEWORTH II MIDDLESEX TW7 6NJ
T: + 44 ( 0)20 8232 8842 II F: +44 ( 0)20 8560 8050

Want to be
areseller
for the latest
range of auto
scart controllers?
Eye catching
packaging plus
point of sale
material and after
sales service.
Then call us:
020 8232 8842

I
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Sources
Cirrus- Logic's
new audio chip

Format wars at WA

Cirrus- Logic, supplier of silicon chips

Berlin saw SACD trumping DVD-A while recordaole DVD battles continued

to audio and AV makers, has

group, the RW Products

announced aslew of new devices for

Promotion Initiative, is promoted

use in consumer AV electronics,

by Pioneer and is thus a DVD-RW

specifically within an AV processor or

flag-waver.

receiver. Topping the list is the lowercost CS42406, which includes a

A fourth group, the DVD+RW

two-channel ADC and six-channel

Alliance, promotes the unofficial
formats DVD+RW and DVD+R,

DAC, all capable of 24-bit/192kHz

developed mainly by Philips, and

operation. Its dynamic range is given

backed by others including

as 102dB ( DIA) and 105dB (ND).

Hewlett-Packard and Sony.

Other devices include CS42416,
CS42426, CS42418 and

All four groups had briefings at
Berlin; Pioneer, Panasonic and

CS42428, with performances

Pioneer had their own briefings

quoted as between 110dB and

to promote their own pet formats.

114dB dynamic range, and capable

Everyone said their formats were

of either six- or eight-channel DIA

best. Everyone claimed success

conversion. These devices are

over the competition. And

designed to fulfill half of the main

everyone claimed best sales. The

processing duties for an AV receiver,

DVD+RW Alliance probably put

specifically the analogue-to-digital

forward the most credible case,

conversion of stereo audio, and the

but it was undermined by Sony's

subsequent conversion back to

Format wars were the order of

refusal to explain why the

analogue, all within a24/192

the day at this year's IFA

company is also hedging bets

framework. Only aDSP is required

exhibition in Berlin. DVD-Audio

with DVD-RW and DVD-R.

between the converters, to provide.
for example, matrix surround-sound

Berlin is now the world's first

was on show, with acar playing
loud music. But there was no

analogue-free TV zone. The

coding such as Dolby Pro Logic II or

press conference. Publicity

commercial broadcasters

DTS Neo:6.

material from the DVD-Audio

switched to digital terrestrial

Cirrus- Logic, 01491414030,

Council dated August 2003,

transmission on 28 February and

www.cirrus-logic.com

appears to discount all previous

after six months of simulcasting
the public stations switched off

DVD-Audio launches with the
promise, ' DVD-audio - the next

hybrids, or bypassing dealers and

audio revolution is coming to

buying SACD off the Internet.

Events

on 4 August - just ahead of IFA.
Berlin is heavily cabled and

Europe which will replace

The SACD Alliance says its next

many homes have satellite

17-19 October 2003

compact disc and CD

move will be cinema advertising.

systems, so only 140,000 homes

Home Entertainment Show,

players.'The Council's web site

A spokesperson explained, ' The

depended wholly on analogue

Renaissance Hotel, Manchester

(www.dvdaudiocouncil.com) was

audience will first see asmall

terrestrial. Also Berlin had more

call 01524 36991

up and running, but the

picture and hear sound in mono.

spare frequencies than any other

promised list of ' available titles'

Then the picture will get bigger

city because the end of the East-

1-2 November 2003

gave only an error message.

and the sound will expand to

West split had released East

Dublin Hi Fi & Home Cinema
Show, call 00353 1288 9449

stereo. Finally the sound will be

German channels. Berlin was as

Sony and Universal staged a big

coming from all round, in full-

near to agreen field site as any

event to celebrate 65 SACD

blown 5.1 surround'.

developed city could be.

The SACD Alliance of Philips,

1-2 November 2003
The Scottish Hi Fi & Home

Germany is committed to SEN,

players from 25 manufacturers,

He did not add that the

and a push into car audio with

cinema sound will be Dolby

Single Frequency Networks, with

Cinema Show, Marriot

the slogan, ' It's safer because

Digital 5.1, the format which

8k modulation. This enables

Dalmahoy, nr Edinburgh, Tel:

you need no screen.' The number

SACD is intended to put in the

mobile reception, and lets relay

0141 221 0221,

of SACD titles should be 2000

shade.

transmitters share frequencies

www.scottishhifiandhomecine

with the main transmitters.

mashow.co.uk

worldwide by the end of the year,

The fight to create a de facto

The ITC and UK government

the Alliance claims, with 1000 in

standard for recordable DVD was

any given country. There are new

even more confusing the usual.

gave the UK's reserved SEN

20-22 February 2004

prize titles from Sting, Bob

Nine companies ( ied by

frequency to Channel 5 for

Sound & Vision, Marriot Hotel,

Dylan, The Who and Elton John,

Panasonic, Toshiba and Hitachi)

patchy analogue cover, and chose

Bristol, www.bristolshow.co.uk

with afuller version of Bruckner's

have formed the RAM Promotion

2k modulation to speed the UK

Ninth. But finding SACDs in the

Group. But although DVD-RAM is

service launch. Switching to 8k

20-23 May 2004

shops remains a hunt game.

the official' recoroable format,

now is impractical because early

High End 2004, MCC Munich

all DVD-RAM recorders now also

receivers would not work.

When Philips claims
aggressively that ' more SACDs

record using the rival and also

(previously held in Frankfurt),
call 0049 202 702022

German DTTV receivers cost

sold in the last two months than

'official' DVD-RW or DVD-R

around

DVD-Audios discs sold in the last

formats. So the nine members of

incomes who already do not have

24-26 September 2004

two years', much of the action

the RAMPRG are all members of

to pay

The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo, Le

may well have come from people

another promotion group, the

German TV licence, can get a

buying Rolling Stones CDs

Recordable DVD Council, with

voucher which entitles them to a

Hotels, Heathrow, London,

without knowing they were SACD

the slogan ' Rea( DVD'. A third

free receiver.

call 020 8774 0847

www.hifinews.co.uk

170, but those on low
38 per quarter for a

Meridien and Renaissance

Barry Fox
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Mordaunt Short

WHAT VIDEO

Award winning
movie stars...

Best Buy
*

A

ENTER

(
IlomeaWait
BEST BUY

RECOMMENDED

»CHOICE

4111=2›

Mordaunt-Short 500 Series
THX Select System
voted Home Cinema Choice
Speakers of the year 2003
...0111à

BEST GEAR AWARDS 2001

NOMINEE

7‘et

The perfect balance between music and movies
Rarely, has ahome cinema speaker package garnered such rave reviews as
Mordaunt-Short's stunning Declaration 500 Series THX Select system. For
once, the audio press has been united in its praise for aproduct.
What HiFi? Sound and Vision could find, "nothing" against it,
Home Entertainment "rarely recommended with such confidence",
and HiFi Choice was " impressed from the outset".
LOCAS)

( M

HX
11f(1

The 500 Series THX Select system underlines our
commitment to engineering excellence. It also proves
brilliance needn't be boring.

For more information visit our website www.mordaunt-short.co.uk/thx

For free literature on the 500 Series THX Select from Mordaunt-Short, call 0845 128 3951

www.mordaunt-short.co.uk
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Wilson Benesch ACT 3
Two existing ACTs give way to new composite' loudspeaker model
port noise', with venting at the

Sheffield- based specialist

burrs or birds- eye effects, and

manufacturer Wilson Benesch

bespoke wood finishes made to

base of the cabinet through the

has discontinued its ACT One

order. Compared to previous

enclosure's spine. Internal wiring

and ACT Two slim floorstanding

models, the ACT has the same

is silver-plated copper with PTFE

loudspeakers, replacing them

internal volume as the ACT Two,

insulation. Wilson Benesch

with asingle model, the ACT 3.

within the same external

specify the ATC as 88dB

The three-way ACT is proclaimed

dimensions as the smaller ACT

sensitive ( 1m/2.83V) with 6ohm

by Wilson Benesch as the first

One. Overall weight has

nominal impedance ( 4ohm

loudspeaker to be assembled

increased from 42kg ( ACT One)

min). It stands 1080mm high,

entirely from metal and carbon

to 74kg. The main driver, an in-

230mm wide and 370mm deep

composite, using its Advanced

house design, is the Tactic unit

and has avolume of 42.5 litres.

Composite Technology ( ACT)

which now benefits from a

Standard finish is £ 8400, or

cabinet construction, with ' multi

reduction in moving mass and

£9105 with wood veneer finish.

alloy' baffle and metal bracing. A

increase in diaphragm rigidity.

Wilson Benesch 01142

wide range of wood veneers are

The reflex port has also been

852656, www.wilson-

available, using straight veneers,

improved to ' virtually eliminate

benesch.com
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TAG McLaren 'review' result

Sennheiser
street phones

Production to continue but company will ' downsize' and concentrate on AV

Sennheiser continues to diversify

After a ' full strategic review' to

addition to its range. The PMX 60 is

its range of ' ear gear' with this latest
decide the future of its audio
division, TAG McLaren has
announced that TAG McLaren
Audio will continue to manufacture

101/1cLaren
1

audio

its product range at its purposebuilt facility in Huntingdon.
On 28 July, TAG McLaren Audio

aneckband headphone — designed
to appeal to ayoung, active and
fashion- conscious audience. The
lightweight design ( 55g without
cable) and secure headband
attachment, says Sennheiser, make
the PMX 60 ideal for sporting
activities and its balanced sound

announced it would cease

market situations but is usually

to perfectly suit its new target

development work on all new

surrounded by many destabilising

market. For TAG McLaren Audio's

has been optimised for rock, pop

products and would review its

rumours.

customers there will be little visible

and dance music. It comes with

difference. Since 1September

one- metre long oxygen- free copper

audio and AV markets.The result of

prevent these rumours and hence

2003 it's again " business as usual"

cable and boasts atwo-year

the Strategic Review was revealed

informed at the outset of its review

with many new exciting and trend-

guarantee.

on 21 August in an announcement

its dealer network and customers.

setting home cinema products

Sennheiser UK, 0800 6525002,

that covered six main points. TAG

The information was intended to be

having just hit the market and more

www.sennheiser.co.uk

Mclaren Audio (TMA) is to continue

apositive message as it announced

to come shortly.'

manufacturing, but will focus

that TAG McLaren Audio would

solely on multichannel AV products.

review the future without affecting

An R&D will now continue, as will

any promises or actions made in the

been replaced by anewly-created

after-sales support, including

past.

company, Ball Marketing Group

confined participation in the

Helpdesk, Service and

'TAG McLaren Audio wanted to

'It seems that TAG McLaren

In the USA, TAG McLaren
Audio's existing US division has

(BMG, no relation to the record

Maintenance. But TMA will also be

Audio's approach was new to the

company with same initials). This

'resized' to match its reduced

audio industry, although it is surely

company will use TMA's facilities in

range.

not uncommon for many other

Rancho Cucamonga, California.

industries. Unfortunately many

Said Bruce Ball of BMG, ' Iam
extremely pleased and honored to

CEO Dr Udo Zucker clarified the
background to the Strategic Review

publications jumped to wrong

further: 'TAG McLaren Audio, like

and often damaging

most, if not all manufacturers of

conclusions.

high-performance, low- quantity

'
HiFi News was one of

accept the appointment by TAG
McLaren Audio. In the short time
I've spent working with Colin

audio and home cinema equipment

the few exceptions as it

Harrison ETMA Ltd Director),

has had to adjust to asignificant

sought clarification and

Dr Udo Zucker and the other

drop of customer confidence

contacted TAG

worldwide. This drop is not

McLaren Audio.

exclusive to the audio industry and

'TAG McLaren

brilliant engineers and
craftspeople in the UK, all
have been very responsive

has unfortunately not been reversed

Audio's

and effective in meeting

despite numerous interest cuts and

operation

our needs in the States'.

interventions by governments

has

TAG McLaren Audio,

world-wide. Astrategic review is the

been

01480 415600,

normal procedure to adjust to new

resized

www.tagmclaren.co.uk
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Gold Reference Series
`we have no choice but to recommend them highly'
What HiFi Sound & Vision

Rsr &

C- CAM® Technology

Monitor Audio's ceaseless drive for sonic perfection finds its latest expression in the Gold Reference Series.
The Gold Reference brings new advanced drive unit technology to the market and implements it with the
highest standards of engineering and build currently possible.
Hi-fi and cinema systems have anew Gold standard.
GR10 -"few speakers just 36cm tall are capable of asound with quite so much convition
...we like the GR10's aiot"...What HiFi Sound and Vision.
GR20 -"fast and dynamic sound with bags of resolution...fine bass weight... an excellent
product from Monitor Audio...we have no choice but to recommend them highly"
...What HiFi Sound and Vision.
GR60 -"adesign with an extended frequency bandwidth, arich bass and abrilliant treble
...quality shone through via its truly exceptional clarity, where bags of upper - mid and treble
detail were effortlessly portrayed"...HiFi News
GR60 -"It's agenuine flagship speaker, and offers flagship performance. In fact, the only thing
that isn't flagship about it is the cost of ownership. and for that Monitor Audio are to be heartily
congratulated"... HiFi Plus

O

MONITOR AUDIO
te
please telephone 01268 740580 for details of your nearest dealer.
info@monitoraudio.co.uk
www.monitoraudio.co.uk

Opinion

Barry

Fox
D

AB digital radio is ideal for in-car listening, because
there are more stations, easier tuning and better

reception. Ambient noise and the overall audio quality
of most in-car systems override the more subtle arguments
over adequate data rates.
Until recently, DAB car radios were too expensive. They
also needed adifferent aerial to cope with the higher
frequencies ( around 200MHz for DAB, compared to around
100MHz for FM). So the news that Goodmans was coming
out with a £ 200 DAB radio that ' operates using existing car
aerials' so that fitting can be a ' five minute job' with ' no
need to drill holes in the bodywork to install aDAB aerial or
run new aerial cabling through the car' was very welcome.
Goodmans would not reveal the
technical trick played to let an FM

Until recently, DAB aerial pull in aDAB signal, saying
only: ' Intellectual property covers
car radios were too modifications made to the
analogue receiver and DAB
expensive, and module, as well as to the software
algorithms between the two.'
they needed a The design work was done in
the Far East but 'final testing of
different aerial to was undertaken in the UK with a
variety of different aftermarket
cope with the and standard fit aerials, with
particular emphasis on the worst
higher frequencies, aerials available — including the
ubiquitous coat-hanger aerial...
200M Hz not 100 We are fully confident that the
GCE7007DAB... is compatible

with the greatest majority of aerials available in the UK today.'
Igot excited and tried one, but after afrustrating weekend

Goodmans has an installation helpline, which is very helpful
and now aware of the problem. Goodmans is now putting
warning notes in the boxes. The cure is to replace the active
aerial with apassive unit. I've now successfully done this on a
VW Polo. But you can do alot of cosmetic damage to amodern
car trying to find the best way to remove and replace afactoryfitted aerial. So for most people, fitting aDAB car radio is best
°eft to the professionals, wno will spot problems such as the
active aerial pitfall, ahead of installation.
On another subject: after much hard pushing and afair
degree of Lnpleasantness, Ifinally got some news on the Pet
Sounds DVD-Audio disc out of EMI UK, as well as an advance
pressing [see KK's ' Audiophile' reviews, page 81]. The
European launch has been delayed again, for amonth. There is
now talk of aPAL version for Europe and an NTSC vesion for
the USA. Why two different video versions of aDVD-A release
are needed, is unclear.
The US release is double-sided, with one side playable on
aDVD-A player in Advanced Resolution mono, stereo or
surround, and the other side playable on aDVD player in DTS
or Dolby Digital 5.1. An immense amount of work has gone
into the remastering, with an informative sleeve note.
'The centre speaker is barely used since the phantom centre

had discovered something Goodmans' designers had
overlooked. There is agood chance the Goodmans DAB radio
will not work with amodern car aerial. Here's why.
Around one third of all new cars (VW, Vauxhall, BMW, Mini,

created by the left and right speakers is amuch more accurate

Seat, etc) now use an active aerial, with atransistor amplifier
in the base that needs afew volts of DC power, fed up the

coming from the centre front speaker; it simply isn't needed.'
Hooray! The worst spin-off horn the home cinema revolution

coaxial cable from the radio. This has been atrend over the
last five years. The radios (
eg, from Sony) that come with these

has been the desire to pump hard front sound from the (often
small) centre front speaker. What's right for cinema dialogue is

cars provide this power. But many off-the-shelf radios do not.

seldom gcod for music.

The fix is to fit an adaptor (cost around £ 10) that plugs into
the coaxial cable and connects to the vehicle 12V supply, to

My bet is that the Pet Sounds DVD-A will be heavily demo'ed
at the HiFi Show & AV Expo, but who knows whether and how

power the aerial amplifier.
Finding someone who can tell you this is not easy; nor is

will find it. EMI UK's marketing people seem wholly ill-

finding ashop that sells adaptors. Once fitted, the adaptor lets

equipped to market the new format and, worst of all, have

the radio receive FM ( and some AM if you are in astrong signal
area). But the active aerial does not have the bandwidth to

glorious confidence in the wonderful marketing job they think

deliver aDAB signal. So the Goodmans radio keeps giving the
DAB error message ' No signal', even when there is plenty of FM
signal. There is no mention of this in the manual, or on the box.

www. hif i
news. co. uk

way to reproduce the desired imaging,' explains Mark Linett,
who did the stereo mix in 1996 and has now produced : he
surround mix. ' So don't be surprised that almost nothing is

EMI will promote the release, and where in the shops customers

they are ckiing. It's just as i: was with past new formats — VHS,
Beta, LaserDisc, DCC, MiniDisc and DataPlay— and its just as
it always will be, until the music industry hires marketing
people who have agenuine interest in audio.
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SACD

Krell

Standard

High- end leader Krell has taken the SACD
plunge, but does this new player really set
the 'Standard'?
Martin Colloms reports
Famed for its audiophile digital replay components,
Krell has set an exacting standard with its KPS25
series. Until recently, this culminated in the ' 25sc
comprising a reference-grade player, a digital interface
and aline pre-amplifier, all in one unit. But now there is
anew much less costly kid on the block — one capable of
both 0) and SACD replay, including SACD multichannel surround. Krell has come out fighting, and has
called it the `SACD Standard' at just over £4000.
This is afairly modest price by Krell standards, placing
it in ICAV home cinema component territory, but it would
be dangerous to underestimate its commitment to
performance. By any normal standards, this is clearly
intended to be areference-grade product.
Ironically, Iwas trying te expand my admittedly low
complement of SACD discs recently. The HMV store in
Oxford Street, Landon, amazingly, denied any
availability of the format on the rock/pop floor, and only
had afew DVD-As. Upstairs, Imanaged to find ahandful
of old issues in the Jazz department. Not an auspicious
sign after several years and hundreds of millions of
pounds spent on SACD launch and marketing.
Comparisons between old and new silver disc formats
The System
Power amps: Krell
FP1"700cx, Naim
NAP 250, Orelle
SA10011.
Pre-amps: Krell
KPS25sc, )(TC
PRE 11, Audio
Synthesis Passion
(passive)
Sources: Marantz
CD-7, Naim CDS
3, Krell KPS25sc.
Speakers: Avalon
Eidolon, Quad
ESL-63, Wilson
System 7.
Cables:
Transparent XL,
Cardas Golden
Cross
Stands: Finite
Elemente Pagode
20

are confounded as usual by difficulties such as alack of
equivalence between the source material for the rival
formats. This is often because mastering engineers fool
with both gain and equalisation. Miles Davis's 1959 Kind
Of Blue is a well-known example. The SACD version
from the old tapes was claimed to sound 'better' than CD.
It certainly sounded different, not surprisingly because
the in-band frequency response had been altered for the
SACD release to make it sound 'better'. Many format and
equipment critics were thus duped.
However, at its best and averaged over many players,
varying in both cost and quality, 'genuine' DSD SAO)
replay may potentially steal a20-30% quality advantage
over the average CD, thanks to the higher resolution and
the use of the shorter, kinder, more open-sounding
output filtering which this format allows. Despite this
observation, in my opinion the very best CD players
remain superior to the finest heard from SACD. Perhaps
this shortfall is due to player design, not an inherent
limitation in the SAO) format.
Krell has conducted its own testing and believes that
the DSD sound quality opportunity is now worth taking;
hence the introduction of this new player. A DSD data
interface is nearing acceptance and licensing approval,

NOVEMBER 2003 Hi-FiNews

and this should in future allow the datastream to be
routed to home cinema processors and the like. The
multichannel outputs are in RCA (phono) format while
there is also an RS232 control interface and the Krell link
12V switching system. There are optical and wired
digital outputs for CD (S/PDIF) 16-bit data.
A new, back-illuminated credit-card-style remote
control is provided; the player commands are not
compatible with earlier Krell remotes. The output filter
options provide varying choices of cut-off frequency and
roll-off rate which may help the owner fine tune the
sound for different systems. Thus, the maximum
bandwidth claimed available from the two-channel
www.hifinews.co.uk

SAO) outputs is 180kHz, one of the widest yet, with
standard gain and aslow roll-off.
Some amplification will not respond well to such wide
bandwidth signals and may overheat or produce some

whopping 5.5dB gain lift. Filter 4 is at 90kHz and has
moderately steep roll-off, judged to be between Filters 1

distortion. Thus, alternative filters are provided. (Remember that Sony fitted ascrewdriver-locked filter switch
on the back panel of its original SCD-1 reference machine,

provided acomparable range of filters.)
In CD mode, Filter 1is aclassic CD type with ahighorder roll-off from 21.5 kHz, while Filter 2has amore

which limited the SAO) output to around 50kHz. Inoted
at the time that with Krell amplification the player

gradual slope and is said to measure —3dB by 20kHz.
For the two stereo (front) channels Krell has used its
wide bandwidth, highly linear current-mode technology,
while the remaining channels use normal voltage-mode
circuitry, here executed in discrete components rather

sounded better with this filter switched out.) The Krell
player has its Filter 2specification for SAO) set at 751cHz
with asteep roll-off and 0.5dB gain increase. Filter 3is
fixed at 80kliz with an intermediate steepness and a
www.hifinews.co.uk

and 3, and asignificant gain of 3.5dB over standard level.
(Again, the second-generation 'audiophile' Sony player

than off-the-shelf ICs. An inherent signal bandwidth of
HI-FINews NOVEMBER 2003
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E. NEW SHAPE. NEW SOUND.

Lulét
The new concept from
ECLIPSE TD

HIGH SPEED SUBWOOFER SYSTEM
Asystem that totally reforms surround sound
Now available in the UK from one of Japan's most innovative audio speaker companies
For more information and stockists visit www.eclipse-td.co.uk or call 020 7328 4499

High speed subvioofer

316SW subwoofer

Luktf 307 speaker

Dehvers powerful high-speed boss from an
elegant casing with rigid construction and
'floating' drive unit. Time Domain principles
applied to power supply unit and its associated
core technologies. Compact yet provides
exceptionally tight bass with high-definition
reproduction. Ergonomically shaped aluminium
die-cast enclosure makes it extremely robust
and resistant to unwanted vibrations.

Designed with Tine Domain principles to achieve
accurate signal waveforms, precise sound
reproduction and exceptional imaging. Removes all
unwanted vibrations and resonances common to
conventional speakers.
Small enough to Feld in the hand but with the
power to deliver all the performance of a much
larger high-end 4peaker.
Sylish integrated stand and 360° horizontal
manoeuvrability with ±- 30' for vertical adjustment
Con also be waif or ceiling mounted.

Rotates 360° with ±30° vertical adjustment

ECL.11=BE --Arre°
TIME DOMAIN AUDIO SYSTEM

Definitive test

*eel%

the only solution to finding the right qualitative analysis.
Ihad eagerly anticipated this opportunity to revisit
SACD replay with the advantage of this high quality
player. Iadmit that earlier SACD experiences with generic players had not been too convincing. As the listening
sessions progressed it became obvious that two issues
were at stake here, namely the performance of the Krell
player and the inherent quality of the SACD format itself
as judged by this measure.
The Tony Faulkner recording of the ' Shostakovitch
Concerto No 1OP35' [Dutton CDSA 6802], was useful.
The Pink Floyd SACD re-issue figured, as did the early
music recording by Combattimento Consort Amsterdam
'Exceptional Masterpieces' [PCCC-10011SA], aproduction supported by Siltech. My usual CD playlist supported the CD format auditioning.
For the Krell player comparable sound quality was
available from the balanced and single-ended outputs,
which was good news. Extended cable runs will as usual
favour the balanced connection. The auditioning was
further complicated by the various connected options
which Krell have provided in this design, such as display
'DIM' (off), two choices of output filter for CD and the
four filter choices for SACD.

Full multichannel outputs
only available on
single- ended RCA
phono outputs —

SACD data, up 192kHz sampling, by employing amulti-

balanced output

bit DAC for the most significant 6bits with the remaining
18 least-significant bits allocated to anoise-shaping Delta
Sigma 'bit stream' DAC. The technology is dubbed Advanced Segment, and is said to combine the best of both

available for twochannel stereo

iti‘
l
4
:
1141
%141
14,6.

175kHz is claimed nonetheless. To reproduce the SACD
channels it employs three TI/Burr-Brown PCM 1738
DACs. A hybrid design, a24-bit theoretical resolution is
attained at asufficiently high rate to also accept recoded

DAC technologies. The later stages are differentially
balanced to improve linearity and dynamic range, also
conveniently providing abalanced audio option.
This all-singing, all-dancing chip will accept a
'decoded' DSD signal, may use inboard or external digital
fillers, and also incorporates adigital volume control of
0.5db resolution and 120dB setting range (the latter
function not enabled on this Krell player).
The SACD Standard uses dual power supplies.
including switch-mode types, while the isolated central
section contains the universal transport, aPhilips 1000
which has a dual-wavelength laser head for CD and
SACD data reading.
ICrell's specification is cursory: no output level or
impedance is given while the SAO) distortion reading is
unexceptional at —95dB, with —82dB given for CD.
SOUND QUALITY

Krell SACO
PRICE

Concentrating on the stereo performance of the CD and
SACD formats, as ever comparisons were complicated by
dramatic differences in level and equalisation between
same-title recordings. For example, `Moanin' by Monty
Alexander, the first track on the useful Telarc sampler
[SACD-60006] sounded fine in CD mode, but was about
4dB louder from the SACD layer! While qualitative
differences were anticipated, exStandard
tended listening showed that clear
differences in frequency response
£4245

SUPPLIER

Absolute Souncs

CONTACT

020 8971 3909

WEBSITE

www.krellonline.com

www.hifinews.co.uk

and modulation level were present in the source recording, clearly differently mastered for the two
formats. Extended individual lis-

_

tening to both formats was really

1began with CD listening after ajudicious period of
settling-in for the player. Initial findings indicated a
sound quality abit behind the CD-only ICPS 28c, perhaps
not wholly unexpected given the price differential. First
impression was of an exceptionally sweet sound, with no
apparent digital or solid-state glare at all; in this respect,
almost analogue-like. With the display 'on' and in `Filter
1' condition, Iscored this Krell at 27 points on my usual
scale for overall sound quality, noticing that switching off
the display produced amost welcome gain to 32 points.
Now Ifound greater clarity, improved focus stability and
superior depth, coupled with enhanced dynamic
expression, leading to greater listener involvement.
Nonetheless, Ifound the sound of the Krell SACD
Standard to be rather different from the norm. The bass
was alittle prominent, punchy, yes, but not so strong on
matters of tautness and agility. While the treble was
judged to be largely inoffensive, it showed some mild
softening of detail and definition as did the midrange.
Image depth was rated 'good plus', stage width 'very
good' and focus just 'good'. Its portrayal of rhythm was
Hi-FiNews NOVEMBER 2003
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Definitive testl
technology made by its proponents, in the attempt to
financially once again control asilver disc audio format.
In the event, its performance was still amatter of swings
and roundabouts. Ican't blame Krell for the particular
characteristic aspects of SACD sound quality, which Iam
beginning to believe must form an inherent part of the
technology itself. There is certainly a beguiling midrange clarity
and spaciousness available from
the format coupled with a pure,
highly resolved sense of detail in
this region, especially evident for
simply scored music. Individual
treble instruments can be quite
sparkling and delicately resolved,
thankfully above average but the rendition of musical
dynamics was just average, arather bland result overall,
if distinctly aided by muting the display, as noted above.
Itried Filter 2and found that while at first an extra
subjective sharpness might be welcome, contradicting
the actual treble roll-off, that sense of musical timing was
now impaired, especially in the treble. Additionally, the
upper frequency response sounded more limited, which
was expected. Some trace of glare and grain were now
present. in total resulting in an overall loss in quality of
7 points; ie, down to about 25.

Extensive SACD listening gave abest-case result of 30
marks; in fact, close to optimal CD performance for this
player. Exploring the SACD filters with the display
beneficially set to ' off', Filter 1sounded the most realistic
and natural, displaying the hallmark spaciousness and
midband grace of SACD. In this case you can hear the
hoped-for promise of higher resolution and a wider
audio bandwidth in the open sound, the excellent
recovery of hall ambience and space, and the more
perfect tonality and presence for solo instruments.
However, Ivalued the superior results on CD for more
complex material and for the greater sense of drive and
rhythm, of 'connection'. Reference players such as Krell's
own 25 Series show just how far CD replay quality can

while the sound is open, apparently more extended in the treble
much like a good master tape.
However, Ifeel that these benefits
are counterbalanced by some lack

Two issues were
at stake here: the
performance of the
Krell player and
the quality of the
SACD format itself

of dynamic expression and slower sounding rhythms.
Additionally, with more complex musical scoring
there is some loss of stereo focus stability, as well as a
shortfall in tonal accuracy in massed orchestral strings.
Instead of the kind of 'steely' sounding grain which
analogue distortion may contribute to massed strings,
SACD engenders a characteristic softening, a polished
'sheen' which nevertheless makes the string section
sound more prominent and more artificial, leaning
towards a synthesised sound. On this evidence of this
player, Krell has not yet found away to circumnavigate
these problems.
The remaining SACD filter settings showed further
differences. Filter 2sharpened up the sound, but added
a degree of nasal coloration, a mild wiriness, to string
tone, and seemed more restless, more fatiguing; it scored
26. Filter 3played rather louder, making avolume reset
essential. It also sounded loud all the time to adegree,
with impaired dynamic contests, almost 'compressed',

Format switching
on hybrid
discs, and userselectable filters,
are accessed
on front panel

reach, 50 points and beyond on my scale.
After bashing through the whole range of options,
Icame up with an average score for sound quality of 29,
for all conditions and both formats. Frankly, this is an
unimpressive result since in Krell terms it's below the
scores for ICrell's other digital replay components at all
prices, judged over the past decade.
In particular, Iwas looking for asubstantial advantage
for sAap, to help justify the huge investment in this

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Performance: get it out of your system.
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Introducing an electrifying

first' — a breakthrough for home

Film soundtracks truly come alive, music is maximized — suddenly your

entertainment. Now A/V sounds as good as NAD. For 30 years the critics

entire cinematic experience is heightened with sensational sound.

have raved about NAD audio innovations. Winning awards has become

To fully appreciate how NAD takes music and home entertainment

something ola habit for us. Now you have the advantage of NAD sound

further, contact Lenbrook UK for your nearest specialist NAD A/V dealer.

quality in a more stirring, more emotion-packed A/V experience.

Shown here: T562 OVO/CO Player and T752 Surround Sound Receiver.

Our engineers call it

and it's an NAD exclusive.

NOW A/V SOUNDS AS GOOD AS

littrAk

NAD

Lenbrook UK Ltd, Unit 2Old Wolverton Road, Old Wolverton, Milton Keynes MK12 5NP
tel: 01908 31936.0 e-mail: info®Ienbrook.co.uk

Definitive test
®0®
CX)C,

Krell SACD Standard offers normal

•

phono and XLR balanced outputs.
Digital output is available for CD replay,
but is absent, even in 16/44.1 form,
when playing SACD material

CE

BACO Bunt:lard

scoring the same as number 2, at 26. Filter 4 provided

showing an advantage for either format. My opinion con-

further differences including volume. Equal in rank to
Filter 1, it gave mildly less ambience, a reduced sound

cerning the pros and cons of SACD were, if anything,

stage and wasn't so open. However, it also had some of

In the lab Ifelt that the confusing results obtained for
the various filter settings require further clarification

those CD qualities, amore coherent an integrated sound
with better rhythm and dynamics, still low in coloration.

reinforced by this listening experience.

from Krell with better advice on best how to use them. In
general very good results were obtained for the fun-

CONCLUSION
Aside from some early difficulties with aunit failure on
the UK voltage settings, this Krell design behaved well

damental aspects of performance on both formats.
Well-built and finished, its system compatibility also

on test with the right fuse and the right voltage. Disc
recognition and operating software were fine. Using the

independent-minded purchaser IA ill have to listen to the
SACD Standard before adding it to a wish list of top

best quality option stereo outputs it gave atolerably good

quality digital disc players. For me, it wasn't special

performance on both SACD and CD without clearly

enough to earn arecommendation. II

makes it a wise choice for an all-Krell system but the

LAB REPORT
This section opens with standard CD tests, not
inappropriate since the DAC and output
stages are common to both SACD and CD
formats. Channel balance was excellent at
better than 0.025dB over the frequency range

is just as well that Idid not try to anticipate

distortion were also very low. The high
dynamic range analysis for sidebands,

be subjective results of these variations; the
major effect remains the differences in gain.

including jitter artefacts, revealed abetter
than - 135dB intrinsic noise floor with

'Filter 1' does at least correspond in loudness
en both formats. For the record, while an

sidebands well controlled, confirming alow

and channel separation was also fine,
reaching 120 dB, midband. Harmonic

jitter result.
On SACD tracks , as expected the linearity

distortion readings were normal for 16- bit
signals. Output was fractionally low, -0.16dB

was still better, potentially to better than

or 1.96V, absolute phase correct, from alow

floor. Nevertheless for a

source impedance of 80 ohm.
Once the player had ascertained which
mode it was in, CD track 15 was accessed in
about 3seconds. If in SACD mode, rather

-140dB, right into the noise
Krell SACD CD hf An distortion spectrum and spuriae OdB fIter 2

dithered tone at -70dB 16bit CD distortion was
equivalent to SACD. Iadmit

0
-10

to being confused by the

-50
-60
-70

longer was required, up to 10 seconds. Some

SACD filter settings which

mechanical noise was audible from the
transport so it should not be located too close

did not perform as advertised.
For example, at 50kHz all the

to the listener seat. Error correction was fine,
handling data gaps up to 1.25 mm without a

four filters were about -3dB
relative to 20kHz. By 80kHz

hitch. De-emphasis was correct, only 0.25dB

1gave - 7dB, 2gave - 10dB,
3gave -9.5dB and 4gave

-20
-30
-40

-80
90
-100
-120
O

10k

201,

30k

40k

50k

60k

70k

80k

Hz
Krell on SACD 83 -85k filter 3 im

-15dB. At a100kHz drive

essentially flat. By comparison the F2 setting

frequency the filters gave: 1,

-20

provided asignificant -2.67dB droop by

-12dB; 2,-17dB; 3, - 15dB,

-40

20kHz but with unchanged loudness,
midband. I
expected its softer fall-off rate to
be audible. Regardless of de-emphasis,

and 4, - 15dB. These results

g -5°

signal-to-noise was satisfactory at 94.3dB

small the variation is may be

unweighted, 100dB CCIR/ ARM weighted,

seen from the self-generated
noise spectrum of SACD

o
-10
30

r -60

were checked for alias and
noise effects. Some idea how

Very good results were obtained for high
frequency intermodulation, viz - 104.6 dB

visible in the high frequency

difference tone for full level and -97.3 dB for

results for all four filters
superimposed there was only

the - 10dB level [ Fig 1]. Note that with the

I' 1
, rheil et'l

-110

down by 16kHz using the Filter 1, which is set
to be -0.42 dB down by 20kHz, and so is

lkHz ( 112dB in pause or mute).

SACD-derived noise and jitter spectrum
certainly showed agood result, the spectrum
was quite similar to that obtained on CD drive.

10k

30k

40k

50k
Hz

Krell on SACD 19/20 im filters Ito 4

intermodulation graph. With

o
-10

-20
-30

Filter 2setting the nearest alias products are
not removed from the output and the

afew dB between them over
the 88kHz spectrum band-

g .5° 1
r -60

succeeding amplifier needs to be able to

width [ Fig 31 This graph

A

handle such components.
Linearity was very good, within ± 1dB down
to- 115 dB modulation and low level

also shows how much noise
energy SACD develops out of
band in this player design. It

'Ok

-40

- 70
-80
-90
-100
-110
-120
O

10k

'Ok

30k

40k

50k

601,

Hz
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Avalon is a US brand run by Neil Patel,
a man who has some individual ideals
about loudspeaker design, and these
ideals certainly result in some
individualistic- looking speakers.

be on the seated ear axis at normal listening

tricks, though, it's not easy to understand quite
what's going on. All that can be said is that it's a

distances once the angle of the tweeter baffle
plane is taken into account. Dimensions of the

several weeks, my respect for and pleasure in the

Symbol are 1090 x130 x230mm ( hwd) and the
speakers weigh 16kg each. There are almost no

Symbol's performance has grown steadily.
Without going to the extremes of suggesting

right angles. All panels, including the sides, lean

that other good, comparably priced speakers
sound box- bound, the Symbol produces music in

intrusion while placing the tweeter high enough to

Avalon Symbol

quite

Avalon began in the 1980s as asister company

inwards, and the front and back taper together at
the top. The front baffle is split, the main section
leaning back. The sub- baffle carrying the tweeter

reproduction. A style that's almost completely
detached from the loudspeaker enclosure itself,

meant to discourage internal resonances, or at

and that takes up residence as an almost

least to distribute them as widely as possible

corporeal entity in the listening room.
There's awarmth and depth to this speaker that

across the frequency band.
With no prior experience of Avalon, or any

lifier maker, but Neil Patel acquired the company
after he'd become an enthusiastic owner of its

detailed knowledge of the company's reputation

his design skills ever since.
So, the Avalon models are individualistic — but
not well documented. I found that trying to
extract information from the company about what

a style that's remarkably free of the means of

tilts slightly further back. This is ashape that is

of Jeff Rowland Research, the well-known amp-

products. And, as MC noted in his February 2003
review of the Eidolon, Neil has been developing

neat conjuring trick, and that over the course of

or history, Iapproached this review with little of
the usual unavoidable baggage of expectations or
prejudice. The compact dimensions did
predispose towards a limited low frequency
output, but here the Symbol sprang a surprise.
Although not a genuinely meaty full- bandwidth

could suggest coloration. But if it is coloured, the
coloration is gentle and benign. The Symbol is not
as analytically precise as the previously mentioned
Revel speaker, but cliché or otherwise, the Symbol
is almost exquisitely musical. It has agrace and
inner vitality that helps the music spring to life.
What you're listening to a genuinely vital
recording, the Symbol makes this very clear.
As suggested by Avalon, imagery is one of the

makes its speakers tick was no trivial exercise. Its

speaker (frequency response is quoted by Avalon
as 45Hz-24kHz (± 1.5dB anechoic), the Symbol

doesn't readily divulge much information.
Perhaps the best way to look at the Symbol and

is much closer to this end of the market than
compact models like the Revel Performa M20

other speakers in the range is as holistic designs.

[HFN Sept ' 03], with which it shared houseroom

sharply defined positioning encouraged by the tall
but ultra narrow baffle. Another may be the

They are that way because that's the way they
work most best. Beyond that, the most that can

during the review period.
There's no magic involved here; clearly the

crossover, said to be unusually simple for an
Avalon network at ' only about 20 elements' —

be done is to make some general points about the
Symbol floorstanding speaker (tested here) and

shape of the Avalon, and its ( unspecified) internal
volume are deceptive, but the net effect is that

though even this information came to me from a

the range of which it's amember.

the Symbol is capable of making a credible

third- party.
With its other qualities, this is also a very

The Symbol is not just afloorstanding stereo
speaker. It is the core component in a 5.1
channel surround sound package which is said to
be special in the way that the directivity of the
various speakers mesh together in a more than

attempt at creating a realistic orchestral image
scale in moderately size rooms, though you'll

practical speaker, which has been meticulously
tuned for musical performance, and which is

need amoderately powerful amplifier as at 86dB,
this is far from being the most sensitive loud-

attractive and compact enough to live in harmony
with real- life surroundings. Despite being
relatively

in polar response blending', to quote from the

speaker in its class.
Okay, so there's no watertight explanation for
the bass extension experienced from the Symbol,

horse's mouth).

beyond perhaps an element of optical ( or sonic?)

Construction is from flat, wood-veneered MDF
panels, with atapered shape that reduces visual

Symbol as a whole. Like all the very best party

usually coherent way (or ' arevolutionary concept

illusion, but there is atouch of magic about the

Symbol's particular strengths. The bold, stable
soundstaging is one factor in this, and so is the

insensitive

altogether easy

to

and

apparently

drive ( 5 ohm

not

nominal

impedance), in a compact high quality system,
which for this test included the Arcam FMJ A32,
its musical integrity is hard to gainsay.
Alvin Gold

Technology
The main drivers are 130mm ceramic- coated units,
connected together, both of which cover the bass
and the midband, making this a true two-way
speaker. The inverted 25mm dome tweeter looks
familiar, looking like part of the Focal catalogue.
The unit is said to be by Avalon to be ' proprietary',
but ' customised' is maybe more accurate as the
titanium dome is built to Avalons requirements by
the French company. The speaker is raised on bolton feet, allowing room for the downward-facing
reflex port to breathe. Cables are connected to single
wire screw terminals hidden near the port.

Features
• Successful, musical overall sound
130mm ceramic- coated main drivers
The Avalon Symbol demonstrates abreadth of

• Lowish impedance and sensitivity

sound that belies its compact dimensions

www.hifinews.co.uk
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CLASSICS
in the making
All Opera loudspeakers are
designed and made in Italy by our
dedicased and select team of
engineers after extensive research
and development. Within the
Mini £395

traditionally crafted hardwood
cabinet of every Opera product
you'll find some of the best arive
units and audiophile components
available. The result is a perfect
combination of musical and visual
excellence, ranging from tine
entry level Mini to the stunning
new versions of the Opereta and

Operetta £950

SuperPavarotti.
Cur range now also includes two
centre cnannel models and 4wo
subwoofers for a complete Opera
multichannel solution
Whether your passion is either

SuperPavarotti Mk11£1095

music or movies - or both - the
Opera range will deliver a
performance and build qua ity
beyond expectation.

For more information on all Opera
products contact UKD.

Opera Quinta £2250

23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks SLO 9DA England
Tel: 01753 652669 Fax: 01753 654531 infoâukcl.co.uk

www.ukd.co.uk
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DNM PA3
Alow output power amplifer with aunique design
here. ' Less is more' was how the amplifier
was characterised in the 1998 review; so
this was, vis-à-vis the PA1 S, ' more of less'.
(Incidentally, look inside the PA3 S and a
minimalist elegance prevails — none of the
numeric component overkill of some electronics layouts.) The changes over the PA1 S
were subtle but palpable: greater authority
on piano, for example; a more detailed and
deeper soundstage with the Quad speakers.
Ialso spent an enjoyable time with the AVI
Pro Nine Plus [
HFN July ' 03], this combination showed a winning tunefulness,
whether in Paul Lewis's new Schubert
sonatas coupling, where I completely lost
sight of the fact that Iwas listening simply to
a CD [ Harmonia Mundil or, at another
extreme, Alice Cooper in ' Every Woman Has
A Name' from Dragontown [
Eagle]. No
mismatch here, 23 watts or no. The sound
was clean at substantial replay levels, rhythm
and timing setting one's feet tapping.
Another feature of performance is the
enjoyable listenability at low levels. Late one
evening Ihad turned the volume down but
was surprised to find the detailed resolution
of the PA3 S such that one could still hear
everything, softer but still in proper
perspective, and timing aspects maintained
— not the mushiness that can sometimes
result when you reduce gain.
Although Ileave my unit permanently on,
The extraordinary lengths to which a
designer will go to avoid undesirable
magnetic fields were illustrated in the
'retro futuristic' Niro 1000 Integrated
Engine [HFN May ' 03].
By a completely different route, Denis
Morecroft's products also address these
unwanted current artefacts. On the PA3 S
amp the heat sink is practically the only
metal element; a twin U- section in matt
black anodised aluminium, it doubles as the
fascia. Thermal coupling of output FETs is
via alurnina blocks. The enclosure sleeve
and chassis are in black acrylic ( 130 x 163
x 270mm; hwd). The hum-free transformer
unit ( 70 x125 x70mrn) is separate and has
an umbilical with three- pin DIN termination,
which connects at the back of the PA3 S. At
the rear is aswitched IEC mains socket; the
casework is matt black plastic. DNM
supplies asolid-core mains lead.
Designed for efficient speakers — ie,
90dB/watt into 4-8 ohms — but nonetheless

DNM PA3S
PRICE

£2900

SUPPLIER

DNM

CONTACT

01277 227355

WEBSITE

www.dnm.co.uk
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well-suited to the original Quad electrostatic, the PA3 S has a power rating of
23W/ch into 8 ohms. The lower spec PA3
(£1900) is rated at 40W/ch. Each uses
three-dimensional circuit layouts for shorter
track lengths, the topology minimising
magnetic field effects. But the ' S' version
has full supply regulation and incorporates
Denis Morecorott's T- Network 10,000mF
capacitors [ see Technology box].
There are facilities for bi- or tri wiring,
flush-fitting, output sockets being 2mm in
diameter. With wider PCB track, outlet ' B'
should be used for full- range speakers. (The
company's preferred partner, the Rhedeko, is
now discontinued but an interesting design
by an American architect has recently been
sourced.) Pre-amplifier inputs are via 180°
five-pin DIN sockets centred 200mm apart.
Martin Colloms tested an early sample in
June ' 88, since when — remarkably — the
price has dropped by £ 850. Ihave recently
replaced my longterm reference PA1 monoblocks with the PA3 S, and ( I must be
getting sentimental) felt a slight pang as
they sat in the hall awaiting collection.
Collection? DNM Sales offers a trade-in
facility for the complete range, easing the
process of upgrading.
When hi-fi enthusiasts upgrade they
usually expect the sound to be quite
different, but that wasn't my experience

the sound is quickly restored if one needs to
dismantle the system, and if shut down for
several hours is fully restored to optimum
after about 20 minutes. It can be used with
non-DNM pre-amps, although a DNM Series
4 is due out later this year — Ican't wait to
ry the combination. U Christopher Breunig

Technology
A key component in the PA3S is the T- Network
capacitor, adevelopment of Denis Morecroft's earlier
slit- foil capacitor ( used in the lower- priced PA3).
Fully described and tested by Martin Colloms [
HFN
Aug ' 97], the TNC maintains separate input/output
currents through its four terminals, the input
travelling halfway along the foils, displacement
currents zeroing at the output point. Path resistance
prevents intermodulation between source and load.
High frequency attenuation is considerably extended
compared to that of ordinary capacitors, giving
refinements in the treble, greater neutrality,
transparency and depth.

Features
II Successful, musical overall sound
▪ Great for low volume listening
• Low output design
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Competition just got tougher.
We've just raised the bar in hi-fi standards. Introducing the new 3010 series from
Exposure. Distinctive hi-fi that delivers all the qualities of the high- end players.
At a price that's truly gentle on your pocket. Simply because at Exposure, we believe
that good music should be enjoyed by all.

•
3010 CD Player

\i

3010 Integrated Amplifier

3010 Power AmplMer
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Creek A501iR
Creek offers anew look, more power and more value
-

•

money trick that is clearly visible in both with the

transistors, to provide a ' more dynamic power

sors, the 4330 Mk 2 and 4330 SE, , lid off. though, is the use of multiple powersupply capacitors. By combining several 2,200
became popular sellers for Creek. This
microfarad devices in parallel to provide a large
new Creek integrated seeks to improve

delivery'.
The output MOSFETS in the A50iR have been

Both the A50iR's immediate predeces-

on them in performance and aesthetics,
and add to Creek's solid reputation.

total capacitance, the ripple rating of the composite capacitor is greatly increased, making for

up-rated from the 4330 to those used in the old
(higher spec) 5350 SE. Each channel in the
A50iR incorporates two 50A, 100V Fairchild N-

Accordingly, the A50iR boasts an RMS conti-

better performance for lower cost — especially

channel Power MOSFETS in a Quasi-Compli-

nuous power rating upped from the 4330 Mk 2's
40 watts per channel (8 ohms) to 50 watts per

with bulk purchasing.
Creek claims that its composite capacitor can

mentary configuration. Unusually, these are logiclevel switching devices, with 0.027 ohm drain-to-

channel (8 ohms), both channels driven — the

take up to 50 amps of ripple' current, whereas

source on resistance. Some power MOSFETS have

same as the 4330 in SE guise. The new amplifier

some single 15,000 microfarad capacitors can

so much voltage drop across them when turned on

is physically sligfitiy larger than the outgoing

take ordy 4A to 5A. The result, Creek says, is a

model, with asteel case for greater rigidity. The

much faster' power supply, which is less likely to

that aboosted supply voltage is required for the
driver for the output stage to work efficiently.

have a negative effect on sound quality than a

Creek's choice of switching MOSFET has such a

new look, with chunky solid lOmm-thick
machined aluminium front-plate is certainly bang
on the button, looking very smart and modern. Its
weight is ample testament to both the solid build
quality and robust power supply, which now

single large value capacitor ( and is a.so less
expensive).
Also, total capacitance has been increased

Creek A50iR

from 11,000 microfarads in the old model to

PRICE

£550

SUPPLIER

Creek Audio

CONTACT

01442 260146

WEBSITE

www.creekaudio.co.uk

features a more powerful mains transformer —

13,200 microfarads in the A50iR. The new model

increased from 120VA to 160VA.
Internally, the amplifiers look sLperficially

has beefed-up output transistors and, according
to Creek, mprovements to the driver stage design

similar, but there have been several improve-

have significantly reduced its output impedance

ments that are rot obvious. One Creek value-for-

and improved the current available for the output

www.hifinews.co.uk
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low resistance ( and hence voltage drop) that the
driver and output stage can run off the same

input. In addition, either type of phono board is
available in Special Edition form, claiming

Technology

supply voltage. The company claims the arrange-

improved performance at a slightly higher price

Creek's unusual use of ' logic' or switching-type

ment is almost as efficient as using bipolar

(£80 in either case).

MOSFETs for its amplifier output stage is combined
with anew lower- impedance driver stage, utilising

transistors and the circuit is simpler and more
cost effective.

Finally, the A50iR comes with a natty little
remote control handset, which not only adjusts
volume and balance levels, but also operates the

asingle P- channel ZVP3310 FET. This was initially

channel devices together, as is the more common
method? Creek doesn't do complementary.

input selector switches and mute. So there's no
need to get up — apart from changing CDs. The

year, and has now been applied to the A50iR. The

Contrary to what one might think, Creek claims, N
and P channel MOSFETS do not match each

volume changes at a sensible rate — avoiding

So, why not use 'complementary' N and P

other as well as two N-channels, because the
different channel doping imparts quite different
sonic characteristics.

sudden blasts — and it's small enough to fit,
literally, into the palm of your hand. And, as an

introduced into the 5350SE as arunning change last
ZVP3310 doubles up as aphase splitter, supplying
out- of- phase signal currents to the output FET gates,
where resistors convert current to voltage (because,

example of Creek's concern over sound quality

unlike bipolars, FET are voltage-driven devices).
Two bipolar FETs, and another ZVP3310, in

In addition, Creek claims that its amplifier

issues, the microprocessor controller is put to
'sleep' when the remote control is not being used

conjunction with the phase-splitter, super-impose a
constant DC current on the signal current to bias the

drives the MOSFETS in a ' unique way' that

— to avoid any possible sonic downside. The

output FETS. Besides offering a greater current

improves

amplifier is also available without remote, as the

drive, the new driver circuit is also claimed to

linearity

beyond

Complementary Symmetry'.

normal ' Quasi
It's a new lower-

A50i, at £475.

provide

temperature.

bonutilising a single P-channel ZVP3310 FET,

If Iwere asked to sum up the Creek A50iR in a
few short phrases, I'd say it gives it to you

impedance

driver

stage [ see ' Technology'

much

better

biasing

stability

with

Features

initially introduced into the 5350SE as arunning

straight, with no-nonsense directness. The Creek

change last year, and which is now been applied

concept is about clarity, definition, poise, timing

to the A50i R. The ZVP3310 doubles up as a

and cogent musical delivery. During the review

• More power than preceding 4330 model

phase splitter, supplying out-of- phase signal

listening, bass was precise and well timed, midrange sounds were well articulated and highs were

• Handy remote control included

currents to the output FET gates, where resistors
convert current to voltage ( because, unlike

clear, clean and crisp. The Creek is no sluggard

bipolars, FET are voltage-driven devices). Two
bipolar FETs, and another ZVP3310, in con-

and while bass might not be as powerful as some
big (expensive) muscle amps, it is full, deep and

junction with the phase-splitter, super- impose a
constant DC current on the signal current to bias

quick enough in equal measure.
For instance, those subterranean bass lines in

very well, with the double- bass notes staying

the output FETS. Besides offering a greater
current drive, the new driver circuit is also

Morcheeba's Part Of The Process were both deep

clear, well-defined, easy to follow and tuneful.

and tuneful,

Skye's silky voice was

claimed to provide much better biasing stability
with temperature.

The Piano had plenty of attack and enough

presented very well — mellow full and rich. In
'Shoulder Holster', the Creek handled the high-

crystalline clarity for realism, but not too much so
as to create harshness — again, very satisfying.

A further benefit of using the particular logic

energy ' dirty' synths cleanly and without undue
emphasis of distortion. This was excellent

The clarity of reproduction was never in doubt,
though occasionally this could just over-step the

reproduction of these tracks for such a keenly
priced amplifier, when even some expensive

mark, as witnessed playing Lesley Garrett singing
Romberg's ' New Moon' from her CD Soprano in
Red [
Silva Classics SILK TVCD1]— not my taste,

MOSFETS at the output is that they not only
perform better than Bipolars, but also are much
cheaper because they are mostly used for
switched mode power supplies ( where very high

while

• Provision for optional phono stage

products can be caught out by the density and
energy of the mix.

speed and low internal heat dissipation are
essential). Creek's engineers have developed the
circuit over the last 10 years, since first using it

From Mark Knopfler's Sailing To Philidelphia,
the slow, measured basslines of ' E Macho' were

you understand, but a good track to test highpowered female voice. Her strong soprano delivery
is taxing enough for many a system and did

in the 4240 and, in the interim, power MOSFETs
have steadily improved ( particularly in trans-

delivered with poise and just the right fullness
and timing, while the drums, snares and cymbals

conductance). External to the signal-amplifying

sound — as indeed could Van Morrison's tricky

were crisp and focussed. ' Silvertown Blues' from

vocals in ' The Last Laugh' from Mark Knopfler's

stages, a servo stabilises the DC output voltage
and other circuits perform protection duties,

the same CD has an atmospheric intro with deep,
rhythmic,bass lines, which builds up to a lively

Sailing To Philadelphia.

employing a heavy-duty 10 amp gold-plated
output relay, which ' waits' for the output to

blend of guitars, ' Hammond' organ sound and

vanish, as the amplifier became well and truly

drum kit. Overall this CD was very finely
reproduced — though with the emphasis veering

warmed up. It seems almost churlish to highlight

towards the treble on some tracks.

there are plenty more expensive amplifiers with
similar traits but which don't have the Creek's

stabilise before connecting the speakers.
Prior to the driver circuitry, the amplifier
essentially comprises a ' classic' long-tailed pair

Moving on to more traditional musical fare,

input, which makes for afairly simple three-stage

with the Finale from Sibelius's Symphony 5[ BIS
CD8001, the complex web of sound, with waves of

circuit. Creek claims the amplifier is linear
enough even without feedback achieve low

interwoven strings and horns, flowed freely with

distortion at high power and high frequencies.
The preamp is also the simplest possible,
comprising passive switching and volume control,

no sense of harshness. The amplifier clearly
reflected the character of the recording — and with
fine stereo imagery to boot.

so all the gain (x44 from input to output) is

Piano was reproduced very well too. Take Andre

manage to induce atouch of brittleness into the

This effect seemed to lessen, though

not

this in such a reasonably priced product, when

lively and jaunty directness.
But the secret of the Creek as an all-round
package is how it delivers the music and, taking
all into account, the A50iR must be judged a
success. If you were to compare this to amplifiers
costing multiples of its price one might find
sweeter vocals but not necessarily such vitality. In

provided by the power amplifier itself.

Previn and David Fink's recordings on the ' We Got

Additionally, though not included in this review
sample, there's the option of either a moving-

Rhythm' CD [ Deutsche Grammophon 453 493-2]

the context of its £ 550 price bracket the A50iR
sits perfectly in place, whacking out track after

Previn's piano rang out loud and clear with a

track of great music. It is thoughtfully designed,

magnet or moving-coil plug-in circuit board

lovely

very well put together, should literally last a

(priced at £ 50 and £ 60 respectively), which when
fitted internally, turn the ' phono' input selector

reproducing the size of the instrument and its
dynamic impulsive sound, while avoiding

Creek CD50 CD Player [
HFNJuly '
03]. What more

position to a true RIAA-compensated LP disc

harshness. The track ' Oh Lady be Good' swung

is there to add? U
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incisive

and

resonant

tone,

clearly

lifetime and makes a brilliant match with the
David Berriman
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The Compass 777

Compass X series
Handcraft solid wood side panels
Solid aluminum phase correct cone

Form FolloNN sFunction

The lowest distortion drivers available today

"I hree dri‘er, on the same plane tor correct time/phase alienment..

Designed and tested by Dr. Joseph D'Appolito

Form Follows Form
Solid wood construction and exclusi‘e hand i
uhheil

CLASSA
•Super cascade design structure
•Super low odd hamonic distortion
•Precise instrument grade component
•High-power transistors output stage
•Gold-plated large speaker connectors
•Bridge rriono output function

The Fia ship
Dancer Series

R-6

125W x6 / 8Ohm

Behind the Scene

\

.
747
tg

Dr. Joseph D'Appolito aworld renown authority in audio and acoustics.
Designs the crossover and performs prototype testing/final fine tuning for

?. e
, 67 Kai-Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan

Usher Audio. Consulting to acouple of famous audio companies. Joe

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

always finds the tremendous value Usher Audio products represent a

ti

delightful surprise in today's hie end audio world.

fi dtili100

wntif

1-;t670L

Tel: 886-2-23816299 Fax: 886-2-23711053
Web site: www.usheraudio.com
ushen@ms11.hinetnet
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Trinity
Trident

Trinity Trident
PRICE

£1200

SUPPLIER

Activ Distribution

CONTACT

01635 291357

WEBSITE

www.trinity-audio.com

If there is one piece of equipment that British
manufacturers are synonymous with worldwide, it's loudspeakers.
The roll- call of high- quality manufacturers is
long and distinguished, including the likes of
B&W, Castle, Celestion, KEF, Ruark and Wharfedale. Hoping to be added to that list is newcomer
Trinity Audio with its first model, the Trident.
The Trident, on first encounter, looks vaguely
similar to the Wilson WATT System 7system, only
much smaller and kinder to the wallet. It's atwopiece construction, three-way system. The lower
enclosure is the bass unit, 24 litres, using aVifa
150mm driver from its Premium line. This is
front- ported via a100m deep, 50mm wide, tapered port in the baffle and tuned to 45Hz.
This lower enclosure also holds the three-way
crossover which can be tri wired or tri-amped. The
upper module contains the Vifa 100m midrange
and the ScanSpeak 25mm soft-dome tweeter.
The upper module has a sloped rear panel to
prevent front-to- rear standing waves building
internally whilst the double-walled MDF
construction ensures the panels are sonically
inert, with the knuckle-rap test eliciting nothing
more than sore knuckles.
Trinity has paid considerable time and attention
to resonance. The upper module is isolated from
the lower module via RDC cones and the bass
cabinet sits on screw-threaded RDC cones. The
connection between the crossover in the lower
module and the drivers in the upper is via a
precision silver-plated connector, said to have a
lower resistance and capacitance than the Chord
Rumour cable which is used internally throughout
the speaker. Whilst spikes are supplied, the RDC
cones are so superior that the spikes were quickly
packed away and not used again. A smaller twoway speaker based on the lessons learned from
this design should be available shortly called the
Tempest, at around half the price, with a
traditional one-piece enclosure.
Itried these speakers with not only my resident
Basis Gold Debut turntable butA also aClearlight
Recovery Basic, both partnered with my Graham
2.0 and Benz Glider LO cartridge, supplying my
Klyne System 7 PX 3.5 phono stage. Digital
sources included the Musical Fidelity A3.2 and
A308CR, Shanling CDT- 100 CD player and my
Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-3A upsampler and
DAC combination with Monolithic power supply.
Power for the Trident was from either the MF
A3.2 pre-/power combination or A308 integrated,
together with my usual Krell KRC-3 pre-amp and
Bryston 14B- SST and 3B-SST power amps.
Cabling included QED, Chord, XLO and Townshend, with all power to the system being supplied
by an lsotek 2K Qube and SubStation with Music
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a repeatable, solid stage that extended beyond

•

The British- built Trinity Trident is

the outside edges of these speakers, and the

available in achoice of two pale

instruments placed on that stage were solidly

wood veneer finishes and features

located leaving you in no doubt that this is where

tri-wire/tri-amp connectors on its

these performers are meant to be in relation to

rear panel

other instruments. With the best speaker designs
this stage is absolutely seamless and wall-to-wall,
but what Iheard from the Trident was atouch of
obvious lobbing around the speakers and the
centre of the stage. Illumination of the space in

aggressive and calmed down these
recordings

making

them

very

I
istenable.
In the lower frequencies there
was no doubt the Trident was

•

between was not so clear.
Unless you've heard speakers that can do this,
like the MartinLogan Clarity or SL3, this is not
something you would immediately miss, but once
you've heard it done correctly it becomes one of

somewhat richer sonically than the
Totem or the MartinLogan speakers.

those addictive parts of your system's perform-

Despite a specification suggesting

whilst full out to the wall behind my speakers,

they only go as far down as 38Hz,

was not of the wrecking ball through the rear wall

they sounded far more potent than

variety. Again, Inoticed aslight fall of stage depth

either of the aforementioned
designs. Whilst it did not posses the

at the outer edges towards the rear, as though the

last word in resolv ng power, you
could clearly hear the textures of the
instruments playing and hear the
interaction between the strands in
Çthese lower-down reaches of the track.
The lower midrange also has adefinite
flavoLr, again adding aflow and power to these
frequencies, energising bass guitars and string

ance that you come to expect. The stage depth,

cone of the spotlight was getting weaker with the
centre of the spot focused directly behind the
centre- point of the speakers.
These speakers have limitations in their ability
to act as an open window to recordings. But this
is not what these speakers were designed for.
They were voiced specifically to present a very
friendly, larger-than- life sound for rooms that are
not necessarily as generously proportioned as

instruments to deliver great dynamic impact and

mine. The Trinity Trident is tolerant of sub-

power, filling the room effortlessly with sound.
Whilst the deliberated, off- neutral voicing of these
speakers was not so obvious further up the range,

optimal recordings and pressings, something that
most speakers are not.
These are most definitely not going to appeal to

MartinLogan SL3 and the Totem Hawk.

it was still noticeable that there was a slightly

The speakers came on song after 50 hours and
reached their optimal state after 100 hours.

enhanced warmth to female vocals and atouch of

those looking for aWilson System 7on abudget.
However, if you're in the market for a speaker

nasality to saxophones, although with brass alot of

simply to enjoy your entire collection on, and feel

Unusually for my room, at 6.5m x4m, Ifound the

the bite and edge from poorly recorded CDs was
removed, giving a noticeable improvement under

that many of today's computer- designed,
anechoic-chamber tested designs are too cool and
dispassionate, Iwould suggest these speakers

Works mains distribution olocks and Isotek Elite
power cables. Speaker comparisions included the

speakers gave their best balance and image
facing straight ahead with just atouch of toe- in.
Positioning of these speakers was critical, sounding unorganised and awkward until Ifound their
sweet spot 0.75m from the front wall and 0.6m
from the side wall, ther wired up in hi-wire

these circumstances.
The nigh frequency content was well-focused
without splashiness on either CD or vinyl sources.
However, Idid feel that some of the air and life of
last ounce of decay that I've heard through the
JMIab EleRtra 926 and Totem Hawk. One big

This speaker has been deliberately voiced to

benefit o' this, however, is an almost helpful

These loudspeakers have been deliberately
voiced to sound like something from 15 to
20 years ago... it's rather pleasing to the ear
sound more like somettbrig from 15 or 20 years

quality towards those LPs that I've recovered from

ago. There is a generosity in its scale and pro-

car boot sales. Records with high levels of surface
noise from poor pressing quality or dirt were
rendered far more appealing through these

to the ear. With either the A3.2 CD player or the

speakers than almost any other design I've had

Perpetual Technologies combination, used with

through my listening room.

the A3.2 or Krell/Bryston pre-/power combinations

In terms of allowing you to rediscover recording

it was clear that this speaker is amusic lover first
and monitor adistant second. With even some of

that had been deemed unusable, these speakers
are amongst the best I've heard. The imaging of

my somewhat harsher Sony CDs or some of my old

these speakers was solid but the stage was

CDs, which are recorded hot in the higher

somewhat smaller than Iusually get, either from
the SL3 or the Totem Hawk. What Idid hear was

frequencies, it refused to turn offensive or

www.hifinews.co.uk

auditioning. I

David Allcock

Technolo

cymbals and the highest notes of piano lacked the

configuration with the mid and treble running off
one leg and bass running off the other.

portion of bass and lower midrange that certainly
deviates from total neutrality, but it is still pleasing

should be right up there on your shortlist for

The Trinity Trident uses the Scanspeak 2905/
9700 tweeter, using technology from the more
expensive Revelator line. The Vita PL- 18 and PL11

bass and midrange drivers are from the

Premium Line and as such are amongst the finest
drivers Vifa know how to make. This three-way
design has its crossover points at 350Hz for
bass/mid and 2.2 kHz for mid/tweeter with a1storder crossover on the bass and 2nd- order
Linkwitz-Reilly on the midrange /tweeter. The
crossover is hard wired with Chord Company
Rumour cable and is populated with components
from the likes of ICW, Clarity, and lantzen coils.

Features
• Generous and full sound quality
• Solidly- built and finely inert enclosure
MI Exceptional attention to resonance reduction
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Top HiFi and AV
brands including:

Meridian
KEF
Chord
Harman Kardon
Musical Fidelity
ProAc
Pioneer
Denon

Following amassive refit, Central London's
premier AV location now features the pick of
the best and biggest names in audio visual,
multiroom, home automation and lighting,
with 5demonstration suites and professional
product and installation teams to match.
Come in, relax and experience award winning
service at the best Home Entertainment store
in the business.

Arcam
+Multiroom

Experience the difference at Musical Images, Covent Garden

products from:

Just 5mins walk from Covent Garden or Leicester Square tube stations

Crestron
Living Control
and many more!

Alternatively, visit our other branches...

BECKENHAM BRANCH
126 High Street,
Beckenham, Kent ER3 1ED
Tel: 020 8663 3777

celM
Founder Member

L.

Intelligent Home,
in the Making

EDGWARE BRANCH
173 Station Road,
Edgware, Middlesex HA8 7JX
Tel: 020 3952 5535

COVENT GARDEN
BRANCH
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18 Monmouth Street
Covent Garden
London
WC2H 9HB

Tel: 020 7497 1346
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MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
Please call your local branch for opening time details. Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd t/a Musical Images. E-mail: saleseimusical-images.co.uk
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Exposure XXII
CD player

After the 2010 series, aluxurious ' new classic'...
In June last year Iwrote an enthusiastic
review of Exposure's then- new 2010 Series

Exposure XXII

'analogue' silky smoothness. At more than twice
the 2010's price the XXII certainly ought to be

integrated amp, power amp and CD player.

PRICE

It was an impressively performing range of
separates at a more competitive price than the

SUPPLIER

Exposure Electronics

better still but Iwas nevertheless taken aback at
hearing such a refined, beautifully articulated

CONTACT

01273 423877

venerable ' X' series on which the company long
ago secured its reputation. The 2010 amplif ers
are a little softer-sounding than their illustrious
predecessors, which could sometimes seem a
little spirited in their open-topped response; they

IWEBSITE

£ 1400

www.exposurehifi.com

XXII has one PCM1704 24- bit DAC per channel,
and where the output section of the former

manage to retain the energy while adopting a
more mellow approach, though still capable of

incorporates NE5534 op-amps the new model

embarrassing bright-toned ancillaries.

is based on discrete transistors. Optical and
coaxial ( BNC) outputs are provided in addition to

HappiIy

the 2010 CD player is the ideal complement, and
well able to compete in top-flight circles despite
its relatively modest £499 price tag.
With the new range settling in nicely, Exposure

has B- B's superb OPA143. The final output stage

the analogue stereo pair.
The power supply is special, as I've implied.
Separate windings on the mains transformer
supply the transport, servo system and audio and

sound only moments after taking it out of the box.
Once it had warmed up it was superb.
This is a real contender at the highest level.
Imaging is superb, detail and pace crisp and
wonderfully focused, 'timing' evidently at one
with the source. Timing is the key to lifelike
performance and Ithink the aspect about which
the ear is most subliminally critical. Stability at
the minutest level is required to produce an
image which remains ' real' regardless of level and
energy in the signal, and this player has that in
fir measure.
I'd say it is on a par with the best that I've

the crucial clock oscillator is fed via cascaded

heard. It is well made, well presented, sensibly
appointed and Ithink reasonably priced. MI

Classics. MD Andy Whittle and his team are well

regulators to ensure an ultra-stable supply and

Ivor Humphreys

aware of what it is about traditional Exposure

thus extremely low jitter. A clever two-sided

performance that earned such respect over a

component layout on the single main board keeps

quarter of acentury, and adopted a progressive

the data lines very short.

set about updating its ' X' series and re- launched
it with due optimism under the banner The New

Technology

rather than aggressive approach to change. The

Briefly, the fascia controls allow for basic

Internally identical to the Exposure 3010 model,

New Classics consolidate on previous achieve-

operation — open/close, stop, play/paused, next

ments, by reconsidering areas such as board

and previous track and display on/off — while a
sensible range of higher functions is available via

this player uses a front- loading Sony transport
and two mono Burr- Brown 24- bit `current output'

layout and grounding, with some newer, higher
spec parts. They also have satisfyingly high-grade

converters. Optical ( TosLink) and coaxial (
on

the 32- button system handset, including fast

BNC) digital outputs are provided. An elaborate,

metal fascias and controls.
The XXII CD player has a far shorter lineage

forward/reverse, the usual elapsed/remaining

over- specified power supply is key to

time display options and track programming.

sophisticated performance, with particular care

than the amplifiers ( Exposure was very slow to

Finally, note that Exposure's newly-announced
3010 model (£ 1000) is internally identical to the

taken over the clock oscillator stability, signal

accept digital) so inherits much of the thinking

routing and output filtering/buffering.

behind the more modest 2010. Both players
employ asplendidly secure Sony transport, servo,

XXII, but comes with less luxurious Malaysian-

logic and display set ( in the 2010 the display is
filtered blue; here it is red), both have atypically

My own benchmark in CD players is the
Meridian 588, a unit which has given me

Im Twin Burr- Brown 24- bit DACs

belt-and- braces power supply based on acustommade multi-secondary toroidal mains transformer

unalloyed pleasure since Imoved to it from the
508.24 (which is itself a very fine performer).

II Discrete output stage

and reservoir capacitors, and both employ Burr
Brown converters. However, where the 2010 uses

Last year Icompared the 2010 player and it
stood up very well, consistent in balancing a

a single PCM1716 two-channel converter, the

coherent and detailed sound with an almost

www.hifinews.co.uk

sourced casework and moulded buttons.

its

Features

III Supplied system handset
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MAIN BRANDS
STOCKED:

audio '1'

BASINGSTOKE 01256 324311
2Feathers Lane

basingstoke@audio-t.co.uk

BRENTWOOD 01277 264730
30 Crown Street
brentwoodeaudiot.co.uk

AUDIO EXCELLENCE and AUDIO T work together to bring you
the benefits of buying from alarge dealer: highly trained staff,
long guarantees, competitive prices and the security of 57 joint
years in business. But please don't think we're achain of clones each of our stores is run as an individual specialist shop with it's
own opinions and stock profile. You'll find us enthusiastic and
friendly because we think that buying hifi should be as much fun
as listening to it!
CUSTOM INSTALLATION If you want your Hi-Fi/Home Cinema
integrated seamlessly and/or invisibly into your home we have a
dedicated team who do this to the highest standards. Call us for
advice on how you can enjoy music ana films all round your home.

• 57 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE
• 3 YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI- Fl
SEPARATES
• FULL DEMONSTRATION
FACIUTIES
• PRICE PROMISE
• 10 DAY EXCHANGES
• 30 DAY NO COST PENALTY
UPGRADES
• PART EXCHANGES

For your FREE copy of
MUSIC AT HOME,
The Ultimate Guide 2003
FREEPHONE 0500 101501
(quote ref HFNO3a)

• INTEREST FREE OPTION ON
SALES OVER £ 250*
• HOME LOANS AND HOME
DEMONSTRATIONS
• EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS
BY APPOINTMENT
*Subject

or vist our web site at
www.music-at-home.co.uk

to status. Written details

on request

BRIGHTON 01273 609431
69 London Road
brightoneaudiot.co.uk
BRISTOL 0117 926 4975
65 Park Street
bristol@audioexcellence.co.uk
CAMBERLEY 01276 685597
173-175 London Road
camberleyeaudiot.co.uk
CARDIFF 029 2022 8565
134-136 Crwys Road

cardiffeaudio-excellence.co.uk

CHELTENHAM 01242 583960
38 Winchcombe Street
cheltenhameaudiot.co.uk
CHESTER 01244 345576
88/90 Boughton
chestereaudioexcellence.co.uk
EASTBOURNE 01323 731336
4Albert Parade, Green Street
eastbourne@audiot.co.uk
ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
159a Chase Side
enfieldeaudio-t.co.uk
EPSOM 01372 748888
15 Upper High Street
epsomeaudiot.co.uk
EXETER 01392 491194
156 Sidwell Street
exetereaudioexcellence.co.uk
GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road
gloucestereaudioexcellence.co.uk
HIGH WYCOMBE 01494 558585
30-32 Castle Street
wycombeeaudiot.co.uk
LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
020 7794 7848
190 West End Lane
hampsteadeaudio t.co.uk
OXFORD 01865 765961
19 Old High Street, Headington
oxfordeaudiot.co.uk
PORTSMOUTH 023 9266 3604
29 London Road, North End
portsmoutheaudio-t.co.uk

For the very latest information
please check our web

sites:

READING 0118 958 5463
4 Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall
readingeaudiot.co.uk
SOUTHAMPTON 023 8025 2827
10-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
southamptoneaudiot.co.uk
,
WANSEA 01792 474608
9High Street
swansea@audio excellence.co.uk

-,WINDON 01793 538222
60 Fleet Street
swindoneaudiot.co.uk
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
01892 525666
6High Street
tunbridgettaudio-t.co.uk
NORCESTER 01905 619059

Independence House
The Trinity
vvorcestereaudio-excellence.co.uk
All

shops are closed on Mondays

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ALPHASON
ALRIJORDAN
APOLLO
ARCAM
ASH DESIGN
ATACAMA
AJDIO TECHNICA
AJDIONET
AJDIOPHILE
FURNITURE
AVI
B&W
BEYER DYNAMIC
BLACK RHODIUM
BLUEROOM
BOW TECHNOLOGIE
BRYSTON
CABLE TALK
CASTLE
CELESTION
C-IORD COMPANY
C-IORD ELECTRONIC
C_ASSE
CREEK
CORA
CYRUS
DAVIS
DENON
DNM
CYNAUDIO
CYNAVECTOR
ELAC
EPOS
GCX.DR I
NG
GRADO
FEYBROOK
IXOS
JAMO
KEF
LEXICON
LIMY
LOEWE
M1 ACOUSTICS
MANA ACOUSTICS
MARANTZ
MERIDIAN
METZ
?MICHELL
ENGINEERING
MI _ LER & KREISELL
MISSION
MUSICAL FIDELITY
NAD
NAIM
NAKAMICHI
NORDOST
ONKYO
OPTIMUM
ORTOFON
PANASONIC
PARASOUND
PARTINGTON
PIONEER
PMC
PRiMARE
PRO AC
PROJECT
QED
QUAD
QUADRASPIRE
REGA
REt
ROTEL
RUARK
SELECO
SENNHEISER
31-AHINIAN
SONANCE
SONUS SYSTEMS
SONY
SOUND STYLE
SPENDOR
STANDESIGN
STANDS UNIQUE
STIRAIGHTWIRE
SYSTEMLINE
TAG McLAREN AUDI
TALK ELECTRONICS
TANNOY
TEAC
THORENS
TéVOLI RADIO
TOM EVANS
TRICI-IORD
VAN DEN HUL
V'DEOLOGIC
'WHARFEDALE
WILSON BENESCF,
YAMAHA
Mt all brands are
stocked at all stones.
P,ease check before
travelling
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Bose 301
Not atraditional favourite of the audiophile.., but you might be surprised
For many people around the world, Bose
represents the pinnacle of hi-fi speaker tech-

Bose 301

nology, thanks in part to its unrelenting selfaggrandisement in mass market publications such

PRICE

as the Sunday newspaper supplements. The brand
may not be so popular with hi-fi people, but this
is not the place to expand on the company's

audiophiles — it's for people who like acapable
speaker in the house.
£300/pair

SUPPLIER

Bose UK

CONTACT

0870 741 4500

WEBSITE

www.bose.co.uk

In conclusion, while this might not be the
speaker for a classical music purist, it will be
the perfect answer for anyone needing a funsounding speaker that can handle high power
and ensuing sound pressure levels without

Our interest was piqued by the revision to this
'conventional' loudspeaker, a variation on the

off), and dion't seem to limit the dynamics as
many well-regarded hi-fi speakers do under the

hitting the driver end- stops. In particular, dance
and pop listeners will find plenty to entertain
them right here. For the right audience, this

two-way bookshelf design. This contrasts with
Bose's best-selling Acoustimass series, which

same conditions. Even the treble, which could
never be described as the most mellifluous in its

speaker has much to recommend it.
Andrew Harrison

features aesthetically subtle satellite cubes with

field, did not get much more spitty.

marketing philosophy.

abass speaker added to fII parts of the missing

Blu-Tak has often been the secret adhesion

lower octaves. Amore trad tional speaker concept

ingredient for many standmounted hi-sspeakers.

is seen in the Bose 301, based on a model

With the Bose 301, the sticky stuff is essential if

originally from 1975, but this still includes its

you want to keep the lightweight speakers

own set of heavily-trademarked technologies.

stationary, as Ifound after both speakers merrily

Initial trials of the 301 were not inspiring —

danced their way off the stands.

the speaker showed alumpy and ill-defined bass
quality and a 'testing' treble, which accentuated

Some choice chart material was put the 301's
way to get afeel for its handling of pop music.

lisp in spoken and singing voices. But with its

'Addicted To Bass' seemed afitting tribute given

rearward-firing tweeters working as advertised,

the speaker's predilection for bouncing basslines,

the 301 created a large and relatively difiuse
soundfield around the speakers, giving more of

and the Pure Tone single had the cones quaking

the advertised ' live' feel. Even when seated about
2.5m from the speakers there is a sense of
listening in the far-field.
But when the volume was raised, the 301 was

without failing to deliver. The slap- bass sample in
Girls Aloud's ' No Good Advice' had visceral
smack to drive the track until the rock'n'roll
guitar riff picked up the pace; and the Sugababes

found to excel . n its handling of power, and its

'Freak Like Me' highlighted the open stereo space
the 301 creates with its wall-clinging out-of-

ability to keep its head under high volume con-

phase Gary Numan synth sample.

ditions. The usual test of raising level to ascertain

deliberately diffuse radiating design, but once the

signs of break-up — was met by simply increased

ear acclimatises to the different stereo balance, it

sound levels. Bass was very tight and punchy,

can become more than a little addictive. And
remember, this is no speaker for chin- stroking

www.hifi news . co. uk

Most dynamic speakers radiate forward, toward
the listener. Bose uses the theory that live music
reaches the ear after bouncing off walls, floor and
ceiling, so to reproduce alive sound requires a
speaker radiates sound not just forward, but
around the roo. Bose's 'Direct/Radiating' technology involves using one 50mm tweeter facing
forward, the other backwards. The main driver is
an 200mm paper- coned unit, housed in a
chipboard cab Inet with plastic trim. Matching
floor stands and wall brackets are available, to
mount the speakers in the required ' landscape'
(rather than ' portrait') configuration.

Features
• Large, diffuse soundstage

Questions of imaging are natural with such a

a ' chicken point' — where the speaker shows

within its bandwidth ( real low bass being shelved

Technology

• Dynamic quality
• Tight and punchy bass
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Beauhorn
B2.2
Ahorn that sounds like an electrostatic... Huh?
Sorry to use ' horns' and ' bull' in the

other.

same

packages even sound listenable.

sentence

with

the

former

not

connected to the latter's skull, but horns
are to me as a red rag to a bull.
Veteran readers know that the only horn

By

sheer

accident,

some

SET/horn

There are exceptions to the rule: Istill dream
about Loth-X and Wavac valve amps, while
designers

including Tim

de

Paravicini,

Be

Beauhorn 62.2
PRICE

£4000

SUPPLIER

Beauhorn

speakers that do not induce migraines in KK are
Chave-era Lowthers, original Klipsch models (
eg,

Yamamura and others have worked with either or

CONTACT

01424 813888

both SET and horn technologies without looking

La Scala, Belle and the K'horn) and certain

like part for the horn/SET conspiracy.

WEBSITE

www.beauhorn.com

vintage masterpieces from Decca, Voigt, Tammy
et al. Icould even spend many hours with aJBL

Why this long preamble? Because I firmly

or review, since the birth of the B2 in 2001, to

believe that the chaps behind Beauhorn are too

the BBC2 logo. And it's not just grotesque: the

Paragon. But modem horns? To me, they're
simply part of a nasty and, indeed, destructive

genteel and downright ' British' to be part of any

Beauhorn's size is enough to cause concern, with

underground political movement that exists only

great scheme, maybe even naïve. They simply,
genuinely and deeply believe in what they're

a footprint of 330mm wide and 760mm deep,
and standing an imposing 1.2m tall. Finished in

to further the cause of single-ended triodes.

doing. If not, then how could they produce

acheesy metallic gold paint, reminiscent of acar

Because horns are pretty much the only
loudspeakers able to work adequately witn

something as ridiculous- looking as the Beauhorn
B2.2 and deliver it with astraight face?

and, well, psychotic. Beauhorn will apply other

amplifiers Jelivering less than

10 watts per

channel, they are anatural salvation for those who

Make no mistake: ir an industry littered with
absurd- looking products, the Beauhorn is a

respray at alocal chop shop, it looks home-made
colours to it, but the wards ' polish' and ' turd'
spring to mind.

bought into the single-ended trode craze. As

monumental — emphasis on the ' mental' —

And there's not a lot to the speaker, truth be

SETs have even greater problems than a mere
dearth of power, including incredibly soggy

achievement. It drew peals of laughter from

told. Made from 19mm MDF, the enclosure houses

everyone who saw the pair in my room. Except for

nothing inside bar aminimum of bracing. Those of

frequency extremes, horns also suited the SET

afriend's wife, who gave me awithering look, like

you who swear buy the audio tyre- kicking trick of

purveyors' purposes by compensating with abass

an antidote to Viagra, and turned on her heels and

rapping acabinet will reel back in horror: it's like

cut-off at one end and screaming treble at the

left. It has been likened in every UK show report

tapping on Dracula's bed, minus the Transylvanian
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earth to damp it. Then again, it doesn't need
anything inside, because this is, as with the
majority of horns, asingle-drive unit system. No

of the bottom octave. But it was the clarity, detail,
openness and 'crispness' that suggested ESLs.
Openness? From a box that resonates with a

Secret of : he
Eeauhorn B2.2 is
an excellent new

crossover, no convoluted internal transmission

hollowness better in keeping with something

drive unit from

path, just arear- loaded horn firing out the bottom.
Along with the new driver ( see Technology box),

badged Slingerland? It's just part of a whole
series of mini-events and characteristics that defy

AID of Italy

also part of the '. 2' brief is anew plinth that can

belief. Idon't know the people from Beauhorn
well enough to know if they're practical jokers,

also be added to the plain vanilla B2. The
VibraPlinth is an isolation platform that flies in
the face of those who believe that speakers

cynics, crackpots or simply contrary by nature,

should be bolted to the floor to withstand Force

in the east. Asmall driver, acrummy enclosure —
about the only thing the B2.2 appears to do ' right'

10 gales. Damned if Iunderstand what's going on
in it, abox that appears to be mounted on some
elastic material guaranteed not to present arigid

but it's as if they set out to prove that the sun sets

by current thinking (or one school of it) is to
mount its driver on abaffle too small to damage

platform. The Beauhorn Boys' eyes lit up when I the dispersion. And yet this thing sounds at times
like amassive dipole with aplanar rachator! Iwas
likened it to Max Townshend's rocking platforms
reminded of Glenn Croft's ability to take the most
and they agreed that Max's philosophy, rather
than that of the fixed-to- terra-firma brigade, was

mundane ingredients, only to create a cost-

similar to their own.
While the listening tests confirmed that the
anticipated results of awiggly platform were not

effective valve masterpiece.
If you do audition these speakers, blindfolds
are advised because prejudice is something hard

forthcoming — no image smearing, no bass overhang — the VibraPlinth is adisconcerting device to

to avoid. Room darkened, and sonic images
floated in front of me, completely in denial of any

use. Y'see, it allows the speakers to rock left-andright, and Ihave visions of someone leaning on a

boundaries such as the extremities of the
speakers: there were distinct sounds past the

B2.2 and pushing it over. Yes, that the speaker
can lean too far if you push on it. Be warned!

sides of the Beauhorns, stage depth only slightly
shy of the Quad ESL- 57 and image height nearly

It was then and only then that my ardour would
cool; Kodo drums are not recommended. (Again,
though, Ispeak with eyes closed.)
It breaks my heart that the Beauhorn is so
goddam hideous because, at just under £4000

Listening to the midband zone: voices have anaturalness that
Ihave only heard bettered by the LS3/5a and the original Quads
on apar with Wilson's WATT Puppy System 7. But
it was almost like one of those optical illusion

with the stands, it deserves ahuge aJdience. It is
so enjoyable aspeaker that you forget all about

illustrations, the ones where you have to stare and
stare until ashape pops into view.
What happens is this: the sound, especially the

flaws. And yet Jfear that the only homes it will
find are those where the customer has aseparate
'hi-fi room' or utter disregard toward aesthetic

seat. That's it. Iconnected the B2.2 speakers to
the EAR-Yoshino 859 integrated SET amp, fed by

spatial representation, is so unlike anything you

concerns. Or no wife. •

the Marantz CD-12/DA-12 CD source and the

that you have to re-orient yourself. For one thing,

SME 10 turntable with SME Series V arm and

Setup is a problem-free state of affairs: you
simply aim the speakers to fire past the listening
seat, crossing behind the listener, as opposed to,
say, certain Sonus Fabers that ' cross' in front of
the listener, or Wilsons that fire directly at the hot

Ken Kessler

might have heard before, including other horns,

Technology

Koetsu Urushi cartridge through the EAR-Yoshino

the system is bass-shy, nearly to LS3/5a levels,
and the bass you do have is lumpy and one- note.

324 phono stage. Speaker wires included
ABcable Rubino and the latest ' mm' technology

But it doesn't matter because the 2.2 forces you
to listen to the zone that matters: the midband.

Transparent wire, while interconnects were from

Voices have a naturalness that I've only heard

itself, the AID senjoying its first- eve , commercial
appearance in this UK speaker. It measures 125mm

bettered by the LS3/5a and the original Quads,

in diameter, with a 90mm cone nnunted on a

and the wasn't even a hint of sibilance. Ella,
Aretha, Eva Cassidy and Peggy Lee, each
had all of the correct textures, the

pleated, dopec, fabric surround; the cone's material
is papei pulp with ' added exotic wood fibres'. The

Transparent and AudioQuest.
However much taste, conditioning, intelligence
or — yes — paranoia might want you to
recoil from the Beauhorn B2.2, it
is simply irresistible. Idecided
that my listening partners
would

have

to

be

blindfolded to avoid prejudice.

So neither

Peter

Roberts nor Jim Creed were
told what they'd be hearing,
let alone seeing.
To my surprise and delight, they both
guessed (and these were separate sessions,
without the two consulting each other) that
they were listening to electrostatics! And

sounds of breathing, and
presented in aclearly defined
space — chilling veracity.

Replacing the Fnstex 168 Sigma of the still-available
Beauhorn B2 is an ATD driver from taly; all- new

driver features a 25mm voice coil

made from

oxygen- free copper on Kapton former, and it has a
ceramic, shielded magnet. This is fed to asingle set
of Gold Scorpion terminals. ( If there's one good thing

there were two

about single-diiver horns, it's that they preclude

characteristics that even
Iwill acmit are the norm

the ATO, but Beauhorn protects it with acouple of

And

for horns, but not necessarily for other formats: a
sense of ' ease' due to the
high sensitivity and lack of
hunger,

and

worries about hi- wiring.) No grille spoils the view of
clever bent- wire barriers that will prevent the entry
of elbows if not fingers.

Features

particularly

good ' attack' on transients.

• Amazing reproduction of voices and midband

Yes, the Beauhorns sound so ' light'
that even anon- bass addict such as
Iwas driven to comment about

Diana Ross' Muscles' is an
old favourite for transients at
all frequencies, and the 2.2

MI Lack of bass doesn't spoil the experience

dealt with the material with

MI High sensitivity

the truncated, one- note nature

aplomb, bar the bass smacks

it wasn't just the dearth of deep bass.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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X-TU

ET M

AIRCORE" TECHNOLOGY SPEAKER CABLE

\

X-TUBE

is a genuine breakthrough in loudspeaker cable

design, the result of intensive research and development. All
3 models in the X- TUBE

range utilise QEDs' unique, high

resolution ' tubular conductor geometry' and are designed
with one simple aim — to produce the very best performance
possible from your hi-fi or home cinema system.
X- TUBE by QED, NATURALLY.

QED
QED Audio Products Ltd.

t 0148 3747474
PURE

e info@qed.co.uk

w

www.qed.co.uk

DESIGN.

PURE

PERFORMANCE.
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Leema Acoustics

Xen

This baby pro-audio monitor has abig heart
Leema Acoustics Xen
PRICE

£1000/pair

SUPPLIER

Aspen Media

CONTACT

01442 255405

WEBSITE

www.leema-acoustics.com

certainly reason for reference here, with the Xen

and one that has an enviable neutrality for small
music and cinema systems. Leema Acoustics can

showing asimilar level of insight into arecording.
There is aclose match in detail and 'air' although

supply a matching subwoofer, the SPLX, and I
found it did lend itself well to sub integration

my reference Harbeth LS3/5A had more upper
frequency 'twinkle'. The principal deviation is in
the bass, for the Xen does not even attempt to fool

while using a RE Quake subwoofer. And used
alone, it gives afaithful rendition of voices and

LS3/5A. In mid and top neutrality, there is

you that it can play low notes with any weight.
Instead, you get a small-scale rendition of the

music, unspoilt by superfluous bass reproduction.
Only its high price limits afull approval, but if you
need high quality sound from amodern micro box,

standalone loudspeakers you are likely to
find that doesn't include installation

recording, faithful — to my ears — to the original,

it has few peers. I

instructions in the box advising you to 'first

double- bass lines easily, because even though the

connect matching subwoofer'.

level is dropped relative to flat, there are no dis-

This speaker is tiny — one of the smallest

Measuring just 220mm high, 140mm wide and
205mm deep, this baby-sized monitor is even
smaller than the last serious micro speaker I've

but totally Lilliputian in size. You can follow jazz

Andrew Harrison

Technology
Wrapped up in the rather unconventional metal

concerting holes or lumps in response.
The midband is where the ear is drawn to, and

box are high- quality components, in the form of a

the Xen leaves this area open and uncluttered.

SEAS main driver, with polypropylene cone,

tried, the Technics SB-M01 [
HFN Nov ' 99]. The
pedigree is good, as it's designed by apair of exBBC engineers who used the time-honoured

The handover between drivers is effectively un-

magnetically- shielded; Danish Sound Technology

detectable and, thanks to the proximity of the
tweeter to the main driver, the speaker acts like a

soft- dome tweeter with neodymiun magnet; and a
large, carefully designed hi-wire crossover. To

tradition of amalgamating names — Lee Taylor and
Mallory Nicholls to create the name of their joint

point source, even at relatively close distances.
Imaging, consequentially, is first class, with excel-

prevent ringing, the steel box is lined with two
layers of abitumastic damping material, ensuring

company Leema Acoustics.
The Xen was the first project from Leema, an

lent front-to- back layering, given the right material

that the cabinet does not store much energy for

(and with the speakers positioned a suitable
distance away from rear walls).

subsequent release, reducing acommon source
of audible coloration. The second- order LP and

attempt to make a miniature high-performance
monitor with unsurpassed technical and musical

The Xen sounds very tuneful as it relays music,

HP crossover filters are built around aPCB that

despite its curtailed bass response. Like Ockham's

stretches the full height of the cabinet. Hand-

cabinet, 1.6mm thick, with separate screwed-on

Razor, the Xen seems to cut away dressing, getting

wound and matched air- cored inductors are used,

back panel and athick, rebated MDF front baffle,

at the principal melodies of the music. By not

along with high- voltage Solen polypropylene

finished in apale wood veneer. It's an otherwise
fairly conventional two-way design, using two

trying to reproduce bass that laws of physics deny

capacitors, with circuit tracks featuring curved,

it, the Xen just makes a better job elsewhere.

rather than square, corners, said to reduce track

small forward-firing reflex ports to aid sensitivity

Consequentally, there is no bass boom, bloom or

inductance. Solder is a10% silver type, and the

and bass extension (cited as 84dB and 58Hz,
—3dB, respectively). At the back, two pairs of

other irregularities to detract from the sound. In

PCB itself benefits from the same damping

the upper frequencies, the soft dome tweeter

sturdy Scorpion gold-plated binding posts allow

works well, never sounding too sharp.
This speaker's main advantage over the

material used inside the steel cabinet. The
enclosure is filled with real lambs wool, found to

performance'. The designers settled upon asteel

bi-wiring or bi-amping. There is no grille option,
and with the grey-painted sides ( loaded with mica,

offer

better

acoustic

properties

than

any

LS3/5A would be its slightly more honest bass

synthetic, resulting in internal airspeed falling to

for more acoustic damping) the result is not overly
glamorous. A large internal crossbolt braces the

voicing, and a far more useful power handling

below 0.1 the speed of sound, which benefits

capability. At high volumes it does not fall apart,

bass tuning.

two main sides together, without adding much to
the looks. Unless your spouse is also wedded to

mechanically or sonically, although

sound a little more strident. The makers quote

contemporary Swedish furniture catalogues, wife

short-term SPL in excess of 112dB ( 106dB long-

acceptance-factor may err on the low side.

term), but best results are still had at lower

However, these were designed initially for outright

volumes,

safe

in

the

knowledge

it could

that

performance, so the telling question is, how many

unexpected peak isn't about to send the voicecoil cracking into its end stop.

Build aspeaker this small and you can't avoid

www.hifinews.co.uk

Overall,

this

is

a very

▪ Diminutive size

an

quarts wiII this pint pot hold?
comparisons to another BBC-spawned box, the

Features

well-engineered

II Neutral and tuneful midrange
• ' Honest' bass response

loudspeaker, designed for sound rather than looks,
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Henley Designs Ltd
Unit 11, Moorbrook,SouMmead Industrial Park
Didcot, Oxfordshire OX1 I7HP
Tel: 01235 511 I
66 1Email: sales@henleydesigns.co.uk
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

Auditions

DiscWelder
Chrome and Steel
Now you can record 24/192 DVD-Addio: here are the ' Heavy'
and ' Lite' editions of new-generation DVD-A authoring software
It still puzzles me when Imeet audiophiles hi-fi journalists among them - who profess
zero interest in computer audio.
It has to be admitted that computer-sourced
sound isn't always of aquality which commends
itself to these pages, even before we start talking
lossy compression, but computer audio's
attraction lies in the sheer range of possibilities it
opens up to the audio obsessed.
As Ipointed out in my review of the LynxTWO
sound card last year [August], one of those
possibilities is being able to record and replay
digital audio at 24/192 — that is, with 24- bit
resolution and 192kHz sampling rate. At atime
when many recording studios can't yet offer it,
you can have this cutting-edge capability
installed in your computer at home for what, in
high-end audio terms, is small change. Since I
wrote that review, Creative Labs has launched the
Audigy2 Platinum sound card which is also
24/192 capable and offers 24/96 5.1-channel

£380 and has a
reduced feature set

recording and playback, all at an even keener
price (£ 180 in the UK, including VAT, from
Creative's online shop). When the maker of the

commensurate with
its price. Headline
restrictions are that it

original Soundblasters climbs aboard, you can be

won't

certain it foresees agrowth market.

accept

MLP

The problem with this new-found 24/192

(Meridian
Lossless
Packing) files, so you

capability was that there wasn't agreat deal you

can't create a 24/96

could do with it other than record and play back

or 24/88.2 multichannel disc, and it

via

the

computer

itself.

Whereas

24/96

disc\deJder
,mem E
1 --

recordings could be burnt to DVD-R in DVD-Video

doesn't allow you to put content in the disc's

also allow content to be placed in the Video_ts

format, there could be no outlet for 24/192

video zone — although aVideo_ts folder appears

material until DVD-A authoring software became

on this disc it is empty. If you are interested only

folder, ie, the disc's video zone, but it won't
prepare it — for that you must use separate DVD-

generally available. In this respect the profes-

in burning two-channel audio content up to

sionals, running their Sonic Solutions work-

24/192, though, Steel does everything you need.

Video authoring software.
Both Steel and Chrome allow the user to design

stations, were still one step ahead. But not any

Chrome styles itself as ' professional high-

the display that will appear on a TV screen

more. If you fancy burning your own DVD-As

connected to the DVD-A player, although Chrome

almost as simply as we've become used to

resolution DVD-Audio authoring and you pay
heavily for its increased capability — in fact, five

burning CDs, if not quite so cheaply, you now

times as much (£ 1900). To describe Chrome as

can. Whether you are an amateur musician who
has in mind the ultimate in audio vanity pub-

fully featured would be misleading because there

background images can be imported in BMP, TIF
or JPG formats — essential for creating a
professional looking product. Chrome also allows

lishing, or an audio professional keen to burn

are some DVD-A capabilities it can't exploit, but
it allows the authoring of discs that deserve the

demo or approval discs,

description

Minnetonka Audio

Software of Minnesota has a DiscWelder authoring package to meet your needs.

professional' for their range of

content and features. As well as being able to
import MLP files (although not create them — for

DiscWelder comes in two variants, Steel and

that you need Minnetonka's SurCode MLP which

Chrome ( although who ever heard of welding
chrome?). Steel describes itself as an ' Essential

will set you back afurther £2120 it also allows

high-resolution DVD-Audio writer', the key word

send to aDVD-mastering house. ( Some mastering

being ' essential'. It's the cheaper of the two at

facilities will also accept a DVD-R.) Chrome will

www.hifinews.co.uk

you to create aDLT ( Digital Linear Tape) ready to

allows a lot more flexibility not least because

still images to be appended to the audio tracks

DiscWelder Steel & Chrome editions
PRICE

£380/£1900

SUPPLIER

Et Cetera

CONTACT

01706 228039

WBSITE

www.minnetonkaaudio.com
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and provides control of multichannel to stereo
downmixing performed within the player. Readers

almWelde. SR(
DVD31

in-

Q50ora

kleb

"

who'd like to study in more detail the capabilities

7 •

Ile•
Oker•

and limitations of Chrome are recommended to

01011801_1_018..I
C00}90
1

download its 73- page user manual, as an Acrobat
file, from the Downloads section at www.

310058
010242

2
2

010215

2
1

010148

2

discwelder.com.

Steel's 34- page

manual

e Dablemor

3U:caw«

1113844.4;04.,.
. 301•444,

is

ream

24-b4/%,
2400496003º
2440/964030
2404,
2440/S6000hr
2448/960Xle

i144,5001
2/13/Z003 819AM
1/9/2CO2 500 PM
7/4/1 424 PM
10/2212401 11 43444
2/13/2013 792814
744=1

404 PM

available too, their difference in size being some
indication of Chrome's extra functionality.
System requirements for the two packages are
the same: Windows 98, 2000, NT or XP, 128MB
RAM and a supported DVD-R/RW drive. Minne-

28041 Thnt

Durehon

Chsnnels

tonka's product information is less than crystal

00 00 513

'tack

clear on the last, perhaps because the writer

O&M 42

CQ436,12144.4 ,4,00.444180404.44,
4
TiMit 12

drivers are supplied by Gear. Iused a Pioneer

*WU

DVR-A04 (generously supplied by Pioneer GB);

0881215

CA2436\0•4.882000awav
back 83
CA24-36 0•4408.00awee
T..ck N

24004.
360:310
2

2480930008
2480/9611030

CA24•96•ClasticAS141•44•4

the earlier DVR-A03 is also compatible as, I

F.iuot

24•242/9683144

believe, is the current DVR-A05. Professionals
who have one of Pioneer's external SCSI authoring

Pioneer whereas the Steel disc didn't — it jumped

DVD-R drives can use DiscWelder also. Because

to the beginning of each track in succession but

product, provided the right player awaited those

discWelder writes adisc image to hard disk before

refused to play them. To check this wasn't an

discs authored with Steel.

burnt a dud DVD-A using either DiscWelder

it starts the writing process (you can set it to write

issue related to rewriteable media, Iburnt the

However, the compatibility issue can't be

the image only if you wish), filling aDVD to its full

same material to DVD-R with the same outcome.

ignored: this is clearly an important practical

4.7GB capacity can require as much as 10GB of

When Iinformed Minnetonka of this Iwas told
it had found Pioneer players to be ' finicky' and

issue for would-be DiscWelder buyers, particularly
as an increasing number of DVD-A players

that Ishould try the troublesome Steel disc in

carrying other manufacturer's names use
Pioneer's universal mechanism and associated

hard disk space. Iused Steel and Chrome without
any problems on my ageing audio-dedicated
computer ( 200MHz Pentium Pro processor) under
Assembling the audio contents of adisc with

another DVD-A player. Denon kindly agreed to
supply a DVD-1600 at short notice, and in the
interim Isent the Steel and Chrome discs to

Steel or Chrome couldn't be easier. They both
have the same main screen structure with two

colleague Ivor Humphreys who reported that both
played fine in his old Kenwood machine.

that discs burnt using DiscWelder will play on

panes side by side over asingle pane below. The
top panes provide an Explorer- like view of the

When the Denon player arrived ( which has a
Panasonic mechanism), this finding was con-

professional users will want to know that
Minnetonka and Pioneer are getting their heads

computer's disk contents, with a directory tree

firmed: both discs played as they should. Ialso

together to solve this problem and ensure it

displayed to the left and the contents of the
selected folder to the right. The bottom pane

sent a copy of the Steel disc to Pioneer's John

displays the content of the DVD-A, divided into
Groups and Tracks. To add aparticular Wave file
to the current track all you do is drag and drop it
from the source folder to the desired channel

misbehaving as described in his own DV-939A, it
also declined to play in the current-generation

doesn't afflict Chrome. Although I have no
evidence of Chrome discs causing problems in
Pioneer players or any other, Iwould want to test

within the track ( left, centre, right, left surround,
right surround and low frequency effects, denoted

between Minnetonka and Pioneer as to who is
responsible for this. While it's tempting to point

Windows NT 4with Service Pack 6.

Bamford who reported back that, in addition to

757AI and 656A universal players.
No way am Iqualified to arbitrate a dispute

electronics.
Personal buyers will want to assure themselves
their

home

player,

whatever

it

is,

while

a wide variety of different disc contents before
stating this categorically.
Warmly recommended, then, but with a
cautionary note. •

Keith Howard

Technology

L, C, R, Ls, Rs, LEE)). If you are compiling two- the finger at DiscWelder on the basis that Pioneer
channel rather than multi-channel tracks you can
machines have no reputation for falling over with
either specify the track as being stereo and then
commercial DVD-A releases, Minnetonka res-

Since Iwrote this review matters have moved on.

drag and drop astereo WAV file to the displayed
Ssymbol, or you can simply drop astereo file on

ponds by pointing out that most if not all DVD-A

Minnetonka has supplied me a rebuild of Steel

releases to date have been authored using Sonic

which cures the compatibility problem with the DV-

the Lof amulti-channel track and its designation

Studio's software, the promotional material for

939A and allows discs to play correctly in Pioneer's

will change to Sautomatically. The disc title and

which boasts the inclusion of ' many behind-the

first-generation universal player, the DV- 747. Track

track names assigned within the track listing are

scenes processes that... correct for player bugs'.

navigation now works correctly in the current DV.

carried over to the disc's on-screen menu.

The only way to settle the issue for certain would

757 also but the player reproduces only the left

be to send the Steel disc to a DVD Forum

To burn the disc you then click on the Record
icon in the toolbar that runs across the top of the
screen or select the same function via the DVD-R

approved verification lab — acostly process.
Setting the compatibility question to one side

channel of astereo track! John Bamford plans to
send the troublesome disc to Pioneer in Japan,
where we understand it will be subject to afull

menu. Check boxes allow you to Test, Write and
Verify the disc alone or in combination, although

[see Technology box for an important late update],
Iwelcome both DiscWelders with open arms,

verification process to isolate whether the problem
lies in the disc or in the player. We'll keep you

Steel, unlike Chrome, will only verify the disc
contents immediately following the record process

particularly Steel whose lower price and reduced
feature set suit it well to home audio enthusiasts

informed.

— verification cannot be conducted after the

interested primarily in burning 24/192 material

burner's disc drawer has been opened.

for their own use. The software proved easy to

Iinitially checked both Steel and Chrome by

use,

installed without problem and worked

Features
• Burns high- resolution audio to DVD-R/RW

writing a single stereo 24/96 track to DVD-RW.

without complaint in a computer which, by

The Chrome disc played correctly on a Pioneer

today's standards, is almost arelic. With early CD

• Easy to use

DV-939A but the Steel disc did not. So Ierased
both and this time burnt four stereo 24/96 tracks.

authoring software it was common to make afair
proportion of ' coasters' ( discs fit only to prevent

II Doesn't tend to make ' coasters'

Again the Chrome disc played correctly in the

coffee cups marking your desk) but Ihaven't yet
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Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

Digital has truly come of age

amazon
amphion
apollo furniture
Our old first generation friend, CD, is already looking decidedly like Old Hat. Super Audio CD and
argento
audible illusions
DVD Audio are with us, assuming you can find the titles you want ( rather than the titles they want
audio physic
you to have) at a record shop near you, or indeed in a record shop anywhere.
breuer dynamic
Music
(and
gadget) lovers can revel in the multitude of ways to store and play their (compressed)
brinkmann
cart rae
music, from home or portable hard disk players, hand-held memory card players, or the humble
cartridge man
home computer itself.
cawsey
So why do we fill our adverts ( and our shop) with obsolete mechanical machines from abygone
chord electronics
clearaudio
age to spin huge discs at 33.3 and 45rpm with a sharp diamond on the end of a moving arm to
decca london
read tiny squiggles in the vinyl? How quaint!
dnm
duevel
dynavector
ear yoshino
Brinkmann La Grange inc 10.5
ecs
Tonearm ( cart extra) - £ 6995.00
es lab
final lab
gamut
graham slee
hadcock
incognito
Origin Live Aurora (arm &
infinity
jbl k2
Amazon Model 3 inc
cart extra) - £997.00
klimo
RB250 arm - £ 995.00
korato

<>*

We have the largest selection of vinyl
players anywhere in the UK ( and
possibly further afield too) - just a
small selection on this page

Michell Orbe SE (
arm & cart extra) - £ 1916.00

Michell Gyro SE ( arm & cart extra) - £ 870.00

More importantly, nobody
assembles and tunes
turntables like we do - to
perfection!

Nottingham Analogue Horizon inc
RB250 arm - £528.75

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck
(arm & cart extra) - £889.75
Latest!
The amazing state of the art JBL K2 speakers on demo now
"Shanling CDT- 100 CD player on demo
Naim Aro tonearm and Armageddon PSU on demo
Rose and Korato preamps on demo
At last - the new Michell Engineering Tecnodec - on demo

lavardin
loricraft
lyra
michell engineering
morch
musical fidelity
nordost
nottingham analogue
origin live
ortofon
papworth
Origin Live Resolution (arm & cart
pink triangle
extra) - £ 1979.00
pluto
rega turntables
ringmat
rose
shun mook
shanling
shelter
Warning!
sme
sonneteer
We have a huge selection of
spendor
accessories for the vinyl enthusiast
stax
which can be purchased either by
sugden
personal callers to our shop, or by
sumiko
tci cables
mail order world-wide.
tivoli audio
Please consult our web site for
tom evans
product details, and how to order.
townshend audio
transfiguration
trichord
van den hul

For info on these, and much more, including our numerous second-hand items,
please visit our popular website: www.walrus.co.uk
interest free credit available on most items. subject to status

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk

Forget about the digital disc wars with these superb vinyl
spinners, from Michell Engineering, Roksan and Thorens.
Reviewed by Andrew Harrison, pictures by Roger Phillips

W

hat's all the fuss about these new digital formats then?
That's an understandable response having had the

50

MICHELL TECNODEC

opportunity to listen to the oldest high-fidelity format

Unlike the other two decks here, which represent a ' new look' for their
respective brands when set against previous designs, the Michell

still in existence, the vinyl record. It may have 3.1 channels less than

TecnoDec shows aclearer styling lineage to older Michell turntables.

the all-singing and dancing digital discs that get coverage elsewhere,
but quantity is nothing without quality. And quality is still the LP's

The cantilevered platform that supports the tonearm, in combination
with the symmetrically- placed motor, gives asimilar impression as

preserve, especially when due diligence is given to the fine art of

Michell's long-running GyroDec and Orbe models, and the construct-

capturing music from the record's wiggly groove.
Unfortunately, where the entry price for DVD players just keeps

black acrylic for the one-piece plinth and acarbon/acrylic/vinyl com-

ion materials chosen for the TecnoDec are also Michell favourites:

falling ( down to under £40 for ausable machine) ord-fashioned

posite for the platter. Running gear such as feet and arm- plate are

mechanical engineering keeps the cost of these record spinners in at

precision mlled horn aluminium. The main bearing is self-lubri-

least three figures, with one model here nudging over the £ 1000
mark. Excepting that they are all belt-driven, there is little in common

cating through aclever bored spindle, which circulates oil back to the
ball-bearing sited on top of the spindle in an inverted bearing

between them in their style or construction, so larger d.fferences in
final sound quality were expected than between, say, three CD players

configuration.

of asimilar price. Any final choice for prospective buyers may be

In contrast to most previous Michell turntables, the TecnoDec is a
fixed plinth design; that is, there is no suspension of the platter/arm

based as much on looks as sound, so while Ican't preach tastes in
style, I
did find some surprises in sound quality.

assembly away from the main body. Other classic designs in this
mould include the Rega Planar turntables, and they do provide a

NOVEMBER 2003 Hi-FiNews
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Group test

more physically stable platform for playing records on, with less

all testing of this TecnoDec was with the standard PSU.

setup and maintenance required. But the rigid construction also

Assembly of the un boxed TecnoDec is straightforward, with only
the plinth, platter and main bearing needing to be united, using a

means the deck is more susceptible to noise interference in the
delicate record-to-stylus interface, from both external sources like
floorboard movement, and vibration from the turrtable's own motor.
External noise can be reduced or eliminatec by careful placement, but motor noise reduction requires shrewd steps to be taken by

knurled nut on top ofthe platter to keep it all together. The motor unit
is placed in the crescent cut-out alongside the plinth, and the drive
belt stretched into pace.
The review model was supplied with aRega OEM250, badged for

the designer. In this case, Michel has elected to mount the motor
separate from the actual plinth — as do all of today's Michell turn-

Michell, plus aMichell VTA arm height adjusting reig (available
separately at £ 17), and Michell universal record clamp (£23).

tables — in asolid aluminium pod, and this is ftted with arubber
0-ring at its base to reduce noise conduction through the bottom.

Additionally, the Michell Tecnoweight was tried, an upgrade over the
standard screw-on Rega counterweight and plastic arm stub..

The motor itself is of the DC type, which is typically much quieter

The TecnoDec is arguably the ' cleanest' design here, simple both

in frame vibration than AC variants anyway, arid is connected to an

in terms of construction and its looks, although it was not always the

external power supply box. This unit should provide aclean and

cleanest in sound. There was little to slow down thelecnoDec as it

stable DC feed to the motor, essential to maintain pitch stability, as
output voltage fluctuations will result in audible speed change. An

finger-snapping jaez pieces like ' Pick Up Sticks' [ Dave arubeck,

upgrade is available here in the form of the new Michell HR power
supply unit which uses aproprietary ' never-connected' circuit, but

www.hifinews.co.uk

played through most styles of music without major problems. With
Greatest Hits CBS 62710] the TecnoDec showed avivid, excitable
character that kept the pace, with little smear or bloom to slow things
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TWO

C HANNEL
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Unico CD.CD player with valve

SME turntables. Both Model to

output stage

and Model 20/2 on permanent

Wadia 861 CD player. Both Basic

demonstration

and SE versions on permanent
demonstration

I
seoTek
sceek
111J•

I
seoT.9

Unico pre- power amplification.
Valve hybrid design, very good
sound and great value

A.R.T. Skibo loudspeakers with
bass modules
IsoTek mains conditioners.
All modules in use in our
demonstrations
Hot Tubes I
D1valve amplifier.
toowpc dual mono construction

Accustic Arts. High quality
rens Soo Series turntables. The
new line of non- suspended turntables

amplification from Germany

AMPHION •

A.R.T.

LOUDSPEAKERS .• AVALON

ACOUSTICS

GAMUT .• ISOTEK • KUZMA • LAVARDIN » LEHMANN •
ROGUE AUDIO •

SME

.• BENZ- MICRO .• CARDAS

CLEARAUDIO • CLEARLIGHT/RDC .• CONRAD-JOHNSON • EAR NOSHINO

TRINIT1'

Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Berkshire RG7 8JA

on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

player and iSeries amplifiers

LYRA • MOON • NORDOS - • NOTTINGHAM ANALOGJE .• OPERA • PAGODE • PATHOS .> RESOLUTION AUDIO

SHANLING • SHUN MOOK • SUGDEN .• TRANSFIGURATION .• TRIANGLE

from either Junction 12 on the M4or Junction 6

Moon Audio products. Nova CD

T

0118 981 9891

Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

ALDIO

» TRI -PLANAR

UNISON RESEARCH .>

VPI

WADIA

Demonstrations by appointment,
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.

AC/HFN/11

Group test

Michell TecnoDec with OEM250

Roksan Radius 5with Nima arm

Thorens TD 850 with TP 300

PRICE

£700

PRICE

£850

PRICE

£1050

SUPPLIER

Michell Engineering

SUPPLIER

Henley Designs

SUPPLIER

FBI Distribution

CONTACT

020 8953 0771

CONTACT

01235 511166

CONTACT

07734 054534

WEBSITE

www.michell-engineering.co.uk

WEBSITE

www.roksan.co.uk

WEBSITE

www.thorens.com

down. It couldn't sustain the smoothness or delicacy of touch that

tolerance on the stainless-steel bearing spindle is so tight that this
construction was chosen for the sake of preserving that integrity,

Test system

was available elsewhere, preferring to show amore obvious rhythmic
emphasis in amanner reminiscent of Rega turntables, albeit with
better pitch stability than the cheaper Planers.

even if the platter is accidentally pushed down on its edge from
above. The bearing itself arrives sealed and ready to go, with aball

comprised
Chapter Preface

Listening system

Coupled with the 250 tonearm and Kontrapunk cartridge, bass

bearing at the bottom of tie housing. Awarning in the setup manual

pre-amp, Chord

was firm and low but with less sustain and velvet' than more highend turntables. While the initial attack of basslines cut through,

advises that the bearing is not to be disassembled as it will require
recharging with Roksan-approved oil.

Electronics SPM
1200C power

there was less timbral description to those notes, at times creating a
more one-note bass effect.

Most interesting for followers of affordable record decks is
Roksan's inclusion of an original tonearm that owes not hing to the

amp, B&W N802
loudspeakers, with
either Quicksilver

Definition through the midband was good, giving useful clarity to

ubiquitous Rega RB series. The Nima is alightweight unipivot type

fast guitar runs such as Bream's fingerwork on Rodrigo's Concierto

using athin-walled alloy main tube, terminated with amachined

Audio (with

de Arunjuez[RCA Victor SB-6635], although there was asense here

clear acrylic headshell. This headshell is alittle thicker than most
metal types, so make sure you have longer cartidge securing screws

transformer) or

that his playing was not as masterful as it should be. Substituting a
different counterweight wrought interesting changes, with the

on hard when setting up.

Trichord Delphini
Mk II phono

standard item giving areasonable musical flow and an easier overall
sound, more forgiving of challenging massed strings which could

Internal wiring is unusual too, being made of aflexible printedcircuit material, like that now found in the more expensive Artemiz

stages. An Ortofon
Kontrapunkt A

sometimes test the TecnoDec's temper.
The Tecnoweight, on the other hand, gave more focus, better

arm. The integral arm lead out wire includes an earthing wire, as
distinct from the simplified Rega wiring which incorporates

m-ccartridge was
used for all three

definition and improved lateral imaging, at the expense of painting a

turntable earth in one channel's return wire.

turntables,

more 'technical' sound. The record clamp was also tried but found to

Upon listening to the Radius 5, there was asense of air and grace,

aligned using a

offer little sonic improvement in this set-up, although it may be of

with a flowing, unforced character free of metallic or wooden

65mm/120mm

useful benefit with records suffering from warpage.

colorations. The stereo soundstage is what can be best deserted

null-point
protractor.

ROKSAN RADIUS 5

Linn LP12

Roksan's perennial Xerxes turntable is the usual image that comes to

Lingo/LVII/Akiva

mind when the words ' Roksan' and ' record player' are bandied

was used as a

around. While that deck was a relatively conventional- looking

reference. All

belt-driven sub-chassis design, externally at least similar to the al I-

turntables used a
single-tier Sound

conquering AR/Ariston/Linn/Thorens pattern, the new Radius 5is
completely original for Roksan, using new materials in an unusual

Organisation

configuration. The main plinth and sub-chassis are clear acrylic,

tripod stand, sited

19mm thick, with the latter separated from the base by three small

on suspended

rubber grommets between the two layers. Awood-finished version of

wood floor

the Radius 5is also available, priced at £750.
An AC synchronous motor is fixed to the base plinth, although

Thorens TD 850

'fixed' is not entirely the truth since it is designed to be partially-

uses an external

floating, with the motor itself disconcertingly moving back and forth

box for

alittle when the platter first spins up. Alarge section round rubber

electronic speed

belt drives the platter around its circumference from afour-tier

control [above];

precision-machined alloy pulley, the four steps designed to

Michell

accommodate 33 and 45rpm at both 50Hz and 60Hz mains
frequencies.

TecnoDec is
supported on

More surprises lie nearby: the platter is designed to rest on its
spindle with only alimited amount of contact area in the milled out

three
aluminium feet,

underside of the blast-finish acrylic platter. This was not so much to
decouple the spinning platter as Ifirst suspected, as to allow some

finished with

'give' on the platter surface if it is pressed down on one side.
According to Roksan designer and founder Touraj Moghaddam, the

[right]

www.hifinews.co.uk
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[System Number

iTheO ne
Is it real or is it a recording

I

;

No-one can

-6
7

Ammummi

say for sure.

No-one can explain the Mark
Levinson Reference System to you.

LIA111111

You have to hear it

for

yourself...*

*Heatherdale Audio is the only UK hi-fi dealer with the Mark
Levinson Reference System on permanent demonstration.!

Heatherdale
*audio limited
Tel: 0I
903 872288 Fax: 0I
903 872234
Heatherdale Audio, 202 Findon Road,Worthing BN 14 OEJ
heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com www.hifi-stereo.com

-nar-1131

evinson'

REFERENCE DEALER

Group test
Michell TecnoDec with OEM250

Roksan Radius5 with Nima arm

Thorens TD 850 with TP 300

with the audiophile cliché of holographic', creating pa pable wall-to-

allows arm height to be easily adjusted, sold separately for £ 75.

wall images of instruments and performers.
Quiet details buried in the music were clearly audible here, such

The Thorens TD 850 may be the most elevated in price of the
three here, but this is reflected in aplush, secure sound that has

as aChinese gong that rings out at the beginning of Fleetwood Mac's

'smooth' writ right across it. Loaded wih the Thorens-badged RB 300

'The Green Manalishi With The Two Prong Crown' (
Greatest Hits CBS

and Ortofon cartridge, it gave aweighty impact, showing great bass

690111. Cymbals had atwinkly silkiness that also staked out the

drive and more than aI
ittle mule-like kick.

sublime rendering ability of this deck, whether the lop-sided ride
taps of aBrubeck piece like ' Blue Rondo àla Turk', or the more

check, such as the tricky two- hand piano part of Brubeck's ' Blue

produced sound of hi-hats in Garbage's Stupid Girl'.
Pieces that some record decks are wont to render as overly busy,

that everything was secure in place with no hint of uncertainty in that

like the rifling sequence of Fleetwood Mac's ' Oh Well Pt l', sung out
clearly, without bluster. Even suriace noise was pushed down alevel,
all too evident in the tell-tale lead-in groove on just about any record.

For the most part the TD 850 could keep strands of asong in
Rondo'. Stereo images were very stable in space, giving the sense
positioning. Pitch stability was also the deck's strength, showing a
sense of timing that may be familiar to LP12 owners.
Where the Thorens did not rate so highly was in low-level detail

Bass quality was gauged excellent, as there was no artificial
warmth of overhang, and bass tunes could be followed easily,
helped in no small part by the dynamism that the deck showed. This
is the kind of record payer that takes on drummers and

retrieval, as it tended toward an overly dry sound, subtracting some

percussionists and gives them the room to explore acavernous

to second movements of the Concierto de Arunjuez, for example, I

soundstage with toe-tapping rhythmic fireworks.

found little shift in flavour between the two disparate sections.

THORENS 10850

of the recorded acoustic space. The Rodrigo concerto was closer to
anechoic in its performance, and this dryness was not helped by a
less sensitive sense of music's inner dynamics. Movingfrom the first

CONCLUSION

This heavyweight turntable also marks adeparture from Thorens
traditional line. Classic Thorens decks like the TD 150 and 160 (and

My order of performance ranking between

This is the kind of deck which shows the

even more recent Dual- like offerings such as the TD 190) had a

these decks was not strictly according to

gateway to real high-end vinyl playback,

sprung sub-chassis, where this TD 850 employs asingle, massive

price. Starting with the cheapest, the

with adegree of authority that only needed

plinth, built from asandwich of wood and heavy steel. A15mm steel

Michell TecnoDec was another testament

more insight and detail-retrieval to

plate lies in the centre, braced either side by 19mm high-density

to the superb craftsmanship of Michell
Engineering, showing exceltent design and

overcome the trend of smothering opacity

an impressive standard of finish on all

Sitting between these two, the Roksan
Radius 5was the unmatched leader of the

wood that's finished in ametal-effect silver paint.
The main plate has cut-outs within to reduce magnetic interaction
with audio signals. The platter is another weighty component, 4kg of

parts. It gave avivid, explicit sound that did

that held it back.

solid turned aluminium, 24mm thick with a rubbery damping

not gloss over details with over-

material applied to the underside to reduce ringing. This is driven by

smoothness. Stereo perspective and

group. It had alisten-all-day character that
played music guilelessly, with all the

asmall square-section rubber belt from an AC synchronous motor
fixed to the plinth. Asmart external box provides electronic speed

foot-tap factor were all there, even if it
ultimately showed itself aswell behind the

real dynamic contrast, believable timbral

switching ( 33 and 45rpm) and power on/off, with this box fed by yet

GyroDec, which with its suspended sub-

another supply box wh ich provides the necessary raw power.

chassis over asimilar foundation of

colouring, naturally-sounding frequency
response without treble lift or heavy bass

components really shows off the beauty of

bloom, and intrinsic musicality. With only a

The whole cordruct sits on three elaborate metal turret feet. These

imortant traits represented — it showed

include apolymer damping material ; nside to help isolate the deck

vinyl playback. At the other end of the price

minor reservation about the aggravation in

from its supporting table, and because they are finished with asharp

spread, the Thorens TD 850 was the Rolls-

setting up atricky unipivot arm —

cone point, small metal castors are provided to prevent any marking

Royce of the three, giving astately and

definitely not one for klutzes— this deck is

from the deck's 12kg weight above. This turntable was fitted with a

unfazed rendition of any LP played on it.

amust buy bargain at the price.•

Rega-sourced arm, aThorens TP 300, and included aclamp that

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Spendor's SR5 is designed to hang on the wall — however, it's still
aloudspeaker in the BBC monitor tradition. David Berriman reports
Spendor's SR5 is unusual in that it has been designed from the outset as a wall- mount speaker, by
taking into account the effect of the wall on the
acoustic output of the cone. The trapezoidal cabinet
shape is partly to smooth the usual sharp transition from
baffle surface to speaker sides (and ultimately the wall)
and make the speaker baffle more
Spendor SR5
like an extension of the wall's surface. Additionally, it breaks up
PRICE
£1000
internal reflections and standing
SUPPLIER
Spendor
waves within the cabinet and
CONTACT
01323 843474
helping to reduce box colorations.
The flat back panel, which
WEBSITE
www.spendoraudio.co.uk
could so easily be the source of
56
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unwanted vibration itself, is cleverly used to brace the
rear of the (magnetically-screened) woofer, via a lossy
damping layer rather than rigid coupling. That means the
vibration is absorbed internally, rather than being transmitted to the cabinet rear and, via brackets, to the wall.
The whole cabinet can swivel on concealed stainless
steel wall brackets for angling towards the listening area.
The assembly, which is mounted on rubbery polymer
damping washers, is designed to be locked quite tight by
neat stainless steel hex-socket bolts, which mechanically
bypass and squash the washers, giving a tight but
damped coupling between cabinet and walL
Spendor's Phil Swift insisted on installing the loudspeakers himself, as he wished them to be measured and
www.hifinews.co. uk

Lab test

wound in-house and coils use heavy-gauge copper wire
on low-distortion magnetic cores. Spendor shuns the use
of resistors to attenuate the tweeter, preferring (in the
finest BBC tradition) to use an auto-transformer (effectively amulti-step inductor) for 'reduced distortion and
improved filter operation'.
In keeping with industry and customer expectations,
the SR5 has gold-plated bi-wirable terminals at the rear
though Icannot imagine many users or installers running two pairs of cables per speaker). Due to the close
proximity of the wall, cables are best plugged in before
mounting on brackets, but that should not be an problem
with aloudspeaker that has clearly been designed to be
left alone once put in place.
SOUND QUALITY

auditioned only on-wall. This was duly done and the
speakers fitted normal way up (with tweeters below
woofers). The cabinet centre was 1.25m up from the floor
on sturdy plastered concrete block walls. Swift assured
me that, due to the bracket design, the speakers will work
equally well in awide variety of installations, including
wood stud and plasterboard partitioning.
Spendor is renowned for designing its own woofer
units and the SR5's is no exception, with a curved
poypropylene cone and pole-piece-mounted phasing
plug. The driver has been designed, says Spendor, with a
very low electrical Q (Qe) to provide 'an optimally flat
and correctly damped frequency response whenever it is
installed on awall or aceiling'. The tweeter uses asoft
dome diaphragm, adamped internal chamber to absorb
time-smearing rear reflections, and asmall powerful neodymium magnet.
Crossover components are all of high-quality, including polypropylene film capacitors. Inductor coils are
www.hifinews.co. uk

Spendor made its name with its Seminal Bd 1by by giving owners alow coloration, neutrally balanced sound —
admitedly with a little extra richness in tonal balance
and bass warmth — but always essentially truthful. In
those days large stand-mounted speakers were de rigueur
and small bookshelf loudspeakers such as the BBCdesigned LS35/a (also made by Spendor amongst others)
were — and still are — much revered).
Right from the start it's obvious the SR5 has the same
hallmark Spendor qualities of lack of coloration, neutrality, and transparency and openness but without the
BCrs characteristic warmth. Spendor has reflected modern tastes in providing aleaner and crisper sound balance and the small size and good sensitivity preclude
really deep bass. However, the SR5's bass is fast and well
controlled, with virtually no overhang, though just occasionally it would have been nice to have heard alittle
extra in the lowest octaves.
Listening with the speakers both away from and close
to the wall verified very strongly that these have been
balanced for wall-mounting. Away from the walls they
sound thin and forward, but place them very close to the
rear wall, either on their brackets or on tall stands (backs
not quite touching the wall) and the reward is atotally
different and more natural balance — amuch more dramatic difference than the measurements suggest. They
HI-FINews NOVEMBER 2003
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also respond well to arunning in period, after which the
bass fleshes out and the midrange becomes smoother.
Taking afew auditioning examples (all with the SR5
wall-mounted): the Leclair piece from the Nairn/Hi-Pi
News presentation CD The Classics demonstrated avery
pleasing string sound — smooth, crisp and nicely focused
and with alight, dear piano. The overall sound showed
no sign of boxiness with asmooth and fluid delivery.
Haydn's 'Quartet in COpus 33, No 3' from the same CD
was similarly unforced and easy to listen to. The big
dynamic sound of Greies Norwegian Melodies with its
crisp pizzicato strings really showed what the SR5 could
do in reproducing the sound of an orchestra — albeit with

'Away from the wa Is they sound thin
and forward, but place them very close
to the rear wall, either on their brackets
or on tall stands and you're rewarded'
adegree of lightness in the deep bass. Here the delivery
was similarly smooth, clean and responsive with the
instruments bursting forth into the room. In all cases, the
stereo imagery created by the SR5 was very stable, sharp
and convincing (perhaps aresult of taking account of and
making use of the rear wall reflection at the design stage).
Also, as claimed by Spendor, wide dispersion from
these little trapezoidal speakers gave consistency of
sound balance over awide area and very little variation
in tonal character when listening away from the main
axis [see lab report opposite, which confirms this].
However, the sound in my listening room seemed marginally better integrated above the main axis, so we
inverted the SR5 (tweeter above woofer) which knitted
the bass and treble together more effectively.
It's fair to say that, regardless of the wall's undoubted
sound reinforcement at lower frequencies, the limited
inherent bass extension of the S5 was evident; for
instance, as alack of overall 'weight' and power to the
piano. Moving about in the room and changing listening
positions helped bass delivery. Moving the chair back a
little helped bring up bass atad due to making use of
58
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some of the lower room modes.
While treble at all times showed no harshness, and
was exemplary in its cleanliness, there was on some programme material a slight touch of extra crispness at
times. It was as though the mild 10kHz peak shown in
the various graphs — including the room-averaged — was
making itself subtly felt.
Moving on to Kind Of Blue (
re-issue on CD): this jazz
classic sounded quite amazingly good courtesy of
Spendor's SR5. Ireally couldn't fault the clarity and
sheer sense of 'connection' with the musicians.
Reverting to more modern recordings with serious bass
content, Mark ICnopfler's title track from Sailing To
Philidelphia and 'El Macho' the strong deep basslines
were surprisingly well reproduced for a small speaker.
Mark and James' vocals were very well reproduced,
without the nasal, coloured sound so often heard.
Another tester was Sting's voice in Synchronicity, which
is notoriously difficult for most loudspeakers to reproduce. His voice was handled very well by the SR5, along
with the deep basslines. The clarity and atmosphere in
tracks such as 'Tea In The Sahara' were excellent. So the
www.hifinews.co.uk

Lab testl
SR5 won't satisfy those who crave serious bass, but

dynamic the mix became. These little speakers could take

what's there is well presented. Even the deep bass and

everything thrown at them yet remain perfectly com-

synths in Morcheeba's ' Part Of The Process' had suffi-

posed and in control. Their clarity and definition suited

cient presence and tangible texture to please.

the music and Ifound myself thinking the SR5 would

Itried the new SAO) version of Pink Floyd's Dark Side
Of The Moon in stereo. True, bass lacked the depth and

bass and counterbalance the crisp treble. It would be ideal

power of large speakers but once I'd adjusted to it, the
overall clarity and soundscape painted by the SR5 drew
me in more and more. The clarity stereo imagery and definition were excellent, no matter how complex and

sound even better with a subwoofer to bolster the deep
in a music system which doubles up for home cinema.
Ideally, agood-quality woofer running off the speaker terminals, would be brought in subtly underneath to reinforce lows for both applications (main set to large and
sub/EFL turned off and redirected to the mains).
To conclude, the SR5 provides the Spendor hallmarks
of low coloration and naturalness to be sure and aclear
open sound with remarkably good stereo imagery and
sound-staging into the bargain. The measurements and
listening sessions show that Spendor have used the rear
wall to good effect, as the overall in-room frequency
responses are smooth and consistent. The SR5 is particularly adept at reproducing al kinds of music, from
small-scale chamber, orchestral, jazz and modern and if
you need deeper bass you can always add asub. II

LAB REPORT
Clearly, these loudspeakers were going to
provide challenges for meaningful
measurements. Many were taken, but only
afew shown. Iusually take an axial

measurement, holding within tight +/- 3dB
limits from between 400Hz to 20kHz, with
only the 330Hz wall- bounce notch
dropping briefly by another 2dB or so at its

frequency response at one metre and blend

deepest point. Note the excellent

in anear field bass curve to create a
composite. However, the near field curve

consistency horizontally. Vertically, there

shows only the woofer's 2pi response and
does not take into account the energy
bounced back off the rear wall. The one

room, with bass power dependent on
listening position. ( Moving the seat back,

wall effect, because for this test the woofer
is placed away from the wall. If placed on

lifted bass subtly but audibly).

the wall, the rear bounce cancellation

The Waterfall curves in fig. 4show avery
rapid decay of energy. At 1.1ms asmall

occurs around 330Hz fi rather close to the

decayed energy peak at lkHz had

measurement cut-off accuracy when the

droppped tor124dB, similarly, at 2.3kHz

floor and ceiling reflection are windowed

energy was ill9dB down at 1.1ms. In the
tweeter region decay was even more rapid.

The graphs in fig. 1show the effect of the

and another at 10.6kHz to ri29dB in this
short time interval. These tests6above
about lkHz ñagree with the smoothness

330Hz, paired with apeak at around

and lack of obvious coloration noticed

160Hz, and another around 520Hz, as

during audition.
Distortion measured very well as the fig.

there's bass re-enforcement from the rear

5curves show. Worst-case peaks of

wall, which boosts the lower frequencies
and though this may look lumpy, output is

distortion percent down to 70Hz. On the
whole, harmonic distortion elsewhere is

actually within +/- 3.5dB down to 80Hz.

much lower havery were 3percent of

The sealed- box tuning has been designed

innocuous second harmonic at 230Hz and

to set the Qtc to around 0.65 by my tests
and simulations, which gives avery well-

1.3 percent third harmonic at around
1.6kHz. Generally, second harmonic was

damped roll off and ' fast' impulse
response. Ultimate slope is 12dB per

below 3percent down to 60Hz and third,

octave.
Sensitivity of the SR5, for one watt, one
metre measured at 84dB in the mid band

"loteselinin

At 7kHz one small ridge plunged to - 28dB

rear wall, which introduces adip around

suggested by theory. Below about 120Hz,

12

80

shows diffraction but does not show the

than usual.

ao

better towards the woofer than towards the
tweeter axis. The third octave curves in fig.
3give an idea of the overall energy in the

Des
17

70

metre curve, which is accurate and

del

90

was alittle variation around the crossover
frequency, with integration marginally

effectively anechoic down to 230Hz or so,

out to create the anechoic curve.
There are therefore afew more curves

100
48601.

below 3good result, especially considering
the small woofer and enclosure size.
Finally, the modulus of impedance curve
(fig. 6) shows nothing untoward, with a

100

.11

dBSPL
80

eo

40

20

o

power amplifier.
Overall, agood set of results, indicating

average. In fig. 2, the off axis family of

minimum just asmidgeon under 7ohms,

Spendor has taken into account the wall effect,

(unsmoothed) curves show atightly-

easily qualifying as atrue eight-ohm

while attending to overall response flatness,

bunched set. The red curve is the axial

speeaker fi and aquite benign load for any

delayed energy and harmonic distortions.

www.hifinews.co. uk
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Lab test

The laser's

Edge

Does the laser- bias' Edge amp live up to its formidable
American reputation? Martin Colloms does the nitty gritty
Florida- based Edge Electronics has recently started
to win recognition in the American audiophile
separates

scene.

The

company

started

in

loudspeakers, then moved into servicing high-end
electronics, before establishing the Edge brand. Its
extensive range now includes 400W/ch monoblocks at
a whopping £31,500 a pair, as well as the 220W/ch
stereo NL-10 reviewed here, costing a hefty £10,800.
The NL-10 is anatural partner to the £8950 Signature
battery pre-amp, reviewed in September. (The related
Si- 1, without the battery power supply, is costs £3150.)
With the red laser-illuminated Edge legends on the
front panels making astrong visual feature, the NL1-0
is sturdily built in 12mm plate. The shallow heatsink
fins are milled from 25mm stock and are partly
decorative. The NL-lo weighs aconsiderable 47kg and
measures 216 x368 x480mm (hwd). It stands on large
alloy feet with compliant rubber inserts.
Input is single-ended only, via gold-plated phono
sockets. The single speaker outlets are heavy-duty
insulated binding posts. Mains input is via afused IEC
socket and there is no On/Off switch, apart from
disconning the IEC cord, which is not recommended;
the unit should be left powered up at all times. Switchon involves starting up the two paralleled 1000VA very
low loss toroidal transformers but is fortunately
buffered by slow-start relays. Overload protection at
the output is addressed via 20mm 5A quick blow
speaker line fuses (as supplied by the distributor). Each
polarity of the supply rails for each of the two channels
is endowed with four, paralleled 10,000uF electrolytic
reservoir capacitors, agrand total is 160,000uF.
In view of the superior performance of the NPN type
bi-polar output transistors — the ' inverted' PNP type
still fails to achieve the full combination of linearity,
gain, and bandwidth, never mind the cost of the
'natural' NPN types — the NL-10 employs all NPN

Edge Electronics NI- 10 power amp
PRICE

£10,800

SUPPLIER

Ultimate Sonics

CONTACT

0207 435 1222

WEBSITE

www.edgeamp.com
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outputs, made to operate
symmetrically by appropriate
driver circuitry. There are six
transistors per phase, per

Optical biasing isn't
new... however, Edge has
anew strategy where laser
energy is directed at the
exposed face of the silicon
die of aspecial bias transistor
designs, the laser biasing. An advantage is the ability to
run bias current at higher gain while maintaining
stability of temperature and operating point.
Optical biasing is not new and was used for example
in the Denon POA series of monoblock power
amplifiers adecade or more ago. However, Edge has a
new strategy where the visible laser energy at 630nm
wavelength is directed at the exposed face of the
silicon die of aspecial bias transistor. The laser is fed a
DC component of the input signal, allowing the bias
transistor to operate virtually in anticipation of the
expected power and current demand, maintaining
linearity with minimal bias hysteresis. Another
advantage is the spectral purity of the monochromatic
laser light which carries avery low self-noise signature
in contrast to lamps or LED bias schemes.
Edge amplifiers are said to need extended use before
they fully bloom — up to 1000 hours has been quoted!
My experience is that really good amplifiers are
already fairly impressive straight out of the box. They

channel, giving a claimed
27.7A of output current.

might improve significantly in the first few hours of
warm up and use and are then pretty stable after a
week of normal use. As your awareness of the qualities

Here we come to the bestknown feature of the Edge

of a given product reaches a steady plateau, more
subtle benefits can occur over the next month or so.
www.hifinews.co.uk

since the review amplifier had enjoyed intermittent

amplifier group tests revolved in part around this
controversy. Set against the best that the mid-1970s
could offer in advanced solid-state transistor
amplification
was
an
ageing
secondhand,

regular use as ademonstrator for several months. This
sample also came with the optional engraved glassclear polycarbonate top cover showing off the two laser

aRadford STA 25 — which almost stole the show.
A quarter of acentury on, with matching and power

Conversely, annoying aspects might assert themselves
in your consciousness with days or even hours of use.
Iwas spared the medium-term running in period

biasing units to good effect. No stray laser radiation
was present to present any danger.
With its good output current reserve and very low
output impedance (quoted as 0.03 ohm), the NL-10
could be expected to drive the test speakers without
any problems — especially the well-mannered Avalon
Eidolon, whose main demand for realistic sound levels
is an 8 ohm nominal rating of more than 150W per
channel. On paper the NL-10 is well qualified with a
rated 225W into 8ohms, or 450W into 4ohm spec.
SOUND QUALITY
Inoted an immediately attractive quality to the Edge
amplifier's sound and Iwas able to quickly identify
with those US critics who'd praised it, at least in one
respect. Long before the LP versus CD, analogue versus
digital replay debate, the issue was valves versus
transistors. Back in 1978, one of my overly-ambitious
www.hifinews.co.uk

representative valve power amp, of moderate power —

related issues satisfactorily resolved, it remains true
that in general thermionic valve amplification sounds
richer, more liquid, more spacious and more musically
harmonious than salidstate. We must be thankful for
the solid-state exceptions that are good enough to
disprove this theory.
Reminiscent of the Karan power amplifier [11FNJune
'03], the Edge NL-10 conveyed abroad sweep of tonal
balance over its primary midrange, well enough to
deliver aquality of timbre and perspective with string
quartets which rivals fine thermionic designs such as
the Premier 8a. Solid-state glare, 'thinness' or artificial
brilliance were absent. Couple this quality with the
implied power and load tolerance and you can see why
the Edge brand has attracted significant attention.
Seamlessly blended, the main treble range is also
notable for its sheer quality, with almost tube-like
liquidity and an almost complete absence of sibilance
HI-FINews NOVEMBER 2003
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A3.2 SERIES II
NTEGRATED AMP, PREAMP, POWER AMP, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND DAC .

A3.2 SERIES.
MACHINED, MIL-SPEC ALUMINIUM FRONT PANEL.
PLATINUM PLATED FITTINGS. REMOTE CONTROLLED. PHONO STAGE.
POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 020 8900 2866. wvvvv.musical-fidelity.co.uk

MUSICAL FIDELITY

Lab testl
exaggeration or smearing 'grain' or
roughness. The very high treble
deviated alittle from this plateau of
near-perfection with what I can
only describe as a delicate edge of
audible ' zing', a feathery sparkle
placed a little out of place and of
time,
but
not
sufficiently
disconcerting to disturb the overall
equilibrium.
That natural tonality and well-weighted upper bass
helped construct natural-sounding sound stages with
convincing placement of performers in a satisfying
three-dimensional space, if not as deep or naturally
reverberant as, say, aKrell FPB 400cx.
In hypercritical mood, some listeners might find the
Krell alittle exuberant in terms of dynamic expression,
here the Edge is more restrained, more like aclassical
push-pull, output tube amplifier than one of the more
powerful zero-feedback triode designs like the Cary
805. A more relaxed and easygoing manner is adopted
by this Edge power amplifier, less suited to the more
frenetic pulses of modern music. Allied to the softer
dynamics, the low frequency range did not help
matters. Some degree of drama, of drive and grip, also
absolute weight, is absent in the lowest register,
resulting in sound which is more delicately poised and
less assertive, less upbeat than the best of its
competition. Its approach to rhythm is better than
average but would not fully satisfy a connoisseur of

subtle syncopation. On other
parameters, the Edge sets a good
standard; for example, on image
specificity, on resolution of subtle
detail and overall clarity. Stage
width was very good while multiharmony passages remained impressive at all sensible power levels
and sounded, well, harmonious.
Balancing it all, comparison with
my reference systems helped set a score of 37,
creditable if not particularly outstanding at the price.
CONCLUSION

This is a good-sounding power amplifier capable of
beguiling, nicely balanced sounds. I also think it's
attractively presented. But the price is on the high side
for absolute sound quality, more so when the less-thanperfect bass, speed, power and extension with more
testing loudspeakers are taken into the equation.
The results on the test bench suggest that the
manufacturer needs to specify performance more
accurately. On balance the lab results are rather poorer
than average for the genre but consequent negative
correlations with sound quality cannot be solidly
established. So Ifeel that the benefit of doubt should be
given to allow acautious recommendation.
You should try this one out for yourself, but bearing
in mind the price tag, you'll need a proper
demonstration. III

LAB REPORT
The Edge NL-10's two independent channels
measured similarly well, with no indication of
any fault. Ijudged the heatsinking satisfactory

"C.háracierrstic of áhigh-feedback design,

the power rating suggests. On music
equivalent testing, the output level naturally

output impedance was very low ( including the

rose alittle and was fortunately maintained

extended driving towards full power on low

midband at least down to 4ohms. For 2ohms,
Irecorded 21.5dBW maximum ( about

impedance speakers probably should be

540W), indicating apeak current of around

avoided. FTC-style power testing into 4ohm
test loads resulted in unacceptably high fin

±24k not far from the claimed value.

for music use on greater than 5ohm loads; but

temperatures of greater than 55°C.

fuse) at 0.028 ohm, midband. It rose to a
moderate 0. 1ohm by 20kHz, as the openloop gain rolled off at higher frequencies.
Channel balance was fine while the
frequency response extended from better than
1Hz to 45kHz, —0.5dB and —3dB by 75kHz.

Significant non- linearity was evident at
high frequencies on my ' full' level 20kHz

Supply modulation was judged very

Although rated at 225W/ch ( 23.5dBW) the
flat- out, 1% clip output was 22.1dBW, nearly

tests, though I
could not find clear evidence of

satisfactory. Input impedance was moderate
while 87mV delivered 1W and 1.1V clipping

distortion and intermodulation distortion

1.5dB below spec. My mains supply was at

this in the observed sound. At 1W, the high

power, sufficient for the use of apassive pre-

244V for this test; the output would be even

frequency results were still poorer than

amp. Output DC offset was slightly high,
35mV left channel and 42.5mV right. Ilike to
see less than 20mV here. Mechanical hum
was desirably low; electrical hum registered

lower for European 230V supplies. For a

average. This suggests that wider bandwidth

typical 0.1% distortion maximum before
clipping, Igot 125W at 20Hz 160W at lkHz
and just 85W at 20kHz, indicating apoorer-

sources would be handled less well.
Nearing full power, the 8ohm lkHz
distortion spectrum [ right] showed aspread

than-average power bandwidth; no match

of even and odd harmonics that extended to

here for aLevinson or aKrell. This means that

high orders; this perhaps associated with that
certain audible ' sparkle'. At realistically quiet

the amplifier may not play quite as loud and
into more difficult loads, nor with the full
authority on deep bass and high treble that

levels, 1W into 8ohms, the distortion melted
away, approaching — 100dB (0.001%).

Edge NL 10 at 1W 8ohm distortion

less well: hum included 72.4dB signal-tonoise ratio for a1W reference level was noted
with the A-weighted, hum-excluded result
reaching up to 90.1dB. On very sensitive
speakers, over 93dB/W sensitivity, hum might
just be audible from the listening position.

Edge NL 10 at 150 W 8ohm distortion
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Opinion

John
Crabbe
H

aving formed the habit of taking asound- level meter to
live musical events, then checking the levels registered
by the same music reproduced at home with its loudest

passages set to provide asimilar impact, Iwas intrigued to read
Dave Berriman's live-versus-recorded report [
HFN Sept '03].
The first thing that struck me was the artificial ( but
unavoidable) situation whereby on replay the two
instrumentalists were being heard with the studio's acoustic
reinforcing itself, having been captured at the live event, then
reactivated when speaker-driven. This is very inclined to alter
perceptions, which can very markedly with speaker directivity.
This ambient element is vitally important, as what we judge
to be realistic in loudness terms is dependent on both the
record and replay acoustics. These

The most likely
explanation is that
high levels of
sound in small
places become
unpleasant due to
asort of sonic
claustrophobia

generate the same SPL in amuch smaller space, then
subtracting afurther 3dB to accommodate the above
'claustrophobia', we arrive at 112W. Then if in the third

were the same in this experiment,
but like most recording venues,

Schumann piece Anthony Michaelson had avoided the reported

the Phoenix Studio is very much
larger than typical domestic

Dutton's piano had been played to sound not quite so

'strident' and ' slightly harsh' clarinet episodes, or Marjorie

rooms. So although it may

perceptibly ' more percussive and louder' ( changes of asort
imposed by aproducer's diktat in acommercial session), this

transpire that in such acase the
choice would still be for equal

the corresponding domestic requirement to amere 56W.

could easily have lowered the peak by another 3dB, reducing

could somehow avoid the double

This is rather more in line with hi-fi normality than the lkW
facility under test, although Iaccept that there are people

acoustic' problem, there's no
escaping the fact that the smaller
the replay room the lower the

around with rooms of palatial dimensions and admire Musical
Fidelity's entrepreneurial audacity in producing the cost- noobject TriVista kW. But as my room measures amodest 32m 3

amplification power needed to

I'm quite happy with 30W/channel, and I'd hazard aguess that
powers of this order are rarely exceed for serious listening by

record/replay levels even if one

produce agiven loudness.
This diminution is further

tie vast majority of hi-fi users — even when tas:es range, as in

compounded by apreference for

my case, from Haydn quartets to mighty Mahlerian climaxes.

reduced levels anyway when
moving from concert-hall to home, with in my experience a
typical gap of around 6dB between live peaks and their chosen

Staying with dynamics. but turning to the other end of the
scale, Irecently came across asurvey of hearing acuity which
showed that 50% of atypical community failed to detect tones
between 10Ohlz and 3kHz at less than 15dB above the

domestic equivalents. Indeed, only once in all my trips
between hall and home did Iregister adifference as small as

standard threshold, while 75% of subjects couldn't hear

2dB, which popped up amongst acluster of differentials

alything at an SPL of under 45dB either at 8kHz or below

extending to 8dB [ see ' Sidelines', HFN March ' 96].

140Hz. This makes me wonder whether we should pay more
attention to those who complain about the wide dynamic

The most likely explanation is that high levels of sound in
small places become unpleasant due to asort of sonic
claustrophobia, whereby strong local reflections cause one to

ranges frequently captured on CD, where with climaxes set to
an accep:able domestic loudness, the quie:est passages in

sense ahigher loudness than the SPL readings would otherwise

much music can for many folk become inaudible. To cope with

suggest. Ireckon that is why people usually listen at more

this, NAD used to offer aCDR faci'ity (controlled dynamic

realistic levels via headphones, which banish the room. Also,
some tests Ionce conducted using one fairly large and one

range), but Inote that it is absent from their otherwise
excellent C541i player. But perhaps the company will have

smaller room, revealed that experienced musico/hi-fi visitors

second thoughts, and Ihope will be joined by others — perhaps

asked to set the replay volume to give what they felt to be

even including Musical Fidelity.
In proposing such athing I'll probably be branded as a

natural-sounding reproduction on arange of material, came up
with an average difference of 3dB between the two rooms,
opting for the lower level in the smaller room [' Sidelines' HFN
Sept ' 95], which nicely supported my thesis.
Now returning to the Berriman report with all this in mind, if
one takes Tony Faulkner's higher estimated peak of 450W,
halving this — very conservatively — for the power needed to

www.hifinews.co.uk

heretic; but Istill favour uncompromised recordings, noting that
these can often be tiresome for significant numbers of users
without some optional replay compression system to hand. And
considering ' musical fidelity' in the ideal sense, it is as crucial
to enable each listener to hear every note from ppp to fff as it is
to capture the full range of instrumental tone-colours.
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nthe captain's

cabin

With knowledge, enthusiasm, hard work and quite a
lot of money, Don created ano- compromise music
and AV system — on aboat. Interview by Andrew
Harrison, pictures by Roger Phillips

B

uilding agreat system is as much about the environment you use as the equipment you put in it. So how

about a music room where the outside view can

change as often you wish, and where you are isolated
from the vagaries of the local power grid? We're talking
about a mobile home, not on land, but water. We're
talking about one of the most ambitious, yet
successfully realised, music and home cinema systems
that HFN has seen. One that is — but never in the
metaphorical sense — all at sea.
We spoke with Don, aWest Coast American who has
built his home and hi-fi around a converted Dutch
barge, dating from 1910 — ahome as capable at hosting
music and film parties as just trawling the aquatic
backwaters of the UK and continental Europe. What
66
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inspired the painstaking planning necessary to see this
project through was Don's love of music, and no small
amount of self-taught technical expertise.
'I've always liked music. Iused to play when Iwas
young, and after you've been around enough live
music you get asense of what it should sound like, so
as you get older you pick out the instruments, you look
for certain things — and you get really disappointed if
you listen to a quality recording where things are
mushy, the slam isn't there, or the soundstage isn't
what it should be. Over time I've slowly upgraded my
tastes and my system to what my pocket would afford.'
When did you start putting systems together?
'At high school. Ididn't have much money then but
Iput it together with what Icould and built it up over

www.hifinews.co.uk

along period. Ten years ago we did asubstantial installation in our San Francisco home, with music
throughout the house. We had abig projection TV with
Laserdisc and surround theatre. It was nothing like
what you can do today but still a difference. Much
better than VHS!
'We bought the barge three or four years ago, and
lived on it for ayear. Then Ibought abunch of audio
equipment over here with me from California, in a
container. It's stuff that worked fine in ahouse but not
here. The speakers were Bose 601s. Not abad speaker
if you have a room where you can position them

Acomfortable lower deck
lewd is the starting point
for music and movies

correctly, up against awall — because they anticipate
reflections off the back wall. But here, no matter where
Iput them the sound just wasn't going to work for me.
www.hifinews.co.uk
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houses source and control electronics, with custom ATC wail- mounted mhove

At the time 1was feeling a little bit more flush and
thought, "Well, let's take the next step up and see how
close we can get to actual live music."
'I looked at the Bose 901s, looked at electrostatic
speakers that Ithought, for certain types of rock music
were the best in terms of how they reproduce
percussive instruments, really hard to beat — but very
position-sensitive, some challenges as they move down
into the lower registers. But for this application, just
not do-able. There's no way Icould have put them in
here and had them sounding right.'
So how do you provide any kind of audio system
with quality power, at shore or on the move?
The electrics room has all the batteries, the dualinverters, the chargers and RCD

'At that
time
Iwas
a bit

111

boxes. Then you go through a big
steel door into the engine room
which has a very big main engine,
generator, air compressor, and
boiler. When we're not on shore
power as we are now, we can
produce 12kW of our own power —
which is more than enough for any
stereo.

course unless you're an audiophile, in which case it's
there, but it's wrong!); the water is just there, the toilet
just flushes. Well, all of those systems have to be
recreated on aboat. We were able to design around the
fact that we need a lot of power available — for the
stereo, for example. Over a tonne of batteries drives
two pure sine-wave inverters, and — you're probably
aware of this — the quality of your power makes abig
difference to the sound of the stereo.
'If you go from shore power directly it's not very
good. You get interference because you have other
people sharing your line, and they power up and
power down heavy loads.., all of that shows up in the
sound, you can hear it, if you're looking for it.
Ignorance is bliss — if you don't know that it happens,
you'll hear the artefact but you won't know what it is.
'When we finished the installation and turned the
switch so that the power would came from the
inverters, the difference in sound was unbelievable! It
comes out of the sine-wave inverter, through apower
conditioner, and it's perfect. The sound quality is so
much better, so much crisper.
So, then the selection process to find the right kit?
'I talked to acouple of dealers. As soon as Istarted to

more flush and
Ithought: well,
let's take the next
step up and see
how close we can

of taking that cargo hold and lining
it. which is what we did. We

no, that's the quality of the recording or the CD that you
brought." I'd think to myself, " Idon't think so... that's
a definable artefact: Ido know what that should be

wanted aDutch barge for sure as the
English narrow boats aren't really

like." So then they'd kind of get struck off the list!
'I ended up with Chris at Cornflake and he really did

get to live music

big enough. We were trying to find
something that would allow us to

have a good understanding, and he was also good
about not presuming to know more than the client,
because you sometimes get caught out. And he was
also pretty patient with me because Iwas trying to do

'Originally everything forward of
the wheel house would have been
an open cargo hold, for tulips,
gravel,
or whatever.
So the
conversion of the barge is a matter

cruise around Europe — France,
Germany, Holland, Belgium — in relative luxury and
have all the things you might want in anice house, but
in amobile environment. A barge is probably the only
thing that can really do that.
'You have to nail all the systems you take for granted:
when you live in a house the electricity just arrives.
You don't have to think about it, it's just there (of
68
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get deeper into what Iwas loeking for, Itended to reach
the limits of most folks. I'd say to the person in the
listening room, "That sounds like this kind of an
artefact or that kind of problem." and they'd say, " Oh

something that most people aren't. Ididn't just want to
go in and say, "Right, what should Iget?" Iwanted to
go in and describe the environment and get arange of
options, and then work my way through them all,
realising that this environment is unique.
'This was the first pairing he'd done of ATC and
www.hifinews.co.uk

Sweetspot
Lexicon and, in fact, Ithink he started carrying Lexicon
as aresult. I'd been listening to some Mark Levinson,
we listened to Meridian, and also Proceed. He was
quite hot for Proceed at the time, which is pretty good
equipment — we were looking at the DVD transport
and surround processor combination. We had listened
to that with an ATC system in his listening room, and
it didn't sound good because he was having power
problems. So Iactually went to ATC and listened to it
there, because Chris had said this wasn't how it should
sound. And at ATC it really was good.
'Then we had the problem of trying to pair the
speakers to the surround-sound processor. Iwasn't
convinced that Proceed gave me everything I was
looking for; there were some multi-room shortcomings
that Iwas able to get around it but it was going to be a
faff. Iwanted to have alistening mode where Iwas just
pumping normal stereo to fronts and back with no
processing applied at all, and be able to fade it. It
sounds like that would be asimple thing to do; but it
wasn't, because alot of the times when you have a5.1
installation, they don't expect you to to do that; they

only think you're going to use your rear speakers in a
surround mode. But 80% of the time I'm listening just
in stereo because I'm walking about. I'm not, you
know, sitting in achair with aglass of wine! Ilike to do
that but it doesn't happen that often.
'So eventually, Ilooked at the MC 12, which had just
come out, and from a specs standpoint, it looked
perfect, but the question was how was it going to
sound? We set it up at the Comflake Shop. It was the
first MC-12 that Chris had had in his shop, the Lexicon
engineer was there and they were going to do training
later that day. And the sound was phenomenal, Imean
just unbelievable, so it was like, " Great, this is what we
want to go with." Then we needed the balanced
version, because the cable run is in the order of 10
metres... and they didn't have any in the country!
'I'd decided that Ineeded to rack-mount all this
www.hifinews.co.uk

componentry because, when we cross the Channel you
get alot of boat movement, and Ididn't want thousands
of pounds of electronics to go crashing to the floor.
So we finally got a balanced, rack-mount version,
delivered and installed, and Iwas very pleased with
the results. The cabling has gotten complicated
because we didn't have the space for the amplifiers
because the source equipment has completely filled
that cabinet. We have enough amps that if you stacked
them up it would fill that cabinet all over again, hence
using space behind the galley sink; but it means we
have to run long XLR cables.'
How did the custom ATC speakers come about?
'I went to Stroud and met Bill Woodman, listened to
the things and talked with him, and he came out to the
boat. We were in dry dock at the time, stripped back to
bare metal mostly, so we had to pace off where we were
doing things, what we were going to do, and what the
issues were going to be. He stood and looked around
and worked out placements. Then we could make final
decisions on exactly what the angles should look like
and how to build it up. Those speakers require a100
litre displacement in total, but exactly how they're
built to that 100 litres has afair amount of flexibility,
so they were able to play with those angles to get
something that would fit nicely into the corner. They
don't look like 100 litre enclosures but they are, and
they're bloody heavy! It's apointed back that cuts in on
one side. They are mirror images of each other. There
are no parallel sides. The back speakers, which are 20
litre enclosures, are the second version of those. We
put the first version in, didn't like them and then
rebuilt them again. ATC were quite good about that.
'The amplifier electronics are from the 70 Series.
They normally come in this wild-looking aluminium
chassis that was inappropriate for this installation. It
was great to find amanufacturer who was willing to
look at the installation site, design based on your site,
and change the electronics, based on what you're
asking for — fabulous! Iguess they do afair number of
studio installations, which is probably asimilar thing.
Isuppose if you have abig square living room and you
could put the speakers exactly in the right spot, and
your other half didn't care, and there were no issues at
all, then you could pretty much buy any speaker you
wanted and place them properly. I've never lived in
that situation, ever! Idon't know if ATC wants to get in
the business of doing custom stuff but if Iwere to ever
do this in ahouse, I'd go to them and say, "Here's the

Outside, asmart
but unassuming
Dutch barge, ready
to take on the
waterways of
Europe

room, right: what do we do?" '
In terms of sources, you have here the Arcam DVD
player. Region-freed?
'Ha, of course!'
A Sony multi-disc changer...
'A crap VCR as well, and a satellite receiver. The
long-term approach is to put in acomputer and drive it
that way. It's a200 CD changer, which means I've only
got a third of my collection in there, the rest of it is
scattered all over the place, which is annoying because
if you have to go find aCD, you probably won't listen
to it. I'd like to have my entire CD collection available,
and Iwould like to drop attributes on each CD or even
each track, and then from that write little scripts that
will climb through my collection and play adifferent
selection based on what mood I'm in, or what Iwant to
listen to. So, Ithink my plan would be to take that PC
and put it back in the electrics room, where you're not
gonna hear it — it's not going to interfere with anything
— run the digital optical cable up to the Lexicon, and
so long as Idon't have jitter problems Ishould be OK.
Also, on the video side, there's no reason to use aVCR
when you've got cable video coming in, so that should
really go direct to ahard-disk where we can sort it out.
'The Lexicon is multi-zone, so I've got infrared
receivers to control the whole stereo system from the
top deck. I've done that piece of it. But Ialso wanted to
have afast shut-off switch in the wheel house so while
I'm driving, and something happens, and Iwant everyone on deck to pay attention, Iwant to be able to hit a
button and have it cut all the speakers. So Iput relays
in-line to all of the speaker connections and ran them
up to acut-out button there.'
The projector: is that something you spent long and
hard thinking about?
'Yes, like everything else. The first thing Ihad to do
was go and buy a book called DVD Demystified,
brilliant book — thick! — but Ineeded to start with that
and because so many terms were getting thrown
around and Iwanted to make sure that Iunderstood the
issues: what are the artefacts that come up with video
The custom ATC
centre speaker
[below] is powered
by amplifiers taken
from 70 Series
loudspeakers

70

'I visit my brother alot in California and you can't
believe how far ahead they are, it would make you cry.
OK, PAL is better than NTSC, but HBO broadcasts
HDTV on most things. He has abig rear-projector 50in
TV and 1000 lines of resolution, it makes adifference!
'I looked at the different options for TV and we
looked at plasmas, and tubes, and we quickly determined that you get agreat picture on atube versus a
plasma (Istill prefer atube picture, but it becomes so
big so quickly), and we looked at where we wanted to
put things, and of course you can't really hang aTV in
the middle of that room. You could take aplasma and
have it come down Isuppose but it would be up near
the ceiling. To get around this, what most people do is
put their TV in the corner. But once you do that, you
create a near-impossible acoustic situation. How are
you going to set up your speakers so they're coming out
of acorner, and they're gonna sound right? No chance,
it's not gonna work.
'We quickly realised that we had to have aprojection
system of some sort if we wanted to have good sound
quality. And then from there it was like, do we do DU',
do we do CRT, do we do liquid crystal... what do we
do? And then, just watching them, it was pretty clear
that CRT was the best. Now it kind of become a
question of, "how stupid do you want to go on the
investment?" You do see incremental differences as
you go up and up. Personally, Iwas willing to spend a
little bit more on the audio side than the video side of
it, although the video was expensive enough by the
end of the day! But the audio side was where Idecided
Iwas goimg to spend most of my time. Even so we
went for aCine 7which is the middle of Barco's line.
'The difference between their different model numbers is the diameter of the CRT gun. The next one up,
the box became so big, it was just too much, and the
next size down didn't really have enough brightness,
so that's why we picked this one. It uses the same linemultipier in all cases, built into the chassis, and I
found Igot avery satisfactory picture with it — and for
abit less money than Iwould have used acombination
of Sony and Faroudja, but with at least as good a

processors, how do you identify them? Otherwise, you
look at ascreen and you're getting alot of music played
at you, so you're getting an audio distraction that

picture, if not better. It's arguable perhaps that the
Fadoudja may be able to do better; but here the line-

makes it hard to concentrate on the picture, and on the
picture itself, it's some movie that can be distracting
when you're really trying to find out how well it works.

working with, and Ithought that the Barco projector
was a little better than the Sony, at least when I
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multiplier is closely aligned with what it is going to be
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Sweetspot
because that standard has been eclipsed, but it's aproblem, right? Different hardware vendors are spatting and
until they're done we're all going to have to wait as
consumers. Which is why I'm just sitting on the Arcam
right now, waiting for the wars to be over, a good
standard to come out, and then go look for source
equipment that'll match that.'
Tempted to get acombo player now?
'That is tempting but then we get to the next problem
which is that I'd prefer to use the D/A converters in my
Lexicon. So we'd need some sort of communication
link between the source unit and that, and we get back
to astandards problem. We also get back to legal issues
with sending raw digital data
that is not encrypted because you
can then copy it. So for those of
us who just want to listen to the
best reproduction we can we're
in the middle of a bunch of
lawyers who kind of don't get
what we're all about! It's very
frustrating... those of us who
bought Betamax along time ago
got really irritated! We don't
they look right; you tend to have strange colour
want to do it again!'
saturation problems on the other technologies. DLP has
'Last summer we had the boat
similar problems to plasma, and there's real pixelation
out and we were watching World
trouble, of course, with the LCD projectors.'
Cup games, and then for the
Sources? No turntable here, but have you ever been
Queen's Jubilee concert there
into records yourself?
was aboat rally. We had awhole
'I have been, and there is atemptation to think, " Oh,
bunch of people over on the boat,
should Igo back?" It's true you lose something with CD,
so we had the screen down
which is why I'm kind of hoping that SACD or DVD-A
playing the concert and had the
will get there at some point. Iused to have aturntable
music turned up to really earin college, and Ithink when Iwent from vinyl to CD the
shattering volumes and the next
rest of the system wasn't good enough to pick up just
how much disparity Iwould find later on. Right now, I day people said it was like being
at the concert! You had the same
think there is as much issue with the mastering of the
feeling of live music you get
CD as there is with CD versus vinyl. There are plenty of
when you've set-up asystem correctly; you could feel
CDs out there that are poorly mastered and — boy! —
the music in your body as it was hitting you; and you
do you find out when you upgrade your system! Some
had anice wide screen to look at, and alot of people
of them just become unlistenable.'
crowded round...
And others where you just think, "Blimey! That's
'Then when they flew the planes overhead, the
fantastic!" Do we need DVD-A or anything else?
planes went over Buckingham Palace and about two
'Exactly! But at the end of the day what you're doing
and ahalf minutes later they came over this boat, so
is taking discrete points and trying to create some sort
that was good fun! The boat gives you achance to do
of asmooth approximation. And there's no reason that
things like that.'•
we couldn't be laying down more information than CD

evaluated them afew years ago.
'There's abig skylight in there that has amotorised
blackout on it. And all those windows have blackout
curtains over them, and what I've designed but not
finished building are the covers for these portholes,
because if you were up here and watching it and there
was a lot of sun coming in there, just the contrast
makes it hard. Ihave to say that unless it's asporting
event Idon't tend to watch TV in the day anyway, but
if it's alive daytime sporting event, then you have to
make adjustments for it.
'For the screen we went for aStewart. You don't get
achance to do screen research: I've not been anywhere
with four diffrent screens from four different
manufacturers that Ican check. That doesn't happen,
so that was amatter of doing research and taking alook
at the specs, and the reviews, and Stewart came out
tops. Installing it was another matter entirely...
'So we're taking in aPAL signal and quadrupling the
lines, and using motion processing, etc, to give us the
best image. The flesh tones are phenomonal, that's
where the CRT projectors really come into their own. It
looks very close to film. People's faces look natural,

'We were
able to
design
around
the fact that we
need alot of power
available — for the
stereo, for example.
There's over atonne
of batteries that's
driving two sinewave inverters'

Sources
Arcam DV88 DVD player
Lexicon MC- 12 balanced digital controller AV
processor
Sony ES series 200- disc CO changer
Zone 1
ATC SCM100 speakers ( x2) with upgraded ATC
amps
ATC centre channel speaker with upgraded ATC
amps
ATC SCM20 ( x2) with upgraded ATC amps
Zone 2
ATC SCM7 with custom teak cabinets
B&O amplifier
Screen
Barco Cine7 CRT projector & Stewart 3m screen
Ancillaries
Furman power conditioner and matching sequencer
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— Mullova and Gardiner g
.Mahler 6 on LSO ' live' aRespighi
ballets • Opera Overtures on LP Mendelssohn piano
== Concerto 1« Jazz: Kenny Dorham Quartet • John Schofield
=== • Rock: John Cale • Sugar Ray • Audiophile: Beach Boys

Classical
however. Where Bell, warmly expressive, is keen to

BEETHOVEN

leave no possible stone unturned in the Beethoven,
Mullova is more distant and objective, lyrical rather
than heroic. At the start of the Larghetto I
thought

Symphony 5
DVORAK
'New World' Symphony
Zurich Tonhalle Orch/Rudolf

(wrongly) that she was going to miss the spirituality of,
say, Menuhin but hers is abeautifully poised account,

Kempe

modulating well into aRondo taken at aproperly
animated speed.

Scribendum SC001
72m 28s (££)

Although you wouldn't expect the Kreisler in this
context, Mullova's choice of afirst- movement

Kempe's admirers will welcome
these remastered 1971 recordings

cadenza by Ottavio Dantone is musically unworthy
(Bell offers his own, and unlike Mullova, replaces

from the Tudor catalogue: the LPs
weren't officially released here

Mendelssohn—David in the coupling). Another
reservation, for some, will be the steady pacing of the

(additionally, aBruckner Eighth
from this Swiss catalogue is now on

Mendelssohn finale— if you prefer to hear the music
fly by, try Hahn on Sony. As with Klemperer's
notorious slow tempo for the scherzo of Beethoven's

Somm CD 016-2). Kempe took
over the Zurich Orchestra in 1965,
at which time it wasn't that well
regarded — Zinman's Beethoven
and Strauss series for Arte Nova
have given it recent prominence.
Different Kempe versions of the
Dvorak have also appeared on BBC
Legends, Testament and Chesky
(a CD transfer of the Reader's
Digest recording with the Royal
Philharmonic — perhaps best of

Pastoral
symphony, one
will get used to it!
VIKTORIA MULLO VA

BEETHOVEN

Violin Concerto
MENDELSSON
Violin Concerto in E minor
Viktoria Mullova, OR R/Sir John Eliot Gardiner
Philips 473 872-2
68m 17s (£i.s.£)

conception of the
work, almost a
symphonic piece
with violin
obbligato.
(Gardiner's VPO
symphony
coupling on DG

Two violinists each recording the Beethoven for the
first time but remaking the Mendelssohn, working

established his

with conductors of the 'authentic performance'

excellent

school, and playing unusual cadenzas— but Joshua
Bell's recent am,p ing with Sir Roger Norrington and

credentials asa Mendelssohnian.)

the Camerata Salzburg ( Sony) could not be more
different from Viktoria Mullova's with Gardiner. I
would not like to•forgo one in favour of the other,

SIR JOHN ELIOT GARDINER

After the disappointment of her Mozart with the
OAE, astrongly recommendable disc. CB
PERFORMANCES VERY FINE
RECORDING GOOD

RUDOLF KEMPE

Boulez's early CBS sessions. CB
PERFORMANCES ALWAYS MUSICIANLY

to Beethoven's Fourth Symphony?
Liszt is at his most Lisztian in the

all, but I
think now unavailable). In

instrument) was one of Katsaris's
most successful ventures, whereas

RECORDINGS NOT TOO DATED

challenges of the storm in the

Scherbakov is altogether too

both works the orchestra plays
really well for Kempe, and although
he allows himself some romantic
exaggerations in the Beethoven
(also taped at around this time with
the Munich Philharmonic for EMI)
nothing sounds remotely stale. The
sound is not unlike that on mid1960s EMI orchestral LPs. H Kolbe
is listed as the original engineer—
presumably the same Helmut
Kolbe responsible for some of

72

And I
like the
overall
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BEETHOVEN/LISZT
Symphonies 4 and 6
Konstantin Scherbakov
Naxos 8.557170
72m 31s (£)
In Tovey's edition of the piano
sonatas he counsels thinking of
some passages in ternis cf the
orchestra. Liszt':; task was the
reverse — what could be less
pianistic than the slow introduction

Pastoral but mostly avoids the

percussive, too vehement ( nor

tremolando device which can

does he include the necessary first-

detract from his transcriptions.

movement repeat). Aparticular

As Cyprien Katsaris's Teldec
cycle of these works progressed I

delight with Katsaris is the way, with

began to find him too egocentric
and have generally preferred
Scherbakov's — six symphonies to

trumpets/horns diminuendo after
the scherzo's tempo d'Allegro
section [ bar 203]. Scherbakov's

date — since he not only plays the
notes but projects an interesting
view of the works. But the Pastoral
(played on aMark Allen

peasants, whatever they may be
doing, are not making merrily!
The Fourth Symphony is a
different matter entirely:

pedal, he conveys Beethoven's

www.hifinews.co.uk

Scherbakov is daringly fast in the
outer movement allegros, yet
consistently clear; and he conveys
the mystery of the introduction and
calm of the slow movement. The
Potton Hall recordings are closebalanced but quite hard; my disc
sound better after treatment with
Russ Andrews' CD Cleaner. CB

Pollini, Solomon; this new one
disappoints. And EMI's piano
sound is hardly ingratiating. CB

PERFORMANCES SOMETIMES CLATTERY

Noriko Ogawa
BIS BIS CD- 1105
73m 28s ( especial)
Celebrating 30 years, BIS has listed
the same number of CDs for
repricing at around £8.00; the
original discs come in asleeve and
an insert details the full offer. This
example is the earlier of Ogawa's
two Debussy recitals so far [ see
also HFN May 03]; apoint of
interest is that it includes the 1894
'Images oubliées', the second of
which is an early version of the
Sarabande from Pour le piano; the

RECORDING NOT ACOMFORTABLE SOUND

BEETHOVEN

Piano Sonatas — Op.106
‘Hammerklavier •
Op.81a ` Les Adieux' •
Bagatelles Op.119
Stephen Kovacevich
EMI 5 57520 2
70m 39s (£££)
Stephen Kovacevich's Philips set of
the Beethoven Bagatelles has for
many years remained the
recommendation; here, he

PERFORMANCES PLAYING VARIABLE
RECORDING UNATTRACTIVE

DEBUSSY

Images • Estampes •
Masques • L'isle joyeuse

NORIKO OGAWA

surpasses that achievement in rerecording the six Op.119. His
reading of Les Adieux', too, is
mostly well balanced— though he
reveals nothing new in the sonata
and the finale brings some slurring.
I
missed the elan of Arthur
Rubinstein's Op.81a ( RCA, 1962).
But the raison d'être for this disc
is presumably the ' Ha mmerklavier'
where, sadly, Kovacevich's
technique is uncomfortably
stretched, and where he rarely
sounds musically secure: there's
more in the scherzo than realised
here, and the fugal finale lacks the
quiet authority and interest
Wilhelm Kempff uniquely brought
to the piece in his 1951 DG
recording. Both pianists take
15-16m for the slow movement
(Eschenbach took 24m) but it is
Kempff who has one listening in
awe. We have had ' milestone'
'Ha mmerklavier' recordings from
Gilels, Brendel ( his last version),

www.hifinews.co.uk

third shares with ' Jardins sous la
pluie' (
Estampes) the tune ' Nous
n'irons plus au bois'. The playing is
fastidious, unusually intimate, and
the Steinway instrument beautifully
engineered. Michelangeli's Images
on DG remain in aunique class
(don't economise with the Warner
budget alternative which is
defeated by poor sound), and one
has heard more sweeping
accounts of L'Ise joyeuse; however,
these are rewarding versions now
doubly attractive at the new price.

LANG LANG RECORDING WITH DANIEL BARENBOIM

MEN DELSSOH N

Piano Concerto 1
TCHMKOVSKY
Piano Concerto 1

Lang Lang, Chicago
SO/Daniel Barenboim
DG 474 291-2
59m 26s (£££)
Were you completely seduced
by Lang Lang's personal charm
and swooning absorption in the
music. in the televised Prom
performance of the
ichaikovsky, orexasperated by
his ' trademark picking on the
least expected note and making
it ping out' [ The 17mes]?Slati4n
spoke of spontaneous
improvisation, but how far can
you go in altering dynamics, and
ever accelerating the phrasing?
Maybe, having learned the work
at five, Lang Lang thirks it's time
(now he's 21) to make free with
the score. Certainly he can
make lovely sounds, though in
neither work on this disc sthere
the solid underlying sense of the
music's architecture, in spite of
terrific accompaniment under
Barenboim, in the Tctraikovsky
at least ( I
find the slow

tee

_ANC LANG
lIffle »MIT
C

[MUMS

HARMI M

st"

movement of the Mendelssohn
abit too dressed up: agood
balance between romanticism
and classical simplicity is struck
in Ogdon's version, reissued by
Testament.)
With the two works at the
extreme ends of the ambitiousto- modest scale, the coupling is
odd; but those wanting Lang
Lang's fleet-footed account of
the bigger work may discover
unexpected delghts in the
Mendelssohn G-minor. The
focus is very much on the piano
in these February 2003 Chicago
productions. An SACD is listed
on the inlay: 474 637-2. CB
PERFORMANCES IMATURE
RECORDING SPOTLI 7PIANO

PERFORMANCES SENSITIVE, INTIMATE
RECORDINGS EXCELLENT PIANO SOUND

DVORAK

Symphony 7 • Violin
Concerto
Yuuko Shiakawa, Bavarian
RSO/Rafael Kubelik
Orfeo C 594 031
71m 19s (££)
Kubelik recorded all nine Dvorak
symphonies for DG with the Berlin

Philharmonic, the last three hign
in any list of recommendations.
Now Orfeo has issued concert
performances with his own
orchestra, the Bavarian Radio
Symphony ( which he led from
1961-79). The Seventh receives
an especia'ly lovey performance.
ano — for those not fazed by the
soloist's Francescatti-like vibrato
and rather overintense slow
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movement — the Violin Concerto is
interesting in that Kubelik made no
commercial recording. Shiakawa
plays the instrument which
belonged to Kubelik's father Jan.

MOZART
Adagio and Fugue, K546
• Five fugues K405
BEETHOVEN

The Wind and String Serenades
are coupled with the Eighth and
Ninth Symphonies respectively

String Quartet Op.130
with Grosse fuge

EC 595 031 and 596 0311.
Sound is variable: at worst bit

Hagen Quartet, Roberto Di
Ronza

whiskery, but generally no bar to
enjoyment.
PERFORMANCES ALWAYS IDIOMATIC

63m 32s (£££)

DG 471 580-2

RECORDINGS VARIABLE

Quite clearly, the fugue is the
common thread in the Hagens'

HOLST

programming, with Mozart's
transcriptions of five taken from

The Planets • Egdon
Heath
BBC SO and Chorus/Sir
Andrew Davis
Warner Apex 8573 89087 2
64m 05s (£)
More than one review of Sir Colin
Davis's recent Planets on LSO Live
included sound comparisons with
this reissue, since both had been
produced by the James Mallinson/
Tony Faulkner team. But in 1993
Faulkner had the more favourable
ambience of St Augustine's Kilburn
to work in; additionally, Sir Andrew
Davis himself, aformer organ
scholar, recorded on separate
tracks the closing bass pedal of

Book 2of Bach's Well- Tempered
Clavier for two violins, viola and
bass, the great Adagio and Fugue
(string quartet plus bass) and —
favouring the Op.133 Grosse fuge
over Beethoven's replacement

THE HAGEN QUARTET]

finale— the late B-flat Quartet
(which was recorded later ata

us thealternative endingas well.

different venue).

With . ncisive bowing and short
notes, the first half of K546 is
powerful indeed — and beautifully

The Hagens' late Beethoven is a
protracted venture: hearing them in
arevelatory Op.127 at the Wigmore
Hall acouple of years ago, I'm

engneered — whilst the Bach
arrangements ( 1782) make far from
arid listening.
Tie disc is aspecial import.

constantly hoping for arecording.
Meanwhile, the only disappointment with their Bflat is that ( with

PERFORMANCES SUPERLATIVE PLAYING
RECORDINGS VIVID SOUND

disc-space to spare) they don't give

'Saturn' and famous ' Uranus'
glissando at King's College
Cambridge.
It was one of the few ' Teldec
'British Line' CDs Ihad missed at

for Hoist's scoring. I
still like Sir
Colin Davis's ' Mars' ( 30s longer

surprisingly smeary and shallow —
until, that is, Iplaced aCDi Blue

Thomas's San Francisco recording
too (Avie) — whereas Bernstein on

Statmat over it. There's little doubt
that the acoustic helps, in

'Hoist's Tapio/a', Egdon Heath was
poorly received in 1927. It's a

DG has amore cbrivincing slower
beat for the scherzo and James

particular ' Neptune'; and that, in

forward- looking piece: brooding
perhaps, alandscape without

Levine, in his 1977 recording with

— one still feels the constraints of
Is staging but there's
compensatory depth to the

the LSO made at Walthamstow

imaging.

people but unmistakably

(RCA), wasfractionally faster;

English, with some very ripe

Abbado likewise ( Chicago SO/DG).
The trouble with tke Bernstein,

A 1950 WDR/Mitropoubs Sixth
has resurfaced recently on EMI: a

general, the LSO Live is too 'explicit'

brass scoring that sounds
wonderful under Sir Andrew
Davis. CB
PERFORMANCES VERY FINE
RECORDING SPACIOUS AMBIENCE

MAHLER
Symphony 6
LSO/Mariss Jansons
LSO Live LSO 0038
2CDs, 81m 52s (£)
As in Eduard Elipses

MARISS JANSONS

NOVEMBER 2003 Hi- Filly,

have asneaking liking! What
worries me more Éthat Jansons's
pulse for the opening of ( i) and ( iii)
is exactly the same — in -Filson

Thomas and Abbado before him,
than Jansons's own Oslo players in
Mahler ( see last month). To
counteract the Barbican' dryness,
these discs need ahigh replay level

apart from the thick, ugly sound

wreck of aperformance from the
past, it has in my view little

quality, is that h's Mahler sounds
like Donald Wolfit's acting. He
relayed Mahler's anguish with
more force tnan anyother

relevance todays, altnough it's
been acc aimed elsewhere. CB
PEReORMANCE UNDERSTATED PERHAPS?
RECORDING DRY ACOUSTIC

conductor but adoed acurtain of
self-indulgence that gets in the
way.

The Fantastic Toyshop •

No such w Ifulness veils
Jansons's Sixth; r
don't recall
hearing so much textual clarity,

RESPIGHI
The Magic Pot
BBC Philharmonic/
Gianandrea Noseda
Chandos CHAN 10081

pioneering LP set, Jansons
places the Andante before

thanks to the standard of playing
(and none of Levine's inorganic

the scherzo ( Rattle's CBSO
Sixth does so too, but EMI's

manipulation of tempi) although in

Nose:if-respecting LP collector

some ways it is an understated

would have been without acopy of

reprogramming as it has

realisation. That said, to have
experienced tie finale must have

scherzo and finale on CD2).

been hair-raisirg in the Barbican

Ansermet's La boutique lantasque
with the LSO, aDecca classic I
believe now on aSomm CD and,

layout doesn't allow

74

Hal.. And the orchestra is more
clearly on home territory, having
played this composer under Tilson

than here) but what wins me over
emphatically to the Apex is 'Venus',
so beautifully detailed.
Afurther advantage, of course, is
the extra music. Hardy- inspired
and described in the notes as

the time ( it's been at budget price
for some time now). Rectifying the
situation I
found the CD

—

Though contrary to the Critical
Edition, it's asecuence for which I

79m 35s (£££)
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Music Choice ,

after its Ace of Clubs transfer, arare
example of aconvincing reworking
as ' electronic stereo' for the Eclipse
label. Of the later Decca
productions Dorati's with the RPO,
more tautly disciplined than
Ansermet's ( notably with the
castanets in ' Tarantella'), stands
head and shoulders above those of
Bonynge and Dutoit. In the concert
hall, Respighi's Rossini- based
score for Diaghilev — in its first five
years the ballet was staged 1000
times — has now become ararity;
wholly unfamiliar is the 35m The
Magic Pot written on Russian
themes and staged in Rome ayear
after Toyshop (
1920); with the
scenario lost, it was published
posthumously.
Noseda's Toyshop is mostly
elegantly conducted ( if somewhat
vulgar in palaces); the sound is a
little too resonant for my taste albeit
with good spread and plenty of
stereo separation. Ansermet's
recording may sound whiskery and
confined, but it still gives true
pleasure, principally because his
tempi, Dorati's too, related to the
dance; with alater generation of
conductors speed becomes
equated with excitement —
Bonynge is more culpable than
Noseda; Dutoit is brash and
horrible — and the score becomes
avehicle for orchestral display with
breathless editing between
numbers.
Most valuable here is The Magic
Pot (
with its tiny Armenian song for
treble voice — Hannah Sawle),
colourful, sumptuous. Noseda's
disc is rounded out with Respighi's
orchestration of Bach's Prelude
and Fugue, BWV532. Chandos
gives this one of the dullest cover
designs of the year! CB
PERFORMANCES NO CURRENT COMPETITION
RECORDING GOOD SPREAD; OVER- RESONANT

SCHUBERT

'Trout' Piano Quintet
HUMMEL
Piano Quintet Op.87
Trio Wanderer, Christophe
Gauge, Stéphane Logerot

Harmonia Mundi
HMC 901792
58m 54s (£££)
Apparently the patron who
commissioned Schubert's quintet
wanted it to include the ' Trout' song
melody and the instrumentation to
CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

follow Hummel's own transcription
of his Septet Op.74 for piano, violin,
cello, viola and double- bass. What
makes the augmented Trio
Wanderer's Trout' worth
considering is the coupling of an
earlier piano quintet by Hummel.
Not that the Schubert is
disappointingly played: it is
constantly enlivened by the pianist
Vincent Coq and by the telling
balance of the double- bass; but in
track 19Nariation II of ( iv), for
instance, the upper strings are abit
faceless. I
did promise myself—
like Basil Fawlty and the War— not
to draw comparisons wih Curzon
and the Vienna Octet but, apart
from the fact that my much played
1966 SXL pressing still sounds in
mint condition, that magical
account really does remain the
touchstone, every note, every
phrase telling; and Curzon
patricianly, questing.
But the Hummel is afine
discovery, with its robust opening
Allegro, amenuetto unusually
marked 'con fuoco' and an
elaborated piano part in the Largo
(this brief movement functions
rather as does the Adagio in
Beethoven's Waldstein sonata),
which with acadenza-flourish
leads into aMendelssohn like
finale. CB
PERFORMANCES GOOD, NOT EXCEPTIONAL
RECORDING BOLD

WAGNER

Orchestral music —
Parsifal, Tannhauser,
Tristan und Isolde
BPO/Claudio Abbado
DG 447 337-2
70m Ois (£££)
Recorded at Salzburg and the
Berlin Philharmonie this collection
has the Tannhauserovertu re, the
Prelude & Liebestod to Tristan, the
Act 1prelude to Parsifal together
with four excerpts from Act 3: the
Good Friday music of course; the
Transformation music, Knights'
chorus and concluding minutes of
the opera.
Abbado brings his own
sensibilities to these pieces,
penetrating to the psychological
core of the music — the Tristan
Prelude hasn't suggested such
yearning since Furtwangler's with
the Philharmonia. We have
carefully drawn studies, refined in
BEN WATSON

JOHNNY BLACK

KEN KESSLER • AIL DISCS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE HI-FI NEWS CD SERVICE
Tel 01235 741 152 •
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EEL lull price. LE midpnce. Ebudget. Especial POA

dynamics and orchestral balance,
with acharacteristic pervasive
seriousness — the brass chording

performances should not be
missed at mid price. CB

in the Parsifal prelude, recorded
'live', is of rare nobility — and never
any sense of Wagner used (as with
Karajan) to ' showcase' the Berlin
Philharmonic. Excellent recordings

RECORDING DEMONSTRATION-WORTHY

F

too, although with different venues
and dates there are some acoustic
changes. CB
PERFORMANCES OUTSTANDING
RECORDINGS VERY GOOD

WALTON

Façade ( Suite)
LAMBERT
Horoscope
BLISS
Checkmate
English Northern
Sinfonia/David Lloyd-Jones
Hyperion CDH 55099
74m 14s (U)
The fullpriced Hyperion CD of
Walton's complete Façade has
effectively cornered the market; I
voiced criticism of the verse
characterisation of Richard Stilgo
but was full of admiration for David
Uoyd-Jones and the Nash
Ensemble. Reissued here is his
earlier recording ( 1990) of the
ballet-score comprising 11
numbers, coupled with avibrant
piece by Constant Lambert and
Bliss's suite from his ratner sinister
score presented in 1937 at the
Théatre des ChampsÉlysées, with
Fonteyn, Ashton and Helpmann in
the cast. It's clever writing which I
have always found unsettling:
music to admire rather than love.
The scenario, of course, is the
struggle in agame of chess.
The record's producer, the late
Christopher Palmer, describes
Façade as Walton's most
lambertian work' and Lambert
undoubtedly scored the six
additional numbers (as compared
with the composer's orchestration
of five only). This disc was much
admired in HFIVon its original
reiease, not least for Tony
Faulkner's engineering in the
spacious ambience of Leeds
University's Great Hall. The lively

PERFORMANCES SPARKLING

OVERTURES IN HI-FI
ADAM Si j'étais roi
AUBER Le Domino Noir
HÉROLD Zampa
REZNICEK Donna Diana
NICOLAI The Merry
Wives of Windsor
SUPPÉ Pique Dame

Paris Conservatoire
Orchestra/Albert Wolff
Speakers Corner SXL2008
LP ( special)
The idea of collecting opera
overtures, which fitted the LP
format so well, has fallen out of
vogue almost completely. This
Speakers Corner 180gm vinyl
transfer is from aprogra me
recorded at the Maison de le
Mutualité, Paris, in November
1957: it was one of Decca's very
first twin-channel releases, and it
preserves astyle of playing (and
some orchestral colours — notably
in the wind and brass sections)
which has equally faded or become
smoothed away. Albert Wolff, then
in his 70s, seems to have spent
most of his working life in France;
he conducted the Paris premieres
of L'enfant et les sortiléges and
Poulenc's audacious Les mamelles
de Tirésias.

The sound suggests asmaller,
more narrow hall than that used by
Decca for its Ansermet sessions
(he too undertook this sort of
repertoire) at Geneva. The strings
seems almost tangible at the start
of Pique Dame and only at forte
does the sound tend to crowd and
harden; the sound stage is deep
and has good instrumental
separation.
Speakers Corner replicates
exactly the original sleeve and
labelling; the programme note is by
Andrew Porter. Testament has, by
chance, just made aCD reissue
adding extra items LSBT 13081.
PERFORMANCES FULL OF CHARM AND STYLE
RECORDING ANALOGUE HEAVEN!
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The way to play viny

Model 10

When you are playing
music have you realised
that what comes out of
the loudspeakers is 100%
mains? You are in fact...

LLsEenLno

Lo Éhe mains
Startling perhaps but true.

Model 20/2

The signal from the source does not
travel through the system to the
speakers. Instead, at each stage —
like the SLUICE GATE on adam — its
relatively minute power is used to
unleash the real power of the mains
through the POWER SUPPLY of, for
instance, the amplifier.
Huge gains in performance are
possible when aunit's power supply
is upgraded with better capacitors
and abigger transformer. But what
about the fuel, THE MAINS?

Model 30/2

Series 300

st>

We are now bathed in aconstant
high level of RADIO FREQUENCY
(RF) energy from TV, radio, mobile
phones etc. Mains wiring inside and
outside the house acts like aerials to
collect and concentrate the signals.
Even the very best power supplies
have trouble filtering out this hash.
What gets through into the music
signal MODULATES AND DISTORTS,
adding glare and killing the fine
detail that creates atmosphere.
Some of the worst effects occur in
CD players where the GHz radio
frequencies modulate the high speed
data processing. Nasty.

Series IV

We have found arange of REAL
SOLUTIONS FROM £60 up. You can
not make decisions about tonal
balance and performance until you
have tackled this key area. Talk to N
the ADVICE IS FREE!

us_

The
Right
c,
te
ti.icIn tl)c lU

III II'

Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

V .

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy

Series V

music along the way and save money in the
long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

13

A

01225 874728

CD :ACCUPHASE, ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, Bel Canto, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS
PURCELL, VERDI), MERACUS, SUGDEN, VVADIA. VINYL: BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, CROWN
J
EWEL, DNM ,GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BEL CANTO, CAT,DNM ,
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Music Choice

Jazz
ANGLOARGENTINE
JAZZ QUARTET
Live At The Red Rose
Slam CD313
72m 41s (£££)
Baritone saxophonist George
Haslam began visiting Argentina in
1990 and now returns there at least
once ayear, enamoured of the local
scene and its generous mix of
indigenous folk forms and jazz. In
March 2001 he brought Pablo
Ledesma (alto sax) and Mono
Hurtado ( bass) over to Britain, and
combined them with Yorkshireman
Paul Hession (drums) in aquartet.
Ledesma has the forceful,
thoughtful quality that immediately
makes you listen and learn, and
Hession's gorgeously rich supply of
polyrhythms works well with
Hurtados bass. On the last track,
the quartet is joined by stalwarts of
the Red Rose free scene, including
Loi Coxhill (soprano), Elton Dean
(alto), John Edwards ( bass) and
Lukax Santana ( percussion): a
28m delight with echoes of Mingus
and Hermeto Pascoal.
The Red Rose club on Seven
Sisters Road is favoured by London
musicians because of its excellent
acoustics, and Dill Katz's recording
lets you hear every instrument.
PERFORMANCES FORCEFUL YET THOUGHTFUL
RECORDINGS LET YOU HEAR EVERYTHING

KENNY DORHAM
QUARTET
2 Horns/2 Rhythm
Riverside/Original Jazz
Classics CD463
42m 555 (£££)
Trumpeter Kenny Dorham never
quite got his due, but he's brilliant
here as Orrin Keepnews records
his quartet in New York in Winter
1957. Eddie Mathias ( bass) and
GTHogan (drums) give everything
asprightly feel. Ernie Henry — a
favourite saxophonist for those
who've heard everything by Johnny
Hodges, Charlie Parker and Eric
Dolphy, and crave anew alto
personality — plays some of the best
solos of his all-too-short career.
On acouple of tracks Wilbur
Ware replaces Mathias, his ideas
recognisable from the records he
made with Coltrane and Monk that
year— but welcome for all that. The
tune Sposin' is indelibly associated
with Miles Davis but Dorham's solo
here might have the edge. BW
PERFORMANCES FANTASTIC SOLOISTS
RECORDINGS SPRIGHTLY AND SHARP

www.hifinews.co.uk

GUILLERMO BROWN ADRUMMER ATTEMPTING TO ADD SOPHISTICATION TO DRUM 'N BASS

JOHN SCOFIELD
Up All Night
Verve 065596
67m 08s
John Scofield replaced John
Abercrombie in the Billy Cobham
Band in 1974 and his stinging
electric guitar was essential for the
aggressive, angular funk of Miles
Davis's Decoy in 1984 Here his
quarte:— Avi Bortnick on rhythm
guitar, Andy Hess on bass and
Adam Deitch on drums — deliver a
fine set of suave locked- in funk
tunes, with occasional hornsection embellishments.
Scofield plays funk as repertoire
rather than inhabiting it, and on
some of the freakier numbers a
quick comparison with Omette
Coleman or Kenny Process Team
would make the olaying appear
rather glassy and soulless. It can
seem abit boring in comparison
with some creative music, but still
extremely professional.
PERFORMANCES VERY PROFESSIONAL
RECORDINGS GOOD BUT UNINSPIRING

GUILLERMO BROWN
Soul At The Hands Of
The Machine
Thirsty Ear THI57118
47m 585 (££S)

THE BEAT KIDS
Open Rhythm System
Uncle Junior 005
71m 14s (£££)
Guillermo Brown replaced Susie
Ibarra as drummer in the David
Ware Quartet, upsetting Sony's
plans to make that unit an
internationally visible example
of cutting-edge New York jazz.
Brown has hs own bag,
which is afashiorable, puttering
drum'n'bass. Introducing
chattering cymbals and resonant
toms into the airless soundworld of

computer-generated beats
should be jtet the tonic it needs,
but unforturately Soul At The
Hands Of The Machine rever rises
above the merely pleasant — and
ends up in the realm of the tedious.
The Beat Kids. retains Keith
Witty on bass, Latasha Diggs on
vocals and introduces YusJke
Yamamoto an vibes and flute.
If anything, it's duller still.with
even less variation in rhytnm and
texture. If Brown would like to find
out how drum'r'bass beats and
jazz chops may be usefully
combined, he should checkout
PatThomas's New Jazz Jungle:
Remembering from 1998.
PERFORMANCES STATIC AND LACKING
RECORDINGS EXCELLENT

Rock
BLUE MAN GROUP
The Complex
Lava 7567 83631 2
58m 51s (£££)
Blue Man Group founders
Matt Goldman, Phil Stanton and
Chris Wink have successfully
transformed their avant-gaide
street busking act into amultimillion dolar business, via endless
TV appearances, commercials,
movie soundtrackcontributions,
and even astring of stage shows
that run permanently in several
American cities.
Amazingly, despite focusing so
squarely on blatant self- marketing
and mythologsing. they also make
fantastic musc Lsing bizarre
instruments such as lengthso' PVC
pipe and an airpole', which emits
whooshing noises, usually propelled
by tribal drumming rhythms. For
this album, they've moved away
from their usLal quirky

instrumentals and are taking on the
rock mainstream by incorporating
vocals from the likes of Dave
Matthews, Gavin Rossdale of
Bush and Tracy Bonham.
The result is some wonderfully
stimulating pop with afaintly
Kraftwerkian overlay of humans
being reduced to robots, and a
sense of the whole thing somehow
existing in acuriously impersonal
future. The official line from the
band is that this album is about
the ' isolating effects of the modern
urban landscape and the mindnumbing effects of information
overload' but it's equally possible
to listen to it just as great music,
especially if you start with the
quirky cover versions— Jefferson
Airplane's 'White Rabbit' voiced
by Esthero, and Donna Summer's
disco classic ' I
Feel Love'
reinterpreted by Annette Strean
of Venus Hum. JB
PERFORMANCES QUIRKY BUT QUALITY
RECORDINGS EXCELLENT

JOHN CALE
Hobo Sapiens
EMI HOBODJ001
60m 13s (£££)
I
was horrified at this year's
Glastonbury Festival to wander
up to the new bands tent (the
newbands tent?) to catch an
appearance by Cale, only to find
the place very sparsely populated
indeed. Barely 300 punters out
of ahundred thousand inside the
festival walls had enough interest in
this legendary Velvet Underground
founder ( and greatest living
Welshman) to stroll afew hundred
yards and see him perform.
Cale, being asplendidly
cantankerous old curmudgeon,
opened his set with three complex
and cacophonous new songs that
nobody in the tent could possibly
even know, thus ensuring that
about 50 of our tiny throng had left
in disgust before he began playing
JOHN CALE EX VELVETS GUITAR GENIUS
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the wonderfully enriching set of
classics and excellent new songs
that the faithful few had known all
along he'd eventually get round to.
At 61, Cale has produced
another indispensable artefact
jammed with great tunes,
audacious arrangements,

SUGAR RAY

In The Pursuit Of Leisure

Atlantic 7567 83616 2
71m lOs (£££)
Like the Beach Boys in the '60s, the sound of

compellingly intelligent lyrics and

Sugar Ray instantly evokes images of sun- kissed
beaches, shimmering heat haze and long

superb musicianship. JB
PERFORMANCES AGREAT ALBUM

straight dirt tracks receding endlessly into the
desert. This is their fifth album, the first for about

RECORDINGS STUDIO PERFECTION

two years, and it's easy to love. The song credits
suggest atrue democracy, with virtually all of the

EVA CASSIDY

American Tune

band members contributing. This is asituation
that can often lead to astylistic hodge-podge but

Hot G2 10079

Sugar Ray never allow individual contributions to

40m lOs (£££)

compromise their basic sound. Or maybe they

The Eva Cassidy phenomenon
continues apace with her last
album, Imagine, taking her to
the top of the UK charts again.
However, scouring the vaults for
tracks after her untimely death has

all just think alike.

eventually brought diminishing
returns in terms of quality.

Picking out individual tracks is difficult,
because the album tends to merge into a
stylistically coherent whole. After afew plays,
however, the lazy groove of ' Chasin You Around', the
beautifully arranged 'Can't Start', the arrogant strut of
'Mr Bartender' spiced up with DJ Homicide's quirky
turntables and their tasty update of Joe Jackson's ' Is

touches of dub come in behind the string quartet on
'Whatever We Are' you have to give this band credit
for managing to incorporate some pretty far-out
experimental combinations into what seem, on the

In The Sea Of Love' and ' True

the stand-outs that will be played to death.

face of it, to be no more than cute little pop songs.
Did I
mention the steel band? No? Well, there's asteel

Colours' have never been more
than decent second- rung songs,

Even the bizarre combination of sweet Brian
Wilson-esque harmonies with aShaggy rap on ' 56

PERFORMANCES GREAT EXPERIMENTAL POP PLAY

and although Eva sings them with

Hope Road' works atreat, and when those sly

RECORDINGS TOP CLASS SOUNDS

The two openers here, ' Drowning

She Really Going Out With Him?' come through as

band. Buy it now.., right now. Today! JB

conviction, there's no particular
magic in evidence. The live solo
recordings of the folk staple ' The
Water Is Wide' and of Paul Simon's
gorgeous ' American Tune', are
much more affecting, and her light

peerless, but this album teeters
on the edge of exploitation. JB
PERFORMANCES PATCHY STUFF
RECORDINGS WON'T ENHANCE HER REP

now, on these solo piano and
voice versions of some of his
finest compositions, he delivers
performances that are hard to beat.

Which is odd, because I
used to
know apair of plump gay doc:ors
from ahospital in London, but they
were two fat queens from Guy's.
Anyway, what the Otis Brothers

SONGBOOK VOL. 1

RANDY NEWMAN

'Living Without You' is imbued
with acuriously passionate
resignation, and the helplessly

to expect to be measured against
Billie Holiday and, though Cassidy

Nonesuch 7559 796 892
47m 22s (£££)
Randy Newman is one of the last

cynical ' I
Think It's Going To Rair
Today' has never before sounded
this lonesome. Whereas the Tom

do is to recreate abygone era by
playing rural blues and, may I
say,
playing it beautifully. Just like the
old blues pioneers, they even
occasionally get their fingers ea

evidently loved the song, this
particular rendition is rather

remaining old school songwriters,

Jones version of'You Can Leave

twist (check out ' Cairo') but just

aman as firmly rooted in Tin Pan

undistinguished.

Alley as he was in the rock scene of

Your Hat On' is little more :han
voyeuristic and kinky, Newman's

keep on playing like nothing
happened. The joy of this CD is that

The album's only other bona fide
classic, McCartney's ' Yesterday',

the late '60s.
He became part of the emerging

own take on the song reveals its

it sounds exactly like what it is — two

protagonist as decidedly weird,

completely defeats her. None of
this is any criticism of Cassidy who,

singer-songwriter genre almost by
default, frequently proving himself

dangerously obsessive ard

middle-aged blues worshippers
having alot of fun by sitting in a

on form with the right material, was

to be the least engaging interpreter

jazz reading of Ray Charles'
'Hallelujah ILove Him So' is suitably
effervescent. However, anyone who
attempts'God Bless The Child', has

of his own songs, and would
RANDY NEWMAN IN SOLO MOODS

probably have been better suited
to aHoagy

The Randy Newman Songbook Vol.'

Carmichael or Cole
Porter existence of
crafting brilliant
material for others.
It has been
said that his early

like ' Political Science', in which
Newman advocates nuclear war,
or ' The World Isn't Fair' in which
he rubbishes Communism, he'll
try to co-opt Newman as Reagan
tried to co-opt Springsteen and the
National Front tried to co-opt The

room playing the music they love.
It would be easy to argue that
original recordings of Lead belly,
Blind Lemon Jefferson and
Mississippi John Hurt still exist, so
who needs the Otis Brothers? But
that's to deny the spirit of blues:
songs pass along and change as
they go as each new interpreter
adds something new.

RECORDINGS SOLO LUXURY

The cursed invention of copyright
has all but stamped out this kind of
free thinking, but that's another

put back together

OTIS BROTHERS

matter entirely. You can order this
wonderful CD by e- mailing Citizen

again before the
pearl could emerge

Return Of The Brothers

Kafka (secretmu@wfmu.org). It's

Susquehanna Hat 59057 80722

like having aparty in your front

from the shell but

65m 43s (£££)

room even when there's no-one

he's come to terms
with himself over
the years, until

The Otis Brothers, as it po -its out
on their press release, are basically

home but you. JB
PERFORMANCES BEAUTIFULLY PLAYEC
RECORDINGS RIP-ROARING

demo's sometimes
had be pulled
apart, filleted and

www.hifinews.co.uk

probably in need of treatment.
Buy it but, please, don't lend it
to George Dubya. If he hears cuts

Cure for ' Killing An Arab'. ,//3
PERFORMANCES PROBABLY HIS FINEST

just two fat guys from Queens.
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LIVINGSTON TAYLOR

BEACH BOYS
Pet Sounds
Capitol 72434 77937 9 0
58m 15s (£££) DVD-A 5.1
Probably the only single-disc LP
ever to yield amulti-disc CD boxset, Pet Sounds is considered by
some the greatest of all time. To
everyone's surprise, this multichannel edition enhances the
experience with no downside; to
make certain none were upset, it
not only includes astereo mix and
DTS 5,1, it features the mono
version as well! Eight bonus tracks
make this an essential buy, if only
to hear ' God Only Knows' in its
most celestial form. Amasterpiece
rendered even more vivid, and
without question the DVD-A of
the Year. KK
PERFORMANCES AMASTERPIECE
RECORDINGS STEREO, DIS AND MONO; EIGHT
BONUS TRACKS. DVD-A OF THE YEAR

ROSEMARY CLOONEY
With Love
Groove Note GRV1018 3
40m 23s (£££) two ch SACD
Nice memorial to the recently
departed chanteuse, though
purists will balk at the thought that
she could still have sounded so
good in 1981 - but she did. The
swing may sound less loose and/or
frenetic than that of her hits of three
decades before, but she isn't
shamed covering songs from Billy
Joel, Neil Sedaka or Melissa
Manchester, and she's backed by
the genre's giants. Simply
delicious. KK
PERFORMANCES ACCOMPLISHED
RECORDINGS EXCELLENT

Ink
Chesky SACD243
48m 54s (£££) SACD 5.1
Already something of ahi-fi show
fave, this gentle album - Livingston
makes brother James seem like
Marilyn Manson - is so mellow that
your eyelids will grow heavy, in a
charming way. Again choosing
sublime material - ' Isn't She
Lovely?', ' Hallelujah, I
Love Her So'
and amagnificent'Baker Street'
-Taylor plays the intimacy card
without restraint, and Chesky
captures it perfectly with subtle
multi-channel usage. Too nice for
words. KK
PERFORMANCES MELLOW, GENTLE
BEACH BOYS, WEST COASTS FINEST GET BUSY WITH SOME DOMESTICATED ANIMALS

Gale, Cornell Dupree, Richard
Tee and Gordon Edwards - well,
you gotta figure that this must be
one of those brilliant-sounding
sets ..; VC pumpec out in the
'aJdiophile vinyl' era. Only this
is soulful, and way beyond
'crossover'. And the title song is
the sexiest cover you'll ever hear
of aMcCirtneytLne. KK
PERFORMANCES CLASSIC BUT CONTEMPORARY
RECORDINGS BRILDANISDUNDS

THE KINKS
Everybody's In Showbiz
Mobile Fidelity USSACD 2010
75m 58s (Cf.,£) SACD twoch
Another one ot their underappreciated masterworks, this title
from'72 was the 'concept LP' that
yielded 'Celluloid Heroes', an ode
to Hollywood that so outclasses
'Goodbye Yellow Brick Road' that
you want to scream. Ah, well, at least
there's aKinks-ophile at MoFi who
appreciates that this is among the
very oest of Brtish rock, and they
added two bonus tracks to boot. KK
PERFORMANCES BEST OF BRITISH
RECORDINGS TOP NOTCH; 2BONUS TRACKS

JOHN LENNON
Imagine
Mobile Fidelity LDCD 759

IMAGINE- ERA LENNON N YOKO ICONIC STATUS

SALENA JONES
My Love
JVC VICJ 61034
42m 06s (£££)
XRCD 24 -mastering
Featuring very classy jazz vocals
sounding way too contemporary
to be 22 years old, this is backed
by some of the finest players in
the business - Steve Gadd, Eric

www.hifinews.co.uk

39m 27s (£££)
GAIN 2 Gold CD
Those who were hoping this would
be an SACD will just have to wait.
The revived MoFi is carrying on
with gold CDs and Ultradisc II
technology, and this sas good
atitle as any to offer with the
tweaking. The sound is richer
yet more delicate, the pianos
-especially on the title track enjoying greater weight, though the
vocals seem slightly recessed. A
fine companion to MoFi's earlier

JL title, • Doubie Fantasy: KK
PERFORMANCES AS GOOD AS ANY
RECORDINGS RIC-I, DELICATE

IGGY POP

RECORDINGS SUBTLE

VAN ZANT
Brother To Brother
Silverline 288186 9
52m 39s (£££) DVD-A 5.1

PERFORMANCES RAW PONER

Van Zant II
Silverline 288185 9
44m 59s (£££) DVD-A 5.1
The second incarnation of the Van
Zant name after an isolated album
in the mid- 1980s, this pair dates
from 1998 and 2001. Here the
brothers Johnny and Donnie Van
Zant carry on the tradition of their
late brother Ronnie's band, the
great Lynyrd Skynyrd. Perhaps
there's something necrophilial
about it- the opening to 'Oklahoma'
certainly makes you think
immediately of asong bearing the
name of another American state but the swampy southern feel is
obviously genuine. Skynyrd fans
should take these as awarm tribute
-simply damned fine southern rock
music. KK

RECORDINGS SAVAGE SURROUND SOUND

PERFORMANCES SOLID SOUTHERN ROCK

From The Front Row...
Live!
Silverline 288173 9
73m 44s (£££) DVD-A 5.1
Interesting choice for Silverline's
'From The Front Row' series, as
it's so raucous that the subtleties
available to DVD-A are lost. But
it does benefit from the surround
treatment in that it envelops you
in the clamour. This set dates from
1986, recorded at the Ritz in NYC,
and it features fiery renditions of
his major peces, opening with ' I
Warne Be Your Dog'and covering
high points from The Stooges
through the Bowie protégé period.
Punk's grandaddy reaches the
21st Century- who'd have
believed it? KK

FRANK SINATRA
Live At The Sands
Warner 00 8122 73777 9
78m 32s (£££) DVD-A 5.1
Okay, so the most rabidly antisurround haters will go straight to
the 192k Hz/24-bit stereo version,
but they'll be missing one of the
most atmospheric live DVD-A
discs yet. This 1966 release finds
Sinatra at the very top of his form,
Quincy Jones having arranged

RECORDINGS EXCELLENT
SINATRA: DC BLUE EYES SHARES AJOKE

and conducted the Basie
orchestra with supreme finesse,
and the experience is simply
thrilling. All of the classics and
some hip monologues - don't miss
this one. KM
PERFORMANCES ANUMBER ONE
RECORDINGS ATMOSPHERIC CLASSIC
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intervIew

Mike

ocifie

With Tubular Bells 2003 now in surround, its creator explains
why his 5.1 DVD-A remaster beats SACD's original quad mix.
Interview by Andrew Harrison, pictures by Roger Phillips

W

hile many new albums, and as many old classics, are being
released in one of the two new 'high-resolution' disc formats,
there are few indeed that are available simultaneously on
DVD-A and SACD. The division between the two is at.t tidily
maintained in the recordings of Mike Oldfield, despite the fact
that his seminal Tubular Bells has become one of the few
works to be heard on both.
That's because it's not quite the same recording that you'll
hear, as the Tubular Bells on SACD and the recording for DVDA are separated by 30 years, not to mention three decades of
technological evolution. However, the new Tubular Bells 2003
remains true to the spirit of the original, being are-recording
of the same tunes, using the same arrangements and familiar
sounding instruments. Contrast this with Tubular Bells II from
1992, and TB III in 1998, which were developments from the
core themes of the original; the first sequel being hung on
much the same peg, the more worldly and dynamicallyshaded TB III showed more variation.
So if the latest incarnation is just anote-for-note duplication
of the first record,' we must ask — why bother?
'I wasn't happy with the original. Most of it was recorded in
nrae week and Iwanted there to be. for my own satisfaction. a

really well produced and well-performed, good sounding
version of it.
'They released the original on SACD. Idon't really see the
point, because you can't get better than the original. Imean
the original was 16-track analogue tape, so it's not going to get
better than that. No matter how many zillion sample-rates it's
got. To me, the version that exists sounds good enough. But
the new versicat was 24-bit/48kHz, that's what you hear on the
DVD-A, it's the same as what Ihear and you can't get better
that. Idon't think the human ear is capable of deciphering any
more detail than that. Perhaps if we had ears like bats or dogs!
You just can't get better than it is in here. But then it still
sounds good on adomestic system. You have things coming at
you from the back and the side. It's not static with the mix,
everything moves around, kaleidoscopically.'
Oldfield was very positive about the 5.1 surround sound
aspect, the new marketing angle being promoted by record
companies to pull in the music-buying public. A total
re-recording afforded him the choice of placing anything
anywhere spatially, compared to the first album, which
comprised several 'bounces' of composite tracks, working to
the limits of 1973's multitrack technology. That Mike Oldfield

Breathtaking beauty
in an ordinary world
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Interview

Mike Oldfield uses five studio monitor
speakers [ left] from little-known UK
specialist Harris- Grant Associates,

should jump on the 5.1 bandwagon is
more

surprising

considering

comments about surround sound
in the past. The idea of having
interrupted by intermittent noises
that Oldfield found enticing. (It's

music
music
from behind was not one
disturbing to have music

from behind you because you always want to turn around and
face it,' he told Sound on Sound in November 2002). An
analogy from the animal world may provide food for thought:
it suggests that we are subconsciously screening low-level
sounds from behind, to assess apotential danger threat. This
could explain why surround sound works well for films
(where we can actively enjoy that 'danger' element) but is
often less successful for music, where we would rather be
allowed to just relax into the sound in front of us.
'We were going to have just stereo, and then the record
company suggested doing 5.1. Ididn't think that this studio
was able to do it, so Icontacted Bob Clearmœmtain [the
respected rock producer who recently mixed Roxy Music's 5.1
SACD releases] and he wanted to do it; and then Ihad a
second thought... Isaid, "Well maybe there's a software
upgrade, to give me apan control on the mixer."
'Now, these rear speakers used to be my speakers for
monitoring by the plasma screen, so we moved them to the
back, got acentral speaker, and asub-bass... and when it was
working, it sounded great! It turned out it was quite easy to do.
It's the addition of the extra front speaker — helping to lock the
central image right in the middle of your head — which
quadraphonic doesn't do. The same sound coming out,
panned out to the centre in quadraphonic is more wishywashy, but the centre speaker really fixes it there.'
Recorded direct to hard disk using Oldfield's preferred
Logic Audio multitrack software [see screenshot on page 87],
TB 2003 differs from most multichannel music not least
because the composer and performer was also the mix
engineer, responsible for more than alittle creative panning of
sounds in every direction. Listening to the completed work in
Oldfield's private studio, there was an obvious theme of
movement, with instruments rarely remaining static for long.
Tubular Bells 2003, in its unsullied form and played in the
studio where it was recorded, was certainly asonic treat.
From its haunting 15/8 intro theme to the John Cleesecompered riff section and beyond, it had me mesmerised. The
caveman section alone will have surround sound fans hitting
the repeat button.
'They all pan around, everythings pans, including the bass.
Round and round and round. At the very end, with the
hornpipe, they sort of do asquare dance across, backwards
and forwards and diagonally, and sort of dance around.'
Not unlike the remixed ending far the original
quadraphonic version, Iremember, including its reprise from
www.hifinews.co. uk

the choice of many top studios...

his

and millionaires' superyachts!

Viv Stanshall, drunkenly circling the room. But the issue of
static versus dynamic steering was foremost. Sometimes rules
are there to be broken, such as the mantra about keeping bass
mono'd to prevent upset to dinky satellite speakers. A rule
most engineers will slavishly follow.
'I don't like engineers! Iknow one engineer who would
have probably quit their job and walked out at the idea of
panning the bass around! They're so... conservative. But at the
beginning the bass guitar does go around.
'It was acombination of real bass, abit of synth bass, and
pitch-bend bass. Even the plectrum noise was recorded
separately. Of course, Itried real bass; Itried every kind of
bass. Ispent two weeks just on the
bass sound. That was the one Ifound
the most appropriate. There's five or
six tracks with just different basses,
all making that sound, and then
there's all the graphs for the pitchbend and modulation, so we spent a
couple of weeks just doing that.'
Attention to detail has been there
from the beginning, though, initially
working within the amplitude
limitations of the LP record in the
1970s. Take the actual tubular bells
on Tubular Bells...
'Well we had trouble with that
when we had to press it onto vinyl.

'It's the
addition
of the
extra front
speaker — helping to
lock the central
image right in the
middle of your head'

We had such abig dynamic range,
from very quiet, to the bell which
was loud, and because of the distance of the grooves, we had

to be really careful with the volume of the bell. Now since
CD's come out we don't have to worry so much about things
like that, you know everyone's going to hear it nearly as well
as you do in here. Isuppose now with 5.1 it's the same thing
although you do have to get some reasonably good speakers. I
have heard it on some little crappy 5.1 speakers and it still
sounds lovely.
'When something's finished then Icheck it at all kinds of
volumes and on all different kinds of speakers: in the car, on
the ghettoblaster. It's more for the balance, the bass level, that
kind of thing, to make sure it's not getting swamped.'
What did Oldfield think about other surround sound music
pieces he'd heard elsewhere?
'Well, things that I've heard sound great. The engineers
don't use it much. Things are just stuck there you know, at the
back rather than the front. It's mostly engineers doing these
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mixes, none of it is really very creative. It's really nice to have
things moving around.'
Mike Oldfield's music is respected for its high production
values — the careful layering of sounds, well-recorded
instruments, considered use of stereo placement; the kind of
values that attract the ears of audiophiles as well as
straightforward music lovers. Back on the original Tubular
Bells, small print on the album cover even says somewhat
cheekily 'Best played on stereo equipment. Can be played in
mono at apinch'. So, given the great personal effort to make a
good sound, how did Oldfield feel about having quality
lowered by adding an analogue watermark? As it turns out, he
told me he had never heard of the process, applied zealously
by his new record company after Virgin, Warner Music.
Warner uses the Verance watermark on all its DVD-A releases
as amatter of policy, ameans to embed tracking information
into the music waveform, ostensibly to help the playcount
and royalty collection process on radio broadcasts, but also
part of the SDMI (Secure Digital Music Initiative) plan to lock
down any copying of music. The SDMI hoped to legislate that
all future domestic recording devices should recognise the
code and refuse to record music containing it. Its deleterious
effect on sound quality is the main concern, though.
'These are things that happen after it leaves here. Ihave
nothing to do with it My work finishes with what you've
heard here today. Igive the disc to the production people.
They do these things to it. I'm not arecord company, I'm a
producer and artist and Idon't get involved with all that side.'
But the thorny issue of copy protection is not limited to
Warner's adoption of an indelible signal in DVD-Audio music.
Unfortunately, the standard stereo CD release also uses
invidious copy-protection, reportedly the CDS200 system
(Cactus Data Shield, now owned by Macrovision), designed to
thwart copies to CD-R. Aside from presenting problems when
copying, the system also aims to prevent correct playback on
computers and even confuses some regular CD players.
Macrovision's own documents admit that the system is based
on distorting the original music with deliberate pops and
jumps, said to be inaudible on original playback.
Nevertheless, wholly anathema to any self-respecting music
enthusiast, and one would have hoped, music producers.
Since Oldfield was oblivious to the issue of watermarking of
DVD-A releases, Iwondered if he was consulted over the
corruption of the CD release as well.
`Yes, Iwas consulted. They came to me and said, "If we
don't do something, we'll all be out of ajob in two or three
years!" Ha-ha! Idon't know what's going to happen to the
music industry. It's really in its death throes at the moment
'The days of the superstar millionaire rock musician are
over. And that's probably agood thing in one way. But this is
anarchy on the intemet where anyone can do whatever they
want. But there's nothing there to stop someone copying it.
You can still record it from, you know, acouple of condenser
www.hifinews.co. uk

microphones. You can't stop people
doing that if they want to.
'Obviously, it's become the thing
now — one person buys it and records
it and gives it to 20 of their mates. It
looks like the end of the record
business.'
We spoke about re-mastering; for
example, the Virgin back catalogue
release afew years ago on HDCD CD,
courtesy of former Tubular Bells
engineer and audiophile mixman
Simon Heyworth. Oldfield wasn't
familiar with the pseudo-20-bit format
but had some opinions on the subject of '
remasterme
'I don't know if Icould hear the difference (with HDCD),

The screen-grab

really subtle. There's nothing that can compare with a
complete re-recording at the highest quality in 5.1. You can

the origiral 16-

hear the difference between that. Icouldn't tell the difference
between anormal CD and an SACD! Perhaps if you talked

Bells, imported

about an orchestra, and the difference between sample rates...
Ican just about tell the difference between 44.1 and 48, but

Platinum, and

after afew seconds you get used to it. It's only when you A-B
them, and really listen, you can say, "Well that one sounds a

for TB 2003

(top left) is from
track Tubular
into Logic Audio
used as areference

tiny bit better." But it's so subjective.
'I tried Dolby Digital, you can hear the difference: it sounds
alittle bit thinner, still sounds good. But DTS is much better.
'When it says "remastered" it's not that big adeal: load it
into apiece of software, give it alittle bit of equalisation, and
that's about it really. It's not that different, sounds abit better.
You can do the same thing by turning the treble control on
your amplifier, ha ha! That's all they do! A bit of compression
here and there; it doesn't make much difference.'
Aside from laying low as the record industry implodes,
does Mike Oldfield have any plans for revisiting anything else
from his early catalogue, for DVD-A 5.1 surrround sound?
'I'm not planning to. But we'll have to wait and see how this
one goes. If it's areally popular format then it might be worth
my while tracking down the old masters and doing it in 5.1.
You can never tell, it's avery new format.'
New for many people this year, it's true, even if DVD-Audio
was first launched commercially over three years ago. And
then again in April 2001... and once again in August 2002.
'Apart from that I'm taking it abit easy you know, getting
into my hobbies, like model helicopters. I've got anice new
motorcycle and I'm trying to maintain it myself. So motorcycle maintenence, animals and horses and stuff. You might
call it semi-retirement if you like.' •
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Nordost CD offer

Eleanor McEvoy
and Brian Connor
After the Hi Fi Show, a
spectacular CD for you...
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THE NORDOST STORY...
There are many brands and types of audio and
video cables on the market, each proclaiming
huge benefits such as improved bass, sweeter
treble, etc. What is actually being offered,
however, is adifferent sound or picture. This is
because we cannot increase absolutely the
amount of information or resolution available from
our chosen system: we can only filter it to a
greater or lesser degree, allowing certain aspects
of the music or picture to improve at the expense
of others. It is very rare for a cable to offer
wholesale improvements over other cables in all
respects. The secret to Nordost cable comes from
many years experience in designing low loss fie,
low filter) technology for applications where the
loss of even tiny amounts of information can make
the difference between success and failure.
Nordost cables use highly refined forms of Teflon,
Silver and Copper in specialised configurations,
in conjunction with very low inductance and
capacitance topology, to minimise their filter
effect. Nordost's technologies, developed from
research programs for organisations such as
NASA, ensure the low loss and high signal
propagation

necessary

for

the

accurate

reproduction of audio and video signals, and the

Thanks to the generous support of Nordost
UK, we were able to welcome singing and
songwri ing star Eleanor McEvoy and pianist
Brian Connor to perform live at this year's
Hi Fi Show & AV Expo.
Eleanor McEvoy's album, Yola, was hailed as ' a
triumph' by Mojo magazine and also won praise
for its audiophile sound quality. (
Yola was a
hybrid SACD release.) As asongwriter, Eleanor is
probably best known as the composer of ' A
Woman's

Heart',

which

features

on

the

forthcoming re-release of the eponymous album.
The original release of this album stayed in the
charts for over ayear.
Now HiFi News is proud to announce Eleanor
McEvoy's Portrait Of A Songwriter CD. If you
haven't a'ready laid hands on the CD, either at
the Show or through our special retail promotion,

company's

incredibly

tolerances

preserve

tight
the

manufacturing
consistency

of

performance over many years.
please note, only one application per household!
We're proud to be associated with Portrait Of
A Songwriter and we hope you'll enjoy it too.
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To: CD Offer, Nordost UK, First Floor, Unit 7, Aber Park Industrial Estate,
Aber Road, Flint, Clwyd, CH6 5EX

Please send me Eleanor McEvoy's Portrait Of A Songwriter CD
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Address:

now's your chance. Simply fill in the coupon
below.

But remember,

supplies are strictly
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limited, so write today. If you don't want to cut up
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Feature

DR(

is set to

Digital Room Correction is
becoming viable at last,
says Keith Howard

A

swell-known motor journalist once said to me,
'Some technologies seem always to be 10 years

away from revolutionising our lives.' He was
thinking of the fuel cell, which soothsayers have been
talking up since the 1960s. But it applies equally to
other technologies, including some in the audio field.
Until quite recently I'd have classified digital room
correction (DRC) as one of them. It's now over 20 years
since we were first told that it would change our
expectations of sound reproduction forever by writing
the listening room out of the equation, but those two
decades have been a catalogue of false starts and
disappointments. You could be forgiven for not expecting to see affordable, workable DRC any sooner than
the affordable, workable fuel cell car — which Honda,
by the way, reckons is still 20 years in the future.
However, recent developments suggest that, at long
last, digital signal processing is getting to grips with
room effects in amanner that's of relevance outside the
research laboratory. Tact Audio led the way with its
RCS 2.0 room correction pre-amp, recently superseded
by the more versatile 2.2X. TAG McLaren and Meridian
now both offer first-generation DRC systems aimed at
quelling low frequency room resonances.
How these systems work, and the sound quality
issues surrounding them, are the subjects of this
article. But first alittle history.
FALSE STARTS
Press releases, like political pronouncements, can become
hostages to fortune. In my files Ihave aTeledyne Acoustic
Research technical bulletin dated December 1981 which
talks in bullish terms about AR's Adaptive Digital Signal
Processor (ADSP), whose launch was supposedly
imminent: 'A "smart" digital audio component that can
recognise and automatically correct frequency response
errors in sound reproduction', the text enthused. The
ADSP was capable of giving audiophiles ' more accurate
sound reproduction than laboratory or studio monitor
systems can provide'.

boom
Colin Bean, Peter Craven, Stan Curtis and Michael
Gerzon were brought together to create what B&W's
1991 press release called a Modular Digital Control
Unit, which at that juncture was 'arriving later this
year'. It too incorporated some important technical
innovations, particularly the use of decimation
(described in due course) to reduce the hardware
requirement, to which were allied significant psychoacoustic insights into which room effects should be
corrected and which left alone. But like the ADSP
before it, the B&W unit never appeared.
The next two DRC developments made very personal
impressions on me because Iwas unfortunate enough
to review them. As Itook them out of their boxes Ifelt
rather differently — like Mr Fortunate on alucky day.
Here were not mere promises of the digital room
correction revolution; here were real products that
would justify the hype. First up was the Marantz
AX1000 Audio Computer [which Ireviewed in the
February '
92 issue of Audiophile], followed acouple of
years later by the SigTech AEC1000 [
Audiophile March
'94]. To call the two of them a let-down would be
indictable understatement: they were horrid.
To summarise the historical evidence: digital room
correction is asubstantial technical challenge and even
if this is overcome, there's no guarantee that the results
will be palatable to critical listeners. In fact, the heady
blend of technical and psychoacoustic expertise
required of asuccessful DRC implementation is probably unmatched in any other field of audio endeavour.
And yet, on the face of it, it all looks so simple. If we
think of the loudspeaker/room interaction as an
undesirable filter that colours and smears the sound
before it reaches our ears, all we apparently need do is
design its inverse. Applying this inverse filter to the
signal fed to the loudspeaker will cancel the effect of
the speaker/room interaction and — hey presto — the

But the awful truth about the ADSP project gradually
became clear when the product itself failed to appear.
Although Bob Berkovitz, Ronald Genereux, Grayston
Abbott and their colleagues had done some groundbreaking theoretical work on the equalisation of
listening room effects, the bald fact was that digital
hardware of the period — this was pre-CD, remember —
simply couldn't deliver the computing power required.
At least, not in a package that was anywhere near
practicable or affordable.
Ten years later it was B&W's turn to raise
expectations only to dash them in likewise manner.
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Figure 1: Impulse response of aminimum phase filter [ left] and its inverse fright]. Note
that both are causal — the ringing occurs after the initial peak
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room's influence is deleted.
Unfortunately, there are two major snags to this Utopian
vision, the first of which explains why we have had to
wait for DRC until now. Domestic rooms typically have
low frequency reverberation times of many hundreds of
milliseconds, which means that to be fully effective over a
range of 80dB or so below the level of the direct sound the
inverse filter needs to be the better part of one second in
length. If this is to be achieved using an finite impulse
response (FIRJ filter structure, which is usually the case,
this requires the number of filter taps to be the same as the
sampling rate. Even at CD's 44.1kHz, this is an extremely
long filter — much longer than could be achieved
economically 20 or even 10 years ago.
To alleviate this problem, the still-born B&W
processor introduced an important technical workaround called decimation. If you know your basic
digital audio theory you'll understand that sampling

rate is determined by the highest frequency component
within the input signal. To accommodate the
traditional 20kHz bandwidth of audio signals requires
asampling rate of at least double that, je, 40kHz. Hence
CD's 44.1kHz sampling rate, which allows alittle room
for the necessary filtering.
Consider what happens if you divide up the audible
frequency range into anumber of overlapping bands.
In the case of the B&W room corrector three were used:
alow frequency band to about 500Hz, amid-frequency
band from about 500Hz to 3kHz, and an upper
frequency band from 3kHz onwards. Although the
upper band still has to operate at the full sampling rate
(44.1kHz in the B&W unit), this is no problem since the
filter lengths required at high frequencies are much
shorter. But the lower bands can have their sampling
rates reduced — decimated — in line with their lowered
maximum frequencies. In the B&W unit the sampling
frequency for the mid-frequency band was decimated
by a factor of three (
14.7kHz) and the low-frequency
band by afactor of 24 (1.83751(Hz). As Table 1shows,
this allowed amuch shorter filter to provide the long
duration required at low frequencies, while still
retaining sufficient frequency resolution to tackle LF
room modes
Decimation was essential to making the B&W unit
affordable given the restricted performance and high
cost of contemporary DSP chips, although it was still

o destined to be expensive. Modern DSP chips offer
much more power at reasonable cost, but even so
decimation remains avaluable technique for keeping
Figure 2: Impulse response of an all-pass filter [ left] and its inverse [right]. The inverse s
impulse response is time-reversed, so is acausal - ringing occurs before the main peak
hardware requirements to a minimum. That said, it's
not easy to implement while keeping the applied
Time
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Feature
correction seamless.
The second problem with inverse filtering is more
fundamental and involves a brief foray into filter
theory to explain. If this is alien territory to you, bear
with me because it reaches to the heart of what can and
cannot be achieved by DRC.
Filters can be classified into two types: minimum
phase and all-pass. The difference between them is that
the amplitude and phase responses of a minimum
phase filter are intimately related, whereas in the allpass case they're not. Most analogue filters, such as the
low-pass or high-pass sections of a loudspeaker
crossover network, are minimum phase but
combinations of two or more such filters may not be.
Again the loudspeaker crossover is a good example
because the combined response of the low-pass and
high-pass sections is generally not minimum phase but
all-pass. Although the amplitude versus frequency
response is nominally flat, the phase versus frequency
response is non-linear.
Something similar occurs in a listening room.
Although an idealised single-wall reflection is
minimum phase, the complex behaviour of acomplete
room has both minimum phase and allpass
components. As a result, it is standard in the DRC
literature to see the room's transfer function (the
equation
describing
its
filtering
behaviour)
decomposed into minimum phase and all-pass
components. The former describes the room's
amplitude versus frequency response and some of its
phase behaviour, while the all-pass component
accounts for the room's additional or ' excess' phase.
To compensate completely for room effects, both the
minimum phase and the all-pass behaviour must be
cancelled by the inverse filtering. But this can be
realised perfectly only at a single point within the
room. In effect, this means that complete room
cancellation can never be achieved for a human
listener, even if ahead-clamp is used, because our two
ears are spaced some distance apart on either side of
the head. Away from the point of perfect cancellation
the inverse filtering and room transfer function are no
longer exactly complementary. The undesirable result
is that aspects of the inverse filtering can then be heard
by the listener, as a result of which the perceived
sound quality can very easily be made worse rather
than better.
The minimum phase/all-pass distinction is critical
here because of how the inverses of these different
filter types behave in the time domain. Minimum
phase filters have causal behaviour, so that any
oscillatory 'ringing' associated with the filter occurs
after the signal that induces it. Importantly, the inverse
of aminimum phase filter is itself minimum phase, so
this desirable feature is retained [Figure 1].
ALL-PASS FILTERS
The same is not true of all-pass filters, whose inverses
are acausal. Like the linear phase digital interpolation
filters used in oversampling CD players, about which
there has been such controversy, they suffer preringing [Figure 2]. This ' effect before cause' behaviour
tends to be very objectionable to the ear because the
filter's ringing is now less well-masked by the signal
itself. It's this that can cause such objectionable results
away from the optimum position with room correctors
that attempt full cancellation of the room's transfer
www.hifinews.co.uk

Table 1: Decimaton structure of the ill-fated

B&W DRC

Filter

Sampling rate ( kHz)

Filter taps

Filter length ( ins)

Resolution ( Hz)

FIF

44.1

75

1.7

294

MF

14.7

240

16.33

30.6

1.8375

1024

557.28

0.9

LF
—__

function.
Various methods have been suggested to alleviate
this effect before cause behaviour, but as a rather
gloomy AES paper by Louis Fielder of Dolby Labs'
recently concluded, none of them really works. As a
consequence, most attempts at building practicable
room correction systems have had to content
themselves with correcting only the minimum phase
component of the room's contribution since this makes
it much easier to avoid undesirable side-effects.
Although this inevitably means that the room's
influence cannot be fully corrected, there are various
upsides to this approach. One significant practical
benefit is that processing can be conducted in the
frequency domain since, for aminimum phase filter,

Loudspeaker

Listener

Figure 3: Asimplified example —reflection from asingle wall

the phase versus frequency behaviour can always be
calculated from the amplitude versus frequency
response using a mathematical process using the
Hilbert Transform.
This immediately makes it easier to arrange for the
room correction to work well over a larger listening
area, by the use of spatial averaging. Instead of
measuring the room's transfer function at a single
point, it's measured over an array of listening positions
and the results are averaged. In the frequency domain
this is a simple procedure. Likewise, the frequency
response can easily be 'regularised' prior to calculation
of the inverse filter, which involves suppressing deep
notches
in
the
frequency
response
whose
compensation would risk overloading the amplifier
and/or
loudspeaker.
Although
this
further
compromises the accuracy of the correction, it's
justified psychoacoustically by the finding that we're
much more sensitive to peaks in the frequency
response than we are to narrow dips.
This frequency domain approach might seem to
abandon any correction of the room's time domain
behaviour but that isn't the case. In fact, the B&W
development team were surprised to discover that ' a
minimum phase equaliser compensating for fine
details of the frequency response appears to cancel out
HI-FINews
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KEF UNI C LOUDSPEAKERS

(M)
FZEFERENCE

SERIES

Go on,
you deserve it.
KEF's legendary Reference Series has always been
different. As the name implies, it's about an
absolute standard. Objectively verifiable
performance, not marketing hype.
The latest range raises the benchmark higher than
ever. Radical new UNI Q point source arrays,
with elliptical dome tweeters. Titanium dome
HypertweetersTM. Ultra- low distortion motor
systems - the Reference Series bristles with high
end technologies like ahand- built GT. As accurate
as aSwiss chronometer. Exquisitely crafted like a
Savile Row suit. None of them cheap, admittedly but in terms of pleasure, worth every penny.
The Reference. Created by KEF because only
KEF can.

See us in the Trident Suite at the
Renaissance Hotel.

Il

KEF REFERENCE SERIES

111

TECHNOLOGY

KEF AND UNI 0 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. UNI 0 IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2236929 AND U.S. PAT. NO 5,548,657. WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT KEF AUDIO UK. DEPT V, FREEPOST MA1332, ECCLESTON ROAD. TOVIL. MAIDSTONE. KENT ME15 6BR. FREEPHONE 0800 7315620

www.kef.com
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Figure 4: Magnitude ( frequency) responses for the single- wall
reflection case of Figure 3: ( a) omni source, perfectly reflective
wall, delay 3milliseconds; ( b) same but for delay of 4.5ms; ( c) as
(a) but wall reflectivity reduced to 90%; ( d) as ( a) but speaker
becomes increasingly directional with rising frequency

about half of the unwanted time domain information
In particular, minimum phase equalisation approximately halves room reverberation time at low frequencies near the measurement position — avery useful
improvement at those lower frequencies that are most
difficult to control by standard acoustic treatments.' 2
A simple example affords some insight into how this
occurs. Consider asingle wall reflection, as depicted in
Figure 3. If we assume that the loudspeaker is omnidirectional and the wall perfectly reflective then the
combined frequency response at the measurement
position will be of the general form shown in Figure 4a.
If we increase the spacing between speaker and wall so
that the difference in path lengths for the direct and
reflected sound increases, the notches in the frequency
response shift downwards in frequency as shown in
www.hifinews.co.uk

Figure 4b. If the wall is not perfectly reflective then
cancellation of the direct and reflected waves will be
incomplete, reducing the depth of the notches (Figure
4c), and if the speaker has non-constant directivity,
with afalling off-axis response, then the notch depth
will reduce as frequency rises (Figure 4d).
From this trivial example you can see how the inroom frequency response contains time domain
information and includes the effects of speaker
directivity and wall reflectivity. As aresult, frequency
domain DRC can correct some, although not all, of the
time domain behaviour of the room.
So, can we safely ignore the all-pass, excess phase
component of the room response? It would be a
wonderful piece of luck if we could but unfortunately
listening experiments have shown it to be audible', the
male voice being aparticularly sensitive test signal. So
DRC finds itself in acleft stick: correction of the excess
phase component is desirable but the practical
difficulties of achieving it over a suitably wide
listening area appear, at least at present, insuperable.
As for minimum phase correction, incomplete as it
necessarily is, opinion is divided. Some researchers in
the field consider it much better than nothing but
Fielder's experiments' suggest otherwise. Concluding
his paper he wrote: 'The predicted long time-duration
of the excess phase part of the loudspeaker-room
indicated that minimum-phase inversion would create
poor sound quality by smearing the time domain
response of the equalized room.'
LOWERED SIGHTS
The practical and theoretical challenges inherent in fullhouse room correction have encouraged some newcomers
to the field to narrow their focus to the suppression of low
frequency room resonances. In effect, this entails using
DSP (digital signal processing) in aparametric equalisation role, the centre frequency, gain and Qof each filter
being chosen so as to cancel usually only on apart of the
frequency domain and time domain effects of the target
resonance. At least two such systems are now available,
from TAG McLaren Audio (TMREQ) and Meridian
(Meridian Room Correction). In TMREQ's case, you
require ameasurement microphone, analysis software
and computer sound card to exploit the system, and the
inputting of mode parameters is manual; Meridian's
implementation (in the 861) requires only amicrophone
and the correction process is automated.
Tune will tell how beneficial these much less ambitious
room correction systems are in practice, and whether the
more complete approach of minimum phase subtractive
compensation is abetter option or, as Fielder suggests, one
that's saddled with audible time domain smearing. Now
that the necessary computing power is affordable and the
ice has been broken, aplethora of room correction systems
is likely to come to market soon, with disparate ambitions
and even more disparate degrees of success. For
audiophiles prepared to sit on their hands while all this
pans out, it promises to be afascinating spectator sport. B
REFERENCES
1. LDFielder, ' Practical Limits for Room Equalization', Paper 5481, AES 111th
Convention 2001
2. M Gerzon, ' Digital Room Equalisation'; Studio Sound, unknown issue 1991
(downloadable from the Gerzon Archive at www.audiosignal.co.uk)
3. GLJohansen and PRubak, ' The Excess Phase in Loudspeaker/Room Transfer Functions:
Can it be Ignored in Equalization Tasks?'; Preprint 4181, AES 100th Convention, 1996
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Dr Alex Moulton
Designer of the Moulton AM7:
Holder of the world unpaced cycling
speed record.
Photograph by Jason Bell
Jason Bell 0 2002
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Adifferent Classé
Outstanding achievement in any field is attained by single-mindedly holding on to avision.
Just as Dr Alex Moulton focused his enormous talent on designing abicycle that made history,
we at Classé have harnessed all our expertise in achieving our vision — audio equipment that
offers an unrivalled expression of music, irrespective of artist, genre or taste.
We believe that audio equipment should liberate your listening experience. Ard that belief
is at the heart of every amplifier, source component and processor that we put our name to.
The components we select, the systems we design and the processes we employ are driven
by apassion or music and adesire to hear it as it was originally recorded.
To witness sound that's in aclass of its own, 1:71ll Classé at B&W Loudspeakers UK on
01903 221500 for an audition.
Classé music and cinema systems from around £ 3,000 to over £ 50,000.

Classé

www.classeaudio.com

Views
Write to: Views, HiFi News, IPC Media, Focus House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA • e-mail: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

In praise of subwoofers
Well, you have invited this response following

system. The Sophias on their own had excellent

your reply to Richard Austin's request [' Views',

bass extension, but the addition of the Watchdog

Sept '03] for subwoofers to be included in the

did more than extend the bass response. It also had

Hot 100. Having been involved in hi-fi retail for

a massive effect on the midrange: adding more

the last 18 years and aconfirmed audiophile nut,

space and detail, and never sounding forced or

Iagree with Richard Austin's comments: well-

unbalanced. Iown apair of Sophias ( by the way,

designed sub-bass systems for high quality stereo

your review was spot on), but not being able to fit a

reproduction have had apoor press. Richard Lord

Watchdog in the room, I have opted for the

of

MartinLogan Depth sub-bass system.

REL

must

be

commended

for

his

determination against the scepticism of the hi-fi
press and the industry worldwide. Time and time

With the arrival of SACD and

DVD-A in

multichannel format, shouldn't you be seriously

again he has proved the benefits of a well-

reviewing sub- bass systems for these ' future'

designed and integrated sub system in even the

formats? High-quality sub- bass systems for two-

most high-end two-channel audio system.

channel stereo do exist out there, and if the Wilson

I
was fortunate acouple of years ago to hear at
the London HiFi Show the launch of the Wilson
Audio Sophia's and the Watchdog sub-bass

System 7 is not a high-end sub (albeit a passive
one) and satellite system, Idon't know what is!
Mike Dennis, Macclesfield

Ace of bass: Richard Lord, who was interviewed
at length in HFN, July'02, with his Stentor Ill

Arm geometry: more please!

with poor RLC characteristics to sound different —

in stock. They said it was available and they could

Fascinating article regarding arm geometry — very

but this is due change in frequency response. I

order it. When Iwas ateenager, if Iordered a

informative. Iassume that part two will deal with

challange you to do the following: ( 1) Measure the

record it was ready for collection in days. HMV told

aspects such as VTA, azimuth, anti-skate. Ican't

RLC characteristics of the £30,000 speaker cable;

me it might be Jp to two weeks — unacceptable!

wait. May Isuggest apart three dealing with the

(2) Go to any electronics store and buy some

practical application of the theory. Some tricks and

cheap, large gauge, OFC cable; ( 3) Match the RLC

not in stock. If Iorder Ihave no idea how long I

tips from the pros, so to speak. Although Ihave

characteristics of the cable in ( 1) using acouple

shall have to wait. Ialso buy on impulse quite

obtained very good results from my turntables

of cheap electrical components, resistors,

often. It's no good the record companies whinging

using the methods described, Ifeel there may be

capacitors etc, added on to cable ( 2), which

that we don't buy their records if they are not in

alot of scope for improving my own techniques.

should costs afew pennies; (4) then test under

the racks, or quickly available to order. There is

double blind conditions and see if there is any

also the long-argued matter of cost. As ever in the

Ialso wonder if there were plans afoot to review
the Mitchell Tecnodec, Nottingham Analogue
Horizon and Clearaudio Emotion? Perhaps a

statistical difference.

In future Ishall not bother to buy discs that are

UK, we seem to be paying more for less. In this

If there is any difference, Iwill eat my hat or

case the less' is service.

comparative review. Ifeel that, given the price

(preferably) Iwill renew my subscription. Come to

Alan Stokes, e-mail

of these decks, it would be of great interest to

think of it, if you conduct this test and show that

readers, like myself, who can only dream of

the spirit of scientific inquiry is not completely

• Fancy having to wait acouple of weeks for

aspiring to the SMEs and Brinkmanns.

dead at your magazine, Iwill renew either way

something that'll last alifetime.

Andy Amiss, Norwich
• See page 50 for our latest turntable Group Test.

No respect for cables
Since the last two issues Ihave lost all respect I
had for your magazine. First you review £30,000

KFonseka, e-mail

Regards from Ralph West

II We feel it's no longer necessary to prove that

Readers of long standing may be interested to hear

cables change the sound of asystem, and we

of avisit to Ralph West during arecent holiday in

stand by our reviews. That's not to say there aren't

France where he has lived for almost 30 years.

still plenty of snake-oil merchants around.

Now aged 91, and despite afall in his workshop
which required 12 stitches to his head, we found

cables then review £ 1600 ' affordable' cables. This

Classical sales prevention

shows that you have your feet firmly planted in the

We seem to have regular reports that the classical

air. In aworld where people die of hunger, it

recora industry is in deep trouble [' Welcome',

populace and,t remarkably, still climbing up the

offends me that you approve such snake oil. To my

Sept '03]. From this, one would imagine that the

church tower to wind the clock. He asks for warm

knowledge adifference between cables has never

record companies would be anxious to sell me their

regards to be sent to all who may remember him.

been shown shown under double-blind test

records. Irecently went into our local HMV shop to

conditions. ( by this Imean cables with reasonable

order aCD of music by Eric Korngold. Not

RLC values). It is quite possible to design acable

surprisingly, for classical records at HMV, it was not

him on marvellous form, still indulging in his hobby
of horology, mending the old clocks of the local

Colin Walker, Cheshire
• Any correspondence will be forwarded to Ralph.

• We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to 'The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries. Correspondents
using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address ( which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting and at our discretion, but
we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We cannot answer queries over the telephone.
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Hi-FiNews
Welcome to HFIV's selected listing of the finest components that
we've reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis is on real value
for money — though this doesn't just mean that we've always gone for
the lowest-cost options. On the contrary, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive — sometimes very expensive — components that genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price
tags, by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the audiophile.
In other words, you'll find that we do list those high-end products
that are more than just ' hi-fi for millionaires'. Yet if
you are on a restricted budget, you'll find the Hot
100 distills the essence of our review pages to bring
you the essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist. The Hot 100
puts together the most outstanding models we've
tested in the main product categories. We've

summarised the review findings in each case to bring you a
clear indication of sound quality, plus vital product details.
Listed under the 'Tested' heading are the issue date ( month/year)
where you can track down the original
review, and the author's initials. While
we've done our best to give the essential points, if you
really want the full story, there's no substitute for the
full-length review, so you might want to contact our
Back Issues service to catch up on the whole story.
Call 0870 756 0000 or check out the Back Issues
order form on page 102 of this issue.
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CD players
Make/model

Arcam CD23
Arcam DIVA
CD72
Chord DAC 64
Creek CD50
dCS Purcell/
Delius
Linn Ikemi
Linn Sondek
C012
Musical Fidelity
308CR
Naim CD5
Naim CDS II
Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A
Primare D30.2
Ratel RCD-02
Unison
Research Un ico

Price

Tested How we rate it
Attractive take on the lauded Alpha 9, dCS Ring DAC and all, adding CD Text. Sonic strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. Its

£1200

fine-grained character shows resolution and organisation with an endless ability to mould itself to the character of the music.
Based on 24-bit Burr-Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, with achassis damped by sound-deadening material. Optical and

£450

coaxial digital outputs are provided. This is alively yet truly civilised player, offering awell-balanced performance at the right price.
Chord's now fully-sorted 96kHz-ca pa ble DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH

£1960

concluded, ' It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'
0/

£700

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags,
extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?
Purcell is aDID converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable

£5000/
6500

firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link
Midi-size, with all-metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 Burr- Brown PCM 1732 DAC, switch-mode power supply. Allows focus on individual

£1950

instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet a 'relaxed' treble focus. XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.
The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB felt 'asense of disappointment', reinforced by going back to his Meridian

£12,000

508.24. SH, though, found it ' more like analogue' than most, in the positive sense that it seemed to present more information.
;id)
DA

£2000

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching itstlu-Vista sibling's
sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and unforced'.
It can't play CD-RW discs or give adigital output, and loading is 'manual' — but musically, in aclass of its own at the price, imbuing arichness

£1200

and life that CD frequently lacks. Asolid, 3D quality, superb dynamics, and, naturally, amagic sense of timing.
01/

£6265

Price includes Naim's XPS power supply unit. As MC said, the best compliment that can be paid this player is that it soundslike afine analogue
turntable, with firmly constructed rhythm and bass lines, natural timbre and grainless textures. Only to be bettered by the CDS3.

$1100/
$800

11/01
DA

£1500

06/99
AG

£380

2002
Awards

£1100

07/03
KA

Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail orderonly in UK.
Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism, with Primare-tweaked software for lower noise, plus decoupling and amagnetic clamp. 8-times
oversampled Burr-Brown 1702 20-bit D/A converters.The balance between ability and smoothness in the 030.2 is about as good as it gets.
Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East-built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV
receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD & SACD players
Make/model

Price

Arcam DV88
Plus

£1000

Denon DVD3800

£900

Marantz
DV8300

£1500

Onkyo DVSP800

£1200

Philips
SACD1000

£1300

Pioneer DV656A

£400

Pioneer DV757A1
Yamaha DVDS2300

98

Tested

mu,
AG

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplieE for audio and
video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.
Heavyweight construction; sophisticated, highly developed video player, offering the full range of outputs and well-conceived controls. Audio
performance is striking, enabling DVD-A discs (no SACD) to deliver the promise of multichannel audio.
Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player, Pioneer's DV- 747A, but with added Marantz touches such as ' HDAM' output

PM
02/03
PM

stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002; but now there are other players with more sparkle and clarity.
Based on atried-and-tested Pioneer chassis, the Onkyo offers DVD-A, SACD and CD playback, stacks of connectivity optiois, remote control
and an on-screen display. PM said, 'The On kyo carves out apowerful and atmospheric performance... the best of the first-generation models.'
An early implementation of multichannel SACD, also aDVD-V player, but no DVD-A. SACD replay had apoise and clarity oeyond CD; the
ambience of multi-channel SACD brought something close to real- life. There is aseparate pair of outputs for two-channel use.
It took amanufacturer with no vested interests to produce the first universal player, the DV-747A. Pioneer then followed up with the lower-cost
DV-656A, which delivers every format to astandard that many single-format players costing twice as much can'tachieve.

£800

1l/
Pt/

£900

04/i
PM

NOVEMBER 2003

How we rat

This model plays DVD-A, SACD, standard DVD-V and CD. It also basan i
Link digital interface ( IEEE 1394 or ' FireWire'), adigital output for high res
data, allowing secure connection to asuitable amplifier (currently only Pioneer's VSA-AX10i receiver). Now updated with PAL Progressive capability.
Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this DVD-A/SACD/CD player is among the best of the new breed. Multichannel DVD-A was fine, though
two-channel PCM could sound plummy and dynamically restrained, but multichannel SACD sound was outstanding.
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Turntables
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it
Italian design, suspended platter weights àla GyroDec, but adual-deck rectangular plinth. Agood blend of acrylic, bronze, aluminium, Teflon,

BluenoteBellavista
Signature

£1900

07/03
AH

and polyvinyl combined in avery clean, fast and musical deck. Borromeo uni pivot arm (£ 1000) completes high-performance combination.

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

03/01
AH

and translucent platter ( no dust cover), the oLtboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.

Linn LP12

from
£1015

10/97

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves

05/99
AH

Updates 1980s GyroDec, itself descended from classic Transcriptos and Hydraulic Reference, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A

£120

07/C0
TB

Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m- m cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'

£500/
£750

06/01
TB

Two great-value moving-cod cartridges, combining detail, well-defined musical colour and rhythmic bass, no brittle edges to the music and low

£4255

12/99
KA

Pro-Ject Debut

SME Model 10

room for improvement with better power supplies; now only availabb with Lingo power supply, ard with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.

£810

Michell Gyro SE
SP800

Ortofon Kontrapunkt Aand B

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base

neutral deck, great sound at areasonable price. Optional upgrades include QC PSU (£440) and aclamp - the latest version uses aDC motor.
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB ( with fine speed control, £ 160).
surface noise. Kontrapunkt Bwith nude Fritz Gyger 80 stylus on solid ruby cantilever, offers more space and detail. Seriously recommended.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtorearm. ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best
ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

Analogue/DAB tuners
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it
With better controls ban previous models, the DT81 is arguably supeior to the more expensive FM.I DT26. Comprehensive user features include

£650

1/02
AH

£400

9/01
111

distortion are displayed. IH found it had afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable... excellent value.'

Magnum
Dynalab MD102

£2200

2/01
AG

switching between five presets. AG thought it ' musically superior to ary other tuner that I've heard... In every respect it's nothing less than stunning'.

Marantz ST- 17

£600

9/01
it

Three wavebands aid RDS; for I
Hthe sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle

£330

7/03
soi

Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for

£2300

7/00
AH

TAG's high-quality £ 1600 AM/FM analogue tuier with optional £700 DAB module offers luxuriousfinish and clear display. The T32R has more

Arcam 0181
Creek 143

PURE Digital
DRX-702ES
TAG McLaren
T32R

engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.
Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi-path
Toronto- based specialist Magnum Dynalab still makes all-analogue FM-only tuners. This one has optional remote control for fine-tuning and

bright It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.
warmth and body through tie mid ba nd than Arcam's DRT10, and a,ess digital-sounding treble. AH called it ' The best way to hear DAB right now.'

Amplifiers
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it
This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found i: sounding confidently in charge, making the

£1100

03/02
AG

£700

05/01
AH

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detaded sound nimbly communicates music.

£4000

03/03
DB

With eight 6550 output tubes ( four per channel in push-pull pairs) This higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in

£10,000

03/00
MC

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

08/01
MC

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

07/00
AG

Chord CPA 3200
/SPM 1200C

£4040

01/99
All

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM120CC uses aswitched-mode poner supply, yet sounds dynamic and

01/03

Originally using two pairs of Svetlana EL34 output valves, uprated to 'SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of

Arcam FMJA32
Arcam A85
Audio Research
VS110
Audio Research
Ref Two

Conrad-Johnson
MV6OSE

£3000

SECOND
LOOK

most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality ea performance. It also offers tone controls.
Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.
spades. DB reported ' warmth. texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuel ,ed lab-handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-ofthe-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to
Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with
the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity a' some solid-state counterparts.
transparent. Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said Al-., with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'
the excellence of C-.1's Premier range. Anicely tuned upbeat delivery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.

MICHELL GYRO SE

£870

Update to the Gyro of the 1980s,
itself descended from classic
Transcriptors and Hydraulic References. The SE version has less
Perspex, a lower price and ( most
critically) a better sound. Unique
merry-go-round appearance dis-

www.hifinews.co.uk

1

light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rvalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

tracts the eye but the ear isn't
fooled - this is a neutral deck
capable of great sound at a reasonable price. Can be upgraoed
with QC power supply (£ 440) and
aclamp. The new version uses DC
motor for even clearer sound.
Hi-FiNe,'\,s NOVEMBER 2003
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...the best tonearm I've heard to date...

Hi- Fl World 2003 on Illustrious Tonearm
78' 1

%Li' Plum'

a

Origin Live —one_arms Recreating the Original Sound
"There may be better value propositions around to upgrade your system but if there is Ihaven't heard them....I fully anticipate this product
remaining at the heart of my system for many years to come. Afantastic product then from Origin Live and this particular audiophiles dream
review tool."
TNT Audio 2002 on Silver Tonearm
"The highest of recommendations for the Encounter tonearm: anew benchmark for musical communication, natural detail and timbrai
truth."
Paul Szabady, Stereo Tines 2003 on Encounter I
onearm
"Brilliantly detailed yet utterly musical, this arm is set to join the all time greats. Wholeheartedly recommended."
F-1
'').3on 1' ,
Tonearm
Very occasionally new products appear that are so advanced as to render all previous benchmarks obsolete. People believe our new range of
tonearms are just such products and we invite you to experience an unprecedented leap in your system performance - regardless of your
tonearm. Arrange for an audition now.
All products carry afull no risk money back guarantee and are available via your nearest Origin Live dealer or by direct mail order.
Origin Live, Unit 5, 362b Spring Road, Sholing, Southampton, S019 2PB
tel/fax: + 44 ( 0) 2380 578877

Silver Tonearm £ 599
Encounter Tonearm £970
Illustrious Tonearm £ 1570
Illustrious Signature Tonearm £ 2500

www.originlive.corn

AfflI111111b.

227 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD .LONDON VV 1P OHX
TELEPHONE: 020 7580 3535 FACSIMILE: 020 7436 4733
EMAIL: admin@hifilondon.co.uk
W EB PAGE: www.hifilondon.co.uk
BANG & OLUFSEN and British Hi- H Specialists

Classé
Canadian cool

Classé

Arcam • Atlas Cable e Bang & Olufsen • Bowers & Wilkins • Classé • Crestron • Cyrus
Denon • Exposure • Fujitsu Plasma • Futureglass • Grado • In Focus • Isotek •
JM Lab • KEF • Lexicon • Linn Classik • Living Control • Mirage • Musical Fidelity
Naim • Nordost • Optimum • Ortofon • Pure • Project • Quad • Quadraspire • REL
Rotel • Ruark • Sennheiser • Soundsytle • Wadia • Yamaha
loo
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Quad QC 24/Il-forty
This retro recreation of classic Quad 22/11 valve amps is larger
than the originals, and lacks filters and tilt/tone controls.
Available only as apair, using KT-88s to give twice the power
of the KT-66 original; it's conservatively rated at 40W/ch. The
pre-amp lacks the noise floor of the original, and has anew
smoothness and precision.

Amplifiers ( continued)
Make/model

Price

Conrad-Johnson
Premier 17L

£4900

12/01
MC

Creek
P43R/A52SE

£3501
£600

05/00
TB

Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to-listen-to sound, encouraging involvement with the music, with fas: and deep bass. Add mm or m-c

£700

02/01
AH

Creek's 75W/ch integrated sounds good enough tc worry more expensive combinations. All the right element in place, in tune, in time.

£350

02/00
KK

Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion cf edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and

£2500

11/01
Ill

£1500

01/00
KK

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and stud() professionals, with its XLR balanced inputand output. Balanced operation

10/01
KK

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound I
have ever heard from the

Creek 5350
Croft Vitale
ESLab DX-S4
EAR 864
Krell KAV-3001L

£3900

Tested How we rate it
Aspects of C-J's megabucks ART have trickled down to this line-level pre-amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank of tremendously
oxpensive capacitors. Although C-J's ' MV' prefix designates lower cost, the MV60 power amp is aworthy partner.
stages (£49 to £79) for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, asecond A52SE power amp giveseven bettes results.
imaging held instruments rock-steady in awide believable space. Remote control of source anc volume: phono stage an optional extra.

commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-arrp.
Not so much an amplifier as a200W digital speaker driver, based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit. 1H praised thetangibility it can bring to music.
and 'surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable, regardless of volume or transient requirements'.

offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall COntrol and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operatbn.
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
Awell-equipped partner for LK85 or LK140 power amps. Includes m-m phono, one of 10 inputs which can be tailored to suit the user, remote

Linn Kolektor

control, headphone socket and tone controls. There is alittle 'grain' and constriction, but overall it sounds fine.

McCormack
pre/pwr
Musical
Fidelity A3.2
Nagra VPA
Naim NAC
112/NAP 150

Power amp uses an unusual 'distributed- node' power supply; the unity-gain pre-amp offers passive or buffered output, the latter preferred.

£2590

AG

£1000

05/03
DA

£9350

04/9

Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this combinatior is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power arr pis claimed to dive any
domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price pontican think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around '
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8015 onm loads, with zero negative
feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.
This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound'with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts

£6251
£150

AN

£800

02/01
AH

amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

£10,000

08/00
MC

give 140W/8 ohm (doubling into 4), with prodigious current. Sound quality is thrilling, and driving Naim NBLs there's real synergy.

£9950

02/00
AG

very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

£3250

08/99
KK

below about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regard ess of price'.

£1500

06/99
AG

controllable. The volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

Quad QC
24/II-forty

£4000

11/00
KK

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/1I valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.

Rotel RA01/RA-02

£250/
£350

04/C,
TB

Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise- identical RA-01 share the sarne4OW/ch (8ohm)ioutput, six line

£4600

04/00
1H

Styling and attention to detail in this remote control pre-/power amplifier (£2200/£2400) are exceptional, the power amp taking the reduction of

Nairn NAIT 5
Nairn NAP 500
Pass Labs
X350
Pathos TISR
Primare A30.1

SJ pcal00/
ppa100
TAG McLaren
DPA32R
Unison
Research Unica

£1500
£775

www.hifinews.co.uk
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products that try to give too much in terms of detailand clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble rotes and harmonics, an easy-going

An impressive outboard power supply and Semelab output deices so powerful that protection circuitry isn't required. The circuit is bridged to
Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biaseo s7rongly towards (lass Aso rurs

MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency anc high heat dissipation. Loads
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful than this, looks like amill on dollars, and is remote-

Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.
inputs, and asound that TB called 'smooth and fat gue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.

residual noise and interchannel crosstalk to near-obsessive lenghs. IH was impressed: in all key aspects, ths combination performed flawlessly.
This pre-amp can operate both as adigital encoder and as D/A for digital sources, and connectsto other TAG components via asystem bus.
TAG's DAB radio module can be added. Solid performance at afair price, and above-average sound.

07/02
KK

Hybrid integrated, valves in the pre- stage and 80W/ch MOSFET output stages, plus remote volume control. Its midband, said KK, is 'alush
and warm region' replicated only by all-tube amps unlikely to rratch its generous power defivery There's a£50 phono option.
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Back Issues
We can supply nearly any Back

Credit Card Orders 020 8532 3628

Issue from the last three years.
Phone to check availability.

Fax Orders 020 8519 3695

Prices are on the order form.

Web Site www.mags-uk.com

Photocopy Service

E-mail info@mags-uk.com

If aback issue is not available,
you may buy photocopies of
articles for £ 3.50 ( UK)/£5.00

Back Issues Order Form

(overseas) each, by credit card or
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Tel

Hi-Fi News

Sterling personal cheque ( Switch
not accepted). Please order

Price per Back Issue
(including P&P)

e-mail hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

UK

£ 4.95

Issues required

Europe £5.99
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Rest of World £6.99
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IPC Media Ltd or charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex
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111E111111LE111

-1 I

Expiry date — I_
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All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries may take longer than 28 days.
Photocopies of this form are acceptable. IPC Media Ltd, publishers of HiFi News and IPC Electric Ltd (' IPC')
will collect your personal information to process you order and to gain abetter understanding of our magazine
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Overseas £ 11

Send your completed order form (or photocopy) to:
Back Issues, PO Box 666, London E15 10W, UK

Price per Binder
(including P&P)

by calling 020 8774 0846 or

Binders
These sturdy, high quality, goldembossed binders help you look
after your copies of HiFi News.
Each binder holds up to 12
issues. Binders cost £ 7.50 for
UK order and £ 11 for overseas
(including post & packing). Order
from the Back Issues Department.

readership. We may send you details of our magazines and services. Please tick here if you would prefer not to
hear from IPC U. We may pass your details to other reputable companires whose products and services may
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Loudspeakers
Price

Avantgarde
Uno

£7350

AVI Neutron Ill
Blueroom
Min i
pod
B&W 602 S3
B&W DM303
B&W Nautilus
802
Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3
Dynaudio
Contour T2.5
[lac CL82 Mk II
Elac 3101 JET
Energy
Encore 2
Epos M12
Ha rbeth
Compact 7ES
Jamo 0830
Ja mo [850

£500
£260
£300
£180
£6000
£730
£2460
£340
£660
£750
£500
£1300
£1500
£300

JMIab Cobalt
816

£860

Linn Katan

£635

Tested

85/or
SH

01/01
m
@ion
AH
09/02
KK

voi
AG

Mirage MRM -1
Mission m53
Mission fs2 AV

£8970
£2200
£550
£800

Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself- powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system
sensitivity of 100d B/W. SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.
With its 5litre volume, this miniature (265 x140 x205mm) update of the Neutron uses aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and 127mm Vifa
pulp cone mid/bass, crossover 2.8kHz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.
Though small, the Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit in this moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side.
Overall resolution is not especially high, and treble occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.
This 490mm-tall stand-mounter deserves adecent 25-100W amplifier: the tweeter (said to reach 42kHz, -6dB) may show up edginess or
clipping. KK found it open-sounding, vocals 'sweet and lifelike regardless of source or amplification'. Optional foam port plug tightens the bass.

One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the

AH

801 simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.

ea?
TB

emo
HI(

1ye
AG
33/00
AG
J8/01
AG

2001
Awards
3p,/ ,
39
81C
.05/02

AG

TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentiemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater
vividness and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. ( Special finishes available at extra cost.)
The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the
capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.
Elac's aluminium composite bass unit ( in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome rather than ribbon tweeter) can deliver
high volume levels with negligible compression or distortion. Basslines are particularly well projected; overall sound is very well integrated.
Avery compact, vented all-aluminium enclosure using aluminium cones and domes, this little model has sharp reflexes and is bold,
detailed, lean and powerful. Most at home with rock and jazz, where what it lacks in sophistication is made up for in panache.
Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/m ids, the suba 150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to
reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.
An enthusiast's hi-fl music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall

enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers,

with the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.
Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little
strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
Each contain two 200mm units and soft-dome tweeter. Thrives on pop music: big, full bass, 'direct mid quality, lucid imaging and the

B

05./01
AG

ability to stop and start on asixpence; not at their best on complex classical music, though still pleasant enough here.
Inverted-dome Focal tweeter plus two 160mm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront-ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble,
but the sound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.

:
Igo i Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non-parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,
Igloo

IeC
Woo
gr,

when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.
Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy...
exceptional spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
Heavyweight miniature two-way: the two-layer enclosure has steel lining and aCohan machinable- polymer baffle. Demands alot of power,
but free of the

usual box coloration artefacts. Its precision and detail are difficult to match, but It really needs asubwoofer.

2A real find in our Nov'02 Group Test, this Mission m53 floorstander sounds just like its little brother but with much more extension to the
.AG

Itron

low-frequencies.

Asuperbly balanced all-rounder that'll work just as well with pumping rock or subtle jazz.

The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system ( it's also available as atwo-channel sub-sat system), the
f52-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.

Quad ESL -989
Ruark Etude
Ruark
Prologue R

£4000
£500
£050

non

Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic '57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile

KK

components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

0,, iv
''‘•

I
3r00
'AG

Sonus Faber
Cremona

£5000

e':'
Kt

Snell E.5 Tower

£1520

OH/99
e

Tannoy Dim ension TD12
Totem Arro
Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

um

.1 C
£940
£120

Wharfedale
EVO -10

£320

Wilson
Benesch ACT 2

.
£900 "

Wilson Benesch
Discovery

agni

£5500

Wilson WATT/

»`"
r.
),Ann
" e"
Puppy System 7
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Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back
presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open mid ba nd.
Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm silk dome that
takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' fioorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002
Awards issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.
One American review described this superbly made, big and heavy speaker as ' European-sounding'. It isn't. It's aquintessentially USflavoured big speaker, one with arolling, prominent bass— an almost raunchy quality, irrespective of the setting of its useful boundary snitch.
With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn- loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has
Tannoy's Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around
the speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid mid ba nd.

09,01 g An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'.

zic 1
i

AG and his panel thought its ' strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.

0e/03

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open

AH
leg

AG

087]
ell
12'r' ,

mn

o
o

In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get
harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.

09/01

AH

Ma rtinLoga n
Prodigy

How we rate it

midband and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon-loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a
rather bright balance with superb articulation and class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
A15Ornm Tactic bass/mid and 28mm soft-dome tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell
arrangement. Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testing techno and dance.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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Make/model

when

only the best

will do

IsoTek's award winning *t products are on
demonstration in many rooms at this years
Hi -Fi Show & AV Expo, 27th & 28th
September, Heathrow Renaissance Hotel.
We have several exclusive show launches in
the Nimrod Syndicate Room, first floor.

WHAT HI- Fl?

*****

I
scoTe k

Cableway

performance

dedicated loudspeaker supports

www.isoteksystems.com

tel/fax 01777 708673
E-mail: info@hne.co.uk

'Hi Fi News Awards Winner 2002 SubStation, tWhat Hi Fi 2003 Mini Sub
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Loud & Clear would like to invite you to aweekend showcase of all that is new
and exciting in the world of hi-fi and home cinema.
After the success of last years event in Glasgow, this year the show will take
place at the Marriott Dolmahoy, an elegant baronial manor house located
7miles west of Edinburgh on the A71.

THE SCOTTISH

hi-fi shome cinema

SHOW

maRRiott DaLmaHoy, eDINBURSH
Saturday 1st and Sunday 2nd November 2003, 10am - 5.30pm
Over 30 exhibitors including Arcam, Anthony Gallo, Denon, KEF, Krell, Linn,
Monitor Audio, Moon, Naim, Pioneer Primare, ProAc, Rega, Totem, Velodyne, etc
Local Scottish dealer sponsors include: alaniameshifi, Audio Salon, Loud & Clear
and Stereo Stereo.
Manufacturer's demonstrations, product presentations, question and answer
sessions and live music.
For up to date information, maps and transport links please visit:
www.scottishhifiandhomecinemashow.co.uk

Loud & Clear dealer sponsor The Scottish Hi-fi & Home Cinema Show
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520 St Vincent Street, Finnieston, Glasgow
Tel. 0141-221 0221
Fax 0141-221 0111

26 Hamilton Place, Stockbridge, Edir burgh
Tel. 0131-226 6500
Fax. 0131-226 2893

www loudclear co uk

infoOloud-clear.co uk
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Christmas subscription offer
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Now's the time to take advantage of our special seasonal offer and give
yourself, or someone you know, asubscription to Hi Fi News.

PirExclusive!

ENJOY ALL THESE BENEFITS:

First lab test

Krell

Top turntables
New Ihorens

seer)

III Best prices guaranteed! Pay only £ 16.20 every 6months by Direct Debit,
or save up to 25% when you pay by cheque or credit card
• Delivered direct to your door, wherever you live in the world
Ill The price stays the same throughout your initial subscription period, even if the
cover price should rise

d50

Michell TecnoDerc and
Roksan Radius

!

al Our money- back guarantee means that, in the unlikely event you are not entirely
satisfied, we will refund the remainder of your subscription
al Free gift card with all gift subscription orders

Asubscription makes the perfect gift that lasts all year round
PLUS

SPECIAL OFFER PRICES

Wile adream holiday for two in Barbados worth f2,500!

Direct Debit

Order now and be automatically entered into our Christmas Prize D-aw for an unforgettable trip for
two to the tranquil Settlers' Beach Hotel in Barbados. The holiday is half- board and includes flights
from aLondon airport.
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EAR Silver Jubilee
25 years Anniversary 1978 - 200
By Popular Demand The EAR509
Returns With A Limited Jubilee
Edition

New EAR324 Phonostage. For
more information see our web

EAR / lOshino, Coombe Grove Farm, Ermine Way,
Arrington, South Cambridgeshire SG8 OAL
Tel No. 01223 208877 Fax No. 01223 208761, www.ear-yoshino.com
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AMPLIFICATION

The
Bullet Plug
Will fit ALl:
RCA
sockets.

The
New
Bullet Plug
RCA Connector - improves the
performance of interconnects,
digital and video cables...
dramatically!

All amps come with a full 2 year written guarantee

If your high-tech cables are
terminated with standard
RCA plugs you may not
be getting maximum
performance.

BVA Amplifiers are currently available in a selection of elegant

At

Shown above is our BVA 25W/25W Triode
£2,250 including VAT and P&P
•
•

designs, ranging between 15 watts to 70 watts per channel.
•

All BVA Amplifiers are hand crafted in the UK and all are
rigorously tested to offer the listener a lifetime of pleasure.

•

We are so confident of our new exciting range of products that
we are happy to offer you, our much valued new customers,
a no quibble money back one month trial on any product.

•

Visit our website for more details about our range of products.

•

Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflets.

•

Demonstrations happily given by appointment

Tel: 01246 850151
E-mail: dave@bbamps.co.uk
Web: www.bbamps.co.uk
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last! Anew and better
RCA plug has been born.
Revolutionary return pin directs
Introducing the Bullet Plug
electron flow to/from the side
connector - abreakthrough
wall of RCA sockets.
in RCA plug technology - and the closest approach
to no plug at all.
NOW AVAILABLE FROM HI-FI RETAILERS
THROUGHOUT THE UK.
UK Distribtion — Redline Scotland Ltd
Unit 11b/72 Newhaven Road
Edinburgh EH6 5C1G
Phone 0131 555 3922
Email: martin.redline@virgin.net
Read the lull story at wwwbulletplug.com

'The Bullet Plug has,
overnight, leapfrogged the
performance available
from existing phono plugs,
and disappeared over the
horizon The benefits are
huge, HUGE! They
transform the
performance of affordable
cables, and I
can't wait to
bear them on serious
eds.'
Roy Gregory Editor Hi-Ft Plus Issue 12
July/August 2001
'My best guess is that
once word gets out how
good these are. DIY guys
from around the world
will be swearing by
Steven R. Rochlin wwwenjoythenwsic.com

www. hif i
news.co.0 k

Accessories Club

It'sshow

time! mishm
&AV EXPO 2003

You'll find the Accessories Club team on Stand 3

Special Show Prices!

in the Renaissance Hotel foyer. Look out for our

STEREOPHILE TEST CD1/2/3 pack of three £30
DEOXIT/PROGOLD package £ 24 ( normally £28)

special Show offers. Now, special Show prices are
all very well, but as one of our customers from
New Zealand said in an e-mail last year, 'What

SOVTEK & ELECTROHARMONIX valves: 20% off

about us poor souls that haven't got a hope of
getting to Heathrow? Why should we suffer?' Well,

CARTRIDGE MAN Stylus Gauge/digital level

we're extending this year's offers to all customers,
whether they buy by mail order or at the Show. All

STYLAST STYLUS CLEANER/STYLAST
package £30 ( normally £35)

offers last until 28 October.

DECCA 2+2 BRUSH £ 6 ( normally £8)

Ben Duncan Pure Power

All of the latest Accessories Club offerings will be

Ben Duncan produced two new Pure Power Mains

available at special show rates, including the
Michell Unicover, the universal turntable dust-

all stock types
package £ 340 ( normally £400)

Conditioning Units this year: a small, single
component version rated at 100VA, which has a
1m LoRad mains cable; and a mammoth 2kVA
device aimed at large systems and big power
amps. Both will be on display along with the full
current range of Pure Power Mains Conditioners.

specialist kits for Hadcock, Syrinx and now to a
universal loom that will fit any tonearm. The
benefits of the Incognito system, no plug/socket,
no solder joint within the arm/cable assembly and
best- quality Cardas Litz wire and
connectors are now available to owners

cover, the SAP Relaxa stands ( both versions), the
remarkable magnetic isolation supports from Italy,
and the SID Sound Improvement disc, as well as
the complete range of Ben Duncan's Pure Series,
his Pure Power- based mains installation system
SuperSpur with its associated
RFblocking Pure Series
products and the range of
exclusive HFN products,

of SME, Mission, Linn and so on. All
Incognito rewire products will be at

FluxDumpers,

special Show prices.

BlackHeads

and our very own LP/CD
Modular Storage System.

Ringmat and Statmats
Ringmat is offering exchange prices

Books books books!

on both its originai Ringmats and
Statmats. Bring along any of the
earlier types of Ringmat and upgrade to
the latest Anniversary version for £40
(RRP £ 70). Any of the earlier type of

An extra-extended selection for
the Show. Come and browse the
biggest selection in the UK at
the very best prices.

Statmat can be ungraded to the

And finally...

latest CDi Blue Statmat for £20
(RRP £ 37.50).

Remember:

Apologies for not running our usual

the

HiFi News Test LP: The Producer's Cut

exchange schemes equire you to bring

product listing this month. Why not visit

Now well established, the 180g Producer's Cut

the relevant exchange piece, Statmat,

www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com,

version of the HFN Test LP with expanded and

Ringmat or protractor, along to the Show!

01234 741152, or fax 01234 742028.

or

call

additional tracks, and a unique multi-discipline
universal alignment protractor is again offered at a
special Show price of £ 22 ( RRP £25). Better still,
bring along the alignment protractor from the
original HFN Test LP and take a Producer's Cut
version away for an exchange price of just £20.

Moth Record Cleaning Machines
The full range of Moth Record Cleaning Machines
will be on show, including the MKIIP, the
Professional version of the machine, featuring aircooling and stainless steel fittings throughout,

Visit www.hifi accessories club.com — email orders welcome

accessories club order form
Name
AAddress

Tel

Postcode

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ ( pounds sterling) made payable to:

designed for larger scale cleaning of LPs. Price of

'HFN Accessories Club'

the MKIIP is £ 500. All Moth Record Cleaning

Card Number:

or

please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete as appropriate)

Machines will be available at special Show prices,
either for delivery at the show, or for shipping at a
later date.

Incognito Analogue tonearm upgrade
The full range of Incognito Analogue products will
be available at the Accessories Club stand. The
range of arm rewire systems has been expanded
from the original Rega-based loom to include

www.hifinews.co.uk

Expirey date

Signature

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy)
to: HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK
OR Fax your order form to, 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E-mail, sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

UK SALES AH prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size
happens to be. It's all included!
EXPORT SALES Export sales are very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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• boulder 2010 advanced
Preamplifier

aeb
metropolismusic

solid state power from Hovland

acoustic zer

lampros series 2 range:
100/52
200 / S2

CJ
I
J1

300 / S2
400 / S2
1000 / 52

0

2000 / S2

hovlond sopphir

vincent
Audition Music:

t. 01255 863905

Brighton Hi Fi Ex:

t. 01273 239356

Central Audio:

t. 0121 747 4246

Kronos Hi Fi:

t. 028 8775 3606

lintone Audio:

t. 0191 477 4167

Sounds of Music:

t. 01892 545688

Zouch Audio:

t. 01530 414128

•3ouncllob

6 London Rd. Tunbridge Wells. Kent TN1 1DQ T. 01892 539245 F. 01892 616383
design: leedalby@gonclar.plus.com

sounds

6London Rd. Tunbridge Wells, Kent. TN1 1Y0 / TN11DO
t. 01892 545688 / 547003

f. 01892 547004

music

wu_n_asounds-of-music.co.1 Jk

lompros7
ES

dCS

krell

e>'
audio research

=

solid state power from Hovland.

poulcer

o.v.i studio series

mama

Upgrade Scheme

odor

Buy today and get awritten guarantee that if you upgrade your system
by 100% within 2years, we will give you 75% of your original purchase
price of any single item or complete system.
Ow -unique extendible one months trial system has to be the best way
to

find

rpr3 purify2
- m tbf iHjit yort fflid your tp,IfirillIg nurain ii ! LOKI. C,if Rif ' le

this with the largest selection and choice of some of the worlds finest hi- ti,
the very best service and advice, and over 35 years experience,
your definitely in safe hands.

2010 advanced preamplifier

100/S2
design. leedalby@gondarplus.com
Acapella. Acoustic Zen. Avantgarde. Ngento, Advantage, Audience, Audio Pheics. Aloe Audi3 Note. Aucho Research.

ATC, Acoustic Energy, Balanced Audio Technology. Boulder, Bow, Bose. Burmese, Cabasse, Comegent Audio Technology. Copland,

eowae. Clearauc.u.
ii
Husters. Eggieston eues, Llearecompansent. fiamut. Graharn, seaux, Haeo. Herbed'', Hovland, M Labs. Khar ma, KLeiSu K.,•
Stereo. Spendor, Saone, Sumiko. stenhan. Sonus Faber. Tex, Theta. !annoy Tovmshend. Transparent, Transfiguration, Van Den Cul, venias, Wilson Audio, Wac

KIF Kliosch, Lumley. Lyra, Lamm, LA.T. Lavardin, Murant?, Martin I. rigan. Mitchell. Neat. Nordost. Opera, Ortolon. Parascund, Pipedreams. Ptinius, Passlabs. Pro- ac, Pink Triangle, Primare. Quad s REL, Renaissance. Rogue sede. SAT, SME,

•

"Welcome to the audio salon, the only place where you
will find awonderful range of selected products from
around the world. Horns, valves, electrostatics, and ahost
of other technologies bring your music to life as you have
never heard it before. Complemented by excellent longterm customer service from myself and the people at the
Salon, what more could you ask for ?

art audio

By the time you read this the Salon will have opened in its new premises.
Why you may ask? Simply because we are one of the largest growing
Aucio Specialists in the UK and we need more space! Larger and more
luxurious demonstration rooms, more displays, new product ranges,
Audiophile CD shop and many other surprises to follow in the coming
months.

ayre acoustics

Why not visit our new Web Site! Bigger, brighter and full of useful
information to help you choose the right product/system for you. Not only
can you look through our second-hand and ex-dem products, you can
view them on screen too. Like all things at the Salon, the Web Site will be
constantly evolving so make sure you visit regularly.

ear / yoshino

heart audio

If you are looking for abargain or two then on page 5you will find our
selection of second hand and ex-demonstration equipment. Do you have
equipment that you would like to part exchange for that new item that you
have always dreamed of owning ? Please give us acall and we will be
more than happy to discuss this with you. Alternatively we can sell your
products on your behalf. Our adverts and web site attract alot of people
from all over the world and in most cases we have avery quick turnaround
rate on second hand and ex-demonstration equipment.

lyra
mark levinmni
michell
pirasouncl
pathos

Choosing the right cable is aminefield ? It doesn't have to be if you buy
JPsLabs cables. The range caters for all budgets and system requirements
No other cable in our experience seems to work as happily in every system and offers such an exceptional performance. Simple!

proai
proceed
revel

Jack and Dale would like to say abig thank you to BOW, I
PS-Labs,Zi nga li
and all those who visited our room at the Hi Fi News Show in September.
Iam sure that visitors will agree that BOW, JPS-Labs and the new Zi nga li
Speaker Ranges: Prelude and Overture are truly something very special.
For those in the market for anew system or speakers - BOW, JPS-Labs and
Zingali should be at the top of your Audition list!

shanling

•

Simon vorke

•

•

eel' I

sme
sugden

Friends, families and people from all over the world, call or visit the salon
time and time again, shouldn't you give us acall and find out why ? "

sumiko
trichord

Hap ) listen

unison research
vainaha
zingali

Jack la‘vv)?)
,
orstandin
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e
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ayre cx-7 cd player
-wadia and mark levinson watch out ! this
is an astonishing CD player and with recent
changes, nothing near the price gets dose!

cables
audio note japan •

ayre acoustics: v-5x power amplifier

£4495

mark levinson 431 (200wpc) and 432
£5995/
(400wpc) - grace, power and true dynamics! £7995

shanling sp-80 valve monoblock amplifiers £2000
-built in volume control - very musical

cables & tables

audio ,
,ource
furinan sound
jps
kemp electroniks
stands & tables
bcd

grandprix audio
obelisk

unison research unico cd player

stands unique
£1095

townshend

art audio • art loudspeakers • atc • audiosource • ayre acoustics • bcd

open 9am-6pm (mon sat)

4demonstration rooms
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"valve products which truly breath lilt
into any system"

"meet beauty and the beast...."

ART Audio has accomplished state ot
the art sound at an affordable price,
the utmost simplicity in plug 'n' play,
breathtaking looks, and 21st Century
sentry circuits, soft-start, auto-bias. The
range is wide, and options like BMW, except the prices, make
each unit effectively built to custom requirements. A popular
option, for example, is the Diavolo stereo amplifier with volume control and input selector making it asingle-chassis amp
with the performance of alarge stack of metal boxes.

The Pathos Logos Hybrid Valve
Integrated Amplifier (£2495) sets
new standards at this price point
and compares with products selling
at much higher prices. The Logos offers 110W (8
ohms) and can drive most speakers on the market quite
comfortably. The Logos brings the beguiling and beautiful
valve sound with the power and drive of transistors. Add
full remote control and beautiful build quality and you have
one serious integrated amplifier that begs to be auditioned!
Italian class that hits all the right notes...

"we all need ayre to breath - so does
your music"
These are products which command
respect, keep their price, and rarely appear on the used market. The new AX-7
integrated amplifier and CX-7 CD Player at £2,950 each, do challenge used priced products for economic sense, while the K5
pre-amp is one of the most eagerly awaited products for years.
There is certainly amagic and aperfection that this company
appears to accomplish with ease. New on-dem: V5x ( 150wpc)
Amplifier - £4495.
"quality hifi that adds several strings to
any bow"
Bo Christensen has been designing beautifully engineered products for many years.
Each and every one is apure statement of
this man's love and dedication to audio.
Prices start at £2,999 for the Wazoo XL
Integrated Amplifier and £4,495 for the
Wizard 2CD Player. Other models in the
range include the Warlock Pre-amp, Walrus Power Amp, ZZ-One Integrated Amp
and the ZZ-Eight CD Player.
11111110 " more than meets the eye and asonic
treat for the ear"
Gryphon represents aNorthern European
approach to musical sonority and presentation, also visually, and in terms of circuit topology. Statement
looks, dean lines, and minimalist operating system argumented
by selected menu levels. Gryphon is the crowned king of a
distinguished national industry noted for its famous lifestyle
brand. For the same price, acombination of the Mikado CD
player and Callisto integrated amplifier offer impressive realism
from two boxes. To complement these Gryphon have produced
the multi prize winning Cantata Loudspeaker whose looks are
only half the story
"forget alevel playing field .... "

mark levin son

rriase ohlu
ov, qppUzatívt.b.

Uncompromised quality means that all Mark
Levinson products are derived from basic
research on prior and Reference products.
Uncompromised products mean that the
entry level products are fully-balanced, dual
monaural, using the identical types and numbers of power
supplies and casings.
The No.390S integrated CD Player (£6495) is agreat example
of this and peels away every layer of every disc you play on
it. Grace, dynamics and sheer power are reproduced on a
completely different scale with the arrival of the new No. 431
(£5995) and No. 432 (7995) dual monoural power amplifiers.
Power reserves and current delivery seem endless and will
ensure that your speakers perform exactly in the way they were
intended to, flawlesly. Reference HiFi that's affordable

"real products at real prices ! "
To complement the excellent CDT100 (£1650), Shanling have released
the SP-80 Valve Monoblocks (£2000
pair).
We have aShanling System on permanent demonstration, connected to our Zingali Speakers
-the system has to be heard to be believed!
Shanling have also released the SCD-T200 (
also), which is
an SACD version of the CD-T100, again asuperb product,
which we have in stock. The SCD-T200 shares the same
high quality transport as the T100 model but goes one step
further with aweighted magnetic puck, which you use to
damp the CD before closing the transport lid. This again
proves that Shanling pay attention to the smallest details to
bring you products that are superb value for money.
"meet alittle box that proves size
isn't everything
"
Meet the newest addition to the Bijou
series: the beautiful MusicMaster
Power Amplifier (£1290) uses acompletely new circuit design that has
been seven years in the making. Pure
Class A, wide bandwidth, and current
feedback. The front-end is acascade
input to prevent phase shift and the
standing current is set at amassive 1.7A for instant power
delivery and good delivery into lower impedance loudspeakers. 16 watts of pure audio delight - superb!
The 21 series, Bijou and worldclass MasterClass series
of products are on permanent demonstration (12 models).
True high-end at reasonable prices!
"hand crafted products designed to bring you closer to your
music"
The Unico R is astereo integrated amplifier using both
valve and solid-state technology. The combination of pure
triode valve input stage and Mosfet output stage gives
80 Watts per channel with the abeguiling sonic character,
unique at this price. Complete with remote control and
available in both Line (£775) and Line + Phono (MC/MM)
(£825) versions.
A matching Unico CD Player (£1095) has just been
released and in common with the Unico Amp, offers a
scary level of quality and sound for the money.
Pair the Unico CD/Amp with the Art Skibo (£800)
speaker and you have a
system you will enjoy for
many years to come.
Another product from Italy that fuses both beauty arid
sound to create atrue work of art!

bow • earlyoshino • heart audio • jps labs• lyra • mark levinson • mitchell

t(1 0141 333 9700 (3lines) fax 0141 333 9097
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"the Halo Range - you no longer
need to pray for that perfect Home
Cinema System ! "

"beautifully crafted cabinets
and sonic excellence go hand in
hand with proac "

With the Halo Range from Parasound all your prayers have been
truly answered. Quite simply if you want to enter the world of
Home Cinema, Parasound should be your first choice. 10-year
warranty, battleship build quality, superb features and specifications add up to serious value for money. The Cl (£5000) and
C2 (£3500) AV Controllers both offer Parasound's exclusive 7.5
channel bass and surround technology. Automated speaker
calibration for any room means you spend less time setting your
system up and more time enjoying it! Guided by legendary designer John Curl, Parasound have created power amplifiers for
both Home Cinema and two-channel built on sheer power and
class. The A51 (£3500) bring 5x250w and the A52 (£1700), 5x
125w. The A21 (£1700) is 2x250w and
the A23 (£750), 2x125w.

ProAc have acomplete and very
accomplished range of products',
which includes stand mount,
floor standing and home cinema
speakers. Prices depending on
finish start from £699 (Tablette Reference 8), £2000 ( Response D15), £3500 (Future 0.5). Perfect partners for Sugden
equipment.

The P3 Pre Amplifier (two-channel)
at £750 is abeautiful product and includes low noise phono stage
and balanced input/output connections. The matching T3 Tuner
(£500) is again asuperb product and competes with products
costing many times more.

art loudspeakers

salon
e

le

"definition: truly STA1T OF THE ART products! "

You may Lw familiar with the ART Expression monitors
and the modular impression flagship products. Starting at
£3995 per pair and designed to complement the world's
finest source equipment and amplifiers. Now from ART
Loudspeakers is abreakthrough product; the Skibo and
its &fordable; from £800 per pair. Matching stands cost
£300 ( pair) or vou can add optional upgrade bass module
(£800 - pair). These speakers offer super high efficiency to
give \ vide dynamics and resolution from very low outputs. Avoiding ans' techniques of coloured home or live cabinets, the purity of
sound in this acclaimed genre is the breakthrough that could be for

"passive or active, its your choice - either
way - prepare your ears for pro monitors "
ATC's active speakers start with the tens at
£1,650, obviously including amplifiers! We
have them all the way up to the recently
revised and breathtaking SCM100 loudspeakers from £8500 (
cherrywood).
The new SCM35 is ahigh performance
3-way loudspeaker system. Designed from
the ground up, nothing has been left to chance. Available in a
beautiful cherrywood finish, aserious speaker for only £1999,
featuring the famous '
ATC' mid-range driver.
Reviewing the SCM-20-A (£2,700), Dave Berriman wrote "The
SCM20 manages to combine high precision with absolute musical integrity. This speaker offers real value for money compared
to some so-called high-end equipment. Highly recommended
(HiFi News, Sept 2003).
"speed, dynamics and an ability to reproduce
voices that put the musician just an arms reach
away from where you sit"
Revel means, to have fun and with any of the
speakers in the range you have the guarantee that
no matter what you play you will enjoy your music like never before. Prices depending on finish
start from £1695 (
M20), £6495 ( F50), £8995 ( Ultima
Studio), £13495 ( Ultima Salon). Perfect partners
for Mark Levinson!
HiFi News ( Sept 2003) reviewed the M20 and wrote, "...the
Performa M20 has few equals, and even few betters."

In

"they not only speak to the ears, but directly to
the heart..."

ingali is aunique and very high performance
/
oudspeaker — used by many professional
studio and musicians worldwide. Based on several
innovations including the patented Omniray horn, these
loudspeakers are designed, crafted, and calibrated in Italy.
Unlike many "British" or "Italian" loudspeakers which are
mass-produced from inexpensive OEM drivers and built in
Eastern Europe or Asia. For the same money, you can buy a
crafted product of lasting beauty.

This month, at the London and Milan Shows, Zingali, at
heart an innovator and perfectionist, unveils refinements
across all his ranges to launch the brand into 2l e Century.
The Prelude series offer the Omniray horn and GZ
compression driver at prices from £995 (Prelude One) and
within stylish cabinets. The Prelude Four is afull range floorstander with twin d'Apolito bass drivers for £2,195. The
Cinema series also makes the competition shrivel in shame.
For the same price as ordinary surround loudspeakers, the
Zingali equivalents deliver the looks, and the stunning
soundtrack. They combine musical finesse so much that the
new phase coherent and fast sub-woofers offer 2-channel
purists asub-and-satellite to finally justify 2.1 as apurist and
domestic option.
"You'd better hear Zingali before you buy ANYTHING
else." Adrian Zenner, HiFi Review
For example, listen and look at this 2.1 format: one pair of
Colosseum Cinema ( Medium) with OSC-106 sub. It defies
belief, especially when you consider the price of £1,000 for
the three pieces. Not only is it astep to multi-channel, it is
pure stereo, fast, phase-coherent, huge soundstage, precision,
emotionally engaging.
While the Prelude and Cinema series challenge the
competition, Zingali's traditional Overture series has won
many friends worldwide, and you may notice that they
don't often appear on the used and unwanted columns!
Well, never one to rest on his achievements, Mr Zingali has
now updated the Overture range with many visual and
performance upgrades. From the mini-monitors to the large
floorstanders, we were hugely impressed: real improvements
from existing greatness. A giant step closer to the music. A
redefinition of compression drivers and horns. We can only
echo Mr Zenner's advice, you'd better hear them before you buy anything else; from £2,000 to £4,500, they are
designed, crafted and individually calibrated in Italy.
True Italians. True thoroughbreds — for the price of
mass-made mediocrity. You'd be mad to miss them!
If you're apro, ask for details of Zingali's concert
and studio ranges. If you demand the ultimate at
home, ask for details of Zingali's Home Monitors.
Recently the JBL K2 at £20k has received very high
acclaim and anumber of buyers impressed by the
ability of such aloudspeaker to reproduce not only the
details but the scale of an auditorium. From precisely
the same heritage comes the Zingali HM115 series 2(
15-inch paper driver, 15-inch horn coupled to the
compression driver). The price is £
8,995 per pair, and
the additional extra is an Italian passion and style. You
can hear most Zingali models at the Audio Salon
—and you will be glad you did.

parasound • pathos • pro ac • proceed • revel • shanling • simon yorke • sme

visit our new web site - www.audiosalon.co.uk
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"in the digital age, turntables
just get better and better "
We demonstrate the finest
turntables available from the
world's leading manufacturers,
Michell, SME and Simon Yorke.
Michell Turntables start from as little as £575 (no arm) for the
Technodec. This turntable incorporates many of the features
found in the more expensive Gyro and Orbe models. Other
models include the Gyro SE (RI3300 arm) - £1058, Gyrodec
(RB300 arm) - £1283, Orbe - £2199.
SME Turntables start from as little as £2644 - Model 10, £3410
-Model 10A, £3660 - Model 20/2, £5280 - Model 20/2A, £10680
-Model 30/2. Beautifully engineered to last and bring a lifetime of listening pleasure.
Simon Yorke produce two turntables, the S7 (with S7 tonearm) - £7995 and S8 (with S7 tonearm) - £4995. An understated
style hides clever design techniques and solutions to bring you
one step closer to your music. These turntables offer not only
superb value for money but something
you cannot put avalue on, real music
in you listening room!
Let the Salon help you re-discover
your vinyl collection.
"a quality cartridge is amust.- may the source
be with you!"
The Lyra range of MC cartridges have now
established areputation as the most musical and reliable available. The range has
many new additions; from the Dorian at
an amazing £495 to the Titan at £2995, which
easily surpasses any rival product at any price
when it comes to detail retrieval and timbre. This
model is aground breaking design. Phone us for
details of Lyra's current re-build/exchange prices.
Keeping your stylus in perfect condition is very
important and using Lyra SPT (£29.00) will keep
your stylus clean offering you the best sound from
your vinyl replay. A good Phono Stage and support
under your turntable are also very important too.
Quite often good supports for equipment
and stand mounted speakers are overlooked or thought of as awaste of money.
This could not be further from the truth for
excellent support and isolation can mean
the difference between an average and a
superb system, its that simple!
We stock awide range of specialist
equipment tables from BCD, Custom
Design, Grand Prix Audio, Stands
Unique and Townshend. Most stands are available in a
wide range of finishes, cater for all budgets and delivery
times are very short!
BCD stands start from as little as £1295 for
the Model 1000 (3shelf). These stands are
not only very distinctive but will enhance
the sound of any system that you place
on them. The Townshend Seismic Sink
Stand is aanother very popular stand. Using aDual air suspension system, ground
borne vibration is isolated from 21-h up.
Depending on stand size, prices start from
£550 for the two-tier version.
You can visit the Salon where you will be able to see awide
range of the stands on display or alternatively we can send
you abrochure with further information. Call us today!

Townshend is an elite and
perfectionist company, much
acclaimed for real sonic breakthrough
products. Their isolation platforms
and stands are much misunderstood
if conceived as merely air-filled
devices. Their modular super-tweeters also defy minimal
expectations. The effect is more than enhanced treble detail and
"air". Mid range is liberated and bass is better defined. Add
them to your existing loudspeakers; and keep them when you
upgrade; it's one of the better steps forward you can do. Priced
at
per pair, and far superior to the cheaper units built into
High Street loudspeakers featuring
"an electrostatic transducer with
high asthetic qualities .... "
Electrostatics are not only
renowned for their speed and lack
of colouration, but there ability to
retrieve even the smallest of details
in any piece of music. Stax bring
elecrostatic technology to headphones, which treat your ears
to athree dimensional field of music that no loudspeaker
can match. Unlike aloudspeaker, the Stax headphone will
reproduce music faithfully and accurately because speaker
positioning and room accoustics are no longer aproblem.
There is simply nothing between your ears and the music.
Stax offer alarge range of different models, prices range from
£349.00 to £2995.00 for the Omega Reference with balanced
and s/e input triode amplifier. Not expensive considering
their direct rivals are priced at £6000 - £8000.00.
An alternative is the Ergo Headphone (formerly Jecklin
Float) which produces asound that will truly delight the ears
with awide detailed soundstage ensuring that no part of a
perfomance escapes your ears. The Model Two costs only
£149.00.
At the Salon your ears will be truly spoilt for choice.
len.i.0 Avt. £ 80C) Linkereoin..itbeet for ohlu £12.5ai4.44 get afull reft4h..c4 if ur)tx are pbot happu

after 28 daus what have jo u got to Lose?
AudioSource Stratos offer interconnects of the highest
performance at prices that break the market norms based on
high costs of distribution. By direct mail order, a28-day trial
assures no mistakes, and affords the opportunity to compare
with much more costly cables. Priced at just £125 for 1.2
metres per stereo pair (£99 for 0.6 metres), they are rated by
customers as the rivals of the highly acclaimed ... and highly
priced alternatives.

\

The E4/2 is apower filter for an astonishly
. . " low price of £129 as an introductory offer;
^„ • ' '
featuring exactly the same mains filter as
--.'"--the acclaimed six and eight outlet boxes
(£349 and £389), what you gain
here is substantial reduction of EMI
and RFI mains borne pollution. Top of the range
is an allnew E4/12. At £659, the twelve outlet
power source requiring adouble wall socket
and separating digital and analogue apparatus
with separate and buffered power. Designed
for AV and multi-channel, it is equally suited
to the audio purist with digital equipment, but we still
highly commend and sell the Kemp Elektronics at £795 as
the ULTIMATE passive conditioner. Above this, the Furman
IT2315 offers fully balanced mains with conditioning and
protection against spikes and other conditions that degrade
or even destroy your valued equipment. It really does
happen: it has ltappened to us, that's when we searched for
and found Furman. The choice of the professionals: dubbing

stands unique • stax • sugden • sumiko • townshend• unison research • yamaha • zingali
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Our prices are based on cost price for rapid turnover
All used equipment guaranteed for six months; new and ex-dem
adds manufacturer guarantee. New ( factory) sealed boxes
indicated (New), Ex-dem (Ex- D) or Used (s/h)
Goods shipped next day delivery by TNT or UPS.
Premium service costs £10 per box UK.
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Clearaudio Insider MC Cartridge
s/h
(very little use) - inspected and tested by us
SME Model 10 + IV Arm + Audio
s/h
Note ANVx + VDH Frog Mark 2(
mint)
Sumiko Pearwood MC Cartridge
new

£5,750

£1,995

£5,658
£1,195

£3,645*
£850

£2,295

£1,150

£4,300

£3,250
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Art Dnotieu, a regnewntd reviewer of Stereophile
wrote in. the April 2003 issue:
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new, ex-dem and previously cherished hifi

Digital
Classe CD 1.5
(mint, bal/se, boxed)
Gryphon Adagio
(3 months old, mint)
Nad C541i CD Player
(6 months old, mint)
Metronome C20 Signature DAC
(mint, valve, 24/192)
Theta Miles CD Player
(balls-e, black, mint)

s/h
MI
s/h

£330

£225

s/h

£1,790

£695

s/h

£2,895

£1,100

£5,995

£3,995

£2,550

£1,750

£5,000

£2,250

£3,249

£1,150

£4,950

£2,250

£2,422

£1,450

£2,295

£995

£5,790

£4,150

Amplifiers
Art Audio Diavolo monos 300B
exd
(chrome/gold, mint)
Art Audio Pre Amp
s/h
(chromelgold„3 mouths old, mint, r/c)
Audion Black Shadow Monoblocks s/h
(mint, 24wpc, single ended, 845 - superb)
Audio Research LS2b Pre-amp
s/h
(mint)
Audio Research VT100 Power amp
eh
(100 tope, balls-e, mint)
ATC SIA2-150 Integrated Amplifier
s/h
(black, mint)
Conrad Johnson MF2250 P. Amp
s/h
(solid state, 125w, mint)
Gryphon Callisto 2200 Int Amplifier s/h
(mint, with phono)
Sugden Bijou FMMaster tuner
exd
(mint)
VAC Standard Pre-amp
s/h
(inc separate power supply, very special, mint)

£949

£799*

£2,400

£ 1,295

£5,500

£2,995

£1,995

£1,495

£8,533

£6,500

£499

£375

£7,800

£4,450*

Loudspeakers
Audiostatic Wing Electrostatics
exd
(inc fins, satin silver)
Art Loudspeakers ST1
exd
(mint)
ATC Active SCM 100-ASL (active)
exd
(abut, cherry finish)
ATC SCM7'
s/h
(mint, cherry finish)
Avalon Arcus
s/h
(chewy finish, mint)
Meadowlark Heron Speakers
s/h
(hot nid level, cherry, mint, remarkable bargain)
Zingali Overture . 1s Speakers
exd
(mint, walnut finish ,includes walnut pedestal)

£4,000+ £1,850
£1,990

£1,490

*reduced in price
TO SEE THE PRODUCTS PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE!

the t4,sA

wwwipslabs.covw

List no 98. For an updated and comprehensive list of equipment
and audio cables, please visit www.audiosalon.co.uk or telephone
us on 0141 357 5700.

audiosource interconnect cables, power cords & conditioners

e: info@audiosalon.co.uk t: 0141 357 570

lines) f: 0141 339 9762
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Digital Audio Converter and Digital Audio Processor

High-grade playback not only of SACD's but also of conventional CDs with

For customers who have special integration requirements and/or multi-

the addition of this the latest model from AcçePhase, rave reviews in

channel systems requiring an odd number of channels. the No.434 and

up-sampled Digital-to-Analogue converter for high-end audiophilea, come

StereoPhile and rlOW eVellable to thel)K for demonstration, some of the

No 436 are both elegant and ideal. The Mark Levinson 400 Series

andrj&ist what all the fuss is ahni itl This new profit et ran he

feat' ires include

amplifiers address the gnming fnarfçsf 9f installed systems by combininq

B-100 PLUS reproduces
st

heslTmpr.
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using anon-HDCD d

Rflek LéVlii$Ori 4$4 I436 power Amplifier

The Negra DAC ( Digital Audio Converter) is atwo-channel 24-bit. 192 kHz

B-400 which does offer

CD capability.

Ancuphasn Super Audio CD Player DP-77

ted in our new showroom by appointment.

Single lens/twin pickup high-speed access mechanism

truly high-end performance with advanced installation and integration

ve the complete range NACRA range on permanent

Digital processor ready for 2.8224 MHz/1 bit and 192 kHz/24-bit source

features Arrange ademonstration at our Showrooms

formats
MPS Plus type 11/A converter with ultimate conversion precision
I
ransport section outputs and digital inputS
IIC- Link capability via option board

www.midlandaudiox-change.tó.uk
call John Roberts Tel 01562 731100
The Old Chapel • Forge Lane • Belbroughton • DY9 9TD
e-mail salesemIdlandaudlox-change.co.uk,,, ;,,,,
Fax 01562 730228 Mobile 07721 Iglb9titi
Suppirets and installers of High Quality Audio Systems
47 Laboratory - Accuphase - ATC - Audio Physic - Audio Research
Avalon - Accoustics - Avid - bel canto - Benz Micro - Cardas
Clewdudig - Conrad Johnson - dCS - Densen - DNM/Reson
Electrocompaniet - Finite Elemente - Graaf - Gryphon - JM Labs
Krell - Kuzma - Lavardin - Mark Levinson - Martin Logan - Michell
Nagra - Primare - ProAc - Rea - Siltech - Sonus Faber - Spectral
NerdeSt - Suden - I
ranSparent Audio - verity Audio - )Nadia
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Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
•Idharn
Tel.
602
HI-FI Studios
Doncaster
Tel. 01302 725550
Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 57418
Midland Audio
Exchange
Kidderminster
Tel 01562 82223
Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688

D bi
n se n B-340

4 ch

power

amp

The new Densen B-340 is a version or Densen's top of the line B-300XS power amp, with 4 channels and
slightly reduced output power. This unique amplifier can be used in a variety of configurations, The B-340
can be put in Bi amp mode, which means you use two channels to drive each speaker. The effect of using
the B-340 in this mode is stunning. But, here you can take Bi-omping to a much higher level, because you
con use the Densen SAXO electronic crossover, and have a true active system ( by removing your speaker's crossover, and use the SAXO crossover instead...). This is done by mounting the SAXO board internally
in the B-340 in a.socket. The SAXO crossover is adjustable, and will fit all speakers on the market. This con•nsounds absolutely mind-blowing! If you have a B-300 or B-300XS you can buy another one and
Bibuy a B-340 and Tri amp. This way yo ti can slowly upgrade towards using the SAXO without selling
of the components you have already bought.
High-End surround is also a possibility with the B-340. In combination with a B-300 or B-300XS, you have a
total of 6 channels allowing for 5.1 or 6.1. The B-300 / B-300XS then takes core of the front channels, and
the B-340 drives the center channel, rear channels and a passive subwoofer (which can be controlled
trough on SAXO crossover). Alternatively, if you have an active sub, you could Bi amp your center speaker.
With the B-340 there is also the possibility of high quality multiroom applications. However, no matter which
co " ration you choose, the B-340 will match the B-200 preamp perfectly in both design and sound.
E
ugh the B-340 is extremely versatile, it has all of the Densen trademarks: unforgettable musicality
a
votive technology. The B-340 contains a new outputstage built using Densen's unique: " DMCD"
technology (patent pending).4his makes the B-340 extremely fast and precise, while retaining unlimited
contyl with the speakers connected. In addition, the bandwidth has been improved and the B-340 goes
st
to 400.000Hz, resulting in improved slew- rate.
flexible high-end, for peanuts...

•Lundevej 10 • 6705 Esbjerg 0 • Denmark
+45) 75 18 12 14 • www.densen.com

Mike Manning
Yeovil
Tel. 01935 479361
New Audio Frontiers
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002
Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230
Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004
Radfords
Both
Tel. 01225 446245
Signals
Ipswich
Tel 01473 655171
Zen Audio
Hull
Tel. 01482 587397

Visit: Le Clereque & Garros rooms

Le Meridien

Hotel 27-28 Sept at Hi -Fi Show & AV Expo

Accustic Arts

Uncompromising high- end quality, offering value for
money

Ca basse

Cutt:ng-edge loudspeakers featuring their spatially
coherent source technology

e

Shun Mook

A range of accessories to control and tame resonance
within your listening room
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For more information please call:

01252 702705
email: infoiaaudioreference.co.uk
www.audioreference.co.uk
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Award Winning Retailers...

kers Hi- Fi
NAD
No
Origin
Ortofoti
Pathos
Pickeri
Primate
Pro-Ac
Project
QUAD
REL
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Spendor
Sugden
TAG McL
Tannoy
TEAC
Trichord
Unison Res
Van Den Hu
Wharfedale
Yamaha
&lots more...

The North of England Hi Fi Specialists
Quality HiFi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000
Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners
Over 35yrs experience.

Qualified staff

Comfortable dem rooms
Main road location

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

Service Dept.

Up to 3years Interest Free Credit*

only 20% deposit

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) * subject to status
Delivery & installation

Part Exchange

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

6days: Mon. to Sat.

Visa, Access, Switch etc.

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7EQ
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

alists in high fidelityliund reproduction - since 1967

TOW NSHEND
AUDIO

the AUDIOVISUAL Lounge
seeing and hearing
STOCKISTS OF
AVID
ANTHONY GALLO
B&W
CHORD ELECTRONICS
Specialist in
DALI
audio and visual
EXPOSURE
HARMON KADRON
entertainment
KEF
systems from the
LEXICON
MONITOR AUDIO
world's best
NAD
manufacturer's
NORDOST

is

believing.

ORTOFOill
PRIMARE
PoAc
PRO-JECT
RA
REL
ROKSAN
SME
TANNOY
VIENNA ACOUSTICS
UNISON RESEARCH
AND MANY MORE

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista - full range in Stock

ingrwaitims
the AUDIO.VISUAL lounge
135-1 37 Commercial Street,
London El 6BJ
118

Tel: 020 7375 3691
Fax: 020 7377 1756
Email: info@theavlounge.com
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MAXIMUM SUPERTWEETER
Effect is quite dramatic. HI Fl Choice
SEISMIC SINK STAND
Best Buy 2( .f . f , f 2( HI Ft Choice
3D SEISMIC SINK Isolation Platform
2( HI Fl Choice
ISOLDA DEEP CRYOGENIC CABLES
Editors Choice 2( 2( 2( 2( 2( HI Fl Choice
ISOLDA OCT INTERCONNECTS
Product of the year. 2( 2( 2( 2( 2( HI Fl Choice
PIONEER DV - 747A UPGRADE
Editor's Choice. HI Fl Choice
SEISMIC SINK SPEAKER PLATFORMS
‘

‘

‘

2(2(2(2( Hi Fi Choice
+44 ( 0) 20 8979 2155 www.lownshendaudio corn
sales@townshendaudio.com
www.hifinews.co.uk
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DEMONSTRATION
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ONLY

DETAILS

with beryllium tweeter

li ,Idii

// audio note // spectral /7 Ji'vudu // vtrity audio
// audio physic // lam' //

metronome // amphion

// well tempered // dynavector // iayardin // siltecn

(01563) 574185
www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
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E. DAVID@KRONOSHI-FICO.UK

goldring
lyra
ortofon
sumiko
cables
audioquest
chord company
dnm
nordost
qed
tnchord
van den hul
headphones
grado
stax
stands
sound orge
something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
hardware
atc
audio physic

Hear

NEiM

Audio's flagship

CD player in the peace of
rural Suffolk
One of the worlds
finest sources, compatible with awide
range of systems
(both Naim and
otherwise) is
here on permanent demonstration. If you are in the market for high end CD replay,
this just has to be on the short list.

ATC SCM35
An absolute bargain. SCM5o - busting
performance for under two thousand
pounds. These compact floor standing
loudspeakers can be compared to
much more expensive designs. The legendary ATC dome mid range driver,
tight, extended (sealed box) bass and
superb integration between the three
drivers. On demonstration now on both
music and cinema systems.

dense n
harbeth
in focus
lexicon
michell
naim audio
primare
sme
trichord

hi-fi for grown-ups

ipswi ch ( o 14 7 3 )

6 5 5 17 1

fax ( 0147 ) 6 5 51 7 2
email:enq@signals.uk.com
signals
bu cklesham
Ipswich
suffo'k
IPio oDY
w .
w
w
sig
n
a
Is.uk.c
om

Real
Audio Analogue, Beauhors, Benz Micro,
Clearaudio, Diapason, EARiYosh, no, Final,
ra, Monrio, Nordost, Nottfir.gham Analogue,
: Opera, Pathos Acoustics. Rogue Audio,
Transfiguration, SME, Shun Moak,
Unison Research
Demonstrations by apoointment

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset
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Bucks

Northern Ireland
MUSICAL CABLE CO
RELAY
To promote our new interconnect cable
RELAY) we are offering afree mains block

N OTEWORTHY

A UDIO

and cable with each pair sold.
This new cable will cause astorm

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2111
www.notesvorthyoudto.co.ul:

for its musicality & sonic signature,

01296 422 22L

and of course its affordability at £45.00.

Open 9.30 to .530 Tuesday in Saturrir:

Stocks are limited so 1st come 1st served.
Don't miss out on the free mains block.

Vinyl

Yorkshire

Contact Don Swain 01902 764747
Midland Hi -Fi 01902 380083

Premier

4

Audio

VINYL VINYL VINYL

plow clemonntratinp

'Roon

%son,2

Des Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidcio & Soma Faber Speakers, Siltech
Cables, Isotek Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands
Audio Acto, Audio Synthisis, Kara Pre & Power, Pink
mangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S

Audi Synthisis Audio Physics - Audio Arco - Absolute Sounds
DC.; - Kona - Plinius - - Arcisi - RDA - Pink Triangle
Sr id Turntables - Project - Ortoton - Van den Hull - Mirage
P/X welcome 'Some demonstration

good" seGtction of

THE DIRECT DISC

s
A(and

We are 10mins J39 - MI
10mina J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 — Colin Grundy

Thousands of records always in stock.
Extensive search service for wanted albums.
Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
tà Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

available at £ 1.50
Telephone / Fax 01621 810740
Or visit our website on
www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

le
Basically Sound of Norfolk
Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Nam,

London

Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax. Teac, and others

Nottingham

THE INNOVATIVE HIFI,
HOME CINEMA &
MULTI-ROOM
RETAILER/INSTALLER

Chantry Audio

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3 Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Pete, Copeland, Audio Research, Meridian Audio lire full digital theatre),
135W aseakers inc Nautilus 0W Series, Scans Firber, Sony Projection, I3N.M,
Crimsun, Acaban, Wlson Audio, Scans Faber, CRD I., Epos, Creek, Myryod,
Michell, 5.M.E, Rd, Rigel, Deno-r GI Products
CHAN ItY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
1x15 11pair Transparent Musc Wove
super speaker cable ( single wire)
£ 1,450
£1,050
Martin niacin Ascents Light Oak, boxed (ex dem)
£4,499 £3,795
Sonus Faber concberto speakers
(Mk I Biwire) walnut. boxed
( sib) £ 1,020
£495
Meridian Digital Active speakers
Rosenod - booed
(ex dem) £4,540 £3,150
Mognuns A20 preosrsp, bored, (block/chromel (s/hl
£295
Magnum A200jsower amp (block) honed
is/h) £425
Pink Triangle LPE T/T block gloss top elate,
Rego 250 arm. New PSU just heed by
Chantry Audio, no box
(
s/hl
£795
£375
To see our full up to date listings go to www.chantryaudio.com
NB. All Ex Dew items are as new, unmarked, and booed and include A.
full manufactures guarantee! Offering ominim's. of 2years and up as 5
years, depending upon the product.
Mail Order Available •

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

www.basicallysound.com

Greater London

ORANGES Ft LEMONS
Friendly and efficient service

0% Finance available

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER
ARCAM B&W CABLE TALK CASTLE CHORD CREEK
DENON EPOS LINN MARANTZ NAD NAIM NEAT PMC
QED REGA ROKSAN ROTE. RUARK STANDS UNIQUE
SOUNDSTYLE YAMAHA XANTECH and many others

I
âgnals
or grow I
.. ips
li

020 7924 2040

61163 WEIIIISIOAD, SW11
websifervnver.oendlhifixo.uk

ludic, Destination
11 step tittcolffletti

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to
End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

Norfolk

+afull range of sought after compact discs.

l

Ipswich ( 01473) 655171
ix ( 01473) 655172

email:eng@signals.uk.com

www.signals.uk.com

Devon

MEE PARKING

la 18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone (01777/ 870372 Facsimile 101777) 870437

Surrey
Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICHOMF,GA • NAIM ADM • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•NOYD • SHAHINIAN • TFAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n idelit Y
indecently good hi-fi

9High Street, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames.
Surrey KTI 4DA Tel 020 8943 3530
Open Tees Fri 10.30am - 700pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

www.hifinews.co.uk

141-F1 • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM
Stockists of
Audio Physic, Chapter Audio, Chord, Clear Audio,
Dail, Ear, Epos, isotek, Living Voice, Monitor Audio,
Moon, Musical Fidelity, Myryad, NAD, Nordost,
Parasound, Primare, Rel, Ruark, Totem Acoustics,
Trinity Audio, Tube Technology and many more.
FREE ADVICE IN ARELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
olts FINANCE AVAILABLE
• 2 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS • CHILDS PLAY AREA
•OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS • HOME DEMONSTRATION

Tel: oi1384

2 435 8 4 Mon

- Sat 9.00 - 6.000m

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'

MIKE + CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

plus cartridge re-tipping service

32B Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
WeLsite www.audiocestination.co.uk
email infoeaudiodestination.co.uk

Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565
Hi-FiNews NOVEMBER 2003
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West Midlands

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

HI-FI

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arciun, Audicxiest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,

3/\

Seimheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR II% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

(S)

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL

STOURBRIDGE,

SUTTON COLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 BOL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 lAB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL 0121-742 0254 FAX 0121-742 3471

TEL 01384 444184 FAX -01384 444968

TEL 0121 354 2311. FAX: 0121 354 1933

London

deei O'Brien HiFi

Et/(AN

Est

196 .

• ASO • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEVER • CABLETALN • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • GRAAF • DENON • DENSEN • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL
• GUTYNITE CABLES • GOLDRING • GRADO • JADIS • JECIMIN • RE • MICHELL • MONRIO • NAD • NAIM • OPERA • DRILY° • PATHOS • PROJECT • 0E0 • RESON
• SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONOS FABER • STANDS UNIQUE • SUDDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mino walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mino Waterloo • 5mino from A3 ( Raynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mino M25 Junc 10
Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
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Stands Unique CD/DOD Storage (sir)
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Tandberg TCD310 3motor cassette deck (s/b) On: £125
O-- £195
Tandberg TCD 420 3motor cassette (0)
Theta Data 11
£1500
unen Reserdi SR1 led doll £1250 £993
Unison Research S2K ampefier iex dem) £1352 £1195
Venna Acoustics Mozart Speakers. Mk
else £595
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60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: www.obrienhifi.co.uk E-mail: shopeobrienhifIcom
0% Instant Finance ANailable
ritten details on rcquest

UK Wide
Systems

M ADISOUND
BUILDERS

WITH

PARTS

AIRTEK Pneumatic Isolation Platforms for all audio ,St audio
visual electronics, turntables & Speakers (excellent reviews &
FII-Fl NEWS Editors Choice in 2002 awards) three different
models available. AIRTEK, two valve model, load of up to
20gk, three valve load of up to 45kg four valve, load of up to
65kg, finished in achoice of four real wood veneers.
The new NATURAL RHYTHMS INTEGRATED Equipment
Rack System for the ultimate in isolation, the benefit of the
AIRTEK built in to each tier of the rack, also available non
integrated, four different real wood finishes available.
The AIRTEK stand mount speaker stands all wood
construction with AIRTEK base, available in four real, wood
veneer finishes. The AIRTEK floor stand speaker platforms
excellent for suspended floors available in four different real
wood veneer finishes. Custom sizes and finishes
undertaken all hand crafted in our work shops.
Also the EXCELLENT SILVER ARROW AUDIO CABLES.

*WOW

For more information call
on 01634 841244
Demos by appointment only, credit cards taken
E-mail voodootek@hotmail.com

r music
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Goldring
GSP Audio
Sennheiser
SME
Thorens
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Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps
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Loudspeakers

Fostex

BIEFILIM

Penkridge Staffords
01785 711232
stuarteaudioatmospher•

HI-FiNews

Hull, HUI 3SA
Tel: 01482 587397

Audio & Vision
Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,
ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,
UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,
DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, JMLAB, JAMO

/‘t_FZ

vr a
m 1:

C -_;-_

fillIN

VI
A V INTERNATIONAL
Our new range of speakers and amplifiers
is being reviewed in all the magazines
and recognised for its truly exceptional
sound quality.
To find out more quickly
undiniv.avihifl.com

sin-quiEK

TEL:01453 752656

REPAIRS & ADVICE
On High-End & Quality Hi -Fi

SOUTH WEST HI-FI
01752 779933
To advertise in this section
Call 020 8774 0790
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25 Story Street

UK Wide

ACOUSTIC PANELS

SHUNYATA
RESEARCH
FURUTECH HEGEL ZYX
;EEC TAOC ZE

TEAC
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Staffordshire

AVI

KRELL .‘0011,

Yorkshire

Isolation j

Audio Synthesis

1, P

free carriage nationwide
e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthiti.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk
•
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Lintone Audio

Audiogram MB2- Integrated At Wier
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier .
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudsp kart
Audio Research LS12 - Pream
arch CASO - lnlegred Amp.
arch DAC1-20 - DA
earch LS8 - PreamplfIer
Audio Research 100.2- Amplifi
Audio Research VT5O-Valve A
Ifler
Audio Research REF600 Pair
no Amp
California Audio Alpha - DAC
California Audio DX1-CD Play
Copland CDA277 - CD Player
D
Copland CDA288 - CD Player
D
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve P
mplitier
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Prea ',liner

Cr,

r.

E

Copland CTA504 - Valve Ampli
Goldmund Mimesis 68 - Ampli
C
(...
Goldmund Mimesis 4 - Tuner
,.Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier
c
i
-Krell KSA150 - Power amplifier li.
.
Krell KSL- Preamplifier
es:
P
Preamplifier
.`••
PS Audio Ultralink Il - DAC
PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp
Sonus Faber Concenino Home LoudisPcakes
Sonus Faber Grand Piano Home Loudspeakers
>44. Theta Digital Carmen -CD/DVD
=
Theta Digital Pro Prime II - DAC
rC Theta Digital Dreadnaught 5 ch amp
1:1"

Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver
Z Systems RDC11- Transparent Digital Equalizer

SELECTED USED EOUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Arcam P75 Power Amplifier
(used) .. £200.00
Audiolab 8000CD/DAC CD Player (used) .. £800.00
Audiolab 8000T Tuner
(used) .. £450.00
Audio Research LS2/2 Pre Amplifier (used). £ 1,600.00
Copland CSA 28 Amplifier (used) .. £795.00
Counterpoint SA I00 Power Amplifier (used) .. £900.00
Chord SPM800 Power Amplifier (used). £ 1,100.00
Cyrus 7Amplifier (used) .. £495.00
Krell FPB300 Power Amplifier
(used). £4,995.00
Krell FPB600 Power Amplifier
(used). £7,995.00
Linn Sara Loudspeakers
(used) .. £300.00
Meridian 561 Processor
(used). £ 1,700.00
Meridian DSP6000 Speakers (used). £7,000.00
Meridian 568 DIG Processor (used). £2,200.00
Meridian 562V.2 DIG Controller (used) .. £900.00
Meridian 602/606 DAC/CD Transport (used) .. £995.00
Musical Fidelity XLPS Phono Stage
(new) ... £99.95
Musical Fidelity MVT Pre Amplifier (used) .. £250.00
Naim NAC72 Pre Amplifier
(used) .. £400.00
Naim CDI CD Player
(used) .. £600.00
Naim NAP 140 Power Amp
(ex-dem) .. £550.00
Naim SBL Loudspeakers ( used) .. £750.00
Naim NAP 180 Power Amplifier
( used) .. £750.00
Naim CD3 CD Player
(used) .. £400.00
Naim CDI CD Player
(used) .. £695.03
Naim NAIT/3 Amplifier
(used) .. £395.00
Naim NAP90/3 Power Amplifier
(used) .. £295.00
Quad ESL63 Speakers C/W Stands (used). £ 1,400.00
TAG 120 Tuner
(used) .. £450.00
TAG 100X 5Power Amp
(used). £ 1,300.00
TAG AV32 Processor (used). £ 1,200.00
Unison Research Mystery One Pre Amp (used) .. £995.00
Wilson Watt 5.1 Speakers
(
used). £7.995.00

£1349.1
£2449.
CODA

£945 f

£2.590.1,
£2199.1

£15990.1
mg.('
£399.1

£1249.1
£7301
£10891
£140o.0
£2499.c
£899.0
£15991
£1750.
£800.1
£1200.1
£27&
£.989.£
f1999.0
£'429.E
£1300.
1.1
£4629.00
£2900.00
£1850.00

OF NAIM. MERIDIAN. Il RI.:. % 11% % NI f(:F . IISII 11. Ski,
KRELL MARTIN LOGAN, DCS. sill NI. II ‘ 11. NI % Ft % \ I/. In 511 \ ETC.
Website: www.lintone.co.uk Email: info@ lintone.co.uk
7-11 Park I.ane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771
STOCKLSTS

B&W.

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1 year full warranty

linn
naim
cyrus
sugden
rega
mark levinson
unison research
audio analogue
pathos
b&vsr
spendor
revel
jm lab
the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 BJH
tel 01 482 891375
www.theauclioroom.co.ulc
open mon sat 9a.m - 6p.m.

THE PINEWOOD
MUSIC COMPANY

Pinewood Music is a specialist dealer for
Krell and Sonus faber, so if you're looking
for some previously owned units we may
just have that piece you're after. Give Brian
Rivas acall - and make sure you see our

iG\

half-page advertisement in this issue for the
MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

Grado Prestige

SR- 60
SR- 80
SR- 125
SR- 225
SR-325
RS- 1
RS- 2

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322

Audio

£85
£104
£152
£199
£294
£641
£495

Goldring

1006

£76

£62

GEX

£ 52

1012 GX

£ 95

£76

GEX

£ 67

1022 GX

£ 124

£ 100

GEX

£ 86

1042

£143

£ 114

GEX

£ 100

£133

£ 109

GEX

£190

GEX

N/A
N/A
£27
£73
£22

Eroica LX/H

Grado

Elite
£232
Prestige Black
£40
Prestige Gold £ 110

Ortofon

510

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
MA15

latest in high end from Krell.

CARTRIDGE SELECTION
EXCHANGE
STYLUS
AT 110E
£28
N/A
£ 16
Technica
AT OC 9 ML
£330 £280
EX
N/A

HEADPHONE SELECTION

Reference

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

Two-way Unit for parallel switching
two pair of speakers to one amp £30
MA17
Two-way unit for series switching
two pair of speakers to one amp £25
MA28
CD Switch to add CD input capability
to older type amplifier £32
MA29
Two-way Tape Switching Unit to
connect asecond tape deck £42
CC126 Gold Plated 4mm Banana Plugs 4no £8.00
0UNEX J2P 3.5mm Stereo Jack
to 2phone plugs
£22
OUNEX1 Hi Copper Phono Interconnect
1 metre pair c/w phono plugs
£22

Shure

Sumiko

£34

N/A
N/A
N/A

MC 15 Super II £ 130

£110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227

£ 193

EX

N/A

MC 30 Supreme £452

£385

EX

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£ 643

£ 548

EX

N/A

Rohmann

£ 837

£742

EX

M 97 XE

£ 95

V15 VXMR

£304

N/A

£265

£237

Blue Point Special

N/A

EX

e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile 07860 351113

Wanted
Classic English HiFi Component
or Systems
ALSO
Accessories or Literature
Good HiFi

0845 644 3340

N/A
£ 58

£204
N/A

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE
AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
SDeCoerSrS n ', Omer enterfarnment

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN). 22 GARTH AVENUE. NORTH DUFFIELD.

AE, Armen, Harmon Kordon, Infinity, Linn,
Loewe, Marantz, Mordount Short, NAD,

SELBY. NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

Project, Pure, REL, Tannoy, Trichord, VDH
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Upgrade to SuperStereo with Dynavector's Adp-2 decoder,
an easy addition to your existing system. Once you've heard how good your
and records sound in Superstereo you will never be content with ordinary stereo.
HiFi + Product of the Year 2002 & Editor's Choice Awards
Extraordinarily convincing". " Simply sounds more natural and right than regular two-channel stereo"
Paul Messenger HIFi Choice

To advertise in this section
Call 020 8774 0790

DV Adp-2 decoder £845 & details direct from:
Dynavector (SuperStereo)
Tel/Fax: ( 01202) 767873 Email: dynavector@onetel.net.uk Web:http://web.onetel.net.uld-dynavector

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Thinking of AValve Amplifier?
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Tef: 01423 500442 5#; 01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk
The Ord Cfiapef
282 Aeon Road
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Valve Amplihers

We believe that only valve amplifiers can reproduce that
rich musical, non-fatiguing sound you are probably
missing. We use traditional designs that are hand built
using 'Point to point' wiring without printed circuit boards.
Chum. Etarigte:
Stereo 20 EL84 15watts integrated
Stereo 4k4::) EL34 37watts integrated
LA. a
Triode Line Level pre amp
BLE13 215
300B Mono blocks 25w ( pr)

5-fanvgate,

N Yorks

541 351.
E

Est»Pe

£649.95*
£899.95*
£649.95*
£ 1999.95

Features include: All Triode front end. Hand built & wired. ' Point to Point'
wiring. Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. No printed circuit
board. All gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. 4 & 8ohm
speaker matching. Stainless steel & 6/10mm alloy plate construction.
Attractive stainless steel & Plexiglas cage included. Stunning looks.
Upgrade options. Superb detailed smooth valve sound.

AUDll©

*Try for 30 days, refund if not delighted!
'Including UK delivery and 12 months guarantee including valves

Part Exchange your old equipment! Ask for details.
Visit us in room 1008 at the Renaissance Hotel Heathrow
where we will be demonstrating Icon amplifiers and the

Engineering with Emotion

AH! range inc Sloe «Deb' CD Players plus new models
from both Icon and AH!

Introducing DAX Discrete — New Reference D/A Converter

Icon Audio also distribute the AH! Njoe Tjoeb .CD player & accessories

In future years we are confident that DAX Discrete will conte to be regarded as a
milestone design on the road to the perfect audiophile d-to-aconverter. In one sentence,
what it does best, is to connect you with your favourite music like nothing on earth has
ever managed to do so before, outside of the live venue.
Never before has such sheer ability in the required disciplines of high-speed digital. DSP

•
7.

programming, RF methods, experienced audiophile design and aperfectionist's obsession
been gathered, with the sole objective of creating the world's best digital to analogue
converter, from first principles, without assumptions or compromise.

—__

'MOE TMEIF Valve co player a24hit 192khz UPSAMPUR .
These feature a valve output stage and ` Upsampling' All four
models are in stock. You will be amazed what it can do for your CD
collection. ' Without harshness', Neville Roberts. Hi Fi World.

Njoe
Njoe
Njoe
Njoe

Tjoeb
Tjoeb
Tjoeb
Tjoeb

inc Super Crystal .,Digital Transformer
429.95
Super Upgraded version
529.95
Ultra with Burr Brown op amps
729.95
Reference plus 24bit 192khz Upsampler
899.95
Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflet.
Demonstrations by appointment. Dealer inquiries welcome
Phone 07787 158791. www.iconaudio.co.uk
Ze_0711_ elUdi:0—

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

visa and MasterCard accepted
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CE marked

Hi -Fi'

DAX Discrete is the result, and it's aradically new converter. Easily able to handle all
digital audio formats, including DVD-ATm and SACDTm, through acustom interface and
with stunning resolution. But without doubt its most important ability is its capacity to
convey emotion enthusiastically and convincingly, thereby maintaining atight connection
to your heart. And it will do this especially well with your existing CD collection — many
of which you will simply not recognise
DAX Discrete adopts the established DAX name and is the latest in aseries of converters
which began IO years ago with the UltraAnalog equipped DAX original, followed by
DAX-2 and the recent DAX Decade. Both DAX-2 and DAX Decade can be entirely
upgraded (read 'exchanged') to the new DAX Discrete. Please no

that although it shares

the same well-respected name as it's predecessors, DAX Discrete shares no common
circuits with them. In fact the electronic design concept and execution of DAX Discrete
is aworld-apart from any other converter in existence today.
Website: audiosynthesis.co.uk or audio-synthesis.com
Location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham NO') 1DZ U.K.
Telephone: +1440)115 922 4138 Fax: +41(0)115 922 9701
Emails: salesinfoeaudiosynthesis.co.uk technicaleaudiosynthejs.co.uk

www.hifinews.co. uk
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"The Best in New, Second Hand and X-Dem Equipment „
Fll-P
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Choice
hi-fi
youchoose
Choice hi-fi make it easy for
you to fulfill your sonic
dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just
about expensive brandnames.
It's about aspiring to the very
best sound, about choosing
your ideal system from the
widest selection in the country,
in aunique no- pressure
environment.

yourchoice
• Acoustic Energy
• Advantage
• ATC
• Audible Illusions
• Audio Physic
• B.A.T
• Boulder
• Bryston
• Cary
• C.A.T.
• Chord
• Clear Audio
• Denon
• DNM
• Egglaston Works
• Efectrograph Delphi
• Gamut
• Genelec
• Gryphon
• Graham
•' merge
M Lab
• Krell
• Lexicon
• Linn
• Loewe
• Lutron
• Lyra
Mark Levinson
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Ortofon
Plinius
P.M. C.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

thismonth

Nev e r-

£2,500.00

0495.00

£ 1,200.00

£495.00
£995.00
£7,995.00

£ 1.650.00
£3,200.00
£16,000.00

(On Dew
£2,350.00
£495.00 [ (595.00
L£1,995.00

£5.500.00

amplifiers
L1,795.00
£3,650.00
(On Dew
£ 3,895.00
£1,395.00
£3,600.00
(On Dew
£ 895.00
(On Dew
£645.00
£295.00
£6,500.00 £ 14.000.00
LI1,995.00 £ 15,000.00
£9,600.00 £ 12.000.00
L475.00 £ 608.00
£8,995.00 £ 14,500.00
£995.00 £2,000.00
£4,995.00 £8.250.00
(On Dew
£2,995.00
(On Dew
01,55000
£3,995.00
(8,000.00
£5,995.00 £ 12,998.00
(On Dew
( 3,750.00
£395.00 £ 900.00
£395.00 £ 900.00
(On Dew
£2,350.00
£2,750.00 £6,000.00
£69.00 £ 120.00
(On Dew
£ 3,250.00
£995.00 £ 2,500.00
£995.00 £ 3,000.00
£4,995.00 £ 12,000.00
LI,295.00 £ 2,250.00
£3,495.00
L5.500.00
£895.00 £ 1.030.00
(On Dew
£ 16,500.00
£I,350.00 £ 1,500.00
L3,995.00 ( 5,995.00
(On Dew
£ 6.350.00

amplifiers

Meridian 201 Pre
Audio Research LS25 mk II
YBA 23 Line
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre
Krell KRC
Chord DSC 1600E ( dac/pre)
Audio Research 1.57
Audio Research 151
Audio Research 153
Musical Fidelity F22
AVI 52030 MP remote pre
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dem
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
YBA Passion Pre ( inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius I6L"new"
CAT. ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono " new"
CZ)

£995.00

(On Dew
£ 12,000.00
(On Dow
£6,500.00
£1,395.00
£3.300.00
£395.00 [ £695.00 £ 1.400.00
£995.00 [

Krell (AV 250A
Bel Canto Evo 4
Krell KSA 808
Roksan Caspian Integrated
Roksan Caspian Power
Quad 33/ 303
Krell FPB 600c
Krell FPB 700cx
Krell FPB 400 co
Naim Nuit 3
Rowland Model 12 (4chassis)
Michell Alecto Monoblocks
Cary 805 C Monoblocks " new"
E.S. Lab DX- S8
Plinius 8200P
Krell FPB 200
Krell FPB 600
Plinius SA 102 " new"
Musical Fidelity PI80
Musical Fidelity CRPS
Bryston 4 BSST
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Linn Bass Active Card
Gamut 0200 " new"
Musical Fidelity Fl
Audio Innovations 51000 ink Ill monos
Krell MDA 300
Cary SLA 70 mk II Silver
Boulder 500 AE
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power " new"
Primare 30.1 rnk 11 Integrated
YBA Passion Stereo " new"
Plinius 250 mk IV " new"

P E' e

INSTALL

[450.00 £ 1.200.00
£695 00
£ 1,900.00
£295.00 [ £295.00
£895.00
£395.00 £ 1,295 00
£495.00 £ 1,500 00
£695.00
£2,400 00
£295.00
£750 00
£395.00
£995 00
£395.00
£895 00

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Roksan L2/51 Pre/ Power
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Conrad Johnson PV 10
LOUDSPEAKERS
SD Acoustics SDI
Audio Plan Contrast 3
8 & W Nautilus 800
CD PLAYERS & DACSI DVD PLAYERS
Linn CDI2
Linn UNIDISK 1.1
Linn Karik/ Numerik
Teac VRDS7
Pink Triangle Da Capo 1307
Micromega Micro Drive/ dac
TURNTABLES,ANALOGUE,VARIOUS
Michell Orbe/VC/ RB300
Nakamichi CR3
Nakamichi CR4
AV COMPONENTS/ PROCESSORS
Lexicon MCI

Pc

MULTIROOM

saleitems

Exposure VII pre
XII peu
Magnum Dynalab P200 Pre
dpa Enlightenment DAC
Kenwood L / 000C Pre
Kenwood LIOOOM Power
Michaelson Audio Odyseus
Sunfire 300 Power Amp ( 110 volts)
Arcam Delta 110 pre amp
McCormak Line Dr.ve
Audio Refinement Pre 5" new"

IV e vv

HOME
CINEMA

y

£195.00 £ 900.00
£4,250.00 (5,995.00
£1,295.00
01,99500
(On Dew
£2,700.00
02,495.00 £6,949.00
£3,250.00 £6,500.00
£895.00
01,800.00
£795.00 £2,000.00
£895.00 £ 1,997.00
(695.00 £ 1,500.00
(395.00 (1300.00
(1,495.00 £ 2,794.00
(On Dew
£ 13,000.00
L3,995.00 ( 5.595.00
LPOA £ 30,000.00
(On Dew
£ 3.200.00
(On Dew
£ 5.750.00

speakers
LI,795.00 £ 3,400.00
L395.00 £ 577.00
(On Dew
£19.999.00
£495.00 £ I,200.00
£7,495.00 £ 13.000.00
£495.00 £ 1,100.00
(On Dew
L9,999.00
£3,750.00 £ 9,000.00
£9,995.00 £ 18,000.00
£295.00 £ 650.00
L3995.00.
£14,500.00
£2,195.00 £ 4,349.00
£1,750.00
L2,250.00

Martin Logan SL3
Dynaudio Audience 50
JM Lab Nova Utopit
Heybrook Sextet ( new driven)
Revel Ultima Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
JM Lab Alto Utopia BE
Wilson Witt mk I
JM Lab Utopia
B&W Matrix 805 ( Walnut)
ClaraVox Magnifica
JM Lab Micro Utopia -1- Stand
Reference 3A

rei:020
fax:020
Open from

8392
8392

1959

1994

BUY/SELL

Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket
Ensemble PA I
Audio Physic Caldera
Aerial Acoustic SWI2 Sub Woofer, Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Linn Kabers ( Active)
Rd lQ 200 E
Rel Q 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub ( wood)
Audio Physic Tara
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cabasse in 5.1
JM Lab Sib & Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod .1. Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo III " new"
Audio Physic Tempo III " new"
Now SBL's

(1,150.00
£795.00
£895.00
(1,995.00
£2,995.00
£1,295.00
£995.00
(On Dew
(On Dew
(On Dew
(On Dew
(On Dern
(On Den
(On D•trn
(On De a
(On Den-

£1,795.00
£1,750.00
£2,000.00
£10,000.00
£5.200.00
£4.100.00
L2.500.00
0650.00
£500.00
£1,799.00
£999.00
£6,000.00
£1,700.00
£3,500.00
02.170.00
£859.00
£298.99
£749.00
£468.99

(225
L62'
L41
(On
(On
(On L

£750.00
£4.000.00
£2.000.00
£2,225.00
£430.00

£99
L2 , .

Rogers 1555 " new"

DACS
Chord SPM 1600E Dad Pre
Krell KPS 2Ssc 24/96
Roksan Caspian CD
Theta Data Pro Basic Illa
Theta DS Pro Prime 11 a
Trichord PD- S503
Pink Triangle Ordinal
YBA CD IDelta (Twin psu)
Audio Synthesis DAX
Mark Levinson 39
Maranta 17 Ki Sig ( Black & Gold)
Myryad MDV 200 DVD
YBA CD 3Delta
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport
Primare V20 DVD/CD

L3,250.00
I1,995.00
(On Dens
(1,795.00
L995.00
£295.00
L295.00
(3,995.00
£1,995.00
(2,995.00
£695.00
£750.00
(On Dew
L750.00
L750.00
(On Dew
(On Dew

Audio Acre 32/192 Capitole CD e'er. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Theta Pro Geny
Boulder 2020 dac
Theta Data II Transport AT .1. link
YBA CD Integre " new"

-1
- t_s

tztb Ics s

£1.000.00
C4.500.00
(1,000.00
(1,295.00
£24,000.00

£595.00
(POA
£1,995.00
(On Dew

£4,000.00
C1,195.00

ecanaloque
(On Den,

Project RPM 6" new"
Project RPM9/ arm/ 25FL ( Ex Dew)
VPI TNT mk IV/ Rockport 60001 Flywheel/ VPI Stand/
Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc. " new"
Roksan Radius (Acrylic) " new"
Roksan Caspian Phono se
Ortofon Rohman ( 2hrs)
Tan Lab Decade 8ft pair
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
Tara Labs The One Balanced I
m
Earm. Pro
Revox 8160 Tuner
Decca London Gold (original Garrott Brothers)

£695.00

£500.00
L1,350.00

£8,500.00
(On Dew
(On Dom

£16,000.00
£850.00
£950.00

£850.00
£895.00
(On Dew

01,050.00
£2,000.00
£1,100.00

£999.00
(On Dein

£2,250.00
(425.00
L995.00
LPriceless
L12,289.00

(150.00
(1,195.00
[I0,195.00
£395.00

SME 30/2 A " new"
Moth Record Cleaning rn/c
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 " new"
Ortofon Rohmann
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
Michell Gyro SE) RB300 " new"
Audio Synthesis Phono Bq mm/mc
Gryphon Phono Pre- Amp ( dual mono) Head Amp
SME Series VArrn " new"
Pink Triangle PT Ext psu
Plinius 14 Phono " new"
Nackamichi DR 3
Tom Evans - The Groove " new"
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X- demo
Rega Planer 3n Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X-demo MM/MC
Lavandin Reference Phono " new"

\f

L6,500.00
£23,498.00
£995.00
(3.495.00
£1,800.00
(500.00
C600.00
C5.500.00
£4.000.00
CS.000.00
£1,200.00
£995.00
£2.200.00
£1.600.00

£245.00
(On Dew
(On Dew
(On

C £325.00
LI,050.00
£500.00/0750.00
£1,100.00

L79.
(79
(1,3.
L4'
(On,

C £1 ,600.00
£1.650.00

£190
(On'
L1,695 2
£320.1
C640..•'
(On Den,

£400.00
L1,795.00
£2,065.00
£423.00
£740.00
£2,500.00

£0
2.750.00
-

components

Lexicon MC8 Processor
Lexicon RT 10 DVD Player
Lexicon DC2
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik OVO

(On Der
L5.000.00
(On D.
( 2.300.130
£1,995 £ 3.500.00
£7,500.00 £ 9.000.00

Lexicon MCI2 / MCI 25
Loewe Xemix DVD " new"
PLASMAS
From NEC/ Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp

(On Dew £ 8100.001(8900.00
(On Dew
£495.00

L1,295.00 £ 2.000.00
(On Den,
(2.000.00

frorn ( 4000.00

Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TU 42 PVVD5 " new"

020

8392

0P0A
CPOA

(4,995.00

1o 6 3

() echo ice-hifi.c,

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
We accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

rn

The Market

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

For sale

£1125, Primare A30.1 amp £825, Dynaudio Contour

(office), 01784 240599 ( home) [ K2784]

mask2 speakers + Atacama stands £600, Pioneer F91

Naim NAC 82 pre-amp with ' K' phono boards £ 1500,

Krell FPB300 Class A, great condition £3995 firm,

tuner £200, Tel: 0121 246 0486 fk28581

Linn Keilidh, cherrywood with stands and new tweeters

also Krell KRC-3pre-amp £ 1900. Tel:07919 211332

DNM 2A/PA1 pre-power w/PSU £800 (£2450). QLN

£450, both boxed and mint, sale due to upgrades, Tel:

or Email peterroyebtconnect.com [ K2653]

Signature speakers/crossover/stands, Nordost RD re-

Mark 01303 253378 SE Kent EKLFOC1

Marantz CD17 MkI IKI Signature Gold, mint and boxed

wired, matching cables, magically, communicative,

Koetsu Black, retipped and unused, Trichord

£595, Meridian 601 pre-amp mint and boxed with

£1050 (£3000). Wanted: CA- 50, EAR 869 or similar

Delphini, 2Oorbe SE DCNC, Rega RB1000 as new!

remote £500, Naim NAT 101 tuner and power supply,

sweet, dynamic, musical amp, Tel: 0131 6610126,

Thorens TD- 124, mint! Thorens TD 166-VI RB300

mint £395, TAG McLaren Gallipoli speakers and

07811 335060, email: zeb@relax.uk.com

Incognito, Well Tempered, classic Michell Mycro

stands, silver, slightly marked hence £795 (£2600)

Nordost interconnects: Valhalla £850 (£2100), SPM

RB300, 1042, possible P/Ex or offers, Tel: 0117
9556555 or 07979 514450 [ KM17]

sound fantastic, Goertz speaker cables M3 Divinity 2m

£325 (£800), Red Dawn RCA- DIN £ 150 (£330),

£130, M1-2 Veracity 3m £ 120, Musical Fidelity P270

Valhalla Digital £ 500, Silver Shadow digital (£330),

Musical Fidelity A3 integrated amp, virtually unused

mint £475, Tel: 01279 724804 ( Herts).

also 3m SPM, Z-plugs, bi-wired, prt-ex for 2/2.5m of

£500 ono, Tel: 01732 872124 [ KM17]

Proceed AVP AN processor, mint condition RRP

same, Tel: 0131 6610126, 07811 335060, email:

Meridian DSP 5000 digital active speakers, current

£5000, £2000, TEAC VRDS Ti CD transport and

zeb@relax.uk.com, [ KL20]

spec, mint, boxed £2200, Meridian 263 digital

Micromega Micropac £350, Tel: 01583 399347 or

Kimber 8PR speaker cable 4m pair £90 ono (£ 145

converter FREE WITH 562 CONTROL UNIT £400,

07773 374508 [ K2812]

new), QED Qnect 2interconnect lm pair, £20 (£40

both mint, boxed, all with manuals Tel: 01295

Eclipse TD 512 speakers ( pair), mint condition, boxed,

new), items boxed, immaculate, 6months old, Tel: Phil

258884 [ KM17[

worth £ 1700, will accept £850, Tel: Sally 07890

01661 835907 [ KM]

Gryphon Adagio CD player (£4300) TABU CDP-1

477338, [West Yorkshire]

ATC C4 Centre Chan Active, AVI 150 Watt monoblocks,

replacement, stunning upsam piing reference player

Sonus Faber Grand Piano speakers, black with marble

REL Storm sub Model One, Quad 67 CD player, all

includes Harmonic Tech P10 AC11 mains lead (£650)

bases £900, Sonographe SC26 pre-amp by Conrad-

boxed with manuals, ex cond, offers, Tel: 01287

mint, boxed £2900, Tel: 023 8025 2785 [ KMFOCI

Johnson £650, B8W ASW500 subwoofer £200,

638986 Cleveland area, email:

Revox tape decks, B77 Mark 2 £350, G36 £225,

Yamaha DSPE800 surround processor £ 180, all in

malcom.muir@btopenworld.com [ K L23]

£495 the pair, Hispeed half-track models, boxed with

superb condition, Tel: 07971 765875

Musical Fidelity power amp A370, Class Aupgraded to

manuals, excellent condition, tapes and rare

Conrad-Johnson Premier 140 SA power amp, as new

Series 2by Musical Fidelity, cost new £2495, £995 or

accessories available separately, Tel: 01932 856592

£5250 (£7000) 10ft pair of Nordost SPM speaker

near offer, Tel: 020 8954 2221 [ KM17]

(Weybridge) [ KLFOC]

cable £ 1700 (£3000) Tel: +35391 637745 evening

Lumley Ref 1205, perfect £ 1200, Unison Mystery pre

Celestion Al speakers with matching stands finished

or +3539 1708300 (work) Eire [ KM]

£900, Unison phono 1with PSU £400, Notts

in cherry, bought new this year, and absolutely as new,

Transparent balanced music link super interconnect 1

Analogue Hyper space, Paragon arm, Benz Micro

genuine reason for sale, atrue bargain at £ 550, Tel:

metre pair £435, also music wave super bi-wire 2.4

Glider £ 1500 will split, Tel: 01865 848015 ( Oxford)

020 8874 6262, email: michael@hlaustin.co.uk

metres £ 1300, Tel: 01383 825287

[KL14]

IKL141

Zingali 212 home monitors, patented wooden horns

JMIab Micro Utopia, as new ex dem, bargain at £3750,

Krell FPB600C amplifier £9750, Krel1KCT pre-amp

produce incredible sound and stage, beautiful design

list £4000, Tel: Geoff on 01922 477682 [ KL14]

£8200, both mint, Tel: John on 01629 814151

and quality build, superb speakers £ 11,000 new,
accept £ 5000 see Audio Salon ad for more info, Tel:

TacT 2.0 room correction with DAC and parametric
equaliser, price reduced to £ 1500, Wilson Benesch

Audio Research SP16 valve preamp with phono stage

020 7439 1365

Act One £3000, ATC 50ASL rosewood with slate

and remote control £ 1495 (£2499), American

Ruark Talisman Mk II, rosewood, mint condition, cost

stands £3400, Tel: 0131 2259002, email:

Acoustic Development (ADD) E-48 slimline

£750, accept £375, Linn LK1, LK280 pre/power

s.hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk [ KM171

floorstanding 3-way speakers, 90dB sensitivity, 5stars

amps, 80 watt £475, Atacama SE24 heavy stands

Robertson 4010 power amplifier x2, very good

What HiFi?, £415 (£595), both mint with boxes and

£40, Tel: 07973 189538, London

condition, £ 1000 each new, will accept £ 500 for both,

manuals, Tel: 0202 767 873 ( Poole) [ K17]

Apogee Calipers, as new, rebuilt with new bass and

may separate, Tel: 01535 654220 [ KL14]

Transparent music wave plus Bl-Wire speaker cable

treble ribbons far superior to originals, ref in in laquer

Meridian 601 digital pre, ND and D/A conversion,

15ft £375, Tel: 01592 772 806 [ L8]

black, amazing trans and detail, kills Quads and

remote, superb (£2700) £650, Muse Model 18 active

Audioquest: Anaconda 5m balanced interconnects,

[K2756]

Maggies, muscle amps only £ 1595, Audio Syn, trans

subwoofer, oak, the best, Stereophile Arated (£3700)

mint, 2months old (£2300), Volcano 2m speaker

end £495, Tel: 07966 267404

£750, Meridian 208/209 CD/pre/remote, vgc (£ 1500)

cable, mint, single to bi-wire (£ 1800), Anaconda I
M

Pre amp, Audio Research LS7, mint, boxed

£350, all items bargain-priced for quick sale, so no

RCA interconnect, 2months old, mint (£ 1000), as

instructions can demo, beautiful smooth sound £750

offers or timewasters please, Tel: Adil, 020 8673

moving, will accept reasonable offers, Tel: 020 8656

ono, £ 1800 new, Tel: 01332 7200023, silver rod,

3850/020 79198559/07979 538841 ( London)

7514, email: zijafferji@ukonline.co.uk

derby 07966 486582

[KL14]

ELA171

Audiolab 8000S pre, 8000P power amp, detailed and

Ortofon MC3000 Mk 2reference cartridge, low hours,

Analysis Omega full-range panels with hardwired

involving sound, classic British hi-fi, both excellent

boxed etc. (£ 1300) £500, Nakamichi reference

external crossovers, owned from new since 1997, as

condition, remote, boxed with instructions £550 ono,

MC1000 m-ccartridge with matching MB100 step-

moving will accept reasonable offers, Tel: 020 8656

Tel: 01623 740872 0r07816 063648 [ K2851]

up, yrare, low hours, excellent (£ 1200) £300, all

7514, email: zijafferji@ukonline.co.uk

Linnlsobark pms + stands + instand passive

items bargain- priced for quick sale, so no offers or

[LA17]

crossovers, can dem £595, Tel: 01702 527115,

timewasters please, Tel: Adil, 020 8673 3850/020

Ariston Audio RD1 1S (Superior) record deck, SME

Essex [ k2852]

7919 8559/07979 538841 ( London) [ KL14]

Series arm, Dynavector ruby karat cartridge, excellent

California Audio Labs Tempest II tube analog CD

Celestion SL700si c/w matching stands, external

condition, original boxes £350, Tel: 01626 872 501
[L8]

player, very rare chance, complete with service and

crossovers, rewired, superb £ 500 (£ 1500),

circuit data excellent condition £900 offers

SystemdeklIX motor unit, walnut, Linn mount

Rockport series 6000 parallel tracking tonearm

considered, Tel: 01509 215230 [k2854]

armboard, vgc £ 75 (£375), aIlgenuine private items

£2500 (excellent) with TNT baseplate, Tel: 01277

ATC SlA2-150 amp £ 1750, Valhalla 1mRCA £ 1500,

bargain priced for quick sale, so no offers or

231073/07931 386301 ELA171

(both £3000) QED scart 5m, scart RGB £ 50, Marantz

timewasters please, Tel: Adil, 020 8673 3850/020

Unison Research Smart 300B monoblocks, SET 25

63KI CD player £ 120, Primare FM tuner T20 £350,

7919 8559/07979 538841 ( London) [ KL14]

watts per channel, new and boxed £4250 new, £2000,

Quad 405 amp £ 150, Tel: 020 8771 1818 [ k2856]

Meridian 508.24 £995, 502 £695, 557 £895 (2), all

no offers and NTW, please Tel: 01562 827 710/

Theta Miles CD balanced £ 1300, ATC S1A2-150 amp

boxed with manuals, all ono, Tel: 020 8256 2485

mobile 07904 427721 [ LM14]
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The Market
Chord Anthem interconnect, 1m phono to phono, high

remote, beautiful Urhusi finish and rosewood aside

used, excellent condition, original data sheets and

quality cable, very natural and dynamic, only just run

panels, amongst the very best in Japanese high-end,

shipping cartons, photo available £80/pair, Tel: 01437

in, as new was £300, sell for £ 160 inc postage, Tel:

the SP- 99D features Dolby Digital and Pro- Logic

711153 or 07813 770517

01639 710113 Pete ELM141
Tom Evans modified A300 precision , excellent sound,

processing, it can also be used as adigital pre-amp, the

Cyrus pre, 1996 two Cyrus power 1996 Mission 752

C-72 is an extremely versatile AV control and

Freedom speakers, total price £ 1000, Linn Sondek

total cost inc modification £ 750, sell for £300 ono,

conventional stereo pre-amp, £450 each OBO, Tel:

LP12 deck 1979 model £250, Celef Pei speakers plus

Moth 30 pre-amp £ 70, B&W CC6 centre speaker £ 50,

France +33 145 02 14 38, email for pictures, etc:

stands, vgc £200, Tel: 0151 283 7039 [ LMFOC]

DNM speaker cable £ 6.50 per metre, DNM

mgattmch@noos.fr [ L16]

Krell KAV300i integrated amplifier, purchased new 2

interconect the bullet, £ 55 each, Tel: 01582 724414

Krell KRC-3 pre-amplifier £ 1800 (£3500), KAV-250a

years ago, condition as new, latest version sells for

[L8]

power amplifier £ 1500 (£3650), B&W Nautilus N802

£4000, amazing sound, full of subtlety, but with

Tandberg Rtor tape recorder, 10 inch reels, model

speakers, cherry £3600 (£6000), Theta Pro- basic I
I
la

tremendous authority, stable 150W, full function

TD20A four-track £350, Wanted: Hadcock arm

DAV £ 1400 (£3500) Theta Pearl transport £ 500

remote £ 1700 ono, Tel: Steve Bennett 01923

242SE, Denon DRA 275RD £40 Tel: 01208 821394

(£1500), Transparent balanced cables: music link

268218 day/even ings181

EL81

super 1m i/c £ 300 (£ 750), ML plus 1m i/c £ 180

Lexicon MC- 1digitial DTS/THX Ultra processor, state-

Nordost SPM Reference bi-wire speaker cable 3m

(£430), ML plus lm AES/EBU i/c £ 150 (£360), ML

of -the-art digital home theatre processor, retailed for

£1600 (£2900), Nordost Quatrofil 1m balanced

plus 5m speaker cables £280 (£680), Understand

£5500 new, one of the best systems on the market,

interconnect £850 (£ 1250) mint, boxed, recently run

Audio 4-tier granite stand £ 150 (£ 500), all mint

studio quality, fantastic connectivity and ease of use,

in, Tel: 07739 870377 ( Middlesex) [ LM14]

condition, boxed, manuals, Tel: Stuart 01992 503396

new condition, full remote and all documentation and

KEF Reference 3.2 speakers, rosewood £ 1300

[LA77]

packaging £ 1650 ono, Tel: Steve Bennett 01923

(£2250) Mint, boxed, recently run in. Tel: 07739

Stax SRX Mk 3, SRD-6 electrostatic headphones, mint

268218 day/evenings [ L181

870377 ( Middlesex) [ LM14]

but needs replacement ear- pads £ 50, Linn Sondek

Theta Data Basic CD transport, audiophile, high-end

Grado RSIs £ 510, Kimber Monacle X3m pair £390,

LP12, black, Basik, K9, marked outer platter hence

CD transport from the legendary US hi-fi firm, cost over

Kimber 8TC 10ft pair £ 190, 13ft mono WBTs £ 140,

£100, Technics SL 110 direct-drive turntable, SME

£2000 new, Theta is known for making digital

reference powerkord 6ft £ 120, Beyerdynamic DT-990

3009, Sonus blue label cartridge £ 150, Ferrograph

products sound like they have an analogue quality, the

headphones £80 ono, T+A K3 silver £ 1100 ono, T+A

F307 amplifier £30, Tel: Stuart 01992 503396

Theta has amulti-functional display and is fully remote
controlled £650 ono, Tel: Steve Bennett 01923

K1 chrome £ 1100 ono, T+A speakers, Talis TLS 1,

[LA321

£800 ono, T+A Talis TLS 3, £ 1300 ono, Tel: 01506

Sugden AU51 transport £499, Audio Note DAC 1

268218 day/evenings [ L181

441455, email: drhmurdoch@yahoo.com [ LM141

Signature £350, Perpetual Technologies P- 1A

Arcam Alpha 9CD player £390 (£800), Musical

Krell KAV300 CD player £2000 ( rrp £4425), excellent

upsampler £399, Monolithic power supply £ 100,

Fidelity El0 amp £80 (£300) ex cond, CD player 4

condition, Siltec 0.5 metre SQ80BG3, balanced

Kimber Illuminations D60 CD interconnect £ 50, XL0

years old, boxed, both have warm detailed sound, great

interconnect £200 ( rrp £449), Tel: Jake 020 8980

CD interconnect £ 50, Tel: 01457 834465 [ 1_8]

bargain, Tel: 0151 526 5034 ELMFOCI

7971 [ LA171

Audio Dynamics speakers ADC 303AX, oiled walnut,

Classical record collection, comprehensive collection

Dunlavy SCIV loudspeakers in light oak £3000, Krell

603 x330 x305mm, 16kg, vintage circa 1970, little

of 350 vinyl LPs, HMV ASDs etc. (
will not split), vgc

MDA 300 monoblocks £4500, all absolutely
unmarked and as new, Tel: 07801 024583 [ LA17]
ProAc Tabelette 2000, boxed as new, in black ash, plus

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi_ads@ipcmedia.com.

Atacama 24 stands in black (£ 730) only £350, Tel:

For your security, do not include acredit card number in any email. Please call our reader

01483 281506 or 07976 820637 ( Surrey) [ L8]

ad department on 020 8774 0631 with your credit card details.

Pair of Graaf GM20 monoblock, OTL, OCC power

Hi-Fi News

amplifiers ( 60W) with Graaf GM 13.5B Mk II line- level
pre-amplifier, power amps can be configured to give 2x
20W with spare set of valves, complete with boxes,
only £ 6000 (£ 10,500 new), Tel: Mike 01625 434544
(Cheshire) [ L81

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: £8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17.
Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3extra.

Ruark Talisman 2floorstanding loudspeakers, good

Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)

condition, rosewood finish ( boxed) £250, Tel: 01722

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

710 692 ( evenings) Wiltshire [ L8]
Pair Quad ESL-63 speakers, excellent condition
£1000, Tel: 01926 314 651 [ L8]
Proceed PDP-2DAC £350 (£2000), Marantz CDR620 CD recorder and CD transport £ 550 (£3800)
Cardas Cross interconnect, 2.5m single run RCA £ 160
(£360), JR149 speakers £ 280, Tel: 020 8661 5329,
email: dengzhuo@ntlworld.com [ L8]
Stands Unique Sound Tower 10 attractive racks ( 2
available), spiked black ash legs lOmm glass shelves,
buyer collects from south Scotland, £200 each (£ 500)
new, Tel: 01683 300365 eve or w/e [ LM141

Please publish the above advertisement for

Quad ESL- 57 bronze electrostatic loudspeakers

FOR SALE

virtually unmarked condition, faultless £ 550, also
Thorens TD124-SI I
with SME 3009-S2 arm,
unmarked faultless, offers Brenell tape deck, few
hours use! offers, Tel: Mr Deacon 01664 840123
(Leics) ELM14]
Pioneer Elite C-72 pre-amp and SP- 99D HT Processor,
very rare, both in mint condition with box, manual and

www.hifinews.co.uk

WANTED

Box number required

insertions under the heading:

-I

1yes

ri no

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to

IPC Media Cf please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex•

Card Number

mi LJELILLJELJHLJEPE
Espires ( date)

Name
Address

Daytime telephone number
Date of sending

Signature

*Please indicate which
No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

Send to: Classified Ads, Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Focus House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
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The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

£90, Musical Fidelity X- 10D valve line stage, boxed,

floorstanding loudspeakers, 3x5m lengths QED 4x4

excellent condition £ 50, Tel: 01933 666464

Profile speaker cable £ 1000, 5-shelved Soundstyle

Wanted

ELM FOC]

unit £ 50, Tel: 01253 854114, email: robed@

Nakamichi PA- 7, ST- 7E, RM-7AC, RM-20, DM- 10,

Meridian 602 & 606 transport and DAC, ex condition

simpson2.u-net.com [ L181

anything interesting at all, in addition period sales

£800 ono, Tel: Peter 01375 398828 Essex [ LA17]

Lexicon MC- 1digital processor, mint, boxed, moving

literature for CR 7E, Dragon, Dragoncd etc, original

Quad ESL- 63 speakers, Linn LKI pre-amp, Linn LK2

sacrifice £2000, Tel: Edmund 020 7777 2264 day,

owners manual for Dragon cassette, Tel: 07798

power amp, Rotel RCD 965BX CD player, Revox all

020 7341 4134 evenings. [ L8]

737274 ( work), 020 8397 7274 ( home) Ek28571

silicon FM multiplex stereo tuner A76, Thorens TD

ProAc 2speakers with stands £ 195, VI 2000 pre-amp

Turntables, tonearms and analogue accessories:

125 Mk II deck with SME arm, Shure cartridge, offers

£220, Legend P300 power amplifier £300, NAD 524

Ariston, Al phason, Image, Rega, Linn, Systemdek,

on all wanted, Tel: 01455 446518

CD player £ 130, Kenwood KAF 303OR amplifier

Voyd, SME, Helius, Michell, Transcriptors, Thorens,

[LM14]

£100, Tel: 020 8574 5510 ( West London) EL81

Garrard, Micro-Seiki, NVA, JBE, Grace, Logic, etc. Also

Chord phono stage, silver aluminium and gold badge,

Atma-Sphere Triode, Class A, balanced OTL amplifiers

Griffin and Quad items. Tel: 01455 613489

balanced phonos in and balanced XLRs out, 18

for sales, stereo music amplifier S30 Mk1130 watt

Sony integrated amplifier, model TAN/77 required,

months old, immaculate, £ 1150 ( £ 2000) Tel: 01903

£950, Music pre-amplifier MPI Mk II with separate

Tel: PDolby 01522 533441

690055 ask for Ken [ LA171

power supply £2950, mint condition and boxed, Tel:

Loudspeakers B&W Nautilus 803, 804, or CDM9,

Apogee Caliper Signatures £ 1350, Tannoy SR840

07899 753111[L81

CDM7, Ruark Prologue, must be in light wood, oak or

power amp £ 795, Adcom 585LE power amp £695,

Theta Dac Pro Prime 11A, £ 1000, mint condition,

cherry and any Definitive Technology bipolars

Bow Wizard CD wand £ 1950, Beatles, Stones, etc.

boxed ( list price £ 1850), Micromega Duo 3transport

including black oak, Tel: Rod 01799 530837 Ek28541

vinyl ring, wanted: Naim tuner 250, Tel: Dorset 01747

with DAC, £650, mint condition, boxed ( list price

Audioplay urgently require used high-end audio for

853372 [ LA17]

£250011 Denon Duo 3300 gold DVD player £ 550, mint

cash purchase. Best prices paid for right equipment.

B&W CDM 9NT floorstanders, red, cherry, mint,

condition, boxed ( list price £ 1000), CR Developments

Tel: 07966 101 971, email: audio.play@virgin.net

superb, bought 9/02 £ 1250, Musical Fidelity A3 dual

Romulus valve amp £ 550 ( list price £ 1350), Transport

[EKM171

mono integrated amplifier, phono stage, platinum

super interconnects £300 ( list price £425), Tel:

Lowther valve amplifier and speakers, Tel: Geoff on

fascia 3/02, mint, boxed £450, both little used, Tel:

07970 858948 [ L18]

02920218832 [ KM171

01590 624 333 John [ LA17]

Audiolab 8000S amp, 8000 series CD plus Ruark

Lowther, Lowther acousta twin cabinets wanted, made

VdH First Ultimate interconnects, as new & sealed!

Templarllspeakers, boxed with manuals £ 795

1960s, also wanted: PM 7A drive units, any condition,

0.6m/1.0m for £ 115/£135, virtually new & boxed Red

complete ono, Tel/Fax: John 01903 743249 or 07939

working drawings, twin feet drive unit, mountings &

Dawns 0.5m/1 0m for £ 160/£190, others ( used)

000318 ELM141

screws, Tel: Jeff 020 8220 0380 [ KM171

Kimber, Audioquest, Quattrofils, IsoTec, more... Tel:

Musical Fidelity F22 pre-amplifier (valve), immaculate

Sonus Faber Electa Amator Mk I, mint or excellent

07946 620514 [ LA17]

condition,1 have two but am keeping one for myself,

condition pair, no holes in the base so needs to be early

Audiovector M3 Signature ( Mk Il) floorstander, black,

asking £ 540, Tel: Tony 01424 431536 ( East Sussex)

original pair with original drive units, no need for

with optional AVEX active crossover ( 6ch of

[L81

stands, will pay above the market price for them, cash

amplification) and Super Stands, as new, awesome, all

Krell MD- 1CD turntable, clear lucite lid with SPB-64X

waiting, Tel: 020 8656 7514, email: zijafferji@

mint only £999 ( 1/3 of RRP), Tel: 07776 177485

processor and separate power supply £ 2995

ukonline.co.uk [ LA17]

[LM14]

(£16,500), state of the art AD 1990, one owner,

Quad ESL- 63 / CD system/Meridian system/TAG

Denon DCD-S101ICD player, high-end luxury,

original packaging, Tel: 020 8295 2715[1_8]

system £ 1000 cash waiting, Tel: 01206 510392 Jim

champagne gold, balanced/phono, superb involving

Linn Sondek LP12, Valhalla, lttok LVI I, afromosia

[LA17]

musical sound, 14 kilos, immaculate, boxed, can

plinth with unused Nagaoka MPI 0metal body

Speakers, Harbeth P3ES2, Super HL5 or Compact

deliver, London area (£20) £450 (£ 1300 new), Tel:

cartridge, all mint, original owner AD 1982, £475 ono

7ES also ProAc Studio 100 or Response One SC in

01273 541 462 ( Brighton) [ L8]

Tel: 020 8295 2715 EL81

cherry, rosewood, or yew wood finishes, Tel: 07976

B&W DM2 speakers in teak with custom stands, still

Transparent Music Wave plus bicable 20ft pair,

820 637 / 01483 281506 ( Surrey) [ L8]

sound great £ 125, Tel: 0121 4490259 ( B'ham)

suitable for single and bi-wire applications £295 ono

Sony SCD-1 Super Audio CD player, Koetsu Red

evenings, 07973 853182 days [ LM141

(£845), Tel: 020 8295 2715 [ I_81

Signature or Kin mint condition with original stylus,

Cyrus DaD 7CD player, £425, extremely good

Meridian 101b ore 104 tuner, 105 monoblocks £245,

Tel/Fax: 020 8883 5618 [ LA171

condition, only 7hours use, comes with original box,

Target two-shelf, rectangular profile, spiked equipment

accessory kit, manual also added Audio Commander

stands £35 each, Musical Fidelity MC-2speakers £65

remote, originally £900, Tel: 07905 796381

(£300), Tel: 020 8295 2715 [ L81

ELM141

Audiolab 8000S remote/integrated amp (£ 750 new)

Trade

Boulder L5AE pre-amp £ 1,000 (£ 3,000). Tara cable

mint condition, asking £375, Tel: Rhys 01269

Wadia 861 single- box CD player, mint, ex our MD's

time one, digital £300 (£ 1000+), the two, 10 metres

850084 or 07976 576771 ( South Wales) [ 1_81

music room £4850, SME Limited, Steyning, West

balanced £ 1000 (£4000+), 1metre phono £ 150

Quad 22 pre-amp, 2xQuad II power amps, 2xTannoy

Sussex BN44 3GY, Tel: 01903 814321, Fax: 01903

(£500+), Transparent digital £ 50 (£ 250), Quad FM4

Chatsworth 12in monitor speakers,Garrard 301S and

814269 [ l_M8]

tuner £ 175, all boxed,immaculate, ono, Tel: 01604

SME 3012 series 2arm £ 1250, original instruction

London Tape Recorder, open to reel specialists,

720122 [ LA171

books, Tel: 01296 668573 ( Bucks) [ LM141

established 30 years, machines bought, sold and

Linn LK280/Spark power amps x2with Linn

Sony SCD1 £2000 ono, JMIab Micro Utopia £3000

exchanged, Akai, Sony, Pioneer, TEAC, Tascam, Revox,
Technics, servicing on selected machines, Tel: 020

interconnects, great with lsobariks £ 300 each, Tel:

ono, Tel: 01922 477682 ELM14]

01702 527115 Essex EL81

McIntosh MC2255 power, C33 control, MR80 tuner

7603 0303, 07950 400005

Audio Physic Avanti III, cherrywood, boxed CD as new,

XR19 osoplaner speakers, all units in American walnut

Direct sale value loudspeakers from Faraday Sound

half price £3750, Tel: 020 8363 4963 or 07973

sleeves, vgc, Probate sale, view in Ealing, West

give you the chance to own brand new high-end

128355 North London [ LA171

London, £3950 ono, Tel: 020 8810 4060, email:

speakers for only £495 to £995, buy direct, save

Top quality system in mint condition, Kuzma Stabi

gwynl.btopenworld.com [ LM141

money, wwwfaradaysound.co.uk

deck, Kuzma Stogi tonearm with Benz- Micro cartridge

Michell GyroDec, upgraded to Orbe, very rare, Orbe

Amazing cables! Silver hybrid and solid silver

&wall stands £495, Shearne Audio Phase 7compact

platter, Orbe bearings, Orbe springs, Zeta arm,

interconnects from £85, with world class plugs, solid

disc player £ 600, Shearne Audio Phase 2reference

Goldring Excel m-ccartridge, separate power supply,

silver speaker cables from £220, fantastic

integrated amplifier, 2xPhase 3reference amplifiers,

superb sound, demo welcome anytime £ 1100, Tel:

performance, refund guarantee, details Tel: 0115 982

3xCable Talk interconnects £ 1500, Jamo Concert 11

Justin 023 8052 86481LAFOC1

5772 after 7pm, email: bob@skydivers.co.uk
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(AVID)
ID)

(AVID)
ID)

't X IrN,

The most complete 8i, thoroughly integrated solution to quality vinyl replay.
•Excellent Sound
•Excellent Looks
•Excellent Price
•Excellent Finish

The all new DIVA is simply
excellent, now everyone can
enjoy the excellence of AVID

•Excellent Design
•Excellent Engineering

AVID

•Tel:

01480 457300

Fax:

01480 457057.

Email:

Contact us for your nearest dealer

info@avidhifi.co.uk •

Web:

www.avidhifi.co.uk

Unit 52, 137 North Gate, Alconbury Airfield, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE28 4WX

IAN HARRISON HIFI

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years
•

Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Visaton, Vifa-Scanspeak,
Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook. IMF, K:EF. Mission,
ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.

•

(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.
•

UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.

•

New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Website.
AtiliMO

50 Main Street. Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6PD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslow-aLdio.co.uk

QUAD
SPECIALIST

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE Si SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP.
MilEZEUM
DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
SUMIKO

GRADO
ROKSAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON

e

i,
HAM

• LE 1

SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel + 49-261-38824 •Fax: +49-261-38172

e-mail:

NORDOST
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PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX.DEM OR EX.DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SP"iCIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GO
TEL: 01283 702875 Sam.9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Peddlers of fine wares, including:
Recota players

SME models 10. 20 and 30;

guad.ger@t--onli:le.de

Kuzma Stabi. Stabi Reference,

Nottingham Analogue Interspace, Space Deck, Hyperspace and Dais;
Michell Orbe VPI AriesScout, Living Voice Mystic Mat.
Arms: Rega 300/600/900; SME Series IV and V. Kuzma Stogi: Triplanar.
CartriOges• VanDenHul Grasshopper and Colibri; Kuzma KC Ref; EMT,
Cartridge Man Musicmaker;

Benz- Micro Including

Ruby Open Air: Kondo lo J.
Amplifiers: Kondo; Border Patrol, Canary, Sugden Art Audio,
Monarchy; Western Electric, Icon, Tom Evans Audio Designs SJS.
CD Players: Resolution audio; Wadia: Sugden. Primare
Louspeakers: Living Voice. Vitavox Lowther
Cables and Tables by Living Voice
Sale

Sale of part exchanged and ex dom Items

audio

Clearaudie Insrier Wood Reference - only 10 hours use - avery unusual
£4900 £ 7500

EAR MC3 movirg coil transformer 4/12/40 ohm - as new
Sugden Mastercass CO player - ex-demonstration

£500 £ 750
£22C0 £ 2700

Sugden Headmaster pre-amplifer - new

£450 £ 600

Sugden Musicraster power amplifier - new

£1000 £ 1300

Monarchy M33 DAC - fabulous processor with class A pre-amp output

£1000 £ 1595

Monarchy SM70 pre - power amp 25 watts class A - juicy mini beefcake

£500 £900
£1400 £ 3000

Tom Evans Groove - mc ohono stage - 500 ohms, 0,2mV - as new
Horning Agathon - 98dB 2way horn - Mahogany new PM6As ( alnico)

£1300 £ 1850

Canary Audio CA 301 - 3008 - 22 watts - juicy and fabulous- new valves

£4000 £ 5400

Jamo Crincert 3 - 2'A years. old - beautiful maple £ nish - spotless
Townshend Sei
- spelker stands - ugly. bouncy and rather good
Linn LP ' 2v Line
black - Alphason HR1D0 - Music Maker - tidy bargain
Audio Innovations Series ? 00 - line integrated 2E watt class A classic

THE NAIM AUDIO SPECIALISTS
We buy and sell top condition, pre- loved and ex- demo nairn
equipment
All products are tested and carry afull 12 month money back
guarantee

Stock list at www.tomtomaudio.com
WE COLLECT AND DELIVER
CALL 07971 202742 / 01727 893928 ANYTIME
tunes©tomtomaudio.corn

New

opportunRy to acquire this high end cartndga

Wadia 830 CD payer - fully serviced, new laser - warranty

www.hifinews.co.uk
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CLEAR AUDIO
HADCOCK

Reson Reca and Elite

\ç

9am-9pm
INCLUDING SUNDAYS

definitive audio

THE

ESL 57

Tel: 01283 702875

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE NOW ON!

TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)

Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors

WILMSLOW

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE

Audio lrnovations P2 from stage - serviced, sa icy and saught after
Revolver R45 funkrr floors:anding loudspeaker - brand spanking new

£1400 £ 3800
£600 £ 1365
£400 £ 695
£700
£650
£700
£600

f900

Revolver R33 funk er standmount loudspeaker - brand spanking new too
Nottingham Analogue - Mentor with Reference ? SU r. LV Mystic Mat

£300 £ 450
£1950 £ 3580

Nottinhgam Analogue - Dais turntable with LV Mystic Mat - lovely
Nottingham Analogue - Interspace turntable vP.B300 scratch and clink

£2500 £ 3500
£500 £ 768

Nottingham Analogue - Horizon turntable - RB250 - new

£400 £ 590
£1500

Tube Technology Unisis ihtegrated amplifier EL84 Class A - 30watts
AudioNote Soto - phono ritegrated - serviced/new valves - smooth 8 sweet
SAW DM603 53 - Mack - very good condition - unboxed
Avid Ac..aus turntable - 10 sours use if thaL perfect.
Avid Vo'vere Sequel turntable - sealed box new

AudioNote ANID - walnut - Huygens high mass stands

Tel: 0115 973 3222

£300 £ 600
£4000 £ 5000
£3030 £ 3500
£1500 £ 2000

Avid Vavere tamtaole - sealed box new
Stemfoort ST100 - line nitegrated ampilter

internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

£500 £ 1900

£350
£500 £ 1400

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

Lei

NEW IN THIS NORTH
HOULAND SAPPHIRE VALVE POWER AMI
GRAAF GM20 OIL VALVE MAP
BOW NAUTILUS 884 SPEAKERS PEER

£4,995
£1995
£1.695

E/D £7,800
E/D £3.300
SM £2,500

REDUCTIONS
WADIA 6CD PLAYER 01G1 VOLUME BAL ETC
ACCUPHASE DP 90/91 TRANSPORT & DAC
STEREOPHILE CLASS APRODUCT
ORACLE CD PLAYER WITH LATEST SUPPLY.
AREAL STUNNER WITH LOOKS TO KILL
AUDIO RESEARCH CASO INTEGRATED VALVE AMP A/C
AUDIO RESEARCH LS 28 MK2 PRE-AMP
KRELL FBP200C POWER AMP CAST
JADIS JA30 MONO AMPS VALVE MK2
JADIS JA80 MONO VALVE AMPS MK2
CELLO STRADIVARI MASTER SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK
THESE ARE STUNNING
PROAC FUTURE .5SPEAKERS MAPLE
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
COMES WITH FM AMP TO DRIVE BASS
SPENDOR ELIO SPEAKERS, CHERRYWOOD
ATC 8CM 70 25M ANNIVERSARY ACTIVE SPEAKERS
NICE PACKAGE

£1,595

SM £4,000

£4,995

SITI £20,000

£4,995
£1,995
£1,395
£5,000
£1,995
£3.503

SM £12,369
S/11 £3,945
SM 3£,400
Sill £8,750
S/H £5.760
5/11 £9.580

£10,000
£1,995

EA) £35,000
EA) £3,500

£4,995
£1,495

SM £15,500
SM £3,475

£5,995

S/11 £12,495

MERIDIAN 566 20 BIT DAC BALANCED
£495 Sill £1,095
KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP BALANCED
£5,030 SM £9,450
AUDIO RESEARCH CD1 CO PLAYER BLACK
£1,295 S/I1 £3.290
KRELL KPS 20iL CD PLAYER WITH 01G1 VOLUME
EXCELLENT MACHINE
£4,995 S/11 £11,000
KRELL KAV 3001 INTEGRATED AMP WC
£1,495 SM £2,790
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK BAL
£2,500 SM £5,690
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY ONE VALVE PREAMP,
CLASSY LOOKING WOOD FINISH
£795 S/H £1,750
AUDIO RESEARCH 7140 VALVE MONO AMPS.
BLACK & BALANCED
£2,995 SM £,690
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT
£995 Sill £2038
KRELL KSA 250 POWER AMP BALANCED
£2.500 Shi £6.699
NAIM NAP 90-3
£203 SM
£450
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT & 2000 DAC & OPTICAL INTERFACE
ALL UPGRADES DONE. 6BOXES OF HEAVEN £3,995 SM £17,000
BOW TECHNOLOGIES 228CD PLAYER
£2,795 SM £4,995
KRELL MD10 DAN AGOSTINI SIGNATURE SERIES CD
TRANSPORT. VERY RARE BRILLIANT £3,500 S/11 £1,000
ELLO P101 PREMIUM MC TWIN BAY PHONO MODULE
VERY RARE TO BUY ON ITS OWN
£2.500 Sill £5,500
ELLO ENCORE GOLD PLATED LIMITED EDITION ANIVERSARY
PREAMP, NOW YOU CAN HAVE ACELLO WITHOUT BUSTING
HE BANK, (MC PHONOSTAGE AVAILABLE EXTRA) £4,995 5/11 £12,030
OVLAND VALUE PREAMP INC PHONO.
STUNNING LOOKING PIECE OF KIT WITH SOUNDS TO MATCH £3,995 SM £5,750
UMLEY M125 ORIGINAL & BEST VALUE MONO AMPS
UST BEEN SERVICED & REVALVED £1,495 SM £3.800
PROVE FUTURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD £4.995 E/D £11,450
PROCEED COD CD TRANSPORT & DAP DAC DIGI VOLUME,
SAME MECHANISM AS LEVINSON No39 ALSO HIM.
REALLY NICE PACKAGE
£2,495 Sib £4,390
NAPA CDS 2CO PLAYER & UPS SUPPLY
WOULD YOU BELIEVE ONLY 1WEEK OLD
£4,995 Sill £6,492
MAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP 1WEEK OLD
£1,495 SM £2,109
MARTIN LOGAN OUEST ELECTROSTATIC HYBRID SPEAKERS
OAK TRIM
£2,295 Sill £4.998
PROM RESPONSE 38 SPEAKERS BLACK
£2,500 E/D £3,990
PROAC FUTURE ONE SPEAKERS BLACK
£3.250 E/D £5,875
AUDIO SYNTHESIS BAO 2, YOU CAN UPGRADE THIS
TO THE U.S DISCREET FOR £1,000 (WORTH DOING) £995
£
2,200
NAKAMICHI DRAGON 3HEAD AUTO REVERSE
CASSETTE DECK, ACLASSIC NOW
£995 S/H £2,500
CARY 805C TRIODE VALVE MONO AMPS
£4,500 SM £8,995
GAMMA AEON 211 VALVE TRIODE MONO AMPS £1,995 S/11 £6.995
VTL IT85 VALVE INTEGRATED AMP FVC
£1.395 E/D £2,400
MAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
£650 SM £1,220
AVALON ACCENT II SPEAKERS IN BURR ASH WITH
SEPERATE CROSSOVERS (EXCELLENT) £4,995 SM £14,800
MATISSE REFERENCE 2BOX VALVE PREAMP MK2
INC PHONO. ELECTRIC BLUE "K001:
£1,495 £3,500
SNELL A3 SPEAKERS WALNUT
£2,500 £5,950
STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES £200 £370
DUNLAVY SC IV SPEAKERS IN LT OAK
£3,500 £8,500
PRIMARE T20 ROS TUNER
£350 Sill £600
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3B BLACK & R/C
£1,795 Sill £3,125
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 CD TRANSPORT & CJ DA2:3 DAC
VALVE VARIABLE OUTPUT, EXCELLENT £1,995 Sill £3,800
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD £995 £2.500
MERIDIAN M100 ACTIVE SPEAKERS BLACK STILL GREAT £1,295 Sill £3,500
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS WALNUT
£3,500 £5,800
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PRE AMP VARIOUS MODULES &
MASTER SUPPLY ( LATE MODEL)
£8,995 SH £23,030
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2REFERENCE MONO POWER AMPS £9,995 NEW £27,500
LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP
£995 SH £2,703
LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP WITH SUPPLY MM/TAC £995 SH £2,700
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M MULTI INPUT R/C PRE AMP £995 SH £1,695
ELECTOCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY LTD
POWER AMP ( BARGAIN)
£995 SH £3,000
GOLDMUND MINIM'S 3POWER AMP (EXCELLENT) £1,695 SH £5,150
ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP & SUPPLY INCLUDING PHONO £695 SH £1,650
VARIOUS CELLO MODULES ALL NEW
PLEASE PHONE
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM HOLD DOWN
ATC 10 LOUDSPEAKERS & STANDS BLACK
£595 SH £1,300
WHARFDALE OPTION ONE ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
VERY GOOD
£1,295 SH £6.000
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 PRE AMP
£795 SH £1,797
MICHEL ISO HERA PHONO STAGE
£350 SH £600
MICHEL ARGO LINE PRE AMP & SUPPLY
£350 SH £886
GRADO SIGNATURE TONEARM VERY RARE
£695 NEW £1,795
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
£495 SH £950
ARCAM BLACK BOX BACS
£195 SH £450

se'

WANTED OUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID
LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
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HICAM

WAS

NOW
2750
1399
60
30
2750
525
325
999
850
1249
1924 1600
POA
1247
950
2599
547
450
2100 1050
497
400
999
850
POA
499
295
1300 1100
1149 1025
349
499
2520
POA
867
POA
614
500
746
650
2297 1800
599
500
175
206
99
29
1126 1000
2643 2643
299
250
1048
925
1449
1499 1300
1699 PHONE
1000
275
599
525
2548 2200
1299
399
399
450
395
1017
925
1251
1095
599.95
1999
1199
3500
899
999
850
1615 1500
999
895
500
225
2499
2095 1895
995
425
POA
1195
995
599
POA
2945
599
450
299
10
8

AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP NEW
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED
AUDIONOTE QUEST MONO AMPS NEW
B+W CM2 SPEAKERS ROSENUT FINISH 2MONTHS OLD
AUDIONOTE OTO INT AMP LINE LEVEL AS NEW
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 MINT
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM I IMETRE PAIR NEW
MYRYAD G60 DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSOR NEW
BLACK RHODI1UM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
MUSIC FIDELITY A3 PRE/POWER MINT BOXED
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
MYRYAD MA 240 POWER AMP AS NEW
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
MYRYAD ZSERIES 24/96 CD PLAYER NEW
NAIM INTRO LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK/BOXED
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP 1MONTH OLD
AUDIONOTE DAC 2.1X 24/96
POLK PSW 350 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
ELAC CINEMA 2ESP SPEAKES+SUB
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO AS NEW
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE EX OEM
EAR MC3 MC TRANSFORMER AS NEW
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED 3MONTHS OLD
AUDIONOTE AZ TWO LOUDSPEAKERS 93 DB MINT
LAI SS800 SPEAKER CABLE 5MTR NEW
VIVANCO FMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 8DISTRIBUTION BLOCK NEW
AUDIONOTE ZERO TRANSPORT/DAC
POLK 7600 SUROUND SPK SYSTEM NEW
MYRYAD MI 240 INT AMP 2X120 WPC IMONTH OLD
MYRYAD MA 500 5CHANNEL AMP 5X100WPC
EXSPOSURE XVII AMP BOXED MM PHONO STAGE
LYRA LYDIAN BETA MC CARTRIDGE NOT USED
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A AS NEW
AUDIONOTE ANS3 MC STEP UP TRANSFORMER NEW
MICHELL LARGE PSU NEW
POWERBLOCK 1000 MAINS CONDITIONER NEW
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP
MYRYAD MT 100 FM TUNER NEW
TA HERCULES POWER AMP 2X260 WPCO4OHMS NEW
ORELLE SA 1
00EVO INT AMP 80WPC A/C NEW
AUDIONOTE AN CDT THREE TRANSPORT NEW
T+A INSIDER ADS FM TUNER SILVER FINISH NEW
AUDIONOTE P2 PP POWER AMP AS NEW
SME SERIES VARM NEVER USED MINT
AUDIONOTE AN CD 2.1X INT CD PLAYER AS NEW
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUB WOOFER AS NEW
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD SEALED BOX
RUARK PROLOUGE CHERRY BOXED
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
AVI BIGGATRONS CHERRY NEW
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
SONICLINK AST200 BIWIRE SPK CABLE NEW
WIREWORLO CABLES FULL FUME
TRICHORD ORCA PRE/ LARGE PSU MINT
1650 1450
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
275
SONICLINK SIMPLICITY 1METRE PAIR INTERCONNECT NEW
35
18
T+A 24/192 CO PLAYER AMAZING NEW
1999
SONICLINK VIOLET INTERCONNECT ( OFF THE REEL)
15 PER METRE
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS MINT
449
375
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 PHONO. LARGE PSU NEW
995
900
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
279
249
AUDIONOTE ANVX 1METRE PAIR NEVER USED
574
495
EAR PARAVICINI M100 MONO BLOCKS (AMAZING)
19995
POLK PSW450 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
449
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK
299
275
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
1880
QED FULL RANGE
POA
STAX SR 007+SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2995 2700
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POA
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM +SUB NEW
975
975
MYRYAD MD 600 CD PLAYER AS NEW
1299 1050
AUDIONOTE ANCD 3.1X CD PLAYER NEW
1499
POLK RTI 100 ELOORSTANDING SPKS BUILT IN SUB NEW
999
MYRYAD CAMEO SYSTEM CD/TUNER/AMP NEW
1599 1599
VDH THE SOURCE HB 0.8 METRE NEW
65
35
DISCOUNT GIVEN TO MOST NEW PRODUCTS
AGENTS FOR
EAR, TRICHORD, AUDIONOTE, MICHELL. MYRYAD, AVI, STAX, LAI, FLAG,
RUARK,SME, BLACK RHODIUM, LYRA, SUMIKO, OED, POLK
ORELLE, TuA, VIVANICO WIREWORLD
CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS
NAIM, MERIDIAN, AUDIOLAB, KRELL, WADIA, SONUS FABER, MARTIN LOGAN
MARK LEVINSON. COPLAND. QUAD

Open Mon-Sun 10am - 8pm
VISA Switch - Mastercard
For further details
Tel: 01726 74474 Fax: 01726 74474
E-mail: patrick@crisp5479.freeserve.co.uk
Website: HICAM.CO.UK

Heatherdale
*audio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page wwwhifl-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference products
THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN
SPLA /,
Marlin Logan Aerius Speakers.
.
£ 895
B+W P4 Speakers
£350
Ellin Floor Standing Liberty 5+ Speakers
£140
Elias Monitor III
£95
Revel Salon Speakers Ex demo black gloss,
Rosewood side panels, (£ 15,995) on offer for
£12,000
Revel Studio Speakers Ex demo black gloss,
Rosewood side panels, (£10,495) on offer for
£7,995
AVI Bigga-tron Red spot monitors
£395
Teas LS-X7 Satellite Speakers
£50
JVC SP-ES2 Satellite Speakers
£ 50
Orchid LWO Speakers Ex demo
£2495
Epos ES1 2Speakers
£375
B+W CDM1 Speakers
£395
Thiel SCS 2Speakers (Walnut Finish)
(Brand New)
Normal Price £2395.. • £1595
Mission 782 (
Stand Mount Model)
(Black Ash)
Just Reduced From £250 £ 150
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£ 995
Revel Ultimo sub 15 with LE1 sub amp
£ 5995
Ellas Symphony floor standing speakers
£99
Pro Ac studio towers (atc drive) speakers
£995
Orchid PLU Speakers xdemo
£3495
Thiel CS.5 ( New)
£995
Mirage M3 S1speakers
£ 1495
B+W Matrix 1Speakers
£295
B+W CDM1 Speakers
£250
PRE-AMPS
Naim 102 Pre Amp
£ 595
Mark Levinson ML380s Pre Amp
£ P0A
Kinshaw Perception Pre Amp with Bal output
and phono stage, with seperate PSU
£395
Exposure 11 812 Pre Amp 8
Power Supply
Just Reduced from £900. £650
Adcom GTP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp
£350
AMPLIFIERS
Mark Levinson 33H Mono Amps
£11995
Cyrus 2Integrated Amp
£175
Mark Levinson 334 Amp
£3495
Proceed BPA2 Dual Mono Power Amp Ex demo
£1795
Revel Ultima Sub 15 with LEI Sub Amp
£5995
Krell KST 100 Power Amp
£1295
Nakamichl PA 5Stasis Power Amp . Cost New £ 1150. . £695
Adcom GFA 5300 Power Amp
£350
Audionote Neiro Mono Amps
£5995
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp 8 PSU
£995
Arcam Delta 290 Int Amp
£275
Haim NAP 90/3 Power Amp
£695
CD PLAYERS & LRA .V.SPOR1
Meridian 508 CD Player
Marantz CD 63 SE CD Player
Mark Levinson Ref CD Transport 8 DAC
0,4
CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport.
CEC DX71 Mk2 DAC

£ 695
£195
£P0A

NEW £2295
NEW £1595

MISCELIA NE( )( 'S
Nakamichl 680 Cassette Deck
£395
Nakamichi 1000 Cassette Deck
£395
Madrigal CZ Gel 1mtr Balanced Interconnect
£275
Transparent Speaker Cables XL Ref 1511 pair
£2750
Sansui TU-D99X Tuner
£ 55
Synergistic Research Coax
Resolution Reference digital ( with active shielding). . . £250
Stan SR007 omega ref (SR1 17 head phone 8
SRM007t dual triode)
Normal Retail £2995... £1995
Audio Note (
kondo KSL-AC2 mains cable ( new and boxed). £650
Audio Note (
kondo) 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable
£2500
Audio Note (
kondo) ks1I-LP
Silver litz interconnect 1mtr pair
£995
Stan 40/40 Headphones
£850
1mtr Kondo KSL LP interconnect. . normal price £2000 £995
5mtr Hovland Biwire speaker cable
£600
MIT Shot gun 750 8foot hi-wire speaker cable
£795
Yamaha CT-810 AM/FM Tuner
£125
Nakamichl BX2 Cassette Deck
£195
'R.V7A WES, CARTRIDGES & MM.:ARMS
Audio Note ANS7 Transformer
£ 995
Koetsu Urushi Gold unused bargain
£P0A
Koetsu Red unused bargain
£ P0A
Audio Note M7 Phono stage
£2995
Verdier Ebony Wood arm board .. . Normal Retail £800 £425
Ortolan Jubilee Cartridge
( NEW).... £995
Lumley Stratosphere Turntable (gold plated)
with dedicated stand and large power supply £2995
Michell Gyrodeck with OC Power Supply
£995
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE • i• subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH • MASTERCARD • VISADINERS
CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

n3

Tel: 01903 872288 or

!=In

Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

www.hifinews.co.uk

EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE

J

G
04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with
FERRITE TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with
a considerable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality
ferrite powder.is extruded around the copper conductors. As a
ferromagnetic material, it will go through hysteresis loops
.,- whenever it is under influence of an alternating magnetic
field. Consecutively magnetizing and demagnetizing the
material will cause considerable losses of high frequency energy.
This energy is absorbed in the ferrite grains and converted into
heat.The GNLM cables which in addition to the above described ferrite
technology is further protected with afoil shield and a drain wire and
• specifically manufactured for High End audio use. Said by some to be the

iee

'

GNLM 05/2.5 ( C5A2.5)
£48 for 1.0m, £ 58 for 1.5m,
£68 for 2.0m. Off the reel £ 30 for
1st meter, £ 20 per m thereafter.
Eupen GNLM 05/2,5 ( CSA 2.5)
shown with Marinco IEC 320 will
be fitted at extra cost.

GNLM 05/04
£58 for 1.0m, £72 for 1.5m,
£86 for, 2.0m. Also available
of the reel.
Both GNLM cables are available
for export.

most neutral sounding audio ac mains cable on the market.

Fitted with IEC (
Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable
can be supplied fitted to our all steel 4, 6 and 8way distri1 SILVER SILVER - upgrade the cable with silver plat.- bution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with
Eupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site
ed contacts on IEC and and MK plug for £6. AUDUSA
-Eupen and LAT AC- 2 mains cable available with 16 amp IEC (

•OM 5ilverlink OCC balanced
le - stranded, silver on OFI-IC plus
sof OCC ( Ohno Continous Casting - single crystal copper) for improved bass performance.
Mylar infill and with designed in protection against
RF and EMI. conductor of 3mm diameter (approx 8
gauge). Cable Overall Dimension: 14.72 mm.

for certain models of amps by Krell, MF, Levinson etc), Marinco/Wattgate IEC 320, Figure of eight, Bulgin, Hubble,European
Schuko,French, Australian, Swiss, Danish,Neutrik and other plugs

see our web site for IEC's,MK plugs RCA and Banana
connectors with silver plate contacts and other audio and
ac mains connectors

LAT International AC- 2 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
e have developed a cabling ( weaving) pattern along with
an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the
garbage that contaminates your components. The difference
you hear with our co -d is astounding. Our power cord takes
advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary
Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with

AC-2
Power cable compare
with products costing
ten times as much,
then decide

PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with
IEC / MK Toughplug.. 60cm £62, 90cm £75, 1.2m £88, 1.5m
£101, 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel.
4,6 and 8 way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with
UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested 8,, approved mains
distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished
in black and fitted with high quality 13amp sockets. It has no
filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, resis-

I

- tors, capacitors, LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regulators,
Fjust fitted with 1m of AC-2 mains cable.From £ 166 for 4

46 di

SILVERFUSE is a near alloy of silver
and copper. IT IS NOT SILVER PLATED OR SILVER CLAD. Plating ( or clad, which is the same thing
as plating) causes a dioding effect
when signal is passed through resulting
in brightness and distortion. The Silverfuse process starts with seven nines OFHC
copper wire with a diameter that is slightly
larger than the required size. It is then pulled
through atrough of molten silver. The wire with asilver
deposit, is then forced through a compacting die
where it is subject to tremendous pressure. The silver
and the high purity copper are fused together into a
near alloy. The compacting fusion also reduces the wire
diameter to the desired size. No dioding subsequently occurs with this process. The result provides for the benefits of silver; which are excellent definition and clarity, with the high purity
copper benefits of warmth and mellowness.

- way, £ 198, 6 way, £ 229 for 8 way.

LAT INTERNACIONAL Inc USA - ‘ ncilogu: ,Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker
cable better than mg st others at double the price.

SUNFIRE CORPORATION - Snohomish USA
New for 2003 Sunfire Ultimate - world's most powerful home cinema
Receiver. 7 x 200 watts, Cinema Seven power amps, 7 x 200 and 7 x 400
Signature True SubWoofer 13 inch cube True Sub MKIV 11 inch cube and Junior Sub
Woofer 9 inch cube -all with two drivers, to as low as 16hz, 116 SPL and 360 cu ins of air
movement, 1200 or 2700 watt patented amp technology. Solid state power amps 2channel (2x300 and 2x600) and 5channel (5x220 watts and 5x430 watts patented amp
technology ( no heat sinks), Classic tube preamp and Theatre Grand Ill processor preamp

W

W.AUDUSA.COM

T: 020 8241 9826, 020 824 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: s.Ies@audusa.com

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0
Loud

CSOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

'Lockwood Audio

0

Too Loud

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
-OR SALE AND WANTED

Way too Loud

It's acommon problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the problems of excess gain and bring sonic benefits, even
with
the
most
expensive - equipment.

Spares and repairs
See the TAMMY Cones
Hotline at
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

The cost , sonly £39 per pair delivered. To order, call

Rothwell:

01204 397788 or

Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on

www.rothwellelectronics.co.uk

+44(0) 20 8864 8008
moo

See the excellent reviews in HiFi Choice, Hi Fi World.
HiFi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064
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"For me,
Relaxa 3+ is beyond
reproach"

•• • '

Call, write, fax or mad for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 * fox 12151 862-4871
Visit our website at:

Ken Kessler,
Hi Fi News

http://www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

THE RELAXA 3+ EQUIPMENT SUPPORT FROM S.A.P £ 499

IcompRfw
THE
CABLE

Available from:
23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks SLO 9DA
Tel: 01753 652669 infoeukd.co.uk

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

‘
te9e
Sta
Se

www.ukd.co.uk

01376 521132
07802 483698

Hearing is Believing

www.sound-stage.co.uk
NOVEMBER 2003 Hi-FiNews
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Castle

Chelmsfor , Essex

ARCAM ALPHA 9INTEGRATED REMOTE AMPLIFIER BOXED AND IMMACULATE .... £299
ARCAM ALPHA 7SE CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£249
ARCAM ALPHA 10 DAB TUNER IMMACULATE
£629
ARCAM ALPHA 8TUNER NO REMOTE AND MARKED HENCE
£ 149
ARCAM ALPHA 10/DAVE-AV MODULE + CR 9000 LEARNING REMME-£1600 NEW
£795
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX VALVE PRE/POWER
£ 1495
AUDIOQUEST COBALT BI-WIRE SPEAKER CABLE 5M PAIR BOXED
£299
CYRUS FM7 TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
CYRUS POWER AMP BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
CYRUS PSX-R POWER SUPPLY BOXED AND IMMACULATE BLACK
£299
CYRUS PER PER AMP NO REMOTE
£299
DENON AVC-A II
SR LATEST AV AMP BRAND NEW BOXED BLACK-NEW £ 1700 £ 1295
DENON DVD1000 BLACK MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER AS NEW
£279
DENON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB-CURRENT MODEL-£ 1000 NEW
£595
EPOS ESI2 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
EPOS ES22 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£695
HEYBROOK HBI BLACK ASH
£ 129
ICEF 104/2 ROSEWOOD CLASSIC FLOORSTANDERS
£595
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £695
LINN AV 5103 AV PROCESSOR DOLBY DIGITAL AC-3RF + 5101 HANDSET BLACK ... £ 1395
LINN SONDEK WALNUT/EKOS/VALHALLA
£ 1295
LOEWE ACONDA 32" FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND £ 1795
M & K SSI50 THX TRIPOLE SURROUND SPEAKERS-£ 1300 NEW-BLACK
£795
MARANTZ CD67SE CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 149
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT + 209 PANEL REMOTE CONTROL-SUPERB
£349
MISSION 731 LE BI-WIREABLE VERSION OF THE CLASSIC 731 BOOKSHELF £79
NAIN INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
NAIN NAC72 PRE AMP
£399
NAIN NAP140 POWER AMP
£399
NAKAMICHI BX-2 CASSETTE DECK-JUST BACK FROM SERVICE
£ 179
ONIX 0A35/0A1200 PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY
£795
ONIX 0A35/0A801 x2PRE/MONOBLOCS STUNNING
£995
PRIMARE A30.1 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£ 1095
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
QUAD 33PRE/405-2 POWER AMP VERY GOOD CONDITION
£349
RFGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ 1K NEW
£449
REGA JURA FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY
£299
RFGA PLANET OR1G TOP LOADING CD PLAYER IN BLACK
£299
REL STRATA II BLACK SUB WOOFER
£299
ROKSAN DPI/KITESSA DA2/ATTESSA DS5 3-BOX TOP WADING CD PLAYER £1295
ROKSAN XERXES ROSEWOOD TABRIZ ZI OFtTOFON MC20 SUPREME
£995
ROKSAN L1.5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2495
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED £ 1595
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT
£349
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW FINISH
£229
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

•
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E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Copland
Classé

PREVIOUSLY OWNED EQUIPMENT
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mail: saleselockwoodaudio.co.uk

Lavardin
MarantzV
30 years of Excellence
55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm Thur - Fr, 10 am to 9pm

Primare
Sony
B+W Nautilus
.
.

Absolute Analogue ®
Product of the Year
and Editor's Choice

1
Iii -Fi I'Iu

2903

I
www.absoluteanalogue.co.uk
hifinews.

AUDIO REFLECTir)NS
AUD1ONET
AUDIO SYNTHESIS
ATC
AVI

NEW PRODUCTS ON DEM

AYRE
BRYSTON

The challenge - toproduce astate of the art loudspeaker
with the inner detail, low distortion and coherence of the
best decfroslcuticy as well as the high efficiency, high power

CHORD

CLEAR AUDIO - Champion/Unify/Sigma

01EAR AUDIO

AUDIO SYNTHESIS - NEW DAX Discrete

GAMUT

TAG McLaren - AV Products

LE XK.ON

LEXKON - RT 10 and MC8

LYRA

AY! - Laboratory Series Amp and New CD

and neutral tonal balance of advanced dynamic drivers.

NCSRDOST

TOM EVANS - Pulse - New p/s for Vibe

PRIMARE

CHORD - new Choral system

PS AUDIO

ATC - SCM35

PMC
RED ROSE

FOR SALE - EX DEM.
REVEL.
GAMUT - 0200
WADIA - 301
PS AUDIO - HCA

Ho-

red

11"
3
TEL: JOHN
TEL SIMON TRICKETr (LEEDS) 01
E-MAL

é;

73609

Infomaudioreflections.co.uk

FAX : 0113 453309E
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SONY HEAD AMP HA55 deluxe eb
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600
TRANSCRIPTO SKELELTON wan weber aYrn
1000
TRICHORD DI110 mrnimc peer .............
300
VAN DEN HULL IA02 t
i
tpoulpd( 2 ) wry light hours
600
VAN DEN HUI GRASS
PER GO 11„jusl meld IN VDU
1000
VAN DEN HULL GRASSHOPPER DAN III
1
rnv outgo' lost nbult vdHull
10(0
VON) Ile von rostiocilrel taelnetkekt spll phase ,
audionde orm boxed 4500
1800
VPI 11W16 5RECORD cleaning machine flee% den
45(4420
Tuners, Cassette Decks, ReeMo-Reel,
Headphones etc
MIRA eille 111-50 bird .
BEYER DT 931 headphones teed
LEAK TROUGHUNE 11 STEREO eglakey bet Misted
MERIDIAN 204 linsr 700
NAKAMICHI 514303E dual
r3tad
pmemero BD careselle deL Nei Wad
:Ammo 592 duel comer 3head ribe mete
PIONEER F91 REFERENCE kner
PlOiN5ER CTF1000 candle dedc
MAD FM3 belled
GUN FM4 boxed
RATA PURIFIER
RENCO 8710 mk2
REVOX B77 ne2 hen speed VW, all iict adopbe
SENNHEISER RD590 headphones os new geed 180
STAX LINDA AlOVA SIGNATURE healerwe
wit SRM-TIS valve empire 1800
TEAC 6030 cosset doty selc
.

00
80
120
250
300
125
250
250
100
110
275
150
400
403
103
930
250

Transistor Amps
ALCHEMIST GENESIS monobbde
800
AKAN ALPHA 10 inlegroled We , n3mole, boxed
425
ARUN ALPHA 9inepraled cob
303
NDO ANALMUE DIONVever crnp
300
MAXIM 80001 block
375
AUOIOLAB 8500005004
850
AUDIOLAB 8000c/p »power BOXED
700
ALDO RESEARCH D130 Masi:ear gear amp
1100
CAIRN ARIA HE Interoled wit imole bond
300
CONRAD JOFPISON MF2300 beg 2100
1350
CRIMSON 621r stereo power amp
200
CYRUS MAO mrutty
150
CYRUS STRAIGHTLINE 8, XPA poser art, toxed
450 doe
CYRUS PRE/POWER & PSX-R isilh mailer orlon«
150
DENON POA d.400A monoblade
400
DOM 2preorrp, metal cased bet 3boards. mc
400
001411 P81 en
cie
o
dioionel
eke art awl tetes slereachie
necommendec , exceed amoeba, wit adjustable gam,
et.,
PAGNE FRONT 2501
700
ie8004: One aeomp
200
ELECTROCOMPANIET onp close Aenp
400
RAFLER DH110/220 pie,POWER
300
KREU. KAY 3001 unegraled amp
1400
l(RELL KRC OIR vnth re pnono
3500
KRELL FREI 3w3 stereo, boxed
4500
,amp
451

get

LED PAO poser amp
LINN LI(100
URN INTEK minted amp byree

350
275
200
.
350
LINN MAGIK web pore, bob
400
UNN I. I
N2 pre power . no rende but upproded vato 11(280 Words
300
LINN Kam PRO ( Ina Itel ) posed
600
LUXMANM 120: power cm.sWer honied 120 watts per channel
225
MARANTZ P1417 MK2 KI S0RAIURE, ma boxed 1500
903
MARANTz Si/ 17wrzer amp mint boxed 70
450 2ealloble
MERIDIAN
350
MERIDIAN 201 Oh 605 moreblocle
1100
METAXAS CHARISMA PRUNE chrome finsh
500
MOTH 100 WATT MONOBLODG, avempe meant ceiN
250
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 pomp
501)
MUSICAL FIDELITY PRE 3A
150
MUSICAL FIDELT`i 43 aPRE/POWERband, seer .
1300
UM NAC 62/11/f 140 did tile vgood 1111 CONK
5(X)
NA1M 12 »nap 160 very od slyle
40
NAIR NAC 52 5supercop
2900
WM RAP 180
800
nem HIPfAP we style
475
NAIM AN dome
503
PASS LABS 0nenothodus class Aseple odd 75 valle
3250
PIP« TRIANGLE PIP oak pre crnp bond
503
FINK TRIANGLE PIP TWO pre -nm creme, lea , tot
750
PUNIUS 8103 meproled a:r ,îOne Wei
850
QUAD 33/303 Peed por
1manuals
20
QUAD 33/1m3 405 1all HUI at erode
330
QUAD 34/306 wdh manual excellent
425
CUAD 77 amp er cd player carbon. rent 1900
11130
QUAD 33/405 MK1 100 wails al power
240
REGA BRIO
175
ROLAND SYNERGUre
2000
SIM AUDIO CELE
me. wit phcoo
800
TALX ELECTRONF HU
1power amp 803
300
THRESHOLD CAS 2 100 vet pew amp, bored
500
YAMAHA F2200 prolessenal 200 marts
350

LOWDIIR NAUHORN, Noe, vier prn6o
700
MISSION 755 MINT BOXED
603
MISSION 752 loorsbroders
350
NNM MOOS boxed CHERRY
600
IMAM KIROS boxed RACK
390
PROAC RESPONSE 1Ext Xovers lowo
400
PROAC RESPONSE 2
700
MAD E& 57 excelled ILIN seMce
700
QUAD ES163 senreed by quire in 1998
MX)
ROGERS STUDK1 1teak
20 PNR
ROMAN OJANS plain beck finish.
403
RUARK , RUSADERS walnut toned.
600
MARK uCCOLADES, walnit, boxed twee
1200
WINO) 1225, DUAL CONCENTFOC 10' AND re 001111 Ice do . 250
WINO) cherets MK1, Good par,swyeed
450
TANNOY DEVONS we sawed Ispd 315s EXCELLENT .......
350
IMANO) SRI cabinets ream parr ewalnut WIN 15' golds
COO
350
Mt stude 2 upgraded Meters, rewired
VANDEFSTEEN 2C open baffle 3Amy toad 1500
600
VIENNA ACOUSTICS BACH , tech
500

Valve Amps
AIR TIGHT 0112 80 we pews crib
3250
AUDIO eESEARCH cuuse 60
1500
AUDIO aSEARCH LS1 pre Ore PA ahem
603
AUDIO AESEARCH LS7 boxed lire 6x90 pre
825
AUDIO tE SERCH LS8 mk1 One pre , duck long toed
900
AUDIO tESEARCH LS8 mk2 lee pre . block WI Mid ......
1100
AUDIO EESEARCH REFERENCE PY12443, deck tad mla toed
3750
AUDIO rESEARCH 01305E
3500
NOON STIRLING ;Mono eV
350
MESON STIRLING EL34 SE amp
550
PIDON PREMIER pre
450
AMON IPOLLOS, sa
-81e ended RI salon
2800
BEARD 135 mk2 POWER AMP
450
BEARD c3545 preipmwarnp conto
800
BORDEP POOL 3008 amp,mk1
1250
Loudspeakers
CARY SA70 power amp ', 500
700
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE2 parr enth neerty seryr>xl
CARY 805 monos
3250
rime units In textured block
503 CONCORDANT QUAD II MONOBLOCSS
500
Alden UREA speakers, superb soled wolnul standrroonlers
gm CONIORDANT EXULTANT PRE wrth phono and peu
600
Allt-C Vase athe Theatre- deg lor detarls
CONK/ JOHNSON PV8 pre wth phono boxed
550
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750 (»WAD JOHNSON PVIOAL boxed
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AUDIO NOIE AN-J-sp 1 b14 oak, boxed
KO 00NRAD JOHNSON Framer 2pre
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2250
800108 AVATAR '
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Ek5W webs one sew, red chew 15Ce
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BMV naves soml reaTreed fed dens 100
030 CROFT 1m OTL monctiodis
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1100
1500 CROFT in power amp
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000 EAR v20
CADENCE DS nice WIC«
1403
CASTLE HARLECOS, nod lbaelordee
503
EAR 509 MKII moos
1400
CELLO SERAPHIMS Wive smokes
4000 GAMMA SPACE REFEREKE, 300b illegrated amp
.. 1500
DALI GRAND COUPE, rosewad
1003 GAN> ERA REFERENCE bald te2ked ersoonn
1500
DIAPASON ADAMANTES mk2 tth stands
1403
LEAK Stereo 20 ..
350
DIAPASON PARIS boxed yne sionds
903
LEAK
TL12
1
POA
EPOS ES I1blocs
350
1C00
EPOS (514 boxed yeth stance Mx wired
303 MELOS 333 Ne box pre lire great chnamcs,boxed
700
HALES CONCEPT 5boxed
250 WAD 15 emcee resprayed pair ve Id66 ODES
c.,HEYBROOK QUARTETS w.ln sands
400 ow HS specei annrereary edition gold alp tees*
KO q1 BOXED MINT wrer cp3 sender
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KEA REF 102 b)cck, boxed
275
KO REF 2.2 doe , boxel
1100 SONIC FRONTIERS SFS 40 pour errp .
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375
KU REF 2mend bud 1800
WO
UNISON SIMPLY 4meddled amp, toed
800
KET REF 105.3 tbeASSI
850
KEE 105.4 pre
UNISON RESEARCH FEAT1-ER ONE/PONdR 35 rearpower
1250
500
LINN KAMM bloe posse* rah lw-done elands
800 VII Te TRIODE monoblcoks swedienble beer ?node
UNN KEILED10, kelli ku-stro
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new website for full listing
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www.manger-audio.co.uk
Also agents for
•Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•B A T • Boulder • Burmester
•Egleston • Hovland • Kharma
•Lumley • Pass labs • SME
•Sound lab • VTL • Vincent

CURRENT INVENTORY
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE XLR IMTR EX DEM
ACCUPHASE E-212 INTEGRATED
ADVANTAGE A300 POWERAMP
ADVANTAGE S2PREAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50
AVANTGARDE UNO
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK51 SE
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VKD5SE CD
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 6200/5 CHANNEL EX DEM
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES VK75SE
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 300 X
BURMESTER 935 MK 2WITH MC PHONO
CHORD CPA 3200 E
CLASSE CDT 1CD TRANSPORT
DCS ELGAR PLUS FIREWIRE ETC
DCS PURCELL FIREWIRE
DYNAVECTOR L200 PRE
DYNAVECTOR HX 75 POWER
EAR 534 POWER BALANCED
HOVLAND HP100 + M/
C PHONO
HOVLAND HP100 LINE ONLY
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP
HOVLAND RADIA IN STOCK
KRELL KAV 280 CD
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
LINN BASIK PLUS
LINN LK 140
LINN KOLEKTOR PRE
MAGNUM DYNALAB FT 11
MARANTZ 63 KI SIG MK2
MARANTZ CD 17 KI SIG MK 11
MARK LEVINSON NO 37 TRANSPORT
MERIDIAN 55
MERIDIAN 506 24 BIT
MERIDIAN 507
MERIDIAN 518
MERIDIAN 561
MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT
MERIDAIN 505 MONO
MUSE MODEL 8CD/
DVD TRANSPORT
MUSE MODEL 296 24/96 DAC
MUSIC WORKS 5WAY MEGABLOCK
MUSIC WORKS MAINS LEAD 6AVAILABLE
MUSICAL FIDELITY F25
MUSICAL FIDELITY X DAC
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
NAIM HICAP OLD STYLE
NAIM SBL WALNUT LATEST DRIVERS
NAIM SNAXO 2-4
NAIM 250 X 2
NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN 3MTR BIAMP BANANA '
S
NVA THE INTEGRATED STATEMENT
ORACLE CD TRANSPORT SPECIAL EDITION
PROAC RESPONCE 2.5 CHERRY
QUAD QC 24 / 11 FORTY NEW
RED ROSE ROSEBUD
SILTECH GOLDEN RIDGE 1MTR XLR DIGITAL LEAD
SILTECH HF9G3 IMTR XLR DIGITAL LEAD
SILTECH OCTOPUS 8WAY MAINS BLOCK
SILTECH SP 018 1.5 MTR MAINS LEAD 3AVAILABLE
SONUS FABER EXTREMA WITH STANDS
SOUND LAB MILLENIUM 3
SONY KV-32 FX65 32 INCH WIDESCREEN EX DEM
SPECTRAL DMA 150 POWERAMP
SPECTRAL DMC 3OS PREAMP
SPECTRAL MIT 350 III MTR INTERCONNECT 2AVAILABLE
SPECTRAL MIT 770 II 25 FT SPEAKER CABLE
SUGDEN SAU 51 PRE
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS PRE
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS POWER
TEAC TiTRANSPORT
THETA PRO GENY
TOWNSHEND ISOLDA DCT 300 5MTR XLR
VAN DEN HUL INTEGRATION HYBRID 0.6 MTR
VERITAS P400
WADIA 6

RRP
815
2400
2600
2750
2000
3500
7200
7950
5450
8275
7950
4000
4000
4800
2700
9500
5000
1495
2295
2200
5750
4750
7000
7995
4000
N/
A
N/
A
800
550
500
500
1200
4500
800
1200
1200
900
3200
1400
900
3500
3500
230
60
1500
300
3000
N/
A
3000
900
1900
570
1300
9500
2500
4000
3000
530
230
395
200
6000
8295
1200
8500
800
1500
3500
N/
A
2300
3300
600
1100
750
160
3000
4500

NOW
595
1395
995
1495
995
1895
3495
5795
2795
5795
5795
2495
2295
2995
1395
6495
3495
995
1495
1395
3995
3295
4495
7995
2595
195
75
495
350
295
250
795
2695
450
695
795
495
1495
695
495
995
995
145
35
595
150
2095
350
795
495
1095
350
395
3995
1795
2795
1495
325
145
245
125
2995
4995
395
5495
5195
895
2195
495
1495
2295
350
495
450
95
1495
1495

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.
•KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • CONRAD JOHNSON • NAIM AUDIO
•LINN • MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY • THETA
•SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD • EAR YOSHINO • DNM
•NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME • ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA
•JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NACRA • McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT
•DYNAUDIO • MAGNUM DYNALAB

TEL: 0121 747 4246
MINUTES JCN 9 M42iJCN 4 M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
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Human hearing evolved initially as a survival mechanism to locate a
potential threat. Today our hearing still works by analysing the first
transient pressure change from asound source. Unlike traditional speakers,
the Manger sound transducer accurately reproduces transient pressure
changes to give stunningly realistic sound.

precision: in sound

▪ asr amplifiers

god
•

Contact us today and improve
your audio experience forever.
•Manger Speakers
•ASR Amplifiers
• HMS Cables

•

manger speakers

call:0161 304 0099
mobile: 07970 908619
info@manger-audio.co.uk
Manger Audio UK Unit 10

Rassbottom,Industrial Estate, Stalybridge,Cheshire SK15 1RH

Hazlemere Audio

Inne

Vito

JCS
Metronome
Opus 21 (new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
‘mplification
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
er suppl)
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

If you

ANid
Garrard
Oracle

ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A

Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral
Support
Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)
Call High Wycombe

(
01494 865829)
art; oudspeakers

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle
www. hifinews.co. uk

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE
VALVE AMPS
MICHAELSON AUDIO CHRONOS 4BOX
GAMMA RYTHM REFERENCE (30 HRS USE)
UNISON RESEARCH S-6 REMOTE
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50 POWER AMP
AUDIO RESEARCH V-70 POWER AMP
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-22 REMOTE
AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 14 PRE/PHONO
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-2BAL/SE OUT
CONRAD JOHNSON PREM. 14 PRE
QUAD OC.24 PRE & QUAD 11/40 MONOS
V.R.R. ADUR MONOBLOCS
LUMLEY REFERENCE LR-120 MONOS
OAKLEY AMERICAN VALVE PRE/PHONO
UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRE/ PHONO
LUMLEY REFERENCE PP-40/ ST-40(CHROME)
EAR 834P PHONO STAGE

MINT
£4000
BOXED
£1375
EX OEM/BOXED £1275
NEW/BOXED
£2750
MINT
£1950
MINT/BOXED £2950
MINT
£2295
MINT/BOXED £1395
EXCLT
£1995
BOXED
£2850
£
995
MINT/BOXED £1650
EXCLT
£495
MINT
£695
MINT/BOXED £995
EX DEWBOXED £350

SOLID STATE
KRELL FPB 600 STEREO AMP
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 13M
MARANTZ SC-22 PRE/MA-22 MONOS
PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL ( £3995)
COPLAND CSA-28 REMOTE INTEGRATED
CAIRN 4808 REMOTE INTEGRATED
ORELLE SA-100R REMOTE AMP
TALK CYCLONE-1REMOTE INT
REGA CURA REMOTE PRE AMP
PIONEER M-90 POWER AMP
PIONEER ELITE CD/LD & AV/AMP

EXCLT
£6250
MINT
£995
MINT/BOXED
£1250
AS NEW/BOXED
£2995
MINT
£795
MINT
£375
MINT/BOXED
£395
AS NEW/BOXED
£375
AS NEW
£295
MINT
£550
MINT
£995

07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: 1-1EathcotcAucho©aoLcom

ORACLE DELPH 3. BONDED PLATTER
SYSTENDECK/LINN BASIK
ARISTON QDECK-11
DECCA LONDON INTERNATIONAL ARM
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE
HEED AUDIO OUAZAR PHONO STAGE
dSEPERATE PSU
McCORMACK PHONO STAGE
TALK BREEZE PHONO STAGE MWMC
EX DISPLAY

MINT/BOXED
£1695
BOXED
£2450
MINT/BOXED
£895
EXCLT/BOXED
£1750
EXCLT./BOXED
£995
EXCLT
£475
EXCLT
£495
MINT/BOXED
£495
MINT/BOXED
£395
EXCLT
£595
MINT/BOXED
£2395
EXCLT/BOXED
£2295
MINT BOXED
£595
MINT/BOXED
£1275
MINT/BOXED
£595
AS NEW/BOXED
£650
MINT
£675
MINT
f595
MINT/BOXED
£650
MINT/BOXED
£495
AS NEW/BOXED
£375
EXCLT
£175

VIRYL
FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE REFERENCE
NOTTINGHAMMENTOR REF/ARM

BOXED
MINT

TBA
£3250

BRAND NEW BOXED . £450
EX DIS/BOXED £550
NEW

£250

MINT/CRATED
£7500
MINT/BOXED £2450
EXCLT
£995
MINT/BOXED £575
MINT/BOXED £795
MINT
£1450
EXCLT
£1500
EX.DIS/EIOXED £1195
EXCLT
£1050
EXCLT/BOXED
£395
MINT/BOXED £375
MINT/BOXED £1450
EXCLT/BOXED
£795
MINT/BOXED £350
BRAND NEW/BOXED .. £1250
MINT
£1500
MINT
£795
MINT
£395
BRAND NEW/BOXED .. . £295

TUrIERS TAPE DAT MIflIDISC MISC
NAKAMICHI DR-3 (VERY LITTLE USE)
SONY 3000ES TUNER (GOLD)
TALK LIGHTNING 1.1 TUNER
DENON TU600 TUNER
PIONEER CTa-91 REF. CASS
AUDIO RESEARCH BAL1

mAins

MINT/BOXED £250
MINT
£195
EX DIS./BOXED £275
MINT
f75
VGC
£50
£375

CABLES BLOCKS COMITIOEIERS ETC

BLACK RHODIUM 8WAY MAINS BLOCKS
(CANCELLED ORDER)
BRAND NEW
BLACK RHODIUM 25 MAINS CABLE
(BLACK CLOTH BRAID)
BRAND NEW
DPA THE POWER' MAINS FILTERS

f225
£
65
£75

RACKS STAMDS
SOUNDSTYLE ST-IDS/AQUA GLASS
(NEW MODEL £399?
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 5SHELF
BLACK OR SILVER (£320)
SOUNDSTYLE XS 310 AN TABLE (£320)
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105 5SHELF
CANCELLED ORDER 2OFF
SOUNDSTYLE XS 100 4SHELF
CANCELLED ORDER 2OFF

EX DIS/BOXED/AS NEW... £275
EX DIS
EX.DIS

£195
£195

BRAND NEW BOXED

. £225

BRAND NEW BOXED

. £195

SOUNDSTYLE XS 250 CD STORAGE RACK
CANCELLED ORDER 2OFF
ATTACAMA R724/ATTABITE ( WAS £250)
B&W STANDS FOR CD-1 NT SILVER/BLACK.
TARGET 24 INCH STANDS
TARGET R-2
AE- 2STANDS

BRAND NEW BOXED . £ 195
VGC
£ 150
VGC
£95
MINT
£75
EX DIS/AS NEW £250
MINT
£350

LOUDSPEAKERS CABLE
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION 2M
£575
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION IS M
£375
MIT TERMINATOR 6 3.3 METRE ( NEW)
£225
NIRVANA AUDIO SL-SERIES 2.3 M(NEW)
£525
TRANSPARENT WAVE 200 2M
£175
AUDIONOTE AN-SP 2M
£375
AUDIONOTE AN-L4M
£225
QED GENESIS SIL. SPIRAL 4X1.5 M
£175
AUDIOQUEST CRYSTAL 2M BI-WIRE
£75
AUDIOQUEST INDIGO 3METRE PAIR
£50
CABLE TALK CONCERT 5M BI-WIRE
£100
CHORD CO 5METRE PAIR
SPECIAL OFFER
BLACK RHODIUM S- 130X2 BI-WIRE
LOUDSPEAKER CABLE BRAND NEW LTD QUANTITY
/10 PER METRE
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE
LOUDSPEAKER CABLE BRAND NEW LTD QUANTITY ------ /
25 PER METRE

inTERconnEcr
ACOUSTIC ZEN SIL REF 15 M EX OEM
£795
ACOUSTIC ZEN SIL REF 0.5 M EX OEM
.
£350
ACOUSTIC ZEN SIL REF-20.5 M
£375
ACOUSTIC ZEN COP REF 1M NEW
£350
HARMONIC TECH MAGIC LINK 1M
£650
XL0 SIG.NEW PACKAGED
PHONE
MANDRAKE BAL XLR 2.5 METRES
TBA
GRYPHON ' GUIDELINE' 1.5 METRES BAI.
TBA
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 1METRE
BRAND NEW PACKAGED £400
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA 0.5 METRE
BRAND NEW PACKAGED .. £275
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE
BRAND NEW PACKAGED .... £65
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 0.5 METRE .
BRAND NEW PACKAGED
f55
VAN DEN HUL INTEGRATION Q6M
BRAND NEW PACKAGED £100/150
SONIC LINK VOICES 1METRE EX DEM
f75
AUDIOQUEST DIAMOND 2METRE PAIRS
£550 EACH
AUDIOQUEST LAPIS 5METRE PAIR
£450
DICIITAL
OLD 4.1 DIGITAL COAX 1METRE & 2METRE NEW/PACKED
RING
MADRIGAL AES/EBU 0.5 METRE
£150
NIRVANA DIGITAL COAX LEAD 4FT.
£200
VAN DEN HUL FIRST 0.8 METRE
£100
BRAND NEW PACKAGED
VAN DEN HUL D-102 MK.111 NB. 4FEET
EX DISPLAY/NEW
£40
CABLE TALK DIGITAL -3
(BRAND NEW PACKAGED). £50
MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED. SIMILAR
QUALITY VINTAGE AND MODERN EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE
CASH PURCHASE. PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM

IFÍNYTORAGE SOLO/1
W

"Besten
der Welt"
Player Ill the World

£1250
£225
£150
.. £149
. £450

LOUDSPEAKERS
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1 PIANO BLACK
B & W SILVER S1GNATURE,(£5000)
SONUS FABER ELECTAS
AUDIONOTE ANIE/SPX SIL. WIRED
KELLY KT-3CHERRY VENEER (95DB)
INFINITY KAPPA-8REFERENCE
SNELL CMK- IV AMERICAN OAK
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5 (BOBINGA)
PROAC STUDIO 150
ROGERS STUDIO-7
EPOS ES- 11 MK2
ROKSAN OJAN 3X/ OJAN 3S SUBS
BOSE 901 MK.IV & En
AMPHION HELIUM 1
CELESTION A-2 ( ROSEWOOD)
TANNOY ARUNDEL 15
CASTLE HOWARD-2 ( BEECH)
CASTLE AVON
MORDANT SHORT 902S SIGNATURE

COMPACT DISC
KRELL KAV 300 CD PLAYER
TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH X1000
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT
ACCUPHASE DP-80 TRANSPORT
ESOTERIC TEAC P-1 TRANSPORT
AUDIO SYNTHESIS TRANSEND
MARANTZ CDA-94 TRANS AT&T
DPA T-1 TRANS (WITH DELIRAN)
ORELLE CD1OT TRANS. SIL WIRED
COUNTERPOINT DA11E TRANSPORT
THETA DS PRO GEN III (AT&T,ETC)
THETA DSPre GEN III (PRE-AMP/DAC)
THETA DS PRO PROGENY DAC
THEATA DS PRO BASIC-11 DAC
DPA PDM-1 MKIII 2BOX DAC
AUDIONOTE DAC-1X SIGNATURE
MONRIO 18B DAC áSEPERATE PSU
TECHNICS SL-P2000 REF.CD PLAYER
SONY XA-50ES CHAMPAYNE GOLD
PIONEER PD-91
TALK THUNDER- 1EX DISPLAY/NEW
TECHNICS SLPS 900

MINT/BOXED
BOXED
BOXEDNGC
(
NEW UNUSED BOXED)
BRAND NEW/BOXED

f49 per cube

Stereo Magazine

Lindemann 0680 CO/SACO

'layer

6'U'ffà
Distributors for
Allaerts, Avantgarde Acoustic, DPS, Garrott, indemann,
LYS, Shelter, PHY-HP, Schroder, TRON and J .Verdier.
f59 per cube

G T AUDIO
5 Upper Road, Higher Denham, Buckinghamshire, U69 5EJ
Telephone: 01895 833099 email: sales@gtau

10. CO 111

www.gtaudio.com

98ES

onstration by
app .intment only
De

www.hifinews.co.uk

P

liable in clear or black, both colours are fitted with 4thick clear feet
added support. Discounts available on large orders, P&P ES per cube.
For further info call ev'i -'in on: 0208 605963 or 07711
HI -Fi' .
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chum audio distributors of quality hi-fi cilium audio distributors of quality hi-fi

AD INDEX

ALIUM AUDIO

Absolute Analogue
132 & 133
Absolute Sounds
8
Acoustic Arts
84
Affordable Valves
137
Alium Audio
136
Alternative Audio
120
Audio Consultants The
52
Audio Reference
117
Audio Reflections
132 & 133
Audio Salon
110-114
Audio Synthesis
124
Audio T
40
Audio Visual lounge
118
Audusa
131
Avid
129
B & W Loudspeakers . . 13,96 & OBC
Beauhorn Audio
136
Brighton Hifi exchange
117
British Valve Amplification
106
Central Audio
134
Choice Hifi
125
Cloney Audio
92 & 132
Definitive Audio
129
Densen
116
Dynamics
130
E.A.R
106
Eclipse
22
Emporium
133
Exposure
32
G.T. Audio
135
Galloway. Kevin
119
H.N.E. Systems
104
Hazlemere Audio
134
Heathcote Audio
135
Heatherdale Audio
54 & 130
Henley Audio
46
& 84
Hicam
130
100
Hifi Experience
104
Hifi for sale.com
124
Ian Edwards
Ian Harrison Hifi
129
124
Icon Audio
Isotek
88
J.M. Lab
Gatefold
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1

Ref 2.2 CD Player
24/192 Upsampling
6H30 Supertube
Balanced output

A

Ref 9.9 Monoblocks
845 Vacuum tube
Single ended " Class A"

5

o

reima iller

g
6

Qualify handbuilf
loudspeaker
High efficiency 92dB to
9EdB floor standing and
standmount

S"')

eratç)iudio gioni
Tel 01273 325901 ( Ian Large)
01273 608332 ( Peter Richards)
E-Mail:sales@aliumaudio.com
Website: www.aliumaudio.com

5

o

alium audio distributors of qualify hi-fi alium audio distributors of quality hi-fi

KEF
94
Kronos Hifi
120
Leema
64 8i 78
Letropack
14
Listening Rooms
92
Loud & Clear
104
Manger Audio
134
Mantra Audio
123
Metropolis
108
Midland Audio X Change
115
Monitor Audio
18
Mordaunt Short
16
Musical Fidelity
62
Musical Images
38
N.A.D.26
Nordost
86
Origin Live
100
Oxford Audio
64
Path Group
IFC & IBC
Pinewood Music
88
QED
44
Quad Specialist. The
129
Radlett Audio
78
Redline
106
Right Note. The
76
Russ Andrews
88
S.M.E.
76
Signals
120
Siltech
24
109
Sounds of Music
Soundstage
132
Spendor Audio
80
Tannoy
10
Tom Tom Audio
129
Townshend
118
Tube Shop
80
U.K.D.30
& 132
Usher Audio
35
Vickers Hifi
118
Vinyl Storage Solutions
135
Walrus systems
49
White Noise
92
Wilmslow Audio
129

As good as it gets - just hear the 132.2 Revelation!
Music lovers - forget 5.1 ch HT, stereo is here again!
In fact, the 2ch sound from SETs and really good singledriver horn speakers has never been bettered for pure
musical enjoyment. And horns don't come any better
than the new B2.2 Revelation ( right). The dynamics and
transparency are phenominal - they give adepth of
sound stage and image focus which is just so believable.
The Beauhorn Virtuosos simply
manage to make music of all
kinds more interesting and
involving than conventional
speakers. Paul Messenger,
Hi Fi+
But it 'salso one of the most
effective and convincing music
speakers you're ever likely to
hear. It doesn't take long to
forget about the hiji and simply

get deeply involved in the
musical content, thanks to the
astonishing sense ofrealism that
comes courtesy of tight midband
time-coherence alongside
dynamic contrasts that simply
sound more 'right' and 'real'
than those heard with more
conventional speakers. Paul
Messenger, Hi Fi Choice
[B2.2 Revelation review]

Beauhorn
website www.beauhorn.com
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e-mail: infonebeauhorn.com

Hastings TN35 4NB England

Telephone: + 44 ( 0)1424 813888

www.hifinews.ce.ek

3 years of proven reliability.
2 years guarantee.
Shop prices are
expensive because of
rent, rates, wages, etc.
Buy direct & save £££.

Price is not a guarantee of sound quality.

738 va:_ ,..es
are aDre
7,ers_ve
an 5550
"a .res

We have signed testimonials to prove that
customers prefer our amplifiers to
£8,000 preamp + 320 watts power amplifier
£4,000 pre/power amp & power supply,
£2,600 pre/power amp & power supply,
£1,400 well reviewed 150 watts amplifier.

Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas) that you prefer :£1,000 or £ 1,450 "KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers to most transistor
amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers, most Single Ended valve
amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers selling for £2,000 to £20,000
£2,500 or £ 1,800 "10 inch High End" speakers + our £ 1,450 amplifiers
to overpriced pretentious £ 100,000 systems ( at realistic life-size volume)

'aspens].
nen-ma
stainle
steel
chassis

£1,450

Zarger
transfDrner

£700 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor
amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £ 1,000 to £2,000

E188 valves
are mare
expresive
than
6550
alve

£500 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most £700 amplifiers.
£380 to £800 valve phono stages to most transistor phono stages.
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's
review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from
satisfied customers.
www.affordablevalvecompany.com
Amplifier shown without CE safety
cage, to prove that these are genuine valve amplifiers. Customers
must not remove CE safety cage.

Even our " standar-?
transformers
are

pie
capscitore -

T now ,, rful

Free UK delivery.
Subsidised £ 50 UPS delivery
to other countries.

40 watts
+ 40 watts

£50 0 n'''Z'Lf
ss

carri
- . 50 for need valves

£600 £ 700

S
!(
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1/:
Exclusive: B&O Beolab 5
Bang & Olufsen's bizarre- looking flagship loudspeaker is a unique high-end self-calibrating active
loudspeaker, a product far removed from anything
the Danish company has ever produced before. We
bring you an exclusive full lab test.

More reviews
Our bumper equipment review section will also cover
Avid's exciting new turntable, the Volvere Sequel,
the latest Conrad-Johnson power amp, PMC's longawaited OB1 speakers and much more.

Essential reading...

Don't miss HiFi News, December 2003 edition: on sale Friday. 7 November
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
E

very once in awhile, something comes along — not
necessarily earth-shattering, Ihasten to add — that leaves

areviewer hamstrung. Genuinely new technology will
baffle all but, say, Paul Miller or Martin Colloms, while
products with performance way above their fighting weight
leave us lost for words, since we've raped every hyperbole

going. But the Audiopax Model 88 monoblock 30W valve power
amp is different because it features its own sound tailoring
facility, so to speak. Imagine, then, acomponent that is
intrinsically ' unreviewable' because it has no fixed sound.
Before we go any further, Ihave to point out two things so
you don't hear the sound of axes grinding. The first is that I

there's plenty of scope for tweaking to your heart's content. But

think the Audiopax an amazing-sounding amp, and Icould live

let's allow Audiopax to describe it:

with it without complaint. The second is that I'm not reviewing

yet very accurate way of independently adjusting the bias for

have nothing to do with the amplifier per se. Suffice it to say,
the Audiopax is adelicious product at ashade under £ 10,000

each tube. This unique feature gives you the power of " dialling
in" the amplifier behaviour that will be best for the system, not

per pair, and I've excused myself for reviewing it because of

just for the amplifier. The different adjustments make it

The Audiopax has
no neutral median:
there is no ' bypass'
setting so you
can't audition it at
midpoint because
there is no locked,
middle position

personality clashes that could

possible for you to better match the overload characteristics

prejudice my writing.

and fine tune the system for lower audible distortion with your

At first glance, the '88s look
like yer basic pair of vertical valve

loudspeaker.'
Now numerous valve amps have, over the years, featured

amps with the tubes on the very
top as per Nagra; they stand a
tidy 340 x230 x370mm ( hwd)

manually-adjustable bias, but this is the first time I've ever
seen it presented as away to tune the amplifier. It's anovel,
near-genius application that works, pure and simple. Applying

and I've seen them in gorgeous
metallic red and blue. The model
nomenclature refers to the KT88s
used in preference to 300Bs,

its benefits — and the knobs are surrounded by red ' tell-tale'
LEDs to indicate position — resulted in either quite distinct
improvement or detriment to headroom, background noise
levels, upper treble sweetness and more. While this might

845s and 211s, the company

seem overwhelming, altering too many characteristics at once,

believing, with much justification,

you soon get the hang of it and it operates, as one observer

that these replicate the bliss of

noted, like the focusing ring on acamera lens.

single-ended triodes without the
power restrictions, noise, etc.

Thus Iwas able, without resorting to whole component
changes — eg, different cables or stands — to iron out small

(Note that the Audiopax

problems, to modify the amp-speaker interface with ease. But

amplifiers originate from Brazil,

at all times Iwas ' eft with anagging feeling that Iwas not

and are distributed by in the UK by Ecosse, 0141 353 0509.)

listening to the ' correct' setting. Rather, Iwas listening to my

In terms of usage, the amp is utterly straightforward, until

personal preference, and that's not necessarily the flat, neutral

you espy abrace of rotary controls near the valve bases. These
operate something called ' Timbre Lock', and their presence, in

middle setting of the Audiopax. Indeed, with one speaker ( I

effect, ensures that the amplifier has no neutral median

won't say which), the knobs were set way past mid- point, while
the other speakers were plus or minus one or two LEDs.

because there is no ' bypass' setting. You simply cannot
audition the units at midpoint because there is no locked,

the tubes-versus-transistors debate, that he could tune his

middle position. But let's not get ahead of ourselves.
Timbre Lock allows the user 'to adjust its distortion
characteristics for the best sound for any specific speaker'. The

It reminded me of Bob Carver once claiming, in riposte to
amplifiers to sound like anything you asked for: in effect saying
that it was all cobblers and that agood designer could make
any amp perform the way he wants. ( Suffice it to say, Carver —

company calls it ' the world's first ( and only) optimally

not long after — issued avalve amp.) What the Audiopax

adjustable amplifier/speaker interface', and it is subtle yet

designer has done, consciously or unconsciously, deliberately or

audible enough to exhibit changes that alter the performance

not, is produced an amp that can never be criticised. A bad

enough to accommodate — in my system — speakers as

review? The manufacturer can always suggest that the writer

disparate as Quad ESL- 57s, BBC LS3/5As and Wilson WATT

didn't set the Timbre Lock correctly.

Puppy System 7. While not as extreme as dialling atone
control from — 10 to + 10, full swings leave you in no doubt that

138

'In essence, the Model 88 incorporates an elegantly simple,

it for reasons that might come out in my memoirs, but which
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There is, of course, asolution to this. It's called a ' mid- point
detent' on the rotary controls.

www.hifinews.co.uk

Maximise your
CD Collection

Ayr e

The Astonishing CX-7 CD Player is the second in a new series of
unprecedented, high performance, high value components from, Ayre.
To maximise the performance from CD's, the CX-7 incorporates an extremely
sophisticated multi- stage digital filter system. The first filter " upsaimples" to
176.4KHz at 24 bits. The second filter " oversamples" to 1.4112MHz at 24 bits.
This coupled with a unique Segmented Architecture, differential current output
IDAC and fully balanced, zero feedback analog circuitry. Results in a sound that
combines breathtaking transparency with beguiling musicality.
For the past decade Ayre products have won numerous awards worldwide and
gained an enviable reputation for producing, highly musical designs.
The new CX-7 breathes life into CD's.

To find out more about the CX-7 and the name of your nearest authorised dealer please contact
•

Path Premier

Dormer Road, Thame Industrial Estate, Thorne, Oxfordshire OX9 3UD
Tel: + 44 (0) 1844 219000

Fax: + 44 (0) 1844 219099
Email: premier@poth.co.uk
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B&W Bowers&Wilkins

INT- nvirnrrn
>111ILIAILnIfu
A rush of amazing music
It's in my veins

www.bw700.com
For your virtual tour of the B&W 705 and 700 Series please visit our site, or call 01903 221500
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